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PREFACE

Four
years ago I had the pleasure of forewording a little bro-

chure written by the author of this work on the history of

Mangalore, by which many expectations were roused among the

Indian scholars about the author's future historical work. Today,
when those expectations are fully realized in this history of The

Kadamba Kula, I deem it a rare privilege to introduce him again
to the students of Indian History,

The work of Mr. Moraes is of the greatest interest for the his-

tory of South India. The Kadamba Dynasty receives only a slight

reference in the general histories of India; and has sometimes been

regarded as of very little importance by authors not well acquaint-
ed with their history.

This work will show how important and how influencial

were the different branches of the Kadamba Kula, not only in

Karnafaka but even in the whole of Dakshinapatha, and at times

even in Aryavarta. They were early acknowledged as independent
rulers of Karnataka by the Pallavas, their former overlords. They
allied themselves with the Gangas by familly ties. They "roused

the lotus beds
91
of the far off Imperial Guptas, as the Talagunda

pillar inscription proudly records. The early Chalukya chieftains

were their subordinates down to the time of Pulike& I. The enter-

prising Hoysajas of Mysore and the Paramaras of Malwa felt the

strong arm of the Hangal and Goa Kadambas in many a battle. In

fact they are styled the right hand of the powerfull Chalukya Em-
peror Vikramaditya VI; and the Kalyani and Anahilwada Chalu-

kyas were proud of their marriages with Kadamba princesses.
And if we pass from the civil and political field to the field of

culture and civilization, we shall find the Kadambas propagating

education, fostering literature and commerce, creating a new style
of architecture which is the basis of the style of the Hoysajas,
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and developing an original school of sculpture, which was the

forerunner of that series of South Indian sculptors, whose master-

pieces are still the wonder of tourists and art critics.

The work of Mr. Moraes is not only the history of the

Kadamba family, but a complete history of western Karnataka
which was called Kuntala in ancient Sanskrit literature from the

beginning of the fourth century down to the middle of the four-

teenth century* During this long period of ten centuries there

were ups and downs in the annals of the Kadamba Kula; and even

once this family totally disappears from Karnataka for thre^
centuries. Mr. Moraes nevertheless has filled up the gaps in order

to present a complete history of this period. He has divided his

work in eight different parts corresponding to the eight different

historical units which make up the history of the Kadambas.
First he outlines the pre-Kadamba history of Kuntala, as a

necessary background before staging the drama of the Kadamba
family. Then he narrates the history of the early Kadambas,
followed by the period in which we find the city of Banavasi

underforeign domination. The history of the Hangal Kadambas
and of the Goa Kadambas is then separately given. This is follow-

ed by the account of the minor Kadamba dynasties, about which

very scanty information has come down to us. But the most

interesting portion of the book is that containing the internal

history of the Kadamba period, where the civilization and culture

of Kuntala is properly estimated. The study of Kadamba

Geography constitutes the last part of Mr. Moraes's work. Three

appendices follow: one on the Kadamba lion, the dynastic symbol
of the family; the second on Kadamba Coinage, while the third

contains the recently discovered and still unpublished inscriptions

of the Kadamba monarchs used in the course of this history.

Such is the plan of Mr. Moraes's work. As regards his method
and criticism the reader can easily judge for himself while reading
the following pages.

The work was submitted as a thesis to obtain the degree of

Master of Arts in the University of Bombay and is now publish-
ed in the hope that it will be a credit to the University, and an

encouragement to further studies in history under its high

patronage.

//. Herat, S.J.

Bombay, January 1st, 1931.



INTRODUCTION

The history of the Kadamba dynasty is the history of one

of the most neglected, though in its own days one of the most

influential, of the dynasties that ever held sway over the Dekkan.

The origin of this royal line can be traced as far back as the

fourth century of the Christian era, when during the confusion

and chaos that followed in the wake of the southern expedition of

Samudra Gupta, Mayura&rmma, who was very probably a

daqdanayaka in the service of the Pallavas, asserted his in-

dependence. After Mayuraarmma, there followed a succession

of capable rulers who utilised their material and personal
resources for augmenting the political influence of the family.
In the 7th century however they were defeated and dispossessed
of their kingdom by the Western Chalukyas of Badami, but towards
the close of the 10th century they emerged again as mahamati-
d
9
ale&vara$ and continued to rule the various parts of the Dekkan
and of the Konkarj till the middle of the 14th century, when the

various Kadamba kingdoms were absorbed in the newly founded

Vijayanagara Empire*

In writing the history of this dynasty, I have met with unex-

pected difficulties. Judging from the great influence the Kadam-
bas wielded and the fact that they held the field for over a

thousand years, I expected to find a large number of copper-plates
and lithic records of these rulers* But after consulting all the

works on epigraphy and archaeology and going through ail the

journals, I had to be content with a handful of inscriptions. This

was what actuated me to undertake a tour under the guidance of

Rev. Fr. H. Heras, S. J. through the Districts of Belgaum, Dharwar
and North Kanara, the State of Mysore and Goa, with the object
of learning the topography of the countries ruled over by the Ka-

dambas, to study the architecture of the temples built by them,
and to search for new epigraphical records. A large number of

Kadamba inscriptions were copied during this historical excursion

and over 106 photographs of temples forts and coins were taken

which enabled me to unravel the confusion made by previous au-
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thors between the Kadamba style of architecture and the Hoysala
and the Chalukya styles. The study of the Kadamba coins at

the St. Xavier's College Indian Historical Research Institute, and

at the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, and a number

of those collected during the tour was of great assistance to me
in settling the chronology of many of these rulers.

I wish to acknowledge my deep indebtedness to Prof. K. Q.

Kundangar, Rajaram College, Kolhapur for the help he gave me so

unstintingly by taking rubbings of inscriptions and deciphering

them; to Sastri Bhavanishanker Sukhtanker, of our College staff,

for the translation of the plates of Shashtha-deva I and Jayakegi I,

and to Messrs. G. Bengeri and S. M. Karajgi of the Municipal

High School, Haveri, Dharwar District, for deciphering some

inscriptions and sending transcriptions of others found by them-

selves. I am also thankful to my friend Mr. B. C. S. Sharma,
M. A., for the help he has often rendered me while reading some
of the inscriptions.
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CHAPTER I

Pre-Kadamba History of Kuntald

he Kuntala country which probably included the western Dek-
kan and the north of Mysore S has a history extending far into

the early centuries before the Christian era. The Devagiri plates
of the Kadamba king Krishnavarmnja I, which connect his family
with that of the Nagas, obviously imply that the country was ruled

by the latter in the beginning of historic times 1
. A few inscript-

ions of the llth and the 12th centuries recount the tradition that

the Nandas also held sway over this part of the Dekkan 3
. The

conquest of this territory was very likely effected in the days of

Birnbisara and Ajata^atru and was maintained by their successors4.

When however the Nanda dynasty was overthrown by the Matt-

ryas, the Kuntala country passed into the tatter's hands. Though
there is no contemporary epigraphic evidence to corroborate this

inference, the fact does not seem to be beyond probability. Indeed

the Havana Belgola inscriptions of a later period record the mi-

gration southwards to Mysore of Chandragupta, the founder of

the Maurya dynasty, in the company of the great Jaina preceptor

Bhadrabahu and the ending of their days at ravaga-Belgola. But
this King did not come down as a conqueror, having in fact abdi-

cated the throne in order to devote his last years to a life of prayer
and solitude

5
. An inscription found in the Sorab taluqua has jt

that Nagarkhanda "was protected by the wise Chandragupta, an
abode of the usages of eminent Kshattriyas

6
". But this epigraph

Cf. Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 3.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarest Inscriptions, 1. A.% VII, p. 35.

Cf. Smith, Early History of India, p, 43,

B. Cf VIII, Sb,,t, 17, 54 40> Ij &<? IB, Sr, 14?, 14$.



befog of the 14th century, much importance cannot be attached to

Its evidence. More reliable information however is furnished by
the edicts of Agoka A

; and their discovery near Sidhapur in

ttrt* Mysore territory has established beyond doubt the fact that the

Maurya Empire at this time extended over at least the northern

parts of the Mahishamandala *. Bui Agoka is not known to have
led more than one expedition and that was into Kalinga. It fol-

lows from this that at the accession of Agoka, the whole of the

above territory except Kalinga was already in the possession of

the Mauryas.

A^oka died in 232 B. C. After his death the break-up of the

Maurya Empire forthwith began; and iij a short space of less than

half a century, the final destruction was accomplished.
The scattered remnants of the Maurya Empire in the south

were gathered together by the &atavlhanas. There were many
scions of this family ruling all over the Dekkan from which we
conclude that they brought the whole of the country under their

rule.

After the fall of this dynasty, the Chutu family became the

masters of Kuntala* They often styled themselves the Sata-

vatianas, and possibly claimed some relationship with them. The

inscriptions -of the Chutu dynasty are, next to the edicts of Aoka,
the oldest documents found in the north of Mysore

3
. The first of

these at Malavajli, in the Shikarpur taluqua, is a grant by Haritf-

putra-Satakarggi, of the Manavya-gotra and Vinhukaddachufu

family, King of Vaijayanti, dated in the 2nd year of his reign. In

this record the King issues orders to the mahavallabham rajjukam,
or the Chief Revenue Commissioner, that the village of Sahalatavl

has been granted free of all imposts to Kogdamaga, son of Takifl-

cbi, as a Brahman endowment, for the enjoyment of the mat-

tapatti gods
4
. In Banavasi itself there is an inscription of apparent*

ly the same king, dated in the twelth regnal year. The king bears

in this record the same name as in the Malavajji grant, with the

only difference that he is said to have belonged to the Vinhuka-

dadutu family instead of Vishgukadachutu, which might lead us to

conclude that the words data and chain were synonimous *. The

* .C.,XI,Mk,21 f 14,34. Cf . Ibid., Introd., p, 2.

* Ct & C, VII, Introd*, p. 4. < . c., V f Sk, 853.

* CL Jouveau DubreuH, Ancient History of the Deccan, p. 40. This dif-

ference maj also be due toa mistake of tbeebirwer*
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inscription at Banavasi records that king ^atakanjijt had a daughter

Mahabhoji Sivakhada-NagaSirl (Sivaskanda-Na^ri) who made

the grant of a naga, a tank and a vihara 4
, perhaps to the original

temple on the sight of which now stands the Madhuk&vara temple

built in later times *. The stab containing the sculpture of the n&ga
with five heads is still to be seen on the northern side of the

prakara of the temple.

We may infer from the two inscriptions above referred to,

that Vaijayanti (/. *., Banavasi) was the capital of the kings of the

Chufu family. This opinion is supported by the fact that this city

is of great antiquity. We are told in the Mahavansa for example
that the Budhist teacher Rakkhita, was deputed to Banavasi in the

third century B. C, shortly after the great council held at Patali-

putra in the eighteenth year of Aoka. Consequently, if Banavasi

could be selected as a centre for preaching the gospel of Buddha,
it must have been in a very flourishing condition, having evidently

been founded much anterior to this date. It is not improbable that,

A4oka also sent his mahSmatras of morality to this city. For he

says in his rock edicts: "Everywhere in my dominions the Yuktas

the Rajuka and the Prade&ka shall set out on a complete tour

throughout their charges every five years for this very purpose,
viz. for the following instruction in morality as well as for other

business" 3
. "The Lajukas also who are occupied with many hun-

dred thousands of men, these too were ordered by me: In such

and such manner exhort ye the people who are devoted to mora-

lity'
"4

. 'Tor as one feels confident after having entrusted his

child to an intelligent nurse, thinking, 'the intelligent nurse will

be able to keep my child weir, so the Lajukas were appointed by
me for the welfare and happiness of the country-people."

5 We
have shown above that Kuntala formed part of the Empire of A^oka,
It is therefore natural that he sent his mahamatras to Banavasi,
which was presumably the capital of the southern provinces of the

Empire.

King atavahana of the Malavalli and the Banavasi inscriptions
had probably a glorious reign; for even after a lapse of four centuries

*
Buhler, The Banavasi Inscription oj Harittpula-Satakamni, LA., XIV,

p. 304.
* a. Heras, A Hitfortcal Tour In Stank ofKadamba Documents, /JUtJS.

IJ, p, 128*
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in the time of the Kadambas, they remembered his name. In fact the

famous Talagunda inscription of the Kadambas mentions a Siva

temple in that town at which atakarnni and other kings had

'formerly worshipped *.

The Satavahanae are often described as the Andhras and iden-

tified with the Andarai described by Ptolemy as a powerful nation,
and also mentioned by Pliny*. But the Puranas appear to give
them the appellation of Andhrabhrityas or the 'servants of the

Andhras
1

*. Ptolemy also mentions Banavasi under the name of Ba-

nauasi, thus confirming the evidence of the epigraphlcal records

that it was an important city
4

.

The Chutu-Satavahanas were succeeded by the Pallavas. This
we conclude from the fact that the Kuntala country was acquired

by MaySra&rmma from the Pallavas, as narrated in the Talagunda
inscription.

For the history of the Paliavab at this early pei iod we are main-

ly dependent on the Prakrit and the Sanscrit records. Three sets of

copper-plates written in the former chaiacters disclose the names
of Bappa-Deva, Skandavarmma, and Vijayaskandavarmma. The
Majidavolu record informs us that Boppa was the father of $ivas-

kandavarmma . We learn from the HirehadagaHi plates that

Skandavarmma performed the Avam~dha or the horse-sacrifice,
which may imply that his suzerainty was acknowledged by several

kings
6
. This King was very probably succeeded by Vijayaskan-

davarmma. AH that we know about this sovereign is that his

queen was named Cham-Devi; and the heir-apparent to the throne
was called Budhyankura, whose father is given the name of Vija-

yaskandavarmma
7
. The latter is probably identical with ivaskanda-

varmma of the earlier charters'.

The next notable figure among the Pallava kings is Vishnu-
gopa, the contemporary of Samudra Gupta, who, according to

the Allahabad pillar inscription, was defeated by the latter
9
.

This brings us to the beginnings of the Kadamba dynasty.

E. C., VII, Sk, 176, s Cf . Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 15.

WHson, MMbur Purana, p, 473,

Ptolemy, Qtographtot Ubrt Octo, PI. XX, p, 124.

B. I, VI, p, 84 ff. & /., XIV, p. IB.
&/.,VBIf p.MA,
Ci Oopalan, Hbtory of the Patlavas of Kanchi, p. 30.

Cf, Fleet, Quota Inscriptions* 0, 13,



CHAPTER II

The Origin of the Kadamba Dynasty

The origin of the Kadamba family is enveloped in the mist of

legendary tales. It seems probable that when the Kadambas

emerged in the 10th century from the political obscurity they had/
suffered for three hundred years, they completely lost sight of thefr

historical origin* Consequently to account for the rise of the

dynasty in the early days, they invented various legendary stories,

representing the progenitor of their race as a demi-god. ACcdrd-

ing to one of these tales, the Kadambas derived their descent from
the three-eyed and four-armed Kadamba, who sprang into being
from a drop of sweat that fell to the ground from the broad fore-

head of Siva under a Kadamba tree. This Kadamba who was '

cultured, with pure and high learning, begot Mayuravarmma, the

subduer of the earth by the power of his sword, of hisownarm and

Of his invincible armour *. Another story goes that King MaySra-
varmma was born to Rudra and the earth under the auspicious Ka-
damba tree. "As he was born with an eye in his forehead, ttye crown
was not bound there as it would cover it up, but it was bound oft

him near his knee, where it would show well. As he grew up in

the thick shade of a Kadamba tree, his family became the Kadamba

family"
1
. The same strain is echoed in a Jaina endowment of tfce

Kadambas; but in this record Mayuravarmma is described as a

son (?> of the sister of the Jaina Tirthankara, Ananda Jinavrltfndra,
born under the famous Kadamba tree. A kingdom, continues the

inscription, was procured for him from asana-Devi, and vast

areas of forest land were cleared, presumably to brku? this unculti-

vated land into cultivation
3
.
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These am the accounts we find in the inscriptions of the Hangal
Kadambas. The mythical origin given in the Ooa Kadamba records

does not materially differ from that of the Hangat Kadamba

inscriptions. Thus for instance some of the Halsi and Degamve
&sana$ attribute the rise of the family to the three-eyed and four-

armed Jayanta, otherwise called Trilochana Kadamba or "the three*

eyed Kadamba", who is said to have sprung from a drop of sweat

that fell to the earth near the roots of a Kadamba tree from the

forehead of the god &va after the conquest of the demon Tripura
ft

.

E. C., VII, Sk, 236. It is interesting to note that the Pallava inscriptions

mention a King named Trilochana Paliava as one of their most illus-

trious ancestors. He is also given the names of Trinetra or Trtna-

yana Pallava, Mukkanti Paliava and Mukkanti Kaduvetti, Butter-

worth, Ncliore Inscriptions, 1, p. 389, II, p. 671. d E. /., XI, p. 340.

He is supposed to be the founder at least of the Telugu Pailavas

(M. E. /?., 1916, p. 138, No. 56), and is described as having a third eye

in the forehead, like Siva. Ibid. He is also said to have brought some

Brahmans from Ahichchatra and have settled them east of Triparrata,

where he found 70 agraharas. 109 and 1 10 of 1893 and 247 of 1897;

M. . /?., 1908, pp. 8243. This emigration of the Brahmans to the

south is also commemorated in some later Kadamba inscriptions as

being caused by Mayuravarmma; who after his retreat from Kanchi is

reported to have settled at Triparvata. Cf. below pp. 11 and 13. Now
ail the Paliava inscriptions that speak of Trilochana are of the

eleventh century. Prof. P. T. Srinivas lyengar, in his History of the

Tamils, p. 364, believes that he is "an actual King who ruled over

tracts of the Telugu country'
1

; and Prof. K. R. Subratnania Iyer, Ibid.,

p. 384, boldly states: "When a score of inscriptions, despite their late

age, mention an ancient king with an extra eye we cannot brush them
aside entirely as valueless". The number of inscriptions will never

satisfy any impartial and sound criticism, unless there are other rea-

sons for credibility. The fact that only the inscription* of the eleventh

century speak of this personage with an extra eye, who Is supposed
to have lived early in the fifth century (Cf. Srinivts lyengar, o* c.,

p. 386) makes one suspect that he is a purely mythical person* It is

worth noticing nevertheless that Trilochana Kadamba makes his ap-
pearance hi the epigraphical records more or less about the me
time. Ha<t these two legends a common origin or is one perhaps 4**

pending on the other? The fact that Trilochana Kadamba teems to be
a mythical personification of the historical Mayuravarmma suggests
that the story of the three-eyed hero had its origin In the west The
constant rivalry between the Kadambas and the Pailavas from the be*
ginning of the former dynasty may perhaps explain how tkt story
found its way to the east. Such a mythical origtn of the dynasty from
a Siva-like hero was naturally envied by the Telugu piltavas who
had also declined much from the palmy ^yn^t^



An inscription of the Nagarkhagda Kadambas of the same

period connects the Kadamba family with that of the N&ndas. It

states that king Nanda being without an heir, worshiped Siva in

the smiting Kailasa mountain for many days with the desire of

obtaining a son. But as he knew that his request was not granted
he was filled with distress; when as if to encourage him, some
Kadamba flowers accidently fell down as if plucked from the tree

by an invisible hand. At the same time a heavenly voice assured

him that two brilliant sons would be born to him under the name
of the Kadamba-Kula, and enjoined that they should be instructed

in the use of weapons
4
.

These legendary tales, it is obvious, throw little light on the

historical origin of the Kadamba dynasty. However they make one

fact quite evident, namely, that Mayuravarmma was the founder of

the family, and that in spite of the wonderful accounts that have

grown round his interesting person, he was an historical figure*

Before producing contemporary epigraphical evidence to support
this conclusion, we shall directly proceed to examine whether he

was of indigenous or of northern origin, or in other words, whether
he was a Dravidian or an Aryan.

There are many inscriptions of the Kadamba kings that seem
to attribute a northern origin to the Kadambas. This is inferred

from a remark in these records that Mayuravarmma, whom they
claim as the progenitor of their race, established his might on the

summits of the Mount Himavat 1
. But there is no contemporary

evidence to support this view. A careful study of these records

reveals the important fact that all the inscriptions that allude to

the northern descent are of a later date, and that those of the early
Kadambas contain no clues to warrant the above conclusion. On

chipuram, The insertion of a similar personage in their pedigree
could ostensibly raise the PaUavas to the level of their rivals, the

Kadambas. On the other hand the preparation of this interpolation
was not a difficult thing, since no historical documents were used for

the formation of such pedigrees. Moreover once the name of Tri-

lochana Ptliava would be introduced, it would easily be copied from

inscription to inscription without fear of any critical arguing against
him. Thus the name of Trilochana seems to have passed from

the Kadamba inscriptions of th west to the Pallava inscriptions
of the east.

P\tttt Inscriptions Relating to Me Kadambas of Qoa, /. B.B.R.A,S.t

IX, Pp. 245, 272,285,
, / XVI, pp* 354, 36a



contrary they afford us definite proofs that the Kadambas

fere^f pqrely indigenous origin. To begin with, the very hatoe

^Ft^femily suggests tha^; they were the natives of the south* For

ihifie Kadamba tree is common only in the Dekkan*. Further-

'%o*e the Talagunda inscription of santivarmma, which is one

df the oldest Kadamba records, tells us that the Kadambas
were a Brahman family, and they acquired the name of Kadambas

fcy tending a Kadamba tree that grew near their house *.' If this

is a plant, characteristic of the south, it follows that Mayuravarm-
ma, who was evidently a later member of the family and who
founded 'the royal line could not have come from the north.

Moreover, the inscription of Krishnavarmma I, which asserts that

he was of Naga descent 5
, plainly indicates the indigenous origin

of the family,

.Another significant fact one notices whilst studying the

Kadamba inscriptions, is that the pretension of northern descent

was for the first time put forward in the llth century of the

Christian era. The earliest records to claim such a descent are

the grants of the Kadamba king Harikesari-Deva dated in 1053 *,

and 1055 *. This was followed by the fasanas of Kirttivarmma of

&. D. 1068 *, and it was copied in all the inscriptions of the later

kings.

, It Js evident from the records of the contemporary royal
families of the Dekkan that they also claimed northern extraction

at this period. Thus for instance it was for the first time in the

llth century that the Hoysalas, who were a purely Karnafaka

dynasty, traced their descent from the Yadavas, who were norther-

* ft is indigenous of Sikkim, N. Kanara,, N. Circars, Cuddapah, and Kurnul.

It certainly is not *ooc of the palms from wliicH toddy to extracted', as

Mr, Rice would have us believe. (Mysore Inscriptions, p. xxxiii.)

In Mr. Lushingham's Vernacular List of Trees, Shrubs and Woody
Climbers in the Madras Presidency. 3 vote, 1034, 828, 103, It appears
under the name of Sarcncephalus Cadamba, Kun or Anthocephatus
Cadamba, Mig. Mr, Lushingham describes it as a long leathery

downy backed ovate-or-eiliptic acute leaved Cadamba, and says that

it is the wild Cinchona o! the Mysore planters. Ibid,, I! A, p, 3*^
* B. C., VH, Sk, 176.

* Ffeet, Sanscrit and Qld Caname Inscriptions, L A., VII, p, 3*.
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ners *. It is therefore clear that there was a craze among the

rulers of the south at this time to connect their families with dyna-
sties from the north. The Kadambas who had Just then re-est-

ablished their power, after an eelipse of over three hundred yearsf

conformed themselves to the ideas then obtaining at the courts of

contemporary rulers, and attributed a northern origin to their

founder. They however observed one important distinction,

namely, whereas the othei raonarchs identified themselves with

either the solar or the lunar race, the Kadambas being Brahmans,
avoided these extremes.

However it may be objected that as the Kadambas were Brah-

mans, they were finally of northern origin. It is nevertheless

beyond doubt that after the Brahmanic immigration, even Dravidian

people were received into the Brahmanic fold, a ceremony repeat-
ed centuries later by Madhavachaiya. The family of the Kadambas
were undoubtedly among these Kanarese people admitted to such

a high status in Hindu society.

E C, VI, Cm, 137.
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CHAPTER I

Mayurasarmma

The Talagunda inscription probably gives an historical account

of the origin of the Kadamba dynasty* It te, in the words
of Mr. Rice, its discoverer, "a realistic and trye account of the Ka-

damba line of kings, free from current numerous legends regard-

ing it"
1
. According to this veision, there was a Brahman family

who were devoted to the study of the Vedas and to the perform-
ance of the sacrificial rites. They belonged to the Manavya
gtra, and their name of Kadambas was derived from the fact that

they carefully tended a Kadamba tree which grew near their

house. In this Kadamba family was now born an illustrious and

learned Brahman named Mayurasarmma, who together with his

gam Virasarmma, went to Kanchlpuram, the capital of the Palla-

va kings, to prosecute the study of the Vedas. There he took

part in a sharp quarrel with some Pallava horsemen, and be-

ing enraged at the treatment meted out on this occasion, and con-

sidering it a dishonour to the Brahmans, he, in the picturesque
words of the inscription, "with the hands dexterous in grasping
the kusa grass, the fuel, the stones, the ladle, the melted butter,

and the oblation vessel, unsheathed a flaming sword eager to

conquer the world
1

'. Accordingly, having trained himself in war-

like exercises, he easily overpowered the frontier guards and esta-

blished himself in the almost inaccessible forests at &riparvata

(risailam, Karnul District). There he grew so powerful that he was
able to levy tribute from the great Baria and other kings, and

caused much havoc by his predatory excursions. The Pallava

kings of Kanchi took the field against him; but he could not be

subdued. At last they made a compact with him by which he

undertook to enter their service. Distinguishing himself by his

E, C, VII, Jntrod,, p, 9.
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deeds of valour, he pleased the Pallavas, his masters, who finally

installed him as King over 3 territory extending from the Amara
ocean (Western Ocean) to the Premara country (Malva),

specifying that other chiefs "should not enter it"
1

.

The observations of Prof* Kielhorn on this inscription are note-

worthy. He is of opinion that when Kubja, the composer of the

inscription, states that Mayflra^armma entered the service of the

Pallavas, he seems to say that he became a daq&anayaka or gen-
eral of the Pallava kings. This view, he continues, is supported

by verse 3 of the inscription which describes the Kadamba family
as "the great lineage of leaders of armies (s~*nani)"; and also by
verse 22 according to which Mayurasarmma was anointed by
Shadanana (the six-faced god of war) after meditating on Senapati,

/. e., the general of gods (Karttikeya)
f
.

It is possible that in course of time Mayurasarmma, who is

also styled MayQravarrnma,
3 availed himself of the confusion pre-

vailing in the country after the southern expedition of Samudra

Gupta and established himself as an independent ruler. For these

events undoubtedly took place not long after the defeat of Vishnu-

gopa of Kanchi, recorded in the Allahabad inscription of Samudra

Gupta
4

. It is evident from the inscription, that Mayuravarmma
soon grew sufficiently powerful to impose his suzerainty on the

neighbouring kings* An epigraphical record found at the same

village of Talagunda says that he performed eighteen horse sacri-

fices
5
. This number seems to be a little exaggerated, after a lapse

of seven or eight centuries* Nevertheless, it may safely be main-

tained that he really performed one or perhaps a few more, which

thus formed the historical foundation for the exaggerated version

of the later records. This was indeed a great achievement, for it

is well known that the great Gupta king, Samudra Gupta, for

instance, performed only one. The eightieth year of an unknown

era, called the year of victory, to which the Halsi plates of Kakus-

. C , VII, Sk, 176; E. /., VIII, pp. 33-36,

E. L, VIII, p. 29.

In fact he is known by this name in the later Kadamba records, and ac-

cordingly we used this form when discussing the origin of this dyn*

asty in the previous chapter. In the Talagunda inscription he is al-

ways named Mayurasarmma,
Fleet, Gupta Inscriptions, p, 13, Cf, Jouveau-Dubreuil, Ancient History

ojthe Deccan, p. 99,

.C,Vl! 9 Sk,!7a
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tha, MayQrafarrama's great-grandson, are ascribed, probably be-

gan with the independence of the territories granted to the Kadam*
ba family

1
*

At the time of the performance of these Akvamedha sacrifice*

the King, if we are to believe the above inscription, granted 144

villages to the Brahmans of Talagundur. These Brahmans would

appear to be the descendants of those whom, according to another

record, his ancestor Mukkawa had induced to come from the city
of Ahichchatra in the north and to settle at Talagundur, there being
none at that time in the south. The same inscription remarks that

Mukkagga Kadamba, "seeking with desire in the region of the South

(dak&iria-patha), and not finding any, without delay wept forth, and

doing worship to the Ahichchatra agrahara, succeeded in obtaining

thirty-two Brahman families purified by 12,000 agnihotras, whom
sending before him, he brought and established in the outskirts

of the city, in the great agrahara of SthanugQdha."
*

Obviously
the Brahmans of the time of Mayura^armma were supposed to be
the descendants of these colonizers from the north*

But this tradition of the emigration of the Brahmans from the

north is lacking in sound historical basis. We have shewn in the

chapter on the origin of the Kadamba dynasty that Mukkagna Ka-

damba, whom tradition describes as the progenitor of the Kadamba*
Kula, was a purely mythological personage* Furthermore the story
of the northern origin of the Kanarese Brahmans seems to have
been propagated in later times and it has no sanction whatever in

the early Kadamba records* Finally while asserting that there

were no Brahmans in the south before Mukkagga, who was already
in the south, and who invited them to come from Ahichchatra,

this inscription directly contradicts the historical evidence of

the Talagunda inscription that the Kadambas were a Brahman

family; for if there were no Brahmans in Southern India before this

event, the Kadambas cannot be said to be of Brahman origin.

* Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarest Inscriptions, /, A., VI, p. 23.

.C.,Vll, Sk, 186.



CHAPTER II

Kangavarmma

Kangavarmma
was the son and successor of Mayflragarmraa.

We are told in the Talagunda inscription that he was forced to

wage many and expensive wars L
. As the phrase ''terrible wars'1

would suggest, these wars did not always prove successful The

chronology adopted by Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil leads him to the

conclusion that the king of Kuntala who suffered defeat at the

hands of the Vakafaka King Prithivisena I, was the Kadamba King

Kangavarmma, For according to the same authority King Kanga-
varmraa reigned probably between 360 and 385 A. D., and Prithivi-

sena having ruled between 350 and 390 A.D. was his contemporary
9

.

This perhaps was one of his unfortunate campaigns, but it is clear

from the same Talagunda inscription that Kangavarmma was
nevertheless quite capable of maintaining his independence, and he

even kept his feudatories in subjection. The record states that his

"diadem was shaken by the white chowries of all the chiefs of

districts who bowed down (before him)" *.

* /.,VUI,p.35;.C.,VH,SM76.
t ]ouve*\*~Dubreu\\, Ancient History of the Dtccan, pp. 96*100. Thl**io

agrees with the chronology we have adopted.
* . /.. V1IL o. 35.



CHAPTER HI

Bhagiratha

Kangavarmma's
son was Bhagiratha, "the sole lord of the lady

the Kadamba land, the great Sagara himself, secretly born in

the Kadamba-kula" *. The inscription stops with this encomium
and goes no further in the narration of events in the reign of

Bhagiratha* Judging from the context however, it would appear that

Bhagiratha retrieved the losses the family had suffered in the reign
of his father and restored the kingdom to its pristine greatness.
For the words, "the sole lord of the lady, the Kadamba land", "the

great Sagara himself/' "secretly born in the Kadamba-kula", are

all fully expressive of this idea. "The sole lord of the lady, the

Kadamba land", obviously implies that Bhagiratha strengthened
and consolidated his kingdom so as to be the sole possessor of the

territories of his ancestors. "The great Sagara himself, might have
been used to describe him as a great conqueror, and vanquisher of

the foes of the newly established Kadamba kingdom. The last part
of the eulogy was probably intended to show that during the reign
of this monarch the family of the Kadambas was raised to the

status of a ruling power of the first rank. Indeed we will not be far

from the truth, if we suggest that the historic embassy of Chandra

Oupta II Vikramaditya to the Kuntala king
8
, mentioned in

the Srtngarapraka&tka by the poet Bhoja *, probably took place in

the reign of this King. For the dates assigned to these two monarchs

i B.C.,VU,Sk,176.
* The early Kadamba kings were the exclusive owners of this title.

Subsequent to the defeat of these kings by the Chalukyw, It

passed on to the latter,

i Cf.K. Balasubrahmanya Aiyar, A Study In Kaltdasa In Relation to

Political Science, Madras Oriental Conference, p* .



make them fully contemporary with each other **

"This embassy," saysFr. Heras, "appears to be one of the

most suggestive events in the history of the Gupta Empire". The

embassy itself, not to mention the personality of the ambassador,

the great poet Kalidasa, confirms the growing importance of the

Kadamba kings in the beginning of the fifth century. "In fact/' he

continues, "we do not know of any embassy of the Kadambas to

the Gupta sovereigns", Chandra Gupta, it is clear from the Gupta
inscriptions, was himself a powerful monarch* He had become the

undisputed master of eastern Malwa and Gujerat *, and his abso-

lute sovereignty had been acknowledged even in Saurashtra *. He

had also extended his dominions across the Indus4
. Furthermore

tfie fact that the Gupta Sarhvat was officially accepted in the king-

dom of Nepal
*

is a clear proof that the sphere of his influence

extended to the northern extremity of India* Now this same Chan-

dra Gupta sends an embassy to the lord of Kuntala, the Kadamba

King Bhaglratha. Nothing more is needed therefore, to attest the

growing importance of the Kuntala sovereigns
e
.

Further information about this embassy is furnished by Hema-
chandra in his work entitled, Aucityavicaracarca. The author of

this work quotes the following verses from Kalidasa:

5? ftwfcl

(Here rests Meru, the crest of the mountains,
And moreover there are seven oceans whose burdens are

put down here;

Cf. Fleet, Summary of Resultsfor the Gupta Era, /, A. 9 XVH, p. J63 ft;

Banerji, The Chronology of the Later Imperial Guptas. A.B.I,
\, pp, 67-80. The date now assigned to Chandra Gupta, is A. 0* 389-
413-14. Bhagiratha according to the chronology we jhave adopted
ruled from 380*420.

Fleet, Gupta Inscriptions, pp. 25, 32, 36*

Bana, Marsha Charlla, p. 194. (Oriental Translation Fund Edition);

Thomas, Gupta Records, p. 15.

Ftet, o. c., p, 141.

Cl /.A, DC, p. 173 fL; XIV, p. 345.

HetfesJSWirtfcw between Guptas, Kadambas and Vakatatos, J.B.O.R.S.,
p. 490.



This surface of the earth here shining on the support, vte. the

coils of the lord of the serpents
Indeed is a fit place for people like ourselves.)

Hemachandra commenting on this writes: "In this verse Kalidasa,

though the ambassador of a mighty King, on a mean place, not

having got a seat corresponding to the honour and dignity befitting
his own lord, being forced by circumstances seated only on the

ground, with ready self-consciousness and depth of mind shows
how fitting a place for people like him the very ground is, being
the throne of the earth, (which is) immovable on the surface of the

coils of the lord of the snakes; because just there the Meru, the

overlord of the mountains, has seated himself, and so did the seven

great oceans. There is a real similarity between them and us." *.

The fact to be noted here is that the Kadamba King Bhaglra-
tha did not offer Kalidasa the place of honour befitting the King,
he represented. This event which seems to have been purposely
intended by Bhaglrata, confirms our view that the Kadamba
power was at this time in its ascendency.

In the two treatises mentioned above we have no clue what*
soever as to the real nature of this embassy. Yet a careful const*

deration of the events connected with the reign of Chandra Gupta
II, may throw some light on this moot point We know that this

King, unlike his predecessors, embarked on a policy of forming

dynastic marriages. Thus we see him marrying his daughter SJrl

Prabhavati Qupta to Rudrasena, the Vakataka King
1

. This fact,

though it might be understood to mean that the Vakataka King was
desirous of seeing his family related to that of the imperial Guptas,
also testifies to the wise policy of Chandra Gupta II in gaining the

goodwill of the neighbouring kings by such family connections.

Chandra Gupta at this time was dreading an impending invasion

of the Hunas *, He knew quite well that the terrible onslaughts of

these barbarian hordes would spell disaster to the Gupta Empire.
He therefore wanted friends to stand by him in that dark hour.

* Hemachtndra, Aucttyavtcaracarca (N. S. P. Ed.), pp. 3Q-4Q*

Fleet, Qupta Inscriptions, p. 237, vv, 14-15; p. 245-6, vv, 13-6; E. /., XV*

p. 41, vv. 7-10, etc. Cf. KrishnaswamI Aiyangtr, The Vakatakasln

Qttpta History, Q.J. M. S., XV, p. 155.

* The Hunts actually invaded the Empire towards the end of the reign o1

Kumar* Qupta. Fleet, Oflpta Inscriptions, pp. 55, vv, 10, 11, 12, 14,

Ditekar. Ptuvamltras to Quota Period, A. A I.. I* PP. W-103.



the Emperor endeavoured to gain the friendship of the

ruling dynasties of the south by establishing family alliances with

them. One of these alliances was doubtless (he marriage of Sri

Prabhavati Gupta with Rudrasena II; another, we conjecture, was

proposed to the Kadamba King through the imperial ambassador
Kalidasa, In fact the Talagunda pillar inscription seems to point to

the same auspicious event when it says that Kakusthavarmma by
means of his daughters raised up the family of the Guptas and
other kings. In the words of the inscription itself, "the sun among
kings by the rays (viz.) his daughters, roused up the beds of lotus,

(viz.) the Gupta and other kings. . ." . The tone of the inscription is

evidently too high for a king in a subordinate position* Hence it is

but reasonable to conclude that this family alliance was contracted

at the express wish and request of the Gupta sovereign, and that

the Kadamba kings were equal, if not superior, in power to the im-

perial Guptas.
If this is granted, we may suppose that the embassy of Kalidasa

was mainly intended for the settlement of this delicate proposal.
The daughters of Bhagiratha, if any, were most likely already

married, when the proposal came from the Gupta Emperor. His eld-

est son, Raghu, seems to have died without issue, since he was
succeeded by his brother Kakusthavarmma in 425. One of the

daughters of the latter was therefore selected for effecting a union

with the Guptas
1
.

E. c, vii, Sk, im
Cf. Heras, Relations between Guptas, Kadambas and Vakataka*, J. B. O.

tf. S., XII, p. 459.



CHAPTER IV

Raghu

Bhaglratha
was succeeded by his son Raghu, who also bore the

title of Raghuparthiva '. The Talagunda inscription tells us that

Raghu "subdued his enemies". It is likely that he had to quell the

rebellions of local chiefs who had so long been chafing under the

yoke of Bhaglratha, and made bold to assert their independence, as

soon as the great King died. For the words of the epigraph seem
to imply that Raghu, at least during the first few years of his reign,
had to struggle hard to keep in its integrity the Empire he had
inherited from his father. 'The King Raghu of good fortune", so
runs the inscription, "like Prithu, having defeated his enemies by
his valour, caused the earth (prithutf) to be enjoyed by his own
race

1

"; and again: "His face (was) marked with the weapons of his

enemies in combat with opposing warriors, smiter of enemies who
withstood him" 3

. That there had been combats during Raghu's

reign is also confirmed by the Halsi grant of Kakustha, the brother

of Raghu. According to this record Klkustha himself while "Yuva-

raja of theKadambas," seems to have been in great danger of losing

his life in one of these fights. He eventually was saved by the

bravery of a general called Srutakirtty, who was granted, on ac-

count of this heroic act, a field in the village of Khefagrama
4
. Evi-

dently this battle, fought while Kakustha was the Yuvaraja, took

place during the reign of his elder brother Raghu.

The inscription highly extols the personal accomplishments of

Raghu* "His face," says the record, "was marked with the wea-

* E.c,vn,Sk,im
* Ittd.
* bid*
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ports of his enemies in combat with opposing warriors, snriter of

enemies who withstood him9
'. Jt is evident from this that Raghu

was a great warrior almost cradled in the art of warfare. He was

presumably an eminent statesman as well. For we may rightly

believe that it was his keen political insight, no less than his con-

summate generalship, that saved the Empire from impending
disaster.

Raghu was indeed a truly successful monarch, and it ever

stands to his credit that under the most trying circumstances,

when external aggression, perhaps, and internal struggles, cer-

tainly, were undermining the foundations of the Kadamba Empire,

be was able to hold his sceptre and by breaking the back of all

opposition caused "the earth to be enjoyed by his own race" *. He
is presented as being the beloved of his subjects; and doubtless,

this was because the King had the welfare of his people at heart

and took care to administer the country well. He seems to have

been a man of exceptional learning and mental grasp
s
, and of

vigorous personality. Finally the inscription remarks that he was

munificent *, which may be understood to mean that he helped the

people when they were in distress and did not burden them with

heavy taxes.

The Talagunda inscription, above referred to, does not say

anything about the children of Raghu. Probably, as pointed out

above, he died without issue, since on his death his brother

Kakusthavarmma succeeded him.

* .C.,VH,Sk, 176.

*
'Being skilled in diverse arts and versed in the study of ancient lore',

*
. C., Vll, Sk, 176.



CHAPTER V

Kakiuthavarmma

n the death of King RagJiu, his brother Kakusthavarmma, who
had been acting so long as the Yuvamaharaja of the Kadam-

bas ', ascended the throne of Kuntala. It may rightly be said thai

it was during the reign of this King that the Kadamba Empire
reached the acme of its greatness. The Talagunda inscription gives
a glowing account of the prosperity of the country under him. }|

calls him the ornament of the Kadamba family one who had dist-

inguished himself in fields of battle, who had won the esteem aad
love of his people by being kind to the needy, by protecting his

subjects, and by lifting up the humble. People under such *
monarch must evidently have been rich and prosperous, neither

crushed by taxation nor harassed by state interference. Thte

general opulence is attested by the inscription itself. "With tbeik

accumulation of all manners of essence of wealth, with gateways
scented with ichor from lordly lusty elephants, with the sweet

sounds of songs, the goddess of fortune contentedly {steadily)

enjoys herself in his house for a long time" '.

Brigandage was absolutely unknown during this memorable

regime of Kakustha, and peace and order flourished to such an

extent, that strangers, it has been said, who visited the country felt

assured of the safety of their life and property. To quote the*

picturesque language of the epigraphical record: "As herds of <|eer

tormented by the heat, entering into groups of trees, take refuge

in their shade and obtain relief for their panting minds, so relative!

Fleet, Sanserif anjLptACenanst lattrlptioiu, I. A., VI, p. 23. it uwy *e

presumed fronT tift inscription that Ktkusthi wu actinf at fte

Yuvamharjt at Patella, when his brother was reigning
--

afBanavul. The inseripn mnth the year 81 rf w
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and dependents exposed to injury from superiors (Jyaya) obtained

comforts to their troubled minds by entering this country *.

Kakusthavarmma was a formidable wairior no less than a

wise administrator. The Talagunda inscription calls him, "the

ornament of the Kadamba family/' and "the sun among kings of

wide-spread fame"*. In the Halsi plates he is styled "the glory of the

Kadambas," and again "the Yuvaraja who enjoys the general good
wishes of his subjects'"

3
It is possible that he extended the boun-

daries of the Kadamba Empire by annexing new territories. At

any rate it is abundantly clear that the reign of Kakustha was the

heyday of the Kadamba power.
The ascendancy of the Kadambas is also evidenced by the fact

that this dynasty was united by marriage to other prominent ruling

families of the day. Thus for instance a daughter of Kakusthavarm*

ma was given in marriage to Narendrasena, the Vakafaka King of

Berar. The Balghat plates of Pnthivisena I say that this King
was the son of Narendrasena, born of the Mahadev! Ajjtntabhatta-

ing to Mr. Vincent bmith this marriage between Rudrasena II and

$rl Prabhavati Gupta took place ,*bout395 A D/ Monsieur Jouveau-
Dubreuti supposes that the marriage of their grandson happened
fifty years later, /. c. in 445 \ The reigning Kadamba king at this

time was certainly Kakusthavarmma and, it being possible that he

had a daughter of marriageable age in 445, this daughter was
married to Narendrasena

A second daughter of the same Kakustha was wedded to a

Gupta king. We have already had occasion to remark that the

probable motive of the embassy of Chandra Gupta II was to pro-

pose a marriage alliance with the Kadamba King Bhaglratha and

the Talagunda inscription bears witness that this alliance actually

took place
s

.

ibid. * Ibid.

Fleet, Sanscnt and Old Canarese Inscriptions, /. A., VI, p. 24.

, /., IX, p. 271, vv. 30-31.

Cf. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, The Vakataka* in Qupta History,

Q.J M. S.
t XV, p. 155.

SmithJ. R. A. S., 1914, p. 326.

Jouveau-DubreuU, Ancient History of the Deccan, p. 100.

B, C, VH> Sk, 176.
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This inscription mentions the event, but it does not give the
name of the Gupta prince, nor that of the Kadamba princess. Con-
sidering however that it was Chandra Gupta II who made overt-
ures to Bhagiratha to form a marriage alliance, some people might
be led to think that he himself married the Kadamba princess. But

against this supposition we have the undisputed fact that one of

the daughters of Kakustha was married to Narendrasena, the

great-grandson of Chandra Gupta If, thiough his daughter ri

Prabhavati Gupta. How could two sisters be married one to

Chandra Gupta and the other to his great-giandson? It is also

impossible that the Gupta prince married to Kahustha's daughter
was the future Kumara Gupta, the son and successor of Chandra

Gupta* For if we accept this prince as the one that married the

Kadamba princess, two difficulties would at once present them-
selves. In the first place if, as FK Heras supposes, the em-

bassy took place in 390 A. D. and the marriage soon after in 390-

91 *, there is evidently too wide a gap between this marriage and
that of another daughter of Kakustha in 445 A. D. with Narendra-

sena, the Vafcataka King, Secondly, if we suppose that the embassy
was sent in 410 and the marriage took place in 41 1 or theieabout,

there is still the difficulty of the age of Kumara Gupta. He is believed

to have died somewhere in 455 "at a very ripe age
1

'. This seems

to mean that he died at the age of 85-90. Hence he was a tully

aged man (between 50 and 55) in 410, when this marriage took

place. Kakusthavarmtna would not have, it is evident, given his

young daughter to a pnnce who was already tar removed from

her in years. It is therefore not unreasonable to conclude that it

was one of the grandsons of Chandra Gupta that married the Ka-

damba princess, and possibly it was Skanda Gupta, the successor

of Kumara Gupta. And as regards the date, we are more inclined

to accept 410-1 1 than 390-91 as the possible date of the marriage.

Thus there will be a difference of thirty years between the marri-

ages of Kakustha's daughters. This is not strange at all, especially

when considering the fact that the kings married young and had

many wives, whom they wedded at different times.

* Htrts, Relations between Guptas, Kadambas and Vakatokas,JM&R.S.,
YH n MO



CHAPTER VI

Santivarmma

$2 antivarmma, also known as &antivaravarmma, was the son and*^ successor of the illustrious Kakustha. He is styled "the second
son*' of the Kadamba family in one of the grants of his son, Mri-

g6a '. The Talagunda inscription speaks of him as a King of wide-

spread fame '; and it also appears from other inscriptions that he
maintained the glory of the Kadamba Empire undiminished. in

fact we have indications in Santivarmma's epigraphical records of

, his having annexed new territories to the already extensive do-
minions of the Kadambas. For the same Talagunda inscription
tells us that he was adorned with the acquisition of three crowns,
which might justly be taken to mean that he either defeated or im-

posed his suzerainty over three neighbouring petty kings. This
fact is also corroborated by a statement in an inscription of Vish-
nuvarmma that Santivarmma Dharmma-maharaja was "the master
of tile entire Karnnata region of the earth, adorned by Vaijayanti,
which was glorious with eighteen chieftains (most likely subordi-
nate petty chiefs), enriched with the swift spoils of war" . The
grant of Mnges'a, above referred to, strikes the same note when it

cays: "The goddess of fortune of his enemies was enticed by him
'from their abodes" 4

.

From all this we may rightly conclude that the Kadamba king-
dom at this time continued to be as prosperous and rich as in the

days of the victorious Kakusthavarmma. The King must have gained

* s, c, vn, sk, iw.
* fi.C.,VT,Kd, 162.
*

Fleet, Lc.



the love of his subjects by adopting a Wise system of administra-

tion and instituting works pi charity. The letter is evidenced by
the many generous gifts of Santlvarmma. A long inscription of

the time of his grandson tells us how Santivarmma rewarded the

good conduct of his citizens. The village of Kheta, enjoyed so long

by Damaklrtti, the royal priest, was on his death given to Ms
mother as a reward for her piety *.

Another inscription of antivarmma states that he assisted at

the opening ceremony of two temples built by Kannaya, and that

he granted on this occasion a rnattal of rice-land to the priest
1
.

These facts bear witness to both the generosity and popularity of

Santivarmma.

During his reign, Krishn^varmma, his younger brother, had

been ruling in the capacity of viceroy over the southern provinces
of the Empire. For theBiriir plates of Vishguvarmma, while describ-

ing Santivarmma, the grand-uncle of Vishnqvarmma, as the

"master of the entire Karggata region of the earth", clearly specify

that his younger brother Krishgayarmma "was sovereign of the

southern region". Now the same plates recprd a grant made by

Vishnuvarmma, during his father Krishnavarmma's life. This

grant was nevertheless made "with the permission of Santivarmma

Dharmma-maharaja"
a

. This evidently shows that the donor as

well as Krishnavarmma, the father "of the donor, occupied a subor-

dinate position under Santivarmma.

1
Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Caname*ln$cnptiw$> L A., VI, p. 27.

E. C., VIII, Sb, 44.

VJ, Kd, 162.



CHAPTER VII

Mrlgesavarmma

Mrig&avarmma
was the son of the Maharaja antivarmma. In

his HireSakuna plates Mrigesavarmma is called "rfmat Ka-

kustha's dear son's son" * The Devagiri plates call him simply
the son of antivarmma ', while his Halsi plates go a little further

and relate that he was the eldest son of Santivarmma 3 The in-

scription of Ravivarmma confirms this detail, when it says that his

($antivarmma's) eldest son was king Mngea, who "was possessed
of renowned and wide-spread fame'* 4

.

Mrigesavarmma is variously styled in the inscriptions as Sri-

vijaya&va Mrigesavarmma, MngSSavarmma, r! MngeSa or sim-

ply MfigeSa.

It would appear from the epigraphical records that soon after

the death of antivarmma there took place a division of the Ka-

damba dominions, which till now had embraced an extensive Em-

pire* In fact the Devagin plates of Yuvaraja Devavarmma call his

father Krishnavarmma, "the pious great King", "the pious great

King of the Kadambas", ''who celebrated horse-sacrifices", "who
was a very jewel among chieftains and excellent kings, who enjoyed
a heritage that was not to be attained by persons of Naga de-

scent "*. These birudas as well as the fact that the inscription

does not mention any overlord, as the BirGr inscription of Vishnu-

varmma commented upon m the preceding reign, clearly show that

Krishijavarmma had by this time set up as an independent sove-

E. C, VII, Sb, 33,

Fleet, Sanskrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, /. A., VII, p. 3&
Ibid., VI, p. 25.

Ibid., p. 29.

p. 34.



retgn. When this independence was obtained we at* not able to

say. But it will not be a h^sty statement to affirm that no bettef
time for renouncing the allegiance could occur than the occasion
of his brother's death. Perhaps one of bis blrudas in the inscrip-
tion lately referred to, namely, "who acquired great wealth in

battle", gives us a hint as to the breaking up of relations with his

nephew Mrige&varmma
Thus it was during Mrige&varmma's reign at Vaijayanti that

the southern provinces of the Empire were separated from the
Kadamba dominions, and were ruled over by the younger branch
of the family, of which Knshnavarmma became the founder. It is

evident from the inscriptions of the kings belonging to this branch
that their capital was the city of Tnparvata *.

A few inscriptions of MngeSavarmma have been discovered
which give us some details about his life and times. The epigraph
at Talagunda, which was apparently intended to record some grant
by Mrigesavarmma's Queen, says that "she was born in the noble

Kaikeya family, her name being Prabhavati; she was the beloved
wife of Mrig&avarmma Dharma-maharaja, sprung from the renown-
ed Kadamba family and the mother of Ra(vi) Varma Dharma-ma-
haiaja." The inscription then praises her liberality to the Brahmans*.
We thus learn that Mrigesavarmma's Queen was a Kaikeya princess
and that her name was Prabhavati.

By his marriage with this princess Mrige&varmma united
his own house with one of the oldest ruling families of India. The '

Kaikeyas lay claim to an illustrious ancestry. They have been
mentioned as a powerful race in the epic poems, the Mahabharata
and the Ramayaqa. They seem to have taken a prominent part in

the war of the Mahabharata*, and the Ramayar^a mentions Ashwa-
patiasoneof their chiefsat the time of King Janaka

4
. This is the

name borne also by the maternal uncle of Bharata 6
. In course of

time a branch of the Kaikeyas seems to have migrated to Southern
India and established its sovereignty over a part of Karnafaka.
It was the princess belonging to this branch that was very
probably married to Mrige&u

* Fleet, Sanscrit and OM Caname Inscriptions, /. A, VIL p. 34.
i Ai A. &, I91M1, p. 31
3 Afa/tfM.V, 19;X11,77.
^ #om. H, 9, 22. s

Ibid,, VI1,113-1U
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Mrig&iavaramma, deprived as he was of tils southern domin-

ions by Krfshijavarmma's rebellion against the Vaijayaatt ruler,

was none the less a remarkably successful ruler, AH the inscrip-

tions that we have speak enthusiastically about his brilliant ruie.

The one of Devagin says that he was "the great King of the Ka-

dambas", and that the family of Kakustha, to which he belonged,

became in his time the lamp of the world A He is described in the

grants of his son Ravivarmma as a King possessed of wide-spread

fame 9
. And his own grants of >IHijahebbagilu and Devagin

make it clear that the extensive wealth which he treasured was

won by the strength and prowess of his own arm and in great dan-

ger of battles '.

It seems obvious from the Halsi plates of Mrig&a that there

was at this time considerable hostility between the Kadambas and

the other ruling families of the day. The same plate records that

Mrig&avarmma gave great fear to his enemies. And this remark is

fully borne out by the subsequent statement that he "uprooted the

family of Tungaganga" and "was a very fire of destruction to the

Pallavas"
4

.

It is difficult to determine who the Canga ktng was whom
Mrig&avarmma uprooted There is no evidence as regards this

incident m the Oanga inscriptions. Nevertheless one fact of the

reign of Harivarmma, who seems to have been the contemporary
of MngjEia, may perhaps refer to the victory of the Kadamba
monarch. Harivarmma is said to have removed his capital from

Kuvalala (Kolar) to Talakad on the river Kaveri *. This change of

capital to the south of bis kingdom could have been occasioned

by an encroachment of his enemies in the north or north-west

As to the identity of the Pallava king defeated by Mrig&a, it

is still more difficult to decide, on account of the several Pallava

branches made out from the study of the inscriptions. Mrtg&a seems
to have been more or less contemporary with Skandavarmma,
whose son Vishnugopa is not given the title of Maharaja, but only
the title of Yuvamaharaja. This difference of title between father

Fleet, Sonsfcytf and Ofd Kanarete Inscription*,!. A.,V\\, p.&
Ibid, VI, pp. 27-29.

E. O, IV, Hs, 18; Pleet,o,c.,p.38; /JUUM&, XII, p. 3&
Pteet,o. c., p.25.

,C, IIl.Nj, 121 Ct< Wet, Mysore and Coorg, p,33.
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and son toay perhaps point to a defeat of the family in the time of

Vtshnugopa. Anyhow this King seems to have never ruled from
KanchK Yet the war between Ravivarmma and his relation

Vishijuvarmma which will be spoken of at length in the following
reign, may give another clue for finding out the Patlava king de-

feated by Mrigea. Vishnuvarmma on this occassion entered into

an alliance with one Chandadaijda, who seems to have been a

Pallava King *. This name is nevertheless not found in the Pal-

lava genealogy. He could have belonged therefore to another

branch of the family. At any rate, his alliance with Vishijuvannma
against Ravivarmma can satisfactorily be explained by supposing
a former defeat of his army, or the one of his predecessor, at the

hands of Ravivarmma '$ father.

In any case these two victories of Mrige^a abundantly prove that

he made good the losses he had sustained at the beginning of his

reign by the rebellion of his uncle 3
.

Mnge^avarmma was a wise administrator. He had, above all,

the welfare of his subjects at heart and spared no pains in safe*

guarding their mteiests 4
. One of his copper-plate grants found at

Cf. Jouveau-Dubreuil, The Pallavas, p. 15.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, L A., VI, p. 30,

In the Daulatabab plates of Jagadekaraaila (A. D. 101U Jayasimha I, the

founder of the Chalukya dynasty, is styled "the destroyer of the

pomp of the Kadambas" Hyderabad Archeotogtcat Series, No. 2, p. 4*

But the early records referring to Jayasimha that have hitherto been

discovered, contain no allusion to any such event, and do not attribute

any specific victories to him. Nor is his name and that of his son

Ranaraga connected with any historical facts. Moreover, as is evident

from the Kadamba records we have examined, the Kadamba Kings at

this time, namely Mrigesaand Ravivarmma, seem to have been men
of exceptional ability, and consequently it would be unreasonable to

suppose that these rulers, who had defeated such powerful monarch*
as the Pallavas and the Gangas, were themselves routed by a mere

soldier of fortune, as Jayasimha I seems to have been. The latter Is

described in the early Chalukya records as 4the lord of chief favour-

ites,' or the favourite'. /. A., XIX, p. 19; E. A, VI, p. 8. D* Fleet

appears to conclude from this that Jayasimha 1 and Ranaraga very

possibly held some military or executive office under the Kadamba

kings of Banavasi. Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 343. It is probable

that this paved the way for the subsequent independence of the

family Hi ttie days of PulikesI I,

. C, IV, Hs, 18.
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Devagiri informs us that he was well skilled in the art of govern-
ment *, He also seems to have meted out equal justice to all with*

out distinction of birth or title. The Hiftahebbagilu plates even

style him as "Yudhisthira in justice
1 '

'. MrigesSa is described in the

records as a man of lofty intellect. The same Devagiri plates speak
of him as sharing his wealth with the Brahmans, saints, preceptors,

and learned men *. Given such a sympathetic ruler, it is not too

much to surmise that literature and art received a fresh stimulus

under his patronage. Speaking of the great efforts he made in

acquiring knowledge the grant says that his noble mind busied it-

self in learning and discriminating the truths of the several sciences

(bastras), beneficial and entertaining in both the worlds 4
. Finally

Mrige^a was a deeply religious man. He was a pious Brahman like

his predecessors. He is said in one of his inscriptions to be

"honouring gods, Brahmans, priests and the learned; ever making
gifts to chief Brahmans'

1 6
. The latter part of this statement, how-

ever, is not an exaggeration, since all his inscriptions that have come
down to us bear abundant witness to his liberality. Moreover

though a pious Hindu, he was not intolerant of the other religions
that flourished in his kingdom, Jainism in particular found favour

in his eyes. We have three grants of his to the worshippers of

Jinendra .

About his personal accomplishments one of his grants says
that he had properly exercised himself in manly sports, which

comprised riding on elephants, and horses use of weapons, and other

games \ We have already seen that his literary achievements were
remarkable and his knowledge of various sciences extensive.

Before concluding this brief narrative of his reign we may say
a few words about Jainism at this time. From the three grants above
referred to, one may get a glimpse of the flourishing condition of

Jainism in the reign of Mfige&u They mention at least three con-

gregations of Jaina ascetics that lived in those days. For instance,

Mrigefe is said to have granted an extensive tract of land (33 nlvar-

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canamt Inscription*, /. A, VII. p. 38.

* Fleet,!, c.; . C, I. c.

4
Fleet, l.c.

* &C,Lc
Fleet, o. c., p. 38; Ibid, VI, pp. 25 and 29.

Fleet, l.c.



tanas) from the river Matyisarlt up to the sacred confluence of tfte

rivers, which is called Ingiglsariigama, for the purpose of support-

tag the KBrchakas, who were naked religious mendicants*. The vH-

lage of Kalavanga was also divided into three portions, two of which
were bestowed, one on the sect of eminent ascetics called &vetapa|af

and the other on another sect called Nirgrantha
*

. Moreover the

state of Jaina temples, the ceremonies that were performed in them,
as mentioned in some inscriptions, and the liberal grants of the

King to meet the expenses of those ceremonies, show that Jainism
was really a popular religion in the Kadamba Empire and that there

were many people who were worshippers of Jinendra.

* Fleet, o. c., p. 25.

2
Ibid., VH, p. 38.



CHAPTER VIII

Kumaravarmma

\\/hen Mrigjegavarmma and Krishijavarmma wete ruling over
^^ the Kadamba Empire, the one in the north and the other in the

souths a third king of the same line seems to have established him-

self at Uchchairingi or Uchchangi
f

. This King was Sr! Kumara-

varmma Maharaja. He was possibly a brother of Santivaimma, and

son of Kakustha, like Krishnavarmma I. For it is not improbable
that when Krishnavarmma was made, in the reign of his elder

brother antivarmma, the viceroy of the Dakshinapatha or the south,

Kumaravarmma was appointed to the viceroyalty of the eastern

dominions of the Empire. Indeed, when &antivarmma succeeded

his father Kakustha, the Kadamba Empire had reached such vast

proportions that it was but natural that &intivarmma should have

administered it by means of viceroys. We may suppose that on the

death of antivarmma, when Mrig&avarmma ascended the throne

at Vaijayanti, Kumaravarmma, taking advantage of the youth and

inexperience of the new Emperor, threw up his allegiance to his

overlord and established for himself an independent kingdom in

the east We do not possess any information about this monarch,
as there are no inscriptions which speak about him, excepting the

one of Mandhata-raja. According to this record the latter was the

son of &ri Kumaravarmma Maharaja
J
.

Cf below, Chapter IX.

M.A.R., 1910-11, p. 31, note. This place has been identified with

UchchangWurga, situated about 3 miles to the east of Moiakalmuru.
In one of the Hals* grants (1. A., VI, 30) the place is called Uchchs-

ringi, "but the name given in tbe present grant is more nearly like

its vernacular equivalent'*
1M&



CHAPTER IX

Krisnavarmma 1

Knshnavarmma
was the younger son of Kakusthavarmma and

brother of Santivarmma. In the Birur plates of Krishgavarmraa's
son Vishnuvarmma, antivarmma is said to be the Jy5shthapttri or

"the father's elder brother" of the latter *. This enables us to esta-

blish the relationship between the two branches of the Kadamba

family.

Knshtjavarmma, as stated above, acted till his brother

varmma's death as the viceroy of the southern provinces of the

Kadamba Empire. But on the accession of his nephew Mfige^a to

the throne at Vaijayanti, he renounced his allegiance to his bro-

ther's successor and formed for himself an independent kingdom
in the south. The capital of this younger branch of the Kadambas
is difficult to ascertain with certainty. However the fact that the

Devagiri plates of Devavarma, son of Krishriavarmma, are issued

from Triparvata has led Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil to think that this

was their seat of government
8

.

The satisfactory identification of this city has caused some

difficulty to the scholars. Prof. Jouveau-Dubreuil has put forward

the suggestion that it was probably Devagiri, in the Karajgi Taluqua
of the Dharwar District*

1

. However he does not specify any reason

for this identification. It was probably based upon the fact that

the copper -plate inscription above referred to was found at this

village. But against this it may be argued that two more records

were discovered at the same place, issued from Vaijayanti by

* .C.,VI,Kd, 162. Cf.E. /., VIll,p. 30, oote3.
*

Jouveau-Dubreuii, Ancient History of the Dcccan, p. KM.
* Ibid.
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MjIgSavarmma. Moreover the word Dakshinapatha, of which

Kflshpavarmma was first the viceroy and subsequently the King,

suggests a province to the south of Banavasi; whereas Devagiri is

to the north. These considerations prove that Pro! Jouveau-Du-
breuil's theory is inaccurate.

Triparvarta was very likely the ancient name of Halebid, in

the Belur Taluqua, of the Mysore State. In the time of the Hoysa*

fas, it became one of their capitals. The reasons for this identifi-

cation are that it is situated to the south of Banavasi, thus agreeing
with the description of being in the Dakshiijapatha. Furthermore a

set of copper-plates of Krishnavarmma II were found in the neigh-
bourhood of this village

1
. Moreover the topography of this village

exactly fits in with the etymological meaning of the word

Triparvata, a city of three hills. For in the vicinity of Halebid there

are three hills protecting the village. These are Bhairava-gudda
and Pushpaglri to the south-east of the village and Begijegudda
to the west The Hoysalas made this one of their rajadhanls

(capitals), possibly because of its historical associations as the ca-

pital of the southern branch of the Kadambas.

Krishnavarmma is said to have married a Kaikeya princess and

had by her a son, known as Vishnuvarmma *. The Birur plates,

spoken of above, contain a grant made by the latter during the life

time of his father with the permission of his granduncle &anti~

varmma. Some incidental remarks made in the same inscription

lead us to conclude that Krishnavarmma had other sons besides

Vishfluvarmma. The statement that Vishnuvarmma was the eldest

son seems to suggest the existence of two other sons younger than

him* Again the unusual statement that Vishnuvarmma was Krish-

ijavarmma's son "from the daughter of the Kaikeya
9 '

seems point*

ediy to indicate that Krishnavarmma had one or more sons from

another wife. Can it not be supposed that Yuvaraja Devavarmma,
who is said m his Devagin plates, to be "the beloved son of the

pious great king Sri Krishtjavarmma"
J
, was the second son of Krish-

rjavarmma 1? Judging from the writing, these Devagiri plates
would appear to be of the same period as the BirGr plates. It is

absolutely certain that they are much anterior to the Bennahajli

plates of Kfishgavarmma II
4
.

* &C,V,BI, 121.

l fi. A, VI, p. 19.

Fleet, Sanscrit an* Otd Canantt Inscriptions,!. A.,

Lc.,p.l7.
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It is evident from the inscriptions of Krishnavarmma that he

was a successful King at least during the greater part of his rule.

The Bennahajji plates of his grandson Krishrjavarmma II record

that he was "famed for victory in many arduous wars, learned and

modest''
4
. The Devagiri grant of his son Devavarmma calls him

"the pious great King of the Kadambas", "a very Jewell among
chieftains and excellent kings", and adds the significant remark

that "he acquired great wealth in batle" and "possessed the sole

umbrella"*. TheBirur plates of his son Vishguvarmma, which

were issued, as we have said above, in the reign of his brother

santivarmma, say that Krishnavarmma was "the sovereign of the

southern region adorned with his outspread umbrella" 3
. All these

inscriptions expressly state that Krishnavarmma performed the

horse sacrifice. This is for the second time m Kadamba histo-

ry that we come across a king that performs the horse sacrifice* it

will be remembered that the first king of this dynasty to perform
this rite, symbolic of supreme power, was Mayuravarmma. Not

even the great King Kakustha is anywhere said to have been ad*

mitted to this unique honour.

It was probably towards the end of his reign that Krishija-

varmma suffered an n retrievable defeat at the hands of the Pal-

lavas. One of the inscriptions of this Kadamba monarch found in the

Devanagere Taluqua informs us that in a disastrous battle his army
was totally defeated by the Pallava King, Nagakkasa. Sivananda-

varmma, whose country was thereby ruined, retired in consequence
from the world and betook himself to a forest intent on leading a life

of penance, prayer and solitude 4
. The result of this battle seems to

be that Krishnavarmma remained till his death under the political

tutelage of the Pallavas. For as we shall see m the next reign, his

son Vishguvarmma was installed on his throne by the Pallavas.

It now remains for us to identify the two persons, mentioned
in the inscription, namely Naijakkasa and &ivanandavarmma.
Mr. Rice is of the opinion that the latter was perhaps another
son of Krishgavarmma. According to the same authority the

expression, "born in the family of the Kekayas," suggests that

.C.,V,B1,121.
Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, /, 4,, V& p. 34* The sole

umbrella is indicative of universal sovereignty*
B. CM VI, Kd,;i62.

. C.,X1.D*, 161.
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fee was born of the same mother as Vishguvartnma
l
. The

information, however, that is furnished by the inscription

.appears to contradict this view directly. For the epigraph says that

he waft "of the Atreya gStra, born in the Soma-vamia, born also in

the family of the Kekayas"; whereas the Kadambas are described in

all their records as of the Manavya gotra and sons of Hariti

How could the father and the son belong to two different gotras?
Indeed it would be nearer the truth to say that sivanandavarmma
was probably a close relation of Knshgavarmma, possibly a brother

of the Kaikeya princess, he had married. It is not improbable that

he was the governor of a province to the east of the Kadamba
dominions and might have been responsible for the disaster above

referred to *. The inscription descnbes him as being devoted to the

feet of his father and mother. He is also reported to have been
"charmed with heroism, courage, bravery, and valour/

9 and distin-

guished by flattering attributes due to a succession of brave deeds '.

With regard to Nagakkasa we are told in the same record that

he was the Pallava monarch that inflicted defeat on Knshna-
varmma's army. But no monarch of this name is to be found in the

list of the Pallava kings drawn from their inscriptions hitherto

discovered. Knshgavarmma seems to have been more or less a

contemporary of Skandavarmma II and his son Vishnugopa. The
latter is certainly out of the question, for as we have already
observed, he was a weak ruler. Hence, we may conclude that the

Pallava king that defeated Krishgavarmma was either Skanda-
varmma, or a king belonging to one ot the many branches of the

Pallavas, whose inscriptions have not come down to us.

* Wee, Mysore and Coorg, p. 24-25*
* Cf. Ibid.

E. C., XI, Dg, 161.



CHAPTER X

Vishnuvarmma

Krishnavarmma
was succeeded by his son Vishujuvarmma. The

BirQr plates of the latter tell us that he was the eldest son of

Krishnavarmma A
; and according to the Bennahalli plates of his

grandson Krishnavarmma H, "he was begotten by him (Krishna-

varmma) on the daughter of Kaikeya"*. We may presume that

Vishnuvarmma was the governor of a province, when he made the

grant recorded in the BirOr plates*

Vishnuvarmma is said in his Hebbafa record to have been

installed on his throne, "by antivarmma, a Pallava king"
3
. We

may deduce from this fact that, when Krishgavarmma died, Mrige^a-
varmma or some other king of the elder branch of the Kadamba

family tried to prevent Vishijuvarmma's succession to his father's

throne; and Vishijuvarmma having appealed to his overlord, was

helped by him. According to this theory the Pallava king anti-

varmma would be the successor and perhaps the son of Nanakkasa,
who had routed Vishnuvarmma's father

There are a few Kadamba inscriptions that give us an estimate

of Vishijuvarmma's ability as a ruler. The Bennahalji plates, above

referred to, compare him to Vatsa Raja, Indra and Arjuna in the

use of the bow and in the training of horses and elephants* The
same plates also refer to his proficiency in Grammar and Logic

4
.

His own Birur plates record that he had distinguished himself by a

"collection of hundred pious great works of merit, of hereditary

fame for great bravery and valour gained in war". The grant goes

, C., VI, Kd, 162.

Ibid, V, Bl, 121.
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on to say that he was "the protector and proclaimer of the

excellent Brahman faith, kind to all, goodness like a moon, shining
on the water-lilies, (v/&)th6 minds of the twice-born, the learned and
his friends'

11
. The Hebbata grant of his says that "he had achieved

victories against great odds in a number of battles", that he had
made "a proficient study of the Sistras and arts/

9

that he was
"an efficient ruler of his people" and that "he was a truthful and

good Brahman"*.

All these praises, excepting the one that proclaims his Brah-

man faith, appear to be empty boasts* Vishguvarmma does not

impress us as a great monarch. The express mention in the same

Hebbata plates, issued in the fifth year of his reign, of the favour

done to him by the Pallava King, would suggest that he was pro-

bably a dependent of the Pallavas ail his life. In fact a careful per-
usal of this inscription will reveal that Vishguvarmma is here de-

nied one of the most important birudas, always applied to the Ka-

damba monarch*. The inscription mentions only the bare name of

Vishguvarmma, while the grants of other kings never fail to prefix

at least the title of 'Maharaja
9

befoie their names.

It was probably at the accession of the young prince Ravi-

varrama, the ruler of the northern kingdom, that Vishguvarmma,

thought that the time had possibly arrived for contesting the suc-

cession to the throne of Vaijayanti with his relation Ravivarmma.
He must have found a willing helper in his overlord Chagdadagda,
tbe King of Kanchi, the successor and perhaps the son of anti-

varmma, who probably believed that he would thus be able to es-

tablish his suzareinty over the whole of the Kadamba dominions
and restore the honour of his ancestors, defeated by Mrig&a, Ra-

vivarmma's father The fact that the Hebbata inscription of Vish-

guvarmma betrays considerable Ganga iufluence 3 shows that the

Gangas at this time were friendly disposed towards the younger
branch of the Kadamba family. It is therefore not unreasonable to

suppose that they also joined this coalition, hoping to retrieve the

losses inflicted by the same Mrigeda. As we shall see later, this

attempt was not successful Ravivarmma, in spite of his youth, came
out successful in the war and killed his chief adversary Vishgu-
vaitnma 4

.

182. JH4.#.,l8S,p., * Jbid,



CHAPTER XI

Simhavarmma

Simhavarmma
was the son of Vishijuvarmma '. No inscription of

this King has come down to us, and therefore the little we know
of him is derived from the Bennahalh plates of his son Krishga-

varmtna II. It is possible that after the defeat and death of his fa-

ther Vishijuvarmma, Simhavarmma remained in an inferior position

during the long reign of Ravivarmma. This perhaps partly ac-

counts for the fact that there are no inscriptions of Simhavarmma.
Simhavarmma is described in the Bennahajji plates as, "the

Maharaja of the Kadambas, brave and skilled in many (branches of)

learning" '. As he is called the Maharaja in this grant we may
presume that he ruled as an independent king, but over a small

kingdom. The second part of the praise, namely that he was skilled

in many branches of learning, clearly shows that he was not a

warrior, but devoted himself to private study.
We said above that we do not possess any grants of this King.

From this it is also possible to deduce that his reign was a very
short one. For even as petty ruler we would have had at least one

grant if he had ruled for a longer penod

E. C., V, Bi, 121

Ibid.



CHAPTER XII

Mandhata Raja or Mandhatrivarmma

andhatrivarmma was the son of Kumaravarmma. He was also

known as Mandhata Raja. A grant dated in the second year
of his reign from Vaijayanti styles him Vijaya^iva Mandhatri-
varmma *. His Shimoga plates issued in the fifth regnal year call

him merely Mandhata Raja . We are however certain that both
these names refer to the same monarch. For not only do the names
sound similar but the grants also seem on palaeographical ground
to belong to the same period. Moreover the Shimoga plates of this

King bear great resemblance to the Hebbata plates of Vishgu-
varmma 3

. Both these records begin Kke the Ganga grants with

Svastt Jitam bhagavata, the only other grant with a similar

beginning being the Beggar plates of Knshgavarmma II
4

. But it is

clear from a careful comparison of the above three plates of Man-
dhStrivarmma and Vishguvarmma with the one of Krishgavarmma
II that the form of characters in which the former are written is

quite different from those in which the latter are inscribed. This
would make Mandhatrivarmma a contemporary of Vishguvarmma,
and not of Krishgavarmma. Furthermore a comparison of the

Kflflgere plates of Mandhatrivarmma with the other Kadamba in-

scriptions then existing led Dr. Kielhorn to connect this monarch
closely with Mfigefevarmma\ 'The characters", says he, "are of

the box-headed type of the southern alphabet, and in their general
appearance, among Kadamba inscriptions, resemble most those of

*

*
Ibid,, 1925, p.

.C,V,B1,245.
* The Hebbata platei of Vishnuvarmma and the Shimog* plates of Man-

dhata hid not been discovered *t the tine when Dr. Ktetoora wrote.



the Devagere plates of the fourth year and the Halsi plates of the

Maharaja Mrig^avarmma. (hid. Ant, VoL VII, p. 37 and Vol. VI,

p. 24, plates)'*
1

. Lastly the Hiftahebbagilu plates of the same

Mrigeia are throughout similar to these KQdgere plates. The usual

prefix vifaya-blva also occurs in the Hiftahebbagilu plates and
both the inscriptions are described as PaWkas*. It is evident

therefore that Mandhatrivarmma was also a contemporary of Mri-

getfavarmma.

All this is calculated to prove our hypothesis that the Kadamba

Empire at this time had already been dismembered and was ruled

over by Mrigegavarmma, Vishtjuvarmma and Kumaravarmma in the

north, south and east respectively. It also shews that antivarm-

ma, Krishgavarmma, and Kumaravarmma were all brothers or at

least very close relations, since only such could be appointed to

the highly responsible posts of viceroys of the different parts of

the Empire.

We have said that the KQdgere plates of Mandhatrivarmma
were issued from Vaijayanti or Banavasi. This fact seems to

suggest that on the death of the King of Banavasi, his cousin Mri-

gea, Mandhatrivarmma who was ruling at a short distance from
this capital marched on the latter city and seized upon the throne.

We know that Mnge^avarmma died an almost premature death 3
,

and his son, Ravivarmma, was perhaps a mere stripling at the time.

Consequently Mandhatrivarmma could have his own way and he

usurped the throne. It is clear from the inscriptions that Mandha-
trivarmma ruled over this kingdom for more than five years. His

Shimoga plates are dated in the fifth year of his reign
4

,

There are no other Kadamba inscriptions that speak of the

successor of Mandhatrivarmma It is possible that he died without
an heir, or that when Ravivarmma came of age there followed a ci-

vil war in the course of which Mandhatrivarmma was killed, and
Ravivarmma ascended the throne of Vaijayanti by right The latter

conclusion is more probable, for perhaps it is because of this occu-
rence that all the records of the Kadamba kings pass this branch
over without any mention* Our knowledge of Kumaravarmma and

* B. C, VII, Sk, 29. Cf. Ibid., p. VHfll.
The documents we have do not go beyond his eighth regnal year.

* M.^./?., 1910-11, pp. 31-35.



his son Mandhatrivarmma i* derived from the two records raention-

ed above, belonging to the latter.

The Shimoga plates of this monarch say that this glorious
Mandhata Raja raised the "banner in the shape of the fame acquired
on many battlefields on which his scent-elephants in rut trampl-
ed on the bodies of his enemies" 4

. Though at first sight this

eulogium might strike us as a fitting record of the glories of Man-
dhatrivarmma as a ruler, it must nevertheless be counted as an

empty boast, as we know that this monarch was a usurper.

* Ibid.
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CHAPTER Kill

Ravivarmma

At
the time of the death of Mandhatnvarmma, the throne of Ba~

navasi was again occupied by a representative of the main line

of the Kadamba-Kula in the person ot Ravivarmma, Mrigega's son,

who had been dispossessed of his rights by the intruder Mandhata,

The new King seems to have come to the throne at a very early

age. This prince being young, the Pallava and the Ganga Kings,
who had been vanquished by his father Mrigega, tried to retaliate

by encroaching on the Kadamba territory. They also appear to

have prevailed upon his relation Vishtjuvarmma to make a bid for

the sovereignty of the northern regions. But Ravivarmma, as seen

when narrating the history of Vishguvarmma's reign, rose equal
to the occasion, defeated them ail in battle, and even killed Viah-

nuvarmmau "That mighty King/
9

says the epigraphical record*

"the Sun of the sky of the mighty family of the Kadambas, who

having slain Sri Vishnuvarmma and other kings, and having con**

quered the whole world, and having uprooted Charjdadagda, the

Lord of Kafichi, had established himself at Pala&ka" * The Halsi

plates of his son Hanvarmma record that Ravivarmma "acquired
the regal power by the strength and the prowess of his own arm" *.

Ravivarmma had undoubtedly a long and prosperous reign*

The Nilambur plates of this sovereign which were issued from

Vaijayanti are dated in the fifth year of his reign
9
. There are

Beet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, 1. A., VI, p. 30. Dr. Fleet

states that Viihnvarmma was the Pallava king Vishnugopavarmma,
But it teems more likely that the king mentioned was Ravtvarmma's

contemporary, in the younger branch of the Kadamba family, the son
of Krishnavarmma,

Fleet, Sanscritmd Old Canarcse Inscriptions, t. A.> VI, p. 32.

. / VIII, p, 148,



three sets of plates dated in the same reign from PalKlka S and
the AjJIbad-Sirsi plates are dated in the 35th year of his reign V

It being likely that he lived a few years more, after he made this

grant, we might give 40 years as the possible extent of his reign.

There is nothing strange in this assumption for the simple reason

that Ravivarmma ascended the throne when quite young.
All the inscriptions of the Kadamba kings that speak of Ravi-

varmma are unanimous in presenting him as a truly great monarch*

A set of Halsi plates of his son Harivarmma describes him as a King
"who possessed a blameless and mighty regal power that had been

acquired by the strength of his own arm 9 ' J
. His own Halsi grants

tell us that he "acquired good fortune by his excellence and forti-

tude,"
4 and that he was "the Sun on the sky of the mighty family of

the Kadambas" *. His Sirsi plates record that before his prowess
"(are) prostrate all", and apparently as if trying to compare him as

warrior to the great Kakusthavarrama add: "Similar to the great lead-

er of the armies of Kadamba" *. Ravivarmma is, in these inscriptions,

said to have slain Vishnuvarmma and other kings and conquered
the whole world 7

* This inscription does not mention the name of

the Gangas, among the kings subdued by Ravivarmma. Yet it is

possible that he extended his conquests to the territories of the

Gangas, uprooted on a previous occasion by his father Mrig&a. In-

deed the Nilambur plates of Ravivarmma seem to hint at this fact,

as they contain a grant of two hamlets named Multagi and

Malkavu, situated at a very short distance from Talakad, the new

capital of the Gangas \ We have said above that the possible
reason why the Ganga king Harivarmma transferred his capital

from Kuvalala (Kolar) to Talakad was the encroachment of his

enemies on the north or north-west. It is possible that Ravi-

varmma continued the war against the Gangas and after the

defeat of the allies successfully attacked their new capital
at Talakad. In no other way can one account for this grant.
The fact that the plates are dated in the 5th regnal year of

Fleet, o. c., pp. 27, 29, 30.

Progteu Report, A. S. W. /., 1917*18, p. 35.

Fleet, o. c., p. 32.

Ibid., p, 30.

E. A, XVI, p. 368 and note 4.

fleet 1. c, p. 3D. * &/.,VU|,frMr.



Ravivarmma confirms our statement that the Gangas were also im-

plicated ialhe conspiracy to dethrone the young prince. ^
All the inscriptions highly extol Ravivarmma's extraordinary

qualities of head and heart. In the Hats! grant of his brother Bha-

nuvarmma, he is called "tiie pious Great King ofthe Kadambas"V
His own Sirsi plates testify that he was "well-versed In states-

manship"*. The Halsi plates of his son Harivarmma record that

he was the touchstone to test the gold which was the mind of

learned men, and that he supported holy people with the wealth
he had amassed by just means *. The fact that he went to the ex-

tent of supporting holy people and scholars is corroborated by his

own Halsi and NilambBr grants. "The Lord Ravi", the former re-

marks, "established the ordinance at the mighty city of Pala&ka
that ascetics should be supported during the four months of the

rainy season; that the learned men, the chief of whom was Kumara-
datta, should according to justice enjoy all the material substance
of that greatness"

4
. The NilambBr Inscription mentions a grant of

two villages to a Brahman named Govindaswami, who had master-

ed the Yajurveda, the purpose of the grant being the increase of

his own merit 5
. The Sirsi plates record another grant made by him

to the temple of his beloved physician, the d&amatya NTIakantha
8
.

The Halsi inscription above referred to records other ordinances

established by him, including provision for the celebration, every
year on the full moon day of the month Karttika (Oct-Nov.), of the

eight days festival of the god Jinendra
7
. The second Halsi record

of Ravivarmma also mentions a grant made by him to the god Ji-

nendra .

Thus loved by all his subjects Ravivarmma passed away after

a long reign of 40 years. An inscription found in the Sorab Talu-

qua seems to imply that, when Ravivarmma died, one of his queens
became a sati, and was burnt with his body

9
.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarest Inscriptions, /. A., VI, p. 20.

. / XVI, p. 268,

Fleet, o. c., p. 32.

Ibid, p. 27.

, /., Vm, p. 148.

Ibid., XVI, p. 268.

Fleet, o. c., p. 27.

Ibid, p. 30.

E.C., VIH, Sb, 523*



CHAPTER XIV

Harivarmma

T) avivarmma was succeeded by his son Harivarmma. The

*Vreign of this sovereign seems to have been remarkably short. In

fact his age, when he ascended the throne, was undoubtedly ripe,

as the reign of his father was longer than usual. Moreover the

three copper-plate grants that have come down to us do not go
beyond his eighth regnal year. The one of Halsi dated in his fourth

year records that "he was kindly disposed towards his subjects/'

and had "acquired a sovereignty that was free from all troubles
1 '

*.

in fact the foes of the Kadamba Empire, as we have already seen,
had so completely been vanquished during the long reign of the

illustrious Ravivarmma, that they dared not rise against his succes-

sor at the beginning of his reign. The inscription next remarks
that he, "pervaded the whole world with his fame" and again
that he "cleft open the mountains, which were his enemies, by the

blows of the thunderbolt, which was his own arm." One feels that

tfte last two praises are too poetic to be taken at their face value.

Indeed on reading the second grant, also from Halsi, dated in the

fifth year of his reign, one begins to doubt whether he was .actually
a great monarch. Unlike other grants it entirely thrusts into the

back ground the donor while it grows eloquent on the achieve-

ments of his father Ravivarmma. It is satisfied with saying that

Harivarmma was "a moon to the blue lotuses, that were the hearts
of his own subjects/

9

while it bestows a long litarty of praises on
Ravivarmma. It speaks of the latter as one, "Who possessed a
Wameless and mighty regal power that had been acquired by the

strength and prowess of his own arm; who was the touchstone to

Fleet, Stnscrtt and Old Canarcu Inscriptions, L A., VI, p. 31.



test the gold, which was the minds of the learned people; who had
manifested his victory over his passions by freeing himself front

lust and other such enemies; who supported holy people with the

wealth that he had amassed by just means, and whose pure fame
was spread abroad over the surface of the earth, and who was the

Great King of the Kadambas..." 1
, This clearly shows thai

Harivarmma if not exactly a weakling, was never as great a mon-
arch as his father.

Harivarmma was the last King of the elder branch of the Ka-

damba family. For immediately after this monarch we find Krish-

ijavarmma H, the representative of the younger branch, on the

throne of Vaijayanti*. Possibly Harivarmma died without an heir

and appointed Krishnavarmma as his successor, in order to unify
and strengthen the Kadamba Empire. This indeed appears a

plausible compromise intended to put an end to the unfriendly
relations existing between the two branches of the same family,
which were tending to undermine the power of the Kadamba-
Kuia.

But an epithet used in one of the inscriptions of the same
Krishnavarmma seems to contradict this theory. Krishgavarmma
is said in the record to have acquired the wealth of his kingdom
by his own strength and valour J

. This would probably imply
that Krishnavarmma renewed the hereditary feud, and in the war
that followed Harivarmma lost both his life and his kingdom.

In this Krishnavarmma was most likely helped by the rebellion

of Puhkesi I in the northern part of Harivarmma '$ kingdom. We
refeired above to the suggestion of Dr. Fleet that Jayasimha and

Ranaraga, the first members of the Chalukya family, were pro-

bably in the employ of the Kadamba emperors in their northern

dominions 4
. The advantageous position which they held under

the Kadambas seem to have slowly paved the way for the final in-

dependence of the Chalukyas in the time of Pulikegi I. The latter,

it is evident, took advantage of the weakness of Harivarmma and
declared himself an independent sovereign over the northern pro-
vinces of the Kadamba Empire, of which he was presumably the

chief administrative official. Indeed the fact that he made Badami,
which is situated exactly in the centre of the northern provinces of

*
Ibid*, p. 32. g./., XVI, p, 271.

* C,V,B1,121.
<

Fleet, Kawnse Dynasties, p, 343.



the Kidamba kingdom, hit capital *, plainly indicates that by this

insurrection Harivarmma lost the entire northern part of his king*

(torn*.

Though the Chaluicyas shook off the yoke of Kadamba sup-

remacy, the Sendrakas nevertheless remained faithful to their over-

lords. A copper-plate inscription of Harivarmma avers that the

Sendrakas were at this time the feudatories of the Kadambas.

The inscription records the grant of a village called Marade, at the

request of Bhanu&kti, for the use of the holy people and for the

purposes of the celebrations of the rites of the temple to the Sra-

magas, who were a congregation of Jaina religious mendicants.

Bhantt&kti is styled in the record as "the glory of the family of the

Sendrakas"
3
. But the record says nothing more about this dynasty.

It is probable that they had been reduced to submission during the

glorious reign of Kakusthavarmma, or of his son antivarmma, and

remained as dependants of the Kadambas till the decline of their

power. That the Kadambas had subordinate rulers under them is

made evident by the Talagunda record of &antivarmma which re-

marks that the latter was adorned by the acquisition of three

crowns
4
. This we have understood to mean that $antivarmma

imposed his suzerainty on three neighbouring dynasties. One of

these royal families was evidently the Sendrakas, who are spoken
of for the first time in the above mentioned inscription of Hari-

varmma.

Harivarmma, though not a great monarch in the military sense

of the word, was nevertheless one who had the welfare of his sub-

jects at heart. One of his Halsi grants tells us that he was like

unto "a moon to the blue lotuses, that were the hearts of all his

subjects"
5
. The SangoU plates of his mention that he had been,

"initiated into a vow of protecting the subjects"
6

. The three

grants that have come down to us are a clear proof that no deserv-

ing person or institution ever escaped his notice.

./.,vi,p.a
Cf> Jouveau-Dubreuil, Ancient History of the Deccan, p. 102.

Reet, Sanskrit and Old Canarcs* Inscriptions, /. A., VI, p. 32.

E. C, VII, Sk, 176.

Fleet, 1. c.

&/ XIV, p. 187.



CHAPTER XV

Krishnavarmma II

fy^rishnavarmma II was the son and successor of Simhavarmma.
"-He is described in his own Bennahalli plates as having ''acquir-

ed the wealth of his kingdom by his heroism" 4
. This may perhaps

refer to the restoration by him of the fallen fortunes of his family.
In fact the Sirsi plates of the same monarch remark that he "gained
fame and the fortune of loyalty by virtue of his successes in many
battles/' The record further states that he was anointed at Vaijayanti

"during a horse-sacrifice" f
. From this we may conclude that

Krishnavarmma revived the feud of his forefathers and haVing

conquered Harivarmma, the last representative of the elder branch

of the Kadambas, ascended the throne at Vaijayanti. Furthermore

the fact that Krishgavarmma performed the horse-sacrifice wouW
show that he gradually became so powerful as to impose his over-

lordship on the neighbouring rulers. This is clearly indicated

in his Begj?Qr plates, where Krishgavarmma is represented as

making a grant of the village of Pelmadi in the Sendraka-vishaya
to the god Mahadeva in the Inguija village, after having set out on

a military expedition from Vaijayanti
3

. The inscription does not

tell us against whom this campaign was undertaken. However it

is possible to conclude that as the grant was made in the Sendraka-

vishaya the expedition was directed against the latter. It is not

unreasonable to suppose that during the confusion that was occas-

ioned by the civil war between Krishgavarmma and Harivarmma

* .C,V,BI,I21.
* fi. /,, XVI, p. 271.

* &C.,V Bl, 245.



the Sendrakas renounced their allegiance to the Kadambas and as-

:^rfed Uiefr independence. Accordingly when Kjish^virmma had

ecitrety established himself on the throne at VaijayWti, he proceed-
ed against them; and the fact that he celebrated the horse-sacrifice
would show that he succeeded in this campaign.

This important event seems to have taken place after the
seventh and before the 19th year of his reign in which his six plates
are dated. For the Bennahalli plates which are dated in his seventh

regnal year do not allude to this event at all.

It is not improbable that in the struggle with Harivarmma,

Kfishgavarmma was helped by the Gangas, who had always be-

friended this branch of the Kadamba family. The Ganga Influence

at his court is evidenced by the departure from the traditional style
in which the Kadamba grants are inscribed. For instance, the

contents of his Beggur plates differ in some singular respects from
his Bennahalli plates

4
. "They begin", says Mr. Rice,

u
as do most of

the Ganga plates, with Jitam bhagavata," and "the Swasti is

opposite the third line" *.

This friendship between these two ruling families perhaps cul-

minated in the marriage of Krishriavarmma's sister to Tadangala
Madhava, the King of the Gangas

3
.

Krishnavarmma, as it is plain from what has been said, was a

remarkably successful monarch. The grant of his grandson
Bhdgivarmma calls him: "A sun in the firmament of this (Kadamba)
family"

4
. All the grants of his nephew, the Ganga King Avinita,

accord to him the same honour 5
. His own Bennahalli plates record

that he was "skilled in rightly protecting his subjects'* V which
would perhaps imply that during his reign the country was rendered
safe from the invasions of foreign kings. The Beogur plates appear
to confirm this supposition. For they speak of him as ''protecting
his subjects/

1

and style him "the destroyer of his enemies in the
earth" \ The same record also bears witness to his generosity.
"Even as in the Yudhisthiras's palace," says it/'so in his, thousands
of Brahmans were daily fed in comfort" .

ft C, V, Bl, 245. i E.C.,V,tatrod.,p.H
For a full discussion of this event the reader is kindly reffered to the

next chapter,

*f,4. fr,19I8,p. 40.

B. C.t I, No. I; . C.t XI, Ba, 141; Nl, *& C, XII, Ml, 110.

&c,v,a,i2i, i &c.,v,K.ae,



CHAPTER XVI

A Marriage between the Qanga*
and the Kadambas

There
are many inscriptions of the Ganga kings of Mysore that

speak of a marriage alliance between the Kadamba and the

Ganga royal families. Some inscriptions of King Avinlta record th?t

he was the son of Kongaiji-Mahadhiraja by the beloved sister of

the Kadamba King Krishnavarmma 4
. The grants describe Krishna-

varmma as the "sun in the firmament of the Kadamba family". But

there are no clues in the record to enable one to ascertain who this

Krishgavarmma was, whether he was the first king of that name or

his great-grandson
f

. We have therefore to fall back upon two
hints we discover in the contemporary inscriptions in order to ar-

rive at a satisfactory solution of this riddle. The first is the inscrip-
tion of the Ganga King ripurusha discovered at Halkur, that gives

. 710 or A. D. 788 as the year of the grant From the study of two
other inscriptions of the same &ripurusha, we conclude that the

year 788 A. D. was the 62nd year of his reign
3
.

The second clue is that the Ganga King Durvimta was the fa-

ther-in-law of Pulikdi II
4

. The former, it is evident, had a very tong

reign; for the Gummareddipura plates are dated in. the fortieth year
after his accession to the throne *. It is also likely that he was

* E. C, I, p. 51; M. A. /?., 1024, p. 68; Ibid., 1925, p. 88.

t In the M. A. /?. for the year 1924, pp. 17-18, Krishnavarmma II Is

said to be the brother of Avintta's mother. The reasons there

pointed out seem to be purely chronological.

B. C, VI, Mgf 36; Ibid., IV, Ng, 85; Af. A. ft, 191?, p. 42.

E. C.f VIII, Nr, 35. Cf. Venkataramanaya, Durvtnita and Vikramatity*.

TrtH.nl, 1, pp. 112*120. Af. A/?., 1912, pans 65-.
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partly a contemporary of KTrttivarmma. We are sure that he was

fully contemporary with Pulike& Some years after the tatter's

death, he restored his grandson, Vikramaditya, the third son of

Pulikegi, to his hereditary throne 4
.

Now we know from the Aihole inscription that Pulike& II sub-

dued the Kadambas. The inscription however does not mention the

name of the Kadamba king defeated on this occasion.

Among the later Kadamba grants made in the beginning of the

7th century we have one of Maharaja Bhogivarmma. The inscrip-

tion says that he was "the acquirer of an extensive kingdom by
the strength of his own arm" *. This may be taken to mean that

Maharaja Bhogivarmma re-established the supremacy of the Kadam-

bas, lost perhaps in the time of his predecessor. In fact we know
from the Chalukya grants that Kirttivarmrna, the father of Pulike&,

subjugated the Kadambas. The same Aihole inscription of Pulike&

says that KIrttivarmma_was "the night of doom to the Kadam-
bas" 3

. The grant of Adityvarmma, the son of Pulikesi, records

that Kirttivarmma established the banner of his fame at Banavasi 4
.

it is very probable that the Kadamba king who was defeated on

this occasion was Ajavarmma, Bh5givarmma's father. It cannot be

Krishnavarmma, the father of Ajavarmma, for he is described in the

inscription of Bhogivarmma as "a sun in the firmament of this (the

Kadamba) family
1 ' 5

,
which undoubtedly means that he augmented

the glory of the Kadamba dynasty; while there are no epithets
whatever to qualify Ajavarmma.

Furthermore we know from the Aihole inscription that when

Mangal&a tried to secure the succession after his death for his own
son, there ensued a bitter discord and a civil war between him and
Pulikesi. This so weakened the central government that all the

feudatory kings rose in rebellion and asserted their independence.
Thus it is possible that "when the whole world was enveloped by
the darkness of enemies" e

f which spelled disaster to the Empire,
Bhogivarmma also renounced his allegiance to the Chalukyas. The

* E. C, VIII, Nr, 35, Cf, Venkataramanayt, o. c.

M. A. #., 1918, p. 42.

JB./.,VI,p*&

Fleet, Sanskrit and Old Canaresc Inscriptions, A An XI, p. 68.

M. A. /?., 1918, 1. c.

Fleet, Sanskrit and Oid Canareu tmcrtrttons. /. * V. D. TZ
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Tagare plates, as seen above, call him "an acquirer of an extensive

kingdom by the strength of his own arm" *. This seems to prove
that Bhogivarmma recovered part of the Empire lost by his father,

and with it the independence of his own kingdom. In fact the cam-

paign of Pulikegi against Banavasi, directed as it was in the first

years of his reign, suggests that it was undertaken in order to re-

conquer the former possessions of his family.

We are now in a position to understand that Durvinlta, Puli-

ke& and Bhogivarmma were all contemporaries. Durvinlta, as we
know from the Ganga inscriptions*, was the son of Avinlta. Hence
this Avinlta seems to have been a contemporary of Ajavarmma.
Avinlta, who had also a long retgn

3
, seems to have ruled in the

time of his uncle Krishnavarmma as well. In his Mercara copper-

plates Aviirita calls himself "the beloved sister's son of Krishna-

varmma Mahadhiraja"
4

. This shows that Krishnavarmma was then

reigning, or at most had reigned a few yeais before. It is possible
to deduce from this that Krishnavarmma's reign was synchronic
with that of Mauhava 11, the father of Avinlta,

Now as legards the first point, we find that the inscription of

ripurusha is dated S. 710 or 788 A. D. He seems to have had a

very long reign, because, as stated above, the year 788 corresponds
to the 62nd year of his reign. This calculation gives 728 A. D. as

the year that witnessed his accession to the throne. We may sup-

pose that his father $ivamara and his grand-father Bhuvikrama

reigned in the first quarter of the eighth century (700-728). Bhuvi-

krama's father Srivikrama must have reigned therefore in the fourth

quarter of the seventh century (675-700), and the tetter's father

Mushkara in the third quarter of the same century (650-675). We
have seen above that Durvinlta, who was the father of Mushkara,

reigned for an exceptionally long period. The Oummareddipura
plates are in fact dated in the 40th year of his reign, and it is pos-
sible that he lived a few years more. It is not improbable that he

was the contemporary of Mangalesa, Pulike^i and Vikramaditya.
He may have reigned therefore for full half a century, say from 600

till 653 A. D. or thereabout. The dates assigned to these monarchs

by antiquarians of repute are in perfect agreement with the chrono-

* Af. 4. /?., 1918, l. c.

* E. C, VIII, Nr, 35; XII, Mi, 110; /. 4., XIV, p. 229,

3 His Dodda-Baliapur grant is dated in the 29th year of his reign*
4 B. C..IX.Dv.68:.C..AD.51*
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logy we have adopted for Durvinlta. We said above that he was

the father-in-law of Pulike^i II. He must therefore have been older

than Pulike&, to have a daughter of marriageable age to be given
in wedlock to the Chalukya King. Both Mr. Rice and Dr. Fleet

agree in the opinion that Pulike& reigned between 609 and 642

A. D. Durvinlta may have come to the throne some time before

Pulikdi and as he helped his grandson Vikramaditya, the son of

Pulikdi, in re-gaining his ancestral kingdom, his reign must have

extended till the year 655, at which date we begin to feel that the

position of Vikramaditya on the throne was safe 1
. The Gummared-

dipura plates which are dated in the 40th year of his reign fotm the

internal evidence to show that his reign was really a very long one.

We may therefore rightly conclude that his reign lasted from the

year 600 till the year 653 A, D. or thereabout.

His father Avinita seems similarly to have had a very long

reign. Several inscriptions state that he was crowned, when an

infant on his mother's lap *; and the Dodda-Ballapur grant is dated

in the 29th year of his reign
J

, We may suppose that he reigned for

a further period of 10 or 11 years and accordingly his reign lasted

for about 40 years. Indeed, there is no reason to suppose that he

died at the age of 29 or 30 years. Avinita would consequently have

reigned from 560 down to 600 A. D.

Madhava II, the father of Avinlta, probably reigned from 535
to 560 A. D., which would make him a contemporary of Krishhna-

varmma II.

It seems it could therefore be taken as proved, both chronolo-

gically and by referring to the events of history, that the Kadamba

King Krishnavarmma II and the Ganga King Tadangala Madhava
were contemporaries. We should now remember that both the

Kadamba and the Ganga kings ruled over Mysore, the one in the

north and the other in the south, and in consequence they weie

neighbours. It stands to reason, therefore, that it was the sister

of Krishgavarmma II whom Madhava married. It is absolutely
impossible that Tadangala Madhava who was a contemporary of

Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 63.

. C, X, Mr, 72. This inscription says that he "obtained the honours of

the kingdom on the couch of the lap of his divine mother". Ibid., IX,

DB, 8; etc. Cf, Jouveau-Dubreuil, Ancient History of the D&wn> p.

10&

Ibid., IX, 08,67.
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Krishnavarmma II, should have married the sister of Krishnavarm-

ma I, the great-grandfather of the second King of the same name*

Finally at least one of the titles given to Krishnavarmma II is

similar to that given to the King Krishijavarmma who is said in the

Oanga plates to be the mother's brother of Avinita. All the Ganga
plates call Krishgavarmma "a sun in the firmament of ihe

Kadamba family" *. The same expression is met with in the Ta-

gare plates of Bhogivarmma, the grandson of Krishnavarmma II,

wherein the latter is described as "a sun in the firmament of this

(the Kadamba) family" .

We may therefore conclude by stating that the Kadamba

King Krishnavarmma who married his sister to the Ganga King
Madhava was Krishnavarmma II, and not Krishnavarmma I, as

stated by Mr. Rice and others.

* E. C., I, p. 51, etc.

* Af. A /?., 1918, p. 40.



CHAPTER XVII

Ajavarmma

Krishgavarmma
was succeeded by his son Ajavarmma. We have

no inscriptions of this King, from which we deduce that

his reign was very short It is also possible to conclude from the

absence of inscriptions that lie occupied a inferior position all his

life. In fact the grant of his son Bliugivarmma seems to imply this
t

as it does not give the title Maharaja k> Ajavarmma '.

These are real facts, which a:xj nevertheless not easily

explained after the study of the Jorious reign of Krishnavarmrna

H, Ajavarmma's father. How could the Ltnpirc descend so suddenly
to this state? Perhaps some C'.ahikya inscriptions will enlighten

us on the point. Thus we are told in some of the Chalukya inscrip-

tions that Klrttivarmma, the laihei of Puiikesi II, subjugated the Ka-

damba.s. The Aiiiole inscription of Puiikesi li says thai Knttivarrnma

was the "night of doom to. . .the Kadamhas" 2
. The grant of Adit-

yavarmma, the son of Puiikesi records that Klrttivarmma established

the banner of his fame at Banavasi
3
. The Ye \viir tablet inscription

avers that he was "the axe to sever the column which was the

famous and mighty Kadambas" 4
. It is very probable that the Ka~

damba King that was defeated on this occasion was Ajavarmma. It

cannot be Krishrjavarmma, the father of Ajavarmma, for the reasons

given above would not admit this fact *. If this defeat took place at

the beginning of Ajavarmma's reign, the obscurity of this monarch
is explained without much difficulty. It is most likely that through*
out his life he remained a simple Mahamagdale^vara, under the

Chalukyas.

M,A. K., 1918, p. 42, . /., VI, p,8.
Fleet, Sanserif and Old Canaresi Inscriptions. L A., XI, p, 68* The D&ula~

tabad plates of Jagadekamaila style him ''the breaker of the pillar of
the famous Kadambas/ 1

Hyderabad Archaeological Series, No, 2 p, 5
Ibid,, VIII, p. 13; . C,, VII, Sb, 571; X, KJ, 15, Cf. ante, p. 54,

'



CHAPTER XVIII

Bhogivarmma

Dhogivarmma succeeded his father Ajavarmma. We have

*-*already noticed that in the reign of the latter the Kadambas had
met with reverses and had become the feudatories of the Chaluk-

yas. Accordingly when Bhogivarmma came to the throne, he found
the fortunes of his family at a very low ebb.

But Bhogivarmma was a man of indefatigable energy. He tried

all means in his power to restore the dynasty to its pristine glory.
An epigraphical record of his reign enthusiastically chronicles that

he acquired "an extensive kingdom by the strength of his own arm/
1

and "subdued his enemies" 1
. In this arduous task of restoring the

Kadamba power, Bhogivarmma also seems to have been helped by
good fortune on many occasions. Thus it was probably in the

course of the civil war between Mangalesa and his nephew Pulike^i

when "the whole world was enveloped by the darkness of enemies
1 '1

,

that Bhogivarmma freed the Kadamba Empire from the Chalukya
yoke. He ruled as an independent monarch during the period of

anarchy and confusion.

Bhogtvarmma's success however was short-lived. For as soon

as Pulike^i was free from troubles at home, he started a campaign
which had for its object the recovery of lost territories

3
. He laid

siege to the city of Vaijayanti and stormed the citadel in spite of the

stout resistance offered by the Kadamba garrison. "When he was

besieging VanavasV says the Aihole inscription, "which for a girdle

* M. A. /? 1918, p. 42.

* Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, /. A., VIII, p. 242; E. I

VI, p. 2.

a Pulikesi started to conquer these territories after the defeat of Appayika
and Govinda, mentioned in the Aihole inscription. Cf. E. L> VI, p. 9.
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has the rows of hamsa birds that sport on the high waves of the

Varada as their play-place and which by its wealth rivalled the city

of the gods, that fortress on land, having the surface of the earth

ail around covered with the great sea of his army, to the looker-on

seemed at once converted into a fortress in the water*' *. It is

possible that Bhogivarmma with his son Vishnuvarmma perished in

the battle, for with him the first Kadamba dynasty practically

becomes extinct.

It is clear from the epigraphical records that during his brief

rule, Bhogivarmma raised his kingdom to a position of eminence

among the neighbouring principalities. It is recorded in the Aihole

inscription that the city of Banavasi "by its wealth rivalled the

city of the gods." Bhogivarmma's own Tagare plates affirm that he

possessed "many enjoyments of various kinds procured by victory

over enemies
" 2

.

We possess by a lucky accident a pleasing description of the

city of Banavasi at this period from the pen of the Chinese pilgrim
Hiuen Tsiang. He visited Banavasi, which he calls Kong-kin-na-pu-
lo

3
, after the defeat and death of Bhogivarmma at the hands of the

* E. /., VI, pp. 9-10.

2 M.A. R., 1918, p. 40.

3 The identification of Kong-kin-na-pu-Io (Konkanapura) of Hiuen Tsiang
with Banavasi was first suggested by Mons. Saint Martin; but it was
never accepted by the scientific world. Cf, Waiters, On Yuan Chwang's
Travels in India, II, p. 238. Nevertheless this identification seems lo

be accurate. For the direction in which the pilgrim travelled from the

South to Mo-ho-la-ch'a or Pulikesi's kingdom seems to suggest that

he crossed the kingdom of the Kadambas of which Banavasi was the

capital. Secondly, the fact mentioned in his narrative that he proceeded
northwards from the city of Konkanapura before entering the Mo-ho-
la-ch'a country indicates that the city was in the south. This makes i

f

impossible to identify it with Goa, which is in the west* Thirdly, the

very name of the city shews that it was the chief city of Southern Kon-

kan, where there was then no other city as important as Banavasi,

Finally the Chinese pilgrim's assertion that the city of Konkanapura
was bordered by forest* on the north and the south perfectly agrees
with the geographical surroundings of Banavasi. Even in later cen-
turies this city seems to have bourne the name of Kongunapura, for an

inscription of the Sinda chieftain Chavunda II, dated in A. D. 1163-3,

speaks of Konguna, as apparently the capital of the Banavasi country,

Kadambalige and Hayve, which always constituted the Kadamba
kingdom, Fleet, Sanserif and Old Canarese Inscriptions, J. B. B.

R.A.S., XI, p. 270.
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Chalukya King Pulike&. The reason for this conclusioa is that

Hiiien Tsiang in his account of Pulikesi and his capital, which he

visited shortly afterwards, refers to the defeat of the great king
Harsha by the former * Now we know from the Aihole inscription,

which gives Pulike&'s conquests in chronological order, that the

victory over Harsha was gained by Pulike&i after he had subdued

the Kadambas. Furthermore the Chinese pilgrim, while describing

Konkanapura does not at all allude to the ruler of this kingdom.
This evidently shows that the kingdom had no king at this time, as

it had been conquered by Pulikesi and annexed to his kingdom.
To return to the narrative, from the Dravida country Hiuen

Tsiang proceeded to the Konkanapura kingdom. He describes the

country as being 5000 // and its capital about 30 li in circuit '.

The land was very fertile and rich in vegetation. It was regularly

cultivated and produced large crops. The disposition of the peo-

ple, he continues, was ardent and quick. They loved learning and

esteemed virtue and talent. There were several Buddhist monaster-

ies in the country. In the capital, close to the royal palace was a

large monastery with about 300 monks who were all men of distinc-

tion. The convent had a great vihara more than a hundred feet in

height. It contained a precious tiara of Buddha, which was nearly

two feet high, adorned with gems and enclosed in a case; on fast-

days it was exhibited and worshipped. In the temple of another mon-

astery near the capital was a sandalwood image of Maitreya made

by the Arhat Srutavirii^atikoti. Near the capital on the north side

was a wood of Tola trees about thirty // round, and within the

wood a st~*pa round which according to local tradition, four former

Buddhas had walked for exercise- To the east of the capital was

another, which had associations with the Buddha's preaching.
Near the capital on the south-west was a st r/pa said to have been

built by A^oka, on the spot where srutavirhsatikoti made miracul-

ous exhibitions and had many converts. Not far from this place
there were remains of a monastery built by the same Arhat 3

.

*
Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western World, II, pp. 256-257.

* We cannot estimate the extent of the kingdom from these figures, for the

//, which has been taken as the unit of measure, differs in different

places in China.
a

Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western World, II, pp. 25^255; Watters,

On Yuan Chwang's Travels In India, II, pp. 37-238.



CHAPTER XIX

Madhuvarmma

It
is evident from the Chalukyan records that Pulike^i H's reign

ended in a disaster. The Kuram plates of the time of the Pallava

King Parame^varavarmma I relate that Narasirhhavarmma 1, one of

his predecessors, completely vanquished the army of Pulikesi who
had invaded the Tamil countries, in the battles of Pariyaja, Mani-

mangala and Suramara*. Shortly afterwards iNarasiriiha, having de-

cided to lead a counter-invasion into the Chalukya territory, equipped
an expeditionary force and entrusted it to the command of Siru-

Tonda, otherwise known as Paranjoti
2

. It may be ascertained from

other Pallava records that the latter marched against the Chalukya

capital and "defeating the host of his enemies took from them the

pillar of victory, standing in the centre of Vatapi"
;|

. According to

the above-mentioned Kuram plates the Pallavas laid waste Badami,

and it is not unreasonable to suppose that Pulikesi II was killed

on this occasion 4
. During the interval between this expedition

(assigned by Dr. Fleet to A. D. 642)
5 and the accession of Vikra-

maditya 1, his son, there was absolute chaos prevailing in the em-

pire of the Chalukyas.

During this period of Chalukya decline, Karnataka would
seem to have been invaded and partly annexed by the Valabhi

dynasty of Gujerat. This is shown by a viragal* found at the vil-

lage of Gaddemane in Sagar taluqua, which commemorates the

S. /. /., I, p. 152.

Cf. Gopalan, History of the Pallavas of Kanchi, p. 98,

S. L L, II, p. 508, v. 11; ibid., I, p. 155; E. /., Ill, p. 280.

Cf. Smith, Oxford History of India, p. 207.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 359.

Af, A. R > 1923, p. 83.
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death of one Pettani Satyanka, a commander in the army of Siladi-

tya, a title commonly applied to the Valabhi kings *. This Sat-

yanka is said to have been slain in a battle with a King called Ma-
hendra who is indentified with Mahendravarmma I, of the Pallava

family *. But the identification is not accurate; for Mahendravarm-
ma I having reigned from A. D. 600-630 was the contemporary of

Pulikesi II in the early part of his rule; and accordingly we will

be forced to the absurd conclusion that the kingdom of Pulikegi

was overrun by the Valabhis in the heyday of the Chalukya

power*. Hence it is more reasonable to identify Mahendra with

the second Pallava King of that name. This would imply that on
the death of the great King Narasirhha, which occurred somewhere
after A. D. 650, the Valabhi King, taking advantage of the change
of rulers, invaded the Pallava territory. He inflicted a crushing
defeat on Mahendravarmma II and made himself master of the

northern part of the Pallava dominions, which had lately been

annexed by Narasiriiha after defeating and killing Pulikesi. This

fact will probably explain the obscurity of Mahendravarmma

II, about whom the Pallava inscriptions say practically nothing.

* He has been wrongly identified in the Report with Marshavardhana of Ka-

nauj. The latter never succeeded in penetrating to the south of Reva,

/. e. the Narbada, where Pulikesi's armies were encamped. Cf. Fleet,

Kanarese Dynasties, p. 350; E. /., VI, p. 10; /. A., V, p. 72. Further, the

defeat inflicted on Marsha by Pulikesi, as recorded in the Aiholc in-

scription, was so great that he would not have ventured on one more

campaign to the south. An earlier expedition than the one* mentioned

by Hiuen Tsiang and the Aihole inscription is likewise out of ques-

tion, since Marsha had to contend against many enemies before he

made his position secure in northern India. Hence the eulogy of Ma-

yura, the supposed father-in-law of Bana, in which it is stated that

Kuntala, Chola and Kanchi were among the countries defeated by
Marsha, is not to be taken seriously. It can only be regarded as a

"praise with conventional style of a poet given to punning and with-

outany historical accuracy". /. /?. A. S.
9 1926, p. 487. However, it

may be argued that Siladitya is a title also used in connection with

Marsha. But against this we have the undisputed fact that Marsha is

always called in the southern inscriptions 'Sri Marsha* and never 'Sri

Siladitya'.
* M. A. /?,, 1923, p. 83.

3 Nor can itlbe maintained that this invasion took place during the period
of anarchy and confusion following the civil war between Pulikesi 11

and Mangalesa. For if that was the case, the Aihole inscription
which mentionj the appearance of two invaders, Appayika and Qo~

vinda, at this time would certainly have added the name of the third.
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Who this Valabhi King was it is not easy to say. However,
there is a Valabhi King who is described in the records as the "lord

of the earth, whose (L e. earth's) two breasts are the Sahya and Vin-

dhya mountains whose tops clothed in black clouds appear like

(her) nipples" *. Now it is well known that the Sahyadri mountains

stand for the Western Ghauts, and the whole passage may be taken

to indicate his territories which stretched far beyond Karnataka.
This King was ri Derabhatta also called Siladitya.

It is possible that on the retirement of the Pallavas to the

south, Madhuvarmma, the last scion of the early Kadamba branch,

carved for himself an independent kingdom around the ancestral

capital of Banavasi. There is an inscription of this King in the

Shikarpur taluqua which contains a grant made to a Brahman named

Narayaija^armma
2

. This record gives us no clue to establish the

relationship between him and the other Kadamba kings whom we
have spoken about. But there can be no doubt regarding the fact

that he belonged to the same family as the latter. Mr. Rice places
this record on palaeographical grounds in A. D. 500. But this

reason alone is not sufficient to make us certain about the date. At

any rate it shows that the record belonged to the time of the first

dynasty of the Kadambas. Furthermore the inscription contains the

specific titles of the early Kadambas, namely "who were purified

by meditation on Svami-Mahasena and the group of mothers, of

Manavya-gotra and Haritiputras." Finally this is the only Kadamba

King who is not genealogically connected with the other kings of

the same family. Accordingly these details might suggest that he

was a son either of Bhogivarmma or of Vishijuvarmma, who, we
have supposed, perished with the former.

Madhuvarmma seems to have ruled without interference for a

few years down to the days that witnessed the accession of Puli-

kesi'sson Vikramaditya. This King with the help of his grand-father,
the Ganga King DurvinTta, eventually re-established the supremacy
of the Chalukyas

3
. Vikramaditya, as soon as his position on the

throne was secure, started conquering the lost territories of his

father. One of the kings whom he completely routed and presum-

* Mandalik, Three Valabhi Copper-plates with Remarks, J.B.B.R.A.S.> XI,

p. 352; ./.,!, p. 91.

* .C.,VH,Sk,66.
Cf. Venkataramanaiya, Durvinlta and Vikramaditya I, Triveni, p. 117.
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ably dispossessed of his kingdom was, we suspect, the Kadamba
Madhuvarmma. In fact the Lakshme^var inscription of one of his

successors claims that Vikramaditya I "cleft open with the thunder-

bolt which was his prowess the overweening precipitation of the

Pagdya and Chola and Kerala and Kadamba and other kings" *.

Nothing else in known about the early Kadamba kings. The
end of this dynasty is enveloped in a cloud of silence.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, I A., VII, p. 111.



CHAPTER XX

The Chronology of the Early Kadamba Monarchs

It is not easy to fix the chronology of the Kadambas. The exist-
*

ing grants of the Kadamba sovereigns are not dated according to

any era, but follow the regnal years of their respective donors. At-

tempts have, nevertheless been made to ascertain the dates of these

inscriptions on palaeographical grounds. But to fix the age of these

records on palaeographical evidence alone is not a particular-

ly reliable method of investigation. Professor Jouveau-Dubreuil

appears to be of the same opinion, for he says: "We hava come to

the conclusion that the form of the alphabet is not an absolute test

for the determination of the age of antiquities and that inscriptions

which by their alphabets seem to belong to different epochs, can

in reality be contemporaneous" *. However the study of the other

contemporary dynasties that ruled over Karnataka have led us

to certain conclusions which are not altogether unsatisfactory.
We said in the course of our narrative that Krishpavarmma of

the Kadamba family married his sister to the Ganga King Tadan-

gala Madhava, It was there shewn that the Kadamba King above-

mentioned was Krishijavarmma II and not the first King of that name.
In establishing this hypothesis on a sure basis we were helped not

a little by the grants of the Ganga King ripurusha. Now this Ganga
King, of whose date we are absolutely certain, ruled in the eighth

century. Following up the genealogy of these monarch we were
able to show that Avinita, one of the predecessors of ripurusha,
ruled from A. D. 560-600, and we gave A.D. 535-560 as the possible

period over which the reign of Madhava, the father of Avinita,

extended

4
Jouveau-Dubreuil, Pallava Antiquities, I, p, 74.



We also proved in the course of our discussion that Durvinita

(the son of Avinita),Pulike& and Bhogivarmma (the son of Ajavarm-
ma) were all contemporaries; and we inferred from this fact that

Avimta was at least partly a contemporary of Ajavarmma, the son

of Krishnavarmma II. Further from an epithet given to the latter in

the inscriptions of Avinita, we concluded that Krishnavamma was

reigning in the days of Avinita or had ruled a few years before. For

the expression that Avinita was "the beloved sister's son of Krish-

ijavarmma Mahadhiraja" would certainly lead one to no other

conclusion.

An astrological phenomenon mentioned in the Sangoli plates
of Harivarmma lends further support to our theory. That Harivarm-

ma ruled in the 6th century there can hardly be any doubt. Now
according to the observations of Mr. K. N. Dikshit this remarkable

phenomenon could have taken place only thrice during the 6th cen-

tury. "On consulting Diwan Bahadur L D. Swamikannu Filial of

Madras", says he, "I found during the whole of the sixth century
A. D. there were only three years in which the above astronomical

phenomenon occured; viz., during A. D. 507, 526 and 545" *. The

first of these years is out of the question, as being too early for Ha-

rivarmma. Of the other two we are inclined to prefer the year 545

as more probable than the year 526, and this agrees perfectly well

with the chronology we have adopted. Accordingly the Sangoli

plates being dated in the 8th year of his reign, Harivarmma must

have come to the throne in 537 A. D. Krishgavarmma was either

already reigning as King at Triparvata or succeeded to his father's

kingdom a few years later. At all events it is abundantly clear that

he had reigned some years at Triparvata before he finally overthrew

his relative Harivarmma. This seems to have culminated in the

anointing of Krishnavarmma as Maharaja at Vaijayanti, during a

horse sacrifice, which important event took place somewhere after

the years 545 A. D. It is clear from what has been said that Krish-

gavarmma II had a fairly long reign. It will not be too much, if

we assign to him a reign of 25 years, for the Sirsi plates of this

sovereign are dated in the 19th year of his reign; and it is possi-
ble that he reigned five or six years more.

Krishijavarmma would thus appear to have ruled from about

540-565 A. D, when he was succeeded by his son Ajavarmma. We

*
. / XIV, p. 165.
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may suppose that this monarch was in undisturbed possession of

the throne for a few years. But before the close of the decade he

had to contend with a new enemy of the Kadambas in the person of

the formidable Klrttivarmma I, the Chalukya King. Our reason for

believing that it was Ajavarmma and not Krishijavarmma that was

worsted by KTrttivarmma is that while Krishnavarmma is highly

extolled in the grant of his grand-son Bhogivarmma, Ajavarmma 's

name occurs without any birudas at all. The inscription says: "A

sun in the firmament of this family was Krishnavarmma-maharaja,
whose son was Ajavarmma" *. After this event Ajavarmma conti-

nued to rule over his kingdom as a Mahamandale^vara of the Cha-

lukya Emperors, and his rule as a feudatory ruler seems to have

extended to the first years of the seventh century.

It is certain that Bhogivarmma ascended the throne of Vaijay-

anti before the year 609. We are almost sure that he succeeded to

the dominions of his father during, or just before, the civil war that

ensued between Mangale^a and Pulike^i. We said above that he

probably took advantage of the confusion consequent on the civil

war and renounced his allegiance to the Chalukyas. He must

therefore, have succeeded to the throne about A. D. 605 or

606. He ruled as an independent monarch till the year 610, when
he was defeated and perhaps slain by Pulike^i. With him the first

Kadamba dynasty virtually comes to an end: and though we are

told about the existence of a son in one of his inscriptions, this

prince never appears as a ruling sovereign. It is possible that he

perished with his father in battle.

We have almost settled the chronology of the later Kadamba

kings, beginning with Harivarmma and Krishgavarmma. Now we
know that Harivarmma reigned for a very long time. The Aj jibad-
Sirsi plates are dated in the 35th year of his reign

* and it is likely

that having come to the throne when sufficiently young he reigned
about 40 years and died in 537 A. D. This would take us as far

back as 497.

We said above that on the death of his father, Mrig&a, the

throne of Vaijayanti was occupied for a time by Mandhatrivarmma
to the exclusion of the heir-apparent Ravivarmma. We have two

grants of this Mandhatri dated respectively in the second and the

* M. A. /? 1918, p. 40.
*

JB. A, XVI, p. 268; Progress Report, A. S. W. /,, 1917-18, p. 35.
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fifth years of his reign. We are aware that Ravivarmma was very

young, when he ascended the throne and this probably tempted
Vishrmvarmma to make a bid for the throne of Vaijayanti. This

fact shows that Ravivarmma did not allow the usurper to remain in

peaceful possession of the kingdom for a long time, but asserted

his rights at the earliest opportunity. Accordingly we may give this

monarch a reign of seven years at the most and this will bring us

to 490 A. D.

It is probable that Mrigesavarmma did not reign for a long time.

The records that we possess do not go beyond his eigth regnal

year. We may give him a reign of fifteen years, from 475-490 A. D.

antivarmma, the father of Mrigesa, probably ruled for a period

of 25 years. It seems likely that he was far advanced in age when he

passed away. For, as we shall presently show, both of his brothers

died during the short reign of his son Mrigesa.
We have already remarked that on the death of &antivarmma,

Krishijavarmma and Kumaravarmma, his brothers, established for

themselves independent kingdoms, the one in the south and the

other in the east. But both Krishnavarmma and Kumaravarmma
died during the reign of Mrigesavarmma. For we have mentioned

the undisputed fact that Vishnuvarmma the son of Krishnavarmma
was installed on the throne through the help of a Pallava monarch.
From this we concluded that Mrigesavarmma, who was then reign-

ing at Vaijayanti, probably tried to prevent his accession and
annexed the northern territories to his kingdom. That Kumara-
varmma also died in the reign of Mrigesa is clear from the fact

that his son Mandhatri, usurped the throne of Vaijayanti on the

death of Mrigesa. Thus we may give to these brothers of antivar-

mma a period of ten years each.

The period . of rule that we assign to the kings that reigned
before Santivarmma is largely imaginary. However we are guided
with regard to this conjecture by two facts that we come across in

the history of Southern India. Mayuravarmma, as stated in the

account of his reign, took advantage of the confusion caused by
Samudra Gupta's southern expedition and set himself up as an

independent ruler This southern expedition of Samudra Gupta
occured between the years 340 and 350 A. D, We may therefore,

put down 345 A. D., as the possible date when Mayuravarmma
founded the Kadamba dynasty. The second clue is furnished by
one of the grants of Yttvdmaharaja Kakustha issued from Pala&ka,

which is dated in the 80th victorious year. "The year purports by
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strict translation" says Dr. Fleet, who first published this inscrip-

tion, "to be his own eightieth yean But it cannot be the eightieth

year of his Yuvaraja-sMp; and, even if such a style of dating were

usual, it can hardly be even the eightieth year of his life. It must

therefore be the eightieth year from the pattabandha of his ancestor

Mayuravarman which is mentioned in the Tajgund, inscription" *,

Accordingly this seems to be the only attempt hitherto found in

the Kadamba inscriptions to create a new system of reckoning
which could be called Kadamba era. We have remarked that the

above grant was made, when Kakustha was governing as Yuvaraja
or "junior king" at Palasika. We know from the Talagunda

inscription that King Raghu was the brother of Kakustha, and on

his death was succeeded by the latter. We may perhaps infer

from this that Kakusthavarmma issued these Halsi plates, when

he was ruling as viceroy under his brother King Raghu, and that

he bore the title of Yuvaraja. This would mean that the eightieth

victorious year, mentioned in the plates, fell somewhere within

the reign of Raghu. Possibly it corresponds to some of the last

years of his reign, when having no hopes of getting an heir, King

Raghu appointed his brother Kakustha heir-apparent. Thus as

Mayuravarmma founded the kingdom in about 345 A,D., this eight-

ieth year of victory will be 425 A. D. We may give five years

more to Raghu; for when Kakusthavarmma made the grant, he was
still the Yuvaraja.

Now the fact that Raghu was succeeded by his brother Kakus-

tha would mean that the period of the former was rather brief. We
might therefore give hhn a reign of ten years, and this will bring
us to A. D. 420 as the possible year when he inaugurated his rule.

The remaining 75 years may be distributed among the first

three sovereigns of the dynasty, giving them a period of 25 years
each.

The gap of twenty years between the close of Raghu 's rule

in A. D. 430 and the beginning of the reign of ^antivarmma in A.D.

450 is filled up by the reign of Kakustha. We give him this short

period, for he must have passed middle age when he succeeded

his brother.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 291.
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CHAPTER I

Banavasi Under the Chalukyas

The
fortunes of the Kadambas suffered an eclipse when they

were vanquished and dispossessed of their kingdom bytheCha-

lukya King Palike& II. There is a blank of almost 250 years in the

history of the Kadambas from A. D. 607 to 973-74. In this blank per-
iod of their history the ancient capital of Banavasi apparently

changed many hands.

The earliest mention of the Banavasi province after the Kadam-
ba downfall is in an inscription of the Alupa king Gunasagara,
where it appears under the name of Kadamba-matjdala, This King
is placed at about 675 A. D., and the grant represents him as the

ruler of the Kadamba-mandala *.

How this province which obviously included the principal part

of the Kadamba dominions, passed into the hands of the Alupas

willjpe clear from a brief review of the Chalukya connections with

the Alupas.
The political relations between the Chalukyas and the Alupas

can be traced as far back as 567 A. D. The MahakQta inscription
of Mangalesa which is dated in this year gives a list of the victor-

ies of Klrttivarmma I, his brother, which included those over the

kings of Vanga, Anga, Kalinga, Vattura, Magadha, Madraka, Kerala

Ganga, Mushaka, Pandya, Dramila, Choliya, Aluka and Vaijayan-
ti

f
.

The Alupas however, were not completely subjugated by
Klrttivarmma I; for the conflict seems to have been carried in the

E. C, VI, Kp, 38.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, L A., XIX, p. 19; E. 7. t VII,

p,3.
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reign ot the next Chalukya King Mangalesa, who along with the

Kalachurias, is reported to have subdued the Alupas
l
.

The Alupas henceforward seem not to have been recalcitrant,

and accordingly the records of subsequent kings mention them as

enjoying the status of feudatoiy chiefs under their Chalukya over-

lords. Thus for instance the Athole inscription of Pulike^i II, dated

in S. 556 (expired) or A. D. 634-5, records that although "in

former days they had acquired happiness by renouncing the seven

sins, the Ganga and Alupa lords, being subdued by his dignity,

were always intoxicated by dniiking the nectar of close attendance

upon him" 2 This would probably imply that during the civil war
between Pulikesi and Mant;dlesa, the Alupas along with other

kings once more asserted tiiii" independence, but when the Chalu-

kya Pulikesi emerged victonous o it of the struggle and started

Ins career of conquest (he Alupas of their own accord made
theii submission to him That they continued to he n this stak

of servitude undei the Chalukyas even when the fortunes of the

latter weie at a low ebb after the disastrous end of Puhkesi's reign,

is clear from a record of Vmayaditya dated in b94 A. About

him the mscuption says "Bv him the PaMavas, Kalabhra^ Ke-

ralas, Haihayas Vitas MiLva Chola Pandyas, and othei^

were brought into service equally with the Alupas, G^ngas and

others of old standing .

It is possible that Puhkesi 11, atte, reducing the Kadambas to

subjection, wished to render them incapable of further mischief by

completely destroying their p >\\ei. To jeal'se th's end he depmed
them of their possessions wlm h he parcelled out among his faith-

ful feudatories We conclude this from the fact that the Alupas
received the Kadamba-mandala 4 which probably consisted of the

major portion of the Kadamba kingdom; while the Sendrakas, who
were connected by marriage with the Chalukya family

fc

,
were

invested with the government of the Nagar-khaijdd district, L e-

Nagar-khanda division of the Banavasi-nad 6
.

Cf. Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 61 .

E. I., VI, p. 10.

E. C., XI, Dg, 66; Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, L A.,

VII, p. 303.

E.C., VI, Kp, 38,

E. L, HI, p. 52.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, I. A., XIX, p. 145.



The earliest name of the Alupa monarchs according to the

inscriptions hitherto found, is that of Kundavarmmarasa, who is

described as the predecessor of Gunasagara in the above-menti-

oned Kigga record *. He was probaly the Alupa King who became

the vassal of the Chalukya Pulikei JI and was appointed by him

to rule over the Kadamba-mandala or the Banavasi province. For if

Gugasagara could be placed at about 675 A. D, *, we may presume
that his predecessor Kundavarmmarasa was a contemporary of

Pulikesi, who lived from 609-642 A. D.

The next ruler of the Kadamba-mandala was Gunasagara
who, we may suppose, was the son of Kundavarmma. The Kigga

inscription above referred to contains a grant made by this King to

the Kilgana god, and incidentally mentions the names of his Queen,
the Mahadevi and his son Chitravahana 3

. We may conclude that he

was a dependent of the Chalukya King Vikramaditya I.

Gunasagara was succeeded by his son, the above-mentioned

Chitravahana I
4
, It is not possible to ascertain when the latter

ascended the throne, but it is at all events evident that he was a

contemporary and subordinate of the Chalukya King Vinayaditya,
lor when that monarch had encamped at Chitrasedu, the Alupa

King requested him to grant a village called Saluvoge, in the

Vishaya of Edevolal, to a Brahman called Divakara^armma, a

scholar proficient in the Vedas. The date of the inscription is June
22nd, 692 A. DA Two years later, when the same Vinayaditya was
at his victorious camp at Karanjapatra, Chitravahana induced
his overlord to grant the village of Kiru-Kagamasi to a Brahman
named Jsanasarmma of the Vatsya gotra *.

Chitravahana I seems to have been a successful ruler. He was
also called Chitravaha and bore the title of Maharaja. He ruled over
the Banavasi province and his own hereditary district of EdevolaP.
It appears from an inscription of his found at Kigga, that he also

held Pombuchcha *. We may infer from the two inscriptions above
referred to, that he was a patron of learning and a promoter of

religion in his kingdom. The fact that the Chalukya King granted
his request on the two occasions would perhaps show that he was

E. CM VI, Kp, 38. Ibid.

Ibid. 4 E.C.,}
E. C., VIII, Sb, 571; Fleet, Sanscrit and O14

XIX, p. 152. B, C.
. C, VIII, Sb, 571. E.
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enjoying the special favour of his overlord. It is also likely that the

latter counted on the Alupa King, who is styled 'Maharaja* and an

illustrious King
1

, as a powerful and faithful ally, worthy of receiv-

ing such consideration.

The Kadamba-mandala remained in the possession of the Alu-

pas even after the downfall of their overlords the Western Chaluk-

yas of Badami. This will be shown in the section dealing with the

Rashtrakufas.

The other feudatory family which met with steady preferment
at the hands of the Chalukyas was that of the Sendrakas. We saw
above that these chiefs were the mahamandale^varas of the Kadam-
ba kings in the heyday of their rule *

. But with the destruction

of the power of the latter the Sendrakas transferred their allegiance
to the Chalukya house. Nevertheless it was not through political

necessity alone that they accepted the overlordship of the Cha-

lukyas. There appears to have existed a stronger reason for this

intimate relationship and this was that the two families were close-

ly connected with each other by marriage. The Chiplnn grant of

Pulike^i II tells us that the Sendraka prince Srivallabha-Senanan-

daraja was his maternal uncle 3
. Furthermore the very object of

the inscription, which was to announce a grant made by this Sen-

draka prince to a Brahman, implies a special favour shown to the

Sendrakas by Pulike&.

It is possible that in the task of establishing the Chalukya

supremacy this King was rendered substantial help by his maternal

uncle the Sendraka ruler. It was probably because the Chalukya
monarch considered the Sendraka King as his faithful ally, that he

held him in such high favour, and like the other feudatories of the

Chalukyas, the Sendrakas were also given a share of the Kadam-
ba-mandala.

The successors >f this Sendraka Srivaliabha Senanandaraj* con-

tinued in the service of the Western Chalukyas. The inscriptions

of the Sendrakas that have been found in southern Gujcrat show
that they came to that country in the employ of their liege-lords

the Chalukyas and were rewarded with grants of districts on the

completion of its conquest
4

.

* E.C., VIII, Sb, 571.

*
Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Cananse Inscriptions, L A., VI, p. 32,

3 ibid.

*
Buhler, Bagumba Grant ofNikumbalasakti, I A., XV1IJ, pp. 266-267.
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Among the Sendrakas that ruled over the part of Kadamba-

maijdala that had been made over to them, we find the name of

Deva^akti, who is spoken of as a feudatory of the Chalukya

king Vikramaditya, the successor of Pulike^i II. The inscription

that gives us this piece of information is dated in the 10th year
of the reign of Vikramaditya and corresponds to A. D. 664. It

mentions a grant of a field at the village of Rattagiri to one

Ke&vaswami and his son Prabhakara^armma by Vikramaditya at

the request of the famous king Devasakti of the Sendraka family
4

.

This King was probably the son of &rivallabha Senanandaraja,
since he appears to have immediately succeeded the latter.

More definite information regarding the fact that the Sendra-

kas ruled over the Kadamba-mandala is derived from the lithic

records of the Maharaja Pogilli. Though the Banavasi province was
never included within the sphere of their rule, there is sufficient

epigraphical evidence to show that they possessed at least one of

the provinces contiguous to Banavasi. According to the Belagami

inscription of the same Sendraka King, the latter was the feudatory
of the Chalukya King Vinayaditya (A. D. 680-697), and his govern-
ment comprised of the Nagarkhanda district, /. e. the Nagarkhaijda
division of the Banavasi province, and the village of Jedugur, which

may perhaps be identified with Jedda in the Sorab taluqua, in the

neighbourhood of Banavasi *,

The successors of Pogilli very probably remained as the depen-
dents of the Western Chalukyas till the downfall of the latter in the

eighth century, when in the general subversion of old dynasties the

Sendrakas were completely ousted from the Dekkan.

*
Fleet, Five Copper-plate Grants of the Western Chalukya Family,J. B. B.

K. A. 5., XVI, pp. 228-229.
* Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, I. A., XIX, p. 145; . C,

VIH, Sk, 154.



CHAPTER II

Banavasi under the Rashtrakutas

The
middle of the eighth century witnessed important changes

in the political situation of the Dekkan. The growing ascenden-

cy of the Western Chalukyas was suddenly arrested by the rise to

power of a new line of kings who before long superseded the for-

mer as paramount rulers in the country. This new dynasty were
the Rashtrakutas of Malkhed whose reigning sovereign at this time

was Khadgavaloka-Sri-Dantidurgarajadeva. His own record, dated

in 754 A. DM tells us that he acquired the supreme sovereignty by

conquering Vallabha (. e. the Western Chalukya King Kirttivarm-

ma II), and adds that with but a little force he quickly overcame

the boundless Karnafaka army, meaning thereby the Chalukya

troops, which had been expert in defeating the lord of KanchI, the

king of Kerala, the Cholas and the Fandyas
4

. His successor Krish-

na firmly established the Rashtrakuta supremacy by finally

overthrowing Kirttivarmma II. The Wapl grant of one of his

descendents informs us that king Krishna "quickly tore away the

goddess of fortune from the Chalukya family, which was hard to

be overcome by others" f
.

With the rise to prominence of the Rashtrakutas a few whole-

some reforms were introduced into the administrative system
then prevailing in the Dekkan. One of the most far reaching of

these reforms was the division of the Empire into various provinces
ruled over by governors, whom the Emperor appointed at his plea-
sure. Thus there sprang into being the province of Banavasi
Twelve Thousand with probably the ancient city of Vaijayanti lor

*
Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canartse Inscriptions, L A., XI, p. 1 14.

t Ibid., p, 160.
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its capital. It is likely that it included the old Kadamba-mandala,
which was under the administration of the Alupa kings.

We have said above that this Kadamba or Vanavasi-mandala

was ruled by the Alupas throughout the period of the Chalukya

predominance. Under the Rashtrakflfcas also it continued to be

governed by these chiefs for well nigh half a century till about the

year 800 A. D.

At the beginning of the 9th century however, the then govern-
or of Banavasi, the Alupa King Chitravahana II, attempted to

throw off the Rashtrakuta yoke by rebelling against his_ overlord,

Govinda III. But the attempt proved abortive and the Alupa king
was in consequence dispossessed of his kingdom *. Before we
describe the fight itself, it will not be out of place here to examine

the import of the insubordination on the part of this feudatory of

the Rashtrakutas.

The first thing that strikes one's mind in this connection is that

the Alupas, in order to revolt against a powerful monarch like Go-
vinda III, should have gathered enormous strength during the

period of chaos that preceded the establishment of the Rashtrakuta

supremacy.
Furthermore the Alupa records tell us that Chitravahana II

successfully prevailed against one Ranasagara
2

. The latter was

probably a prince of the blood royal and contested the throne with

him y
. Elated by his victory against the rival claimant it is likely

that Chitravahana next aimed at freeing himself from the Rashtra-

kuta control. Accordingly he disregarded the supreme authority of

Govinda III, the Rashtrakuta sovereign. This provoked the anger
of Kolli-PaHava-Nolamba who directed against the rebel, at the

wish of course of the Rashtrakuta King, a chief called Kakarasa. A
desperate fight ensued, and as a result the Alupa King lost a large

part of his kingdom, which the Rashtrakuta monarch handed over

to Rajaditya
4

. The district that was thus forfeited was the Bana-

vasi Twelve Thousand, which Rajaditya thereafter ruled in the

name of Govinda 111. This governor is then said to have extended
his rule as far as the ocean \ The record does not tell us who this

&C.,VUI,Sb, 10.

e./.,!X,p.-18.
Cf. Ibid., p. 17.

B. C, VIII, Sb, 10.

Ibid.



Kolli-Pallava-Nolamba was. But Mr. Rice supposes that he was
"the same as the Kolliyarasa of the Ganjam plates" S one of the

grandchildren of the Pallava King, whom the Qangas took under
their protection after the crushing defeat which the former had sus-

tained from the Ganga King Bhuvikrama. "They may therefore",

continues Mr. Rice, "have grown up at and remained with the Gan-

ga court as hostages, and were employed by the Rashtrakufas, who
had seized the country". Accordingly he concludes that "Rajaditya
was the son of Kolli-Pallava-Nolamba and the same as the Nolam-

baraditya, who was advised (by his? father in the exercise of his

paternal authority) to attack Chitravahana and to reduce him to

obedience" s
*

The next inscription which mentions this governor of the Ba-

navasi-nad is a viragal found at Manemane, and which is assigned
to the same date as the above record* It speaks of him as bearing
the title of Raja-paramesvara and says:

k<Whcn Penarai besieged
and ruined Manamane. . .'s son Anga-Singa distinguished himself,

slew many wrestling warriors, and was borne lo Indra's world" 3
.

It is not possible to identify this Penarai at the present stage of

research. He was possibly a petty chief who raided the above-

mentioned village.

The next name that is met with in the list of the governors
of Banavasi is that of Ereyammarasa. Mr. Rice has assigned him

on palaeographical grounds to A- D. 8Q0 4
. But it we accept this

date, there will arise the difficulty of having two governors ruling
one and the same province in the same yean However as the in-

scription is not dated and as we know that palaeography alone is

not a good auxiliary to chronology, we need not take this date

as decisive.

Nor can we place him before 800 A. D. For it is certain that

down to this date the Banavasi-nad was under the administration

of the Alupa King Chitravahana II About the year 800 the latter

was superseded in the government of this province by Rajaditya.

Accordingly if we give this prince a rule of fifteen years, Ereyam-
marasa may be said to have assumed the government of Banavasi

* & C.,iii, Sb t ieo.
*

[bid., IV, Intr., p. 10.

* E. C., VIII, Sb, 22.
* EC, VHI, Sb,9.
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in 814, the last year of Govinda HI 1
. The above-mentioned inscrip-

tion of Ereyammarasa by referring to his overlord Govinda HI,

plainly indicates that Ereyammarasa succeeded Rajaditya in the life

time of his sovereign Govinda HI.

There is an undated grant of the Rashtrakuta King Amogha-
varshal (A. D. 811-878) at Nidagundi in the Dharwar taluqua,

which records that Bankeyarasa, of the Chellaketana family, had

the government of Banavasi Twelve Thousand, the Belgali Three

Hundred and the Purigere, /. e. the Puligere or Lakshmegwar Three

Hundred*. Now presuming that Ereyammarasa ruled for a period
of twenty years, we get 835 A. D. as the first year of the adminis-

tration of Bankeyarasa .

The prakasti of the Utiarapurana by the Jain writer Guijabha-

dra, while mentioning that Bankeyarasa's son Lpkaditya was en-

joying the whole of the Banavasi province in S. 820, when this

work was completed, affords the interesting piece of information

that "Bankapura, the greatest of cities,. . .had been made by his

father by his own name" 3
. But the expression used here does not

make it clear whether Bankeyarasa founded and built the city of

Bankapura, 01 whether he only named after himself a city that was

already existing
4

.

Bankeyarasa was succeeded in the government of Banavasi

by one Indra, for whom we have a date falling in A. D. 870*.

Sankaraganda was the next governor, who held office in the

latter part of the reign of Amoghavarsha I and the early period of

that of his son Krishna 11. We derive this information from the

three records of Sankaraganda that have been noticed. But all the

three records are unfortunately not dated and so it is not possible
to know definitely when he succeeded to the governorship of Bana-
vasi. However giving Bankeyarasa a rule of twenty years, and
Indra a period of ten, we may probably arrive at a date which is

not far removed from the initial year of the term of office of

Sankaraganda, Moreover this date (865 A. D.) as it falls in the

reign of Amoghavarsha is consistent with the information gathered
from the records of &ankaragagda, that he was the feudatory

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, 1. A, Xil, p. 219.

E. /., VII, pp. 213-214, Cf. Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 403.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, L A., XII, pp. 216 and 217.

Ibid., note 23; XXXII, p. 222.

E. C, VII, HI, 13.



of the former l
. The other two inscriptions that speak of &ankara~

gaflda belong to the time of Krishna III. They are found respect-

ively at Kyasanur and Talgund and record that the Mahasamanta-

dhipati ankaragagda was governing the Banavasi province
2
.

They also tell us that he belonged to the Chellakitana family.

Sankaragagda was succeeded by the Mahasamanta Lokaditya,

of the same family. Three inscriptions of this governor have come

down to us. The earliest of these records, found at Kurjimalli-

halli in the Dharwar District, is dated . 815 or A. D. 893-94.

It describes Lokaditya as a Mahasamanta, and says that he was

governing the Banavasi Twelve Thousand 3
. The second, which

is dated . 820 (current) corresponding to A, D, 897, speaks of

him as governing the same province under his overlord Krishna II

(888 91 1-12) at the town of Vankapura, which is the modern

Bankapur in the Dharwar District *. The third record at Adur

gives him . 826 (expired) or A. D. 905 as his last date .

We are told in the second of these inscriptions that Lokaditya
was the son of Bankeyarasa". It is possible that Sankaraganda
who immediately preceded him, was his brother who died whithout

an heir. They were probably very young at their father's death,

and so Indra was appointed to act as governor till they came to

age. This explains the break in the succession of these rulers.

In about 910 A. D. we have one Senavarisa, ruling the Bana-

vasi Twelve Thousand as the feudatory of the same Rashtraku{a

monarch Krishna II
7

. It is not improbable that he also belonged to

the same Chellaketana dynasty, for his name, as it ends in arasa*

sounds very similar to Bankeyarasa and Kaliviftarasa, who were

Chellaketanas. The inscription that mentions his name states that

Kosigara Jayamalla, who was themagatin of the Thousand of Kum-
bise, was a subordinate of Senavarisa *.

E. L, XVI, p. 215; Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties. (1st ed.), p. 35. This record
is at Kyasanur.

E. /., XVI, p. 283; Fleet, I. c, The record at Talgund is not published,
E. /., XVI, pp, 27&-280; Fleet, Kanarete Dynasties, p. 411, note 3, Lo-

kade is the same as Lokaditya.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, I. A., XII, p. 217.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 411, note 3. This record is not pub-
lished either.

Fieft, Sanscrit and Old Caname Inscription*, I, A., XIL p. 217.

.C,VIII,Sb,9l.
Ibid.
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The next governor of Banavasi was the Mahasamanta Kalivi-

ttarasa. He undoubtedly belonged to the same Chellaketana family,

for the inscriptions expressly mention that he was born in the race

of the Chellaketanas. We suspect that he and Senavarisa were

brothers and the sons of Lokaditya. The epigraph from which this

information is derived makes the significant statement that he slew

"the Banavasi-Galamba (or Kadamba) Ayvavarmma" *. This might

perhaps allude to an attempt made by one of the scions of the

fallen Kadamba dynasty to overhaul the government and wrest the

kingdom of his ancestors from its present owners.

The record being dated in 912 A. D. this event evidently hap-

pened before that year and is probably to be placed during the

administration of Senavarisa. The insurrection was perhaps

widespread and Senavarisa was overpowered by the rebels, where-

upon Kalivittarasa took in his hands the reins of government. This

hypothesis apparently explains the unusually short period of

Senavarisa's rule.

The other inscription that mentions the name of Kalivittarasa

is dated A. D. 918 and belongs to the reign of Kannara or Krishna

II
f

. It records that when the former was governing the province of

Banavasi, Sattarasa Nagarjjuna, the naj-gavunda of the Nagarakhan-
da Seventy, died in the execution of Kativitta's orders, on which the

Rashtrakuta Emperor gave the office to Jakkiyabbe, the widow of

the deseased. This is for the first time we find women being ap-

pointed to such responsible positions. Jakkiyabbe would appear to

have held the office with great success for seven years, when she

was incapacitated by some bodily ailment on which she resigned

everything to her daughter. Then she came to the tfrtha of Banda-
nike and expired in performance of the Jaina vows. The officers

mentioned in the record are the perggade Nanduvara Kaliga and

thtperggade of Kondangeyur, the surviver of the Sundiga tribe
*

It appears from the two viragals discovered at Soratur (HonnaH
taluqua) that the rule of Kalivittarasa over Banavasi was interrupt-
ed about the year 934 by one Santara, who is there said to be

ruling this province
4

. It is likely that his services were requisition-
ed in some other part of the Empire and thither he was sent by his

*
ibid., Sb, 88.

1 This date is evidently wrong, for the last date we have for Kannara II

is 913- 14,

. C, VII, Sk, 219.

,C, VII, HI, 21 and 22.
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royal master. In fact Govinda IV, the Rashtrakuta King, if we are to

believe the Eastern Chalukya records, was engaged at this period
in a war against the Eastern Chalukya king. One of these records

tells us that Amma I (918-925), the Eastern Chalukya ruler, used
his sword against some feudatory relatives who had joined
the party of his natural adversaries, and won over to himself

the subjects and the army of his father and his grandfather *.

The meaning of this seems to be that some of the members of

his family had entered into conspiracy with the Rashtrakutas to

prevent his accession to the throne of Vengi. Another record

affirms that Chalukya-Bhlma II (934-945) destroyed a great army
that was sent against him by Govinda IV f

. It is likely therefore

that Kalivittarasa was fighting the Eastern Chalukyas about the

year 934, and his place at Banavasi was filled by the above-mention-
ed Santara.

Kalivittarasa took over charge of his division as soon as the

war with the Eastern Chalukyas was concluded. An inscription at

Kumsi mentions him as ruling one division of the Banavasi Twelve
Thousand in 941 A. D/

, and the two records at Kyasanur in the

Dharwar District dated 945-946 describe him as governing the
whole of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand as feudatory of Krishna
HI 4

.

' '

The province of Banavasi next passed into the hands." of the

Ganga prince Satyavakya-Kongunivarmma. The Stkurjinscription
which is dated in or just before 949-50 tells us that Krishna III

fought and killed Rajaditya, the Chola King, at a place named Tak-
kola; that the actual slayer of the Choja King was the Western
.Ganga prince

Satyavakya-Konpinivarmma-Permmanadi-Butuga,who killed him treacherously while they were out together, taking
the air; and that in recognition of this Krishna III gave Butuga the
Banavasi Twelve Thousand province, the Purigere Thret Hun-
dred, the Bejvola Three Hundred, the KisukSd Seventy, and the

Bagenad Seventy \

The Gangas were however not long in possession of the Bana-
vasi Twelve Thousand. After a period of four of five years it was

Fleet, The Chronology of the Eastern Chalukya Kings, I. A., XX, p. 266.
Ibid., p, 270; Fleet, Kanare&e Dynasties, p. 417.

&C.,VIII,Sbf 83.

. A, XVI, pp. 281, 282-283; Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 420.
E. /*, If, p, 167.
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again restored to the Chellaketana family. A viragal found at

Chikka-Chauti represents Rasanna, the son of Kaliviftarasa, as go-

verning the province in 945 A. D. * This division had been handed

over to the Gangas, probably because Rasagna was still a minor at

the time of his father's death, and an important province, such as

Banavasi was, required a good administrator.

Rasagija was the last of the governors belonging to the Chella-

ketana or Chellapataka family, who held the Banavasi province for

a period of oyer a hundred years. The Chellaketanas were proba-

bly a family of mahamandale^varas under the Rashtrakuta kings,

and their faithful service commended them to be promoted to the

governorship of this province. Indeed the fact that this important

division of the Rashtrakuta Empire was so long in their possession

would suggest an attempt made in the time of the Rashfrakutas to

establish there a hereditary succession of mahamandalesvaras.

The first member of this family whose rule is known to us is

Bankeyarasa, who is spoken of as the father of Lokaditya in one

of the above-referred inscriptions of the latter *. The same record

says that Lokaditya was the son of Chellaketana and the brother

of Chelladhavaja. We may infer from this that Bankeyarasa prob-

ably had the title of Chellaketana and the dynasty which he found-

ed came to be known after this name. Their rank was that of the

mahasamantasand they carried the Chellapataka or Javelin-banner.
The inscriptions of later rulers (e. g. Kalivittarasa) show that they
were also entitled to the five big drums". They seem to have been

originally known as the Padmalaya family, for LSkaditya claims in

his record to have 'caused the bud, which was the family of the

Padmalaya, to blossom' 4
.

In 954 A. D. the Banavasi Twelve Thousand was made over
to one Machiyarasa or Narakki-arasa, who ruled over the province
for a period of six years. He was born in the Brahma-Kshatriya
MatQr-vam^a, and was entitled to the band of five chief instruments.

He had the titles of Mahasamantadhipati and the boon lord of

Trikunda-pura. He had the horse for his crest and the mirror flag.
The record providing all these details says that he was acting as

king of (Banavasi) Twelve Thousand from Ede-nad, which was

*
E.C., VIII, Sb, 240.

1
Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions* I. A.> XII, p. 217.

3
fi.C, VH,Sk,219;VUI,Sb,83,

4
Fleet. l,c.



evidently the seat of his government
1

. Another record belonging to

the same period tells us that he was ruling the Banavasi Thirty-two
Thousand. Mr, Rice holds this inscription to be corrupt and thinks

that the Banavasi Thirty-two Thousand should be Banavasi Twel-

ve Thousand *.

Machiyarasa was succeeded in about 960 A. D. by one Java-
na&a. The record which mentions his name is dated A. D. 935.

3

This governor was in his turn succeeded by Gobbindarasa

who held office for a very short period of two years
4

.

It would seem from an early record of the Chalukya King

Chattiga-deva that in about 967-68 A. D. he conquered the Banavasi

and the adjoining provinces from the Rashtrakutas and set himself

upas an independent ruler. This inscription would also have us

believe that the Banavasi Twelve Thousand was at this time ruled

by his feudatory a Kadamba. His name is unfortunately effaced

from the inscription, but in all likelihood it was Irivabedanga-deva,
the father of Chatta or Kundarna, who appears a decade later as

the feudatory of the Chalukya King Taila e
, after the restoration by

him of the Chalukya power It was possibly on account of the

affection he had for his overlord that Irivabedanga-deva gave
his son the name of Chatta. All this would perhaps point out to an

alliance concluded between the two dynasties which were but

three centuries before each other's bitterest enemies.

It is however rather perplexing to find this Chalukya King,

ruling independently over a part of the Rashtrakuja Empire at a pe-
riod when the power of the latter was stilJ in the ascendant 7

. Never-

theless as the fact remains undoubted, we may surmise that Chafta-
deva was a predecessor of Tailapa, and that he made an attempt at

restoring the fortunes of the Chalukya family thus anticipating

Taila, who is known to have finally overthrown the Rashfrakufa

supremacy in A. D. 973-74 \ Chatta-deva probably declared his

* E. C., VIII, Sb, 474, 476 and 70.

* E. C, VIII, Sb, 351, Trans., p. 62.

a
Ibid., Sb, 202 and 203.

*
Ibid,, Sbf 326 and 531.

*
Ibid., Sb, 465.

* E. I., XV, p. 333.
? The information about this ruler is so scanty that it is not possible to

determine his place in the Chalukya genealogy.
* Reet, Taita, L A., XXI, p. 167.
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independence during the weak rule of the Rashtrakuta King Koftiga.

We know that it was in this King's reign that the Rashtrakutas were

defeated in battle by STyaka-Harsa, one of the Paramara kings of

Malwa, and either he or his successor Mufija sacked Malkhed, the

Rashtrakuta capital *. Chafta-deva, it is possible, profited by this

misfortune of the Rashtrakutas and established for himself an inde-

pendent kingdom in the south.

But Kottiga was soon succeeded by Kakka II, who retrieved

considerably the losses sustained by the family during the previous

reign *. He very probably attacked the Chalukya King Chatta-deva
and on the latter's making his submission appointed him as the

governor of Banavasi. Accordingly we find him mentioned in the

inscriptions of 972 and 973 as the feudatory of the Rashtrakuta

King Kakka II or Kakkala-deva II
3
. Both records represent him as

"ruling the kingdom of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand". The
first one in addition says that his son-in-law was one Kannayya of

Kalladi.

We cannot say what happened to this Chatta-deva. Two con-

jectures are possible: that he died before Tailapa overthrew Kak-

ka II, or that he was promoted to a higher office by his kinsmen on

his success.

E. /., I, pp. 225-226.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, I. A. t XII, p. 268. Here he
is said to have conquered the Gurjaras, the Cholas, theHunas and
the Pandyas.

E. C, VIII, Sb, 455 and 454.
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the Chalukya Chafta in his attempt to overhaul the Rashtrakuta

monarchy. They were however not disheartened at the failure of

the movement, but gave their whole-hearted support to the new

leader. This is obvious from the fact that as soon as Taila re-estab-

lished the Chalukya power, he restored the Kadamba Irivabedan-

ga-deva to his hereditary kingdom of the Banavasi Twelve Thou-

sand. We are led to the latter conclusion by the fact that Chafta, the

son of Irivabedanga-deva, is reported in an inscription to have

been ruling the Banavasi Twelve Thousand in A. D. 986, which

would imply that his father was in possession of the same territory

before this date and presumably from the time of the overthrow of

the Rashtrakuta power. In fact an inscription of Chatta dated 1028,

referring to his father, addresses the latter as King Irivabedanga-de-

va *, Thus it was that King Irivabedniitfa became the founder of the

Hangal Kadambas,

/., XV, p. 333.



CHAPTER II

Chatta-deva

Irivabedanga-deva
was succeeded by his son Chatta. The latter

is variously known in the inscriptions as Chatta,
i Chattu -,

Chattuga
l

,
Kundama 4

, Kundaraja and Katakadagova
fl

.

The earliest epigraphical record that mentions his name is

placed in A. D. 980 in the reign of the Western Chalukya King
Ahavamalla or Taila II. He is here given all the important titles

borne by the Kadambas of the liangal branch. The inscription

calls him "the boon lord of (Banavasipura) and obtainer of a boon

from Chamunda." It also mentions that he was entitled to the five

big drums and that he was ruling the Banavasi Twelve Thousand
in peace and wisdom 7

. The second record which is dated 986

A. D. tells us that the chief under him of Nagarkhanda Seventy was
one Bodayya, the son of Ayyana \

It would appear from the inscriptions that the safety of the

newly founded Chalukya Empire was at this time seriously endan-

gered by the Cliola encroachments units southern frontiers. We are

informed in the Hottur inscription that the Chola king, having col-

lected a force numbering nine hundred thousand, pillaged the whole

country, slaughtered even women, children and Brahmans, and

E, L, XVI, p. 359.

E. C., VIII, Sb, 413.

E. /., XVI, p. 359.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarcse Inscriptions, I. A., V, p. 18.

E. /., XV, p. 333.

Fleet, 1. c.

ft C., VII, Sk, 184.

E. C. t VIII, Sb, 413.
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taking their girls to wife destroyed their caste *. This was evidently

an invasion of a serious nature led by the Cholas in or about the

year 1007-1008. But it is probable that before this there must have

been many smaller inroads into the Chalukya kingdom. The brunt

of this attack naturally fell on the Kadamba territories, for they

formed the southernmost part of the Chalukya Empire. The proper
defence of these territories necessitated the appointment of expe-
rienced generals to conduct the defence of the frontier districts, and

accordingly Bhimarasa was appointed the governor of the Banavasi,

Santalige and Kisukad districts. That the latter office was created

in a military emergency is obvious from the very discription

of the governor Bhimarasa, given in the Talagunda record of

997. This inscription particularly emphasises the fact that he "pos-
sessed many elephants and forces", and that "he was a cage of

adamant to those who claimed his protection" *.

This probably is the origin of the office of governors appointed

by the Emperors over the provinces ruled by the mahamagdale^va-
ras. The imperial officers before this were probably for the most

part customs officials who were entrusted with the collection of the

imperial dues like the Vadda-raula, perjjunka and the bilkode. The

governors who were now appointed served a twofold purpose,

namely they saw to the proper defence of the kingdom and close-

ly supervised the actions of the mahamaijdalesvaras, besides being

the heads of the customs department in the provinces allotted to

them.

Returning to the proper subject of our narrative it may be ob-

served that theChojas were repulsed for the time being by the Cha-

lukya King Irivabedanga Satyasraya
:|

;
but they renewed their ag-

gressive activities a few years later in the reign of his son Jaya-
sithha 11. This we conclude from the Belagami inscription of 1019

which calls him the conqueror of the Cholas 4
.

It is probable that Chatta distinguished himself in the war

against the Cholas, as his father had done before him in the strug-

gle with the Rashtrakutas. In fact one of his inscriptions records

the following praises:

"0 Kundiga, when they name thee in respect of courage, what

1
Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 433.

* Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. 186.

. /., XVI, p. 75.

<
Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, A A, V, p. 17.
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further praises can others give? Is it not what is said of the troops

of elephants of the Chola, the Gangeya, (and) king Bhoja with open

mouths as they flee away in the battle where they are pressed by

(thy) elephants furious with storms of rutting ichor, as they flee

away in terror through which they gallop off without waiting at

all to charge with their tusks?"
'

In all likelihood Chatta conquered the Haive Five Hundred

from the Cholas who had annexed it to their dominions just before

1012 A. D. An inscription dated in that year, speaking about the

activities of the famous Choja general Panchamaharaya, says:

"When the Ko-viraja Raja-Kesari-varmma, Rajaraja, marched across,

the bee at his lotus feet Panchamaharaya, having obtained the

rank of Mahadandanayaka, for Bengimandala and Gangamandala
displayed the might of his arm as follows:

"Me seized Tuluva and Konkana, pursued after Maleya, push-
ed aside and passed over Chera, Teluga, and Rattiga, as if in

sport..."*

It is also obvious from the epigraphical records that Chatta

was engaged in aggressive campaigns against his neighbours. We
learn from an inscription of 1012 A. D. that Chatta was in that year

ruling the Banavasi Twelve Thousand and the Santalige Thou-

sand a
. Now the latter province was the hereditory domain of the

antaras, and the fact that it is associated with the government of

Chatta suggests the inference that he had imposed his suzerainty
over these princes. In fact a viragal of 1015 informs us that this

district was held at this time by a Santara prince in subordination

to Chatta 4
. But the &antaras soon appear to have thrown off the

yoke of Kadamba supremacy. For a monumental slab dated in 1016

A. D. mentions Chatta as governing only the Banavasi Twelve
Thousand under the Chalukya Emperor Jayasirhha-vallabha. It is

possible that in the confusion occasioned by the struggle against
the Chojas, the ^antaras of Santalige declared their independence.
But soon after the termination of the Chola war, Chatta reduced

them to submission. Accordingly the Balagami inscription of Chatta,
above referred to, affirms that he was governing in the year 1019

* ./.,XV,p.m
* E. CM III, Sr, 140.

3
. C., VII, Sk, 287.

4
Ibid., Sk, 220,
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the provinces of Banavasi and Santajige, besides that of the Haive

Five Hundred *.

In 1018 A.D. the war with the Malavas was probably renewed.

It may be mentioned here that the enmity between the Chalukyas
and the Majavas, /. e. the Paramaras of Dhar was almost heredita-

ry. It has already been noted that Munja defeated the Rashtrakuta

King Kottiga and sacked Malkhed, the Rashtrakuta capital
2

. Sti-

mulated'by this brilliant success he continued to invade the part of

the Dekkan which had by now fallen into the hands of the Western

Chalukyas. In all probability Taiia, who was just then reaping the

first fruits of his victory, after having overthrown the Rashtrakutas

was more than once defeated by Mufija. It is said that he conquer-
ed and imprisoned Taiia six times, whom each time he released

and was finally defeated and taken prisoner by Tailapa -. But this

story, with the further embellishment of the love-affair with Taila's

sister, has to be discarded by sober historians, as a fanciful crea-

tion of a poetic brain. Nevertheless tht fact remains that Taiia

inflicted an irretrievable defeat on the Malavas.

It evidently took a long time for the Paramaras to heal the

wounds inflicted on them by Taiia. For in the reigns ot the three

successors of this King, we do not at all hear 01 the Malava de-

predations. But in about 1018 A.D. the Malavas renewed their

encroachments on the Chalukya terriiury. In retaliation the Chalu-

kyas under their King Jayasimha made nn advance on Dhar, the ca-

pital of the Malavas, and defeated Bhoja, who was then the Para-

mara King. The Belagami inscription of Chatta-deva makes a brief

mention of this event, when it describes Jayasimha as
u
a moon to

the lotus which was King Bhoja" '. But a detailed information of

this campaign of Jayasimha and the part played by Chafta-deva
his feudatory, is given in the Banavasi record of KTrtlivarmma,

above referred to. It informs us that the Chalukya army marched
northwards as far as the Gautama-Gange, L e, the modern Godava-

ri, and there it engaged the Malava King in battle. The record

claims for the Kadamba Mahamarjdalesvara Chatta-deva, the ho-

nour of dispersing the Majava troops, as a reward for which he

1
Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, 1. A., V, p, 47.

2 Cf. ante, p. 89.

* Tawney, The Prabandhacintamani, p. 33.
* Meet, o. c., p. 17,
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was granted the title of "Guardian of the Highland" in the camp of

his sovereign Jayasimha
1

. Referring to the brilliant victory won

by Chafta, the Kalenur inscription of the latter remarks that the

pride of Malepas was destroyed and the noblemen's pride was
shaken by him 8

.

The last inscription of Chatta-deva is dated in A. D. 1031. He
is here. represented as governing the Banavasi Twelve Thousand
and the Santalige Thousand a

,
while he seems to have lost the Haige

Five Hundred. We are also told that the Santajige district was at

this time under the administration of his son Satyaraya-deva, who
is here styled Kundama's warrior along with other epithets

4
.

The Haige Five Hundred was probably reconquered by the

Ch5jas,*wlu) subsequently attacked the Santajige and the Banavasi

provinces. The ruler of Santajige, prince Satyasraya-deva, was very

probably slain by the Cholas, who claim to have penetrated as far

as Banavasi . The reason for this surmise is that this prince is not

heard of a>iy moie and Chatta is soon after succeeded by his son

Jayasimha '\ Furthermore the fact that Satyasraya was appointed

governor of Me important province of Santalige in the life time of

his father shews that he was the eldest son of Chatta, and as the

former did not succeed him in accordance with the common usage,
it follows through syllogistic necessity that Satyasraya died before

his father.

Two inscriptions relating to the reign of the same King give us

tile names of two of his Queens. One of them was Kundala-devi

who was the daughter of a certain Bachayya
:

. The latter very proba-

bly belonged to the ^ilahara family of Northern Korikan; for Kunda-
la-devi is described as tiie ^rest-jewel of the house of Thani *. The
other was Jayabbe, the beautiful, virtuous, full moon faced daugh-
ter of Bammarasa and the adopted daughter of Rajamalla

a
. The

record does not specify who these persons were, nor is it possible

for us to identify them at the present stage of our investigations. It

may be ascertained from the same inscription that Jayabbe was

i E. /., XVI, p. 359.

* E. /., XV, p. 333.
3 E. C, VII, Sk, 30.

Ibid.

ft S. /./.,!, pp. 51, 52,95,95, 113.

E./., XVJ, p. 359.
'

E./., XV, p. 333.
* Ibid.

Appendix, No. Ill, 7.
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ruling at Ajjadi with the help of Sahadeva, who is described in the

record as the chief of Ajjadi. The record also informs us that he

was the son of the brave Sudraka who u
was the pith of the desire

yielding tree, the support of poets, versifiers, disputants and elo-

quent speakers". Speaking of Sahadeva's warlike qualities the in-

scription avers that he conquered the country by "the valour of his

arm when the kings of Malava being: panic-stricken gave it over
1

'.

We may infer from this that Sahadeva was a genera! of Chatta and

followed the latter in the war against the Malavas. Ha\ing;
there

distinguished himself by his deeds of valour, he was rewarded with

Ajjadi in Dharwar by his master Chatta. The inscription however

states that he soon made over the government of the district, t< his

brother Rachamalla and accepted the life of a setti at Banavasi '.

These records of Chatta allude to three of his son*. We have

already spoken of Sntyasraya, his elde-t son, and Jayasimlr; who was

probably the second. The third was Khetamnlia who is described

in one of the grants as his father's agent foi works or m/rit". We
learn from the Halliha! inscription of the time of tl; s Kin;; that he

had under him Sahadeva, who was the chid of Ajjadi
:

.

Chattayya-deva was a man of remarkable ability. It is un-

doubtedly due to his daring and courage, no less than to his states-

manship, that the newly revived Kadamba power took deep roots

in the Karnataka soil. He is described in the Bela^ami inscription

as "the very lion towards the troops of elephants which were his

foes" 4
. Again the same lecord speaks of him as a handmill to his

enemies and likens him to Rama in battle, whose resolution was
never to be shaken \ He was also a patron of learning and a pro-
moter of piety. According to one of his records he established an

agrahora (seat of learning) at Saliyur for the benefit of his sub-

jects *. Other inscriptions represent him as building ne\s temples
or repairing old ones. The same Belagami inscription records a

grant he made to the god Nandikesvara-deva of the oiu/inal local

Ibid.

E. C, VII, Sk, 285.

Appendix, No. IH, 7,

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, 1 A., V, p. 18.

ibid.

E. C, VII, Sk, 285.
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shrine "for the purpose of repairing whatever might become broken

or torn or worn out through age". The inscription also contains a

grant to the god Chaturmukhadeva 4
. Cha#a seems to have

gone even to the extent of making the necessary provisions to

meet the expenses for the ordinary celebrations at the famous

shrines in the country. Thus for instance, the Kudagere inscription

tells us that for the daily offerings at the temple of the gods Pinga-

lesvara and Sayamba of the Mindalli mulasthana at the KodalatTr-

tha, he made a grant of land in the Sattigala plain, below the bank

of the Qangere
2

. We are informed in the Haljlhaj inscription that

the glorious Jayabbarasi gave, at the request of Rajamalla, a black

soil measuring 6 mattars of royal measure, red soil 3QQ'mattars, one

paddy land of 50 mattars and one garden for voluntary service 3
.

His noble example was naturally imitated by his subjects and a

spirit of social service was thus engendered in the people. This

spirit is ^iven expression to in one of these records of Chatta, which

says thai a private citizen named Todaka Kesavayya and his wife

Marabbe, being disposed to perform a work of merit, purchased
land and granted it to the god Chandesvara 4

.

1
Fleet, Sanserif and Old Cauarcse Inscriptions, I. A., V, p, 18.

E. C., VII, Sk, 30.
1

Appendix, No. Ill, 7.

4 E. CM VII, Sk, 287.



CHAPTER III

Jayasimha

Chatta
was succeeded by his son Jayasirnha. No historical details

are available in the records about the reign of this King. The

Banavasi inscription of KTrttivarmma, above referred to, describes

him as a man stout of arm and as the shatterer of squadrons of

foeman's elephants *. These epithets would suggest that he was

obliged to fight against the Cholas who were incessantly encroach-

ing on the Kadamba territory. Possibly in one of these engagements
he lost his life; hence nothing is known about him.

The inscriptions of this period speak of a Queen named Akka-

devi, who appears to have been a personage of great reputation

and consequence. We learn from these records that she was a

sister of Vikramaditya V and of Jayasimha II, the Chalukya Empe-
rors

2
. An inscription at Sudi tells us that she was governing the

district of Kisukad Seventy. She is here described as
l<

sharing in the

enjoyment of the fruits of thousands of issues of unceasing supreme

felicity, equal to a second Goddess of Fortune, a wishing jewel of

immeasureable bounty, a crest-jewel of discretion, t.'iiform of

speech, adorned with virtues*'
:;

. We see from another record that

she was in charge of the Kisukad Seventy under Jayasimha II
4

.

It may be concluded from some of these inscriptions that Ak-
ka-devi was related to the family of the Kadambas. Thus a record

E. /., xvi, p. 359.

* E. A, XV, p. 76; Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, /. A.,

XVIII, p. 275.

> E. L, XV, p. 76.

4 Flee t, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, I.A. t XVIII, p. 275.
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of 1067 A.D. states that she was the mother of T5yima-deva who
was then ruling the Banavasi and the Hangal provinces

1

. Now this

Toyima-deva seems to be the same as Taila, the second son of

Jayasimha *. Hence it follows that Akka-devi was the wife of

Jayasirhha. It is not improbable that Irivabedanga-deva Satyasraya,

the Chalukya Emperor, being attacked by enemies on the north and

the south sought to strengthen the bonds of friendship between the

Kadamba and the Chalukya royal families, by a dynastic marriage,

and accordingly married his daughter Akka-devi to Jayasimha, the

son of Chatta. We have already seen that this move of the Emperor
had its desired effect, since the Kadambas of Hangal never swerved

in their allegiance to the Chalukyas.

E. /., XVI, p. 88.

Ibid. For this identification vide p, 104, note 4.



CHAPTER IV

Mayuravarmma II

Jayasimha
had five sons, Mauli, Taila or Tailapa, Santivarmma

Choki-deva or Joki-deva and Vikiama l

. The fust two, Mauli and

Tailapa whom we respectively identify with Mayuravarmma* and

Toyimarasa or Toyima-deva
- of the epigraphical lecords of this

period, and Santivarmma ruled as kings in succession on the

death of Jayasimha
4
.

There is an interesting record of the year 1037 which mentions

the royal preceptor Rajaguru-deva, whom it styles the restorer of

the Kadamba family '. The meaning ot this epithet seems to he that

when Jayasimha died, his children, including his eldest son Mayu-
ravarmma 11, were young, and consequently this Rajagurudeva was

of great help to Akka-devi who, it may be inferred from the Hottw

inscriptions, was acting as regent at this period ". It is also clear

E. /., XVI, p. 359; Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Cantire&e Inscriptions, I A
,

X
t p. 353. *

/:./., XVI, p. HO. Ibid., p. 86.

Ibid., p. 359. We identify Mayuiavarmma and Foyima-de 'a with Mauli

and failapa respectively, for the reason that not only their namt^

seem to have a close similarity to each other, but that they do not

occur in any inscription other than the Karagudaii grant of Tailapa II,

and the Banavasi record ot Kirttivarrnma, where they arc very bn't-

ly mentioned. It is evident from the records that they did rule as

kings. Furthermore we have the grant of Mayuravarmma and Toyi-

ma-deva, whom if we do not identify with Mauli and Taila, will

not find a place in the genealogy of the Hangal Kadambas, as given in

the above-mentioned records of Taiiapa II and Kirttivarmma. Lastly

the records bearing the name of Mayuravarmma and Toylma-deva

clearly state that they were Kadambas of the Hanga! branch and that

they ruled after 1034, which exactly corresponds with the initial year

ofMauii, * Appendix, No. Ill, 8, ./., XVI, pp.TBandSK.
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from these records that they lost at this time the district of Haige
Five Hundred, which had been conquered and annexed by Chafta.

The Alupas very probably added this district to their kingdom,
when the attention of the Kadambas was distracted by the Choja
invasion. But this loss they soon compensated by the acquisition
of a new district in the north, namely, that of the Hangal Five

Hundred l

, after which this branch of the Kadamba-Kula is know in

history.

Mayuravarmma seems to have ruled a few years more. An in-

scription of A.D. 1037 shows him as governing the Banavasi Twelve

Thousand and the llangal Five Hundred with Akka-devi at the head

of the former province \ He was probably the elder son of this

Queen, who helped him in the government of the Banavasi Twelve

Thousand with his brother Toyima-deva
y

.

The last insciiption of this ruler is dated S. 966 or A. D. 1044-

45, where he is> described as still ruling the Panumgal (Hangal)
district as a feudatory of the Chalukya King Some^vara 1

4
.

. /., XVI, p, 80; Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 563. Hangal, says

the Gazetteer of Dharwar, is locally believed to be the place
where the Pandavas lived during part of their exile from Delhi. The
name Viratakote and Viratanagari, the fort and city of Virata,

which occur in the inscriptions support the tradition. For according
to the Mahabharatu , Virata was the King at whose court the Pan-

davas spent the thirteenth year of their exile. Gazetteer of the Bombay
Prectdency, XII, Dharwar, p. 389.

E. /., XVI, p. 79.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 437. Dr. Fleet does not refer to the inscrip-
tion from which he derives this information.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 563. This inscription is at Adur in Hangal
taluqua.



CHAPTER V

Taila I or Toyima-deva

Mayuravarmma
probably died without an heir, for after his death

his brother, Taila became the sole possessor of the Kadamba

dominions. He was very likely helped by his mother Akka-devi in

the administration of his kingdom. There are a few inscriptions of

this Queen issued in the reign of her son. We learn from one of them,

dated in 1050 A. D., that the period of Tailapa's rule was a trying

time for the Kadambas of Hangal, as the Cholas made incessant in-

roads into their dominions. This inscription records the renewal of

the statutory constitution of the town of Sundi by Akka-devi, as it

had broken down on account of the invasion of the Chdlas. This

epigraph asserts that Akka-devi was ^overnin^ the Kisukad Seventy,

Torugare Sixty and the Masavadi Hundred and Forty
4
. It is also

interesting to note that Akka-devi had under her five ministers of

state, namely Kalidasayya, the steward of the household, the council-

lor Millayya, the councillor Chittimayya, the minister of state Dem-

manna, Chavunda-raya, the steward of the betel-bag, besides Dasi-

mayya, the Secretary of the council, the Commissioner of the

country and other executive officials ~. In another record, dated

two years later, we find this Queen granting a statutory constitution

for the temple of the god Akkesvara of Sundi evidently a sanctua-

ry of Siva founded or re-established by Akka-devi regulating the

disposal of the lands of the establishment so as to perform the

due ceremonies of the rituals
5
.

./., XV, p. 80.

ibid.

Ibid, ,p, 81.
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It appears from the lithic records that Akka-devi was a Queen
of warlike nature. An inscription at Arslbldi represents her as

laying siege to the fort of Gokage or Gokak, in the Belgaum Dis-

trict It is likely that she undertook this expedition for quelling
some local rebellion 4

.

King Toyima-deva ruled for a fairly long period. The last

inscription of this King is dated in A. D. 1066. It describes him as

a "man of might to adversaries, sun to the Highland, ever active

in truth,.Anjaneya in purity, Brahman in assemblies, Shanmukha in

the front of battles, thousand armed (Kartavlrya) with balls, Rahu
in the fray, Parasu-Rama to the resorts of foes, . . .bamgara of title-

bearers, warrior to Meruga, exalted in high spirit, (and the) lion to

Hariga"*. It may be inferred from the last epithet of Toyima-deva
that he rendered distinguished services to his kinsman the Kadam-
ba Hariga or Haiikesari of Bankapur, who was then the governor
of the Banavasi and the Hangal provinces under the Chalukya King

Vikramaditya
:!

.

Even at this late date we find queen Akka-devi being referred

to in the Kadamba records. The above-mentioned Hottur inscription

of Toyima-deva records, as a supplement to the endowment of the

latter to the Saiva monastery, a remission of fees due to her from

the same institution '.

Out of the Queens of Toyima-deva was Mailala-devi who

granted in conjunction with her husband a religious foundation to

(the temple of) the god Kesavesvara, at Hottur
r
'.

It was probably <>n the demise of his mother Akka-devi, that

Toyima-deva appointed his son KTrttivarmma to the government of

Banavasi. There is an inscription of the latter dated 1068 A. D.,

which was evidently issued in the initial year of his rule as govern-
or of Banavasi. This inscription while giving all the titles of the

family to Kirttivarmma, calls him the lion for Taila, which clearly

implies that he was governing the province under his father Toyi-
ma-deva or Tailapa

'

. Kirttivarmma ruled in this capacity till

1075 A. D., when on the death of his father he declared himself

independent of the Hangal government

1

Fleet, Kanaresc Dynasties, p. 435, The inscription is not published.
* E. /., XVI, p. 86. 3 E. A, XH1, p. 173.

* E. /.,XVI, p. 88. * Ibid.
fi

Ibid, p. 355. i Vide pp, 110-111.



CHAPTER VI

Santivarmma II

On the death of king Toyima-deva, his brother Santivarmma as-

cended the throne of Hangal. This event probably took place

in 1075 A. D. for the first inscription of this sovereign is dated in

that year
1

.

i

It would appear from the records that Santivarmma's succession

to the throne was not entirely undisputed. We saw above that TGyi-
ma-deva's son KTrttivarmma \vas governing the Bnnavasi Twelve
Thousand in the life time of his father. Now rhis Klrttivarmma put
forward his claim to the throne <>f Manual contending that as he

was the crown prince, the kingdom belonged to him hy right. Santi-

varmma probably based his claim on grounds of seniority. Conse-

quently it is very likely that the Kadamba kingdom was torn be-

tween the two rival factions. In fact there is sufficient epigraphical
evidence to show that they had already appealed to arms. A viragal
dated in 1075, and found in the Banavasi Twelve Thousand prov-

ince, informs us that Kadamba Santayya-deva sent 'the whole army
under twelve nayakas", obviously for the purpose of ravaging the

province, and that it attacked the Kuppatur agrahara in the course

of its depredations*. Thus when the things were going from bad to

worse, King Jayake&I, of the Goa Kadamba dynasty, seems to have
intervened and brought about an amicable settlement between the

rivals. This is very probably the meaning intended by the composer
of the inscription of Sivachitta, one of the successors of Jayake^i,

* E./., XVI, p. 73.;

E. C, VJJJ, Sb, 314.
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when he recorded that Jayake^i 'assembled the .Kadambas' 4
. The

accomodation arrived at appears to be that the Banavasi Twelve
Thousand should remain in the hands of KIrttivarmma, while &an-

tivarmma was to succeed to the government of the Hangal prov-
ince. This is obvious from the fact that unlike the inscriptions of

Taila I and Mayuravarmma II, the records of KIrttivarmma do not

attribute to him the sovereignty over these two provinces, but li-

mit his rule to the Banavasi Twelve Thousand only*. In the same
manner the Nlralgi inscription of Santivarmma, which is beyond
doubt his earliest record, does not state the details of his govern-
ment :i

;
from which Dr. Fleet rightly infers that Santivarmma and

Kirttivarmma "were then ruling, respectively, only the Panungal
Five Hundred and the Banavasi Twelve Thousand" 4

,

The Nlralgi inscription of Santivarmma, above referred to, gives
him hyperbolic epithets. He is described here as a king of irresist-

ible
1

mjgm to whom "puissant hostile monarchs came bowing for

refuge'
7

. It calls him
u
the death-spirit of cosmic dissolution to warri-

ors of puissant enemy princes, ornament to princes, Bhairava to

princes, Trinetra (Siva) to princes, grindstone to princes" ". But as

no specific victories are mentioned in the records we are inclined

to believe that these were all empty boasts of the poets who com-

posed the inscription.

The other record oi Santivarmma is an epigraph from

Aralesvar in the Hangal taluqua dated in A. D. 1089, which avers

that he was then ruling the Banavasi Twelve Thousand and the

Hangal Five Hundred, as a feudatory of the Chalukya emperor Vi-

kramaditya VI 6
. But the fact that the Banavasi province was at

this time ruled by the strong King KIrttivarmma plainly shows that

this was a mere title.

The Kargudari record "ives us the piece of information that

me of Santivarmma's Queens was Siriya-devi, a Pandya princess,

to whom was born the great king Taila II \

*
Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadambas of Goa> J.B.B.R.A.S., IX,

p. 282.

* .C, VIII, Sb. 262, 317, 337, 421, 442, 468, 409, 470; . /., XVI, pp. 355,

363,

Ibid., pp. 72-73.

*
Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 561.

E. /*, XVI, p. 72.

*
Fleet, I.e.

7
Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, LA., X, p. 254.



CHAPTER VII

Kirttivarmma

sooner did Kirttivarmma find himself secure on the throne at

Vaijayanti than he devoted himself to the strengthening of his

position. When this was accomplished he seems to have started

his aggressive campaigns. The latter fact we conclude from his

inscriptions which describe him as a great warrior. An undated re-

cord of his, issued in the reign of the Chalukya Emperor Vikrama-

ditya, calls him a "gallant against adversaries", and "unique war-
rior of the world" *. Further an inscription in the Sorab taluqua

says that he was the "shatterer of foeman's arrogance''
2

.

The first step of Kirttivarmma in this direction was to free

himself of the Chalukya control and to set himself up as an inde-

pendent ruler. This he probably did during the civil war between
Somesvara II and his brother Vikramaditya

:}

. The chaotic situation

that arose from this fratricidal warfare, no doubt, helped him consi-

derably in realising his purpose.
Next he encroached on the dominions of the Goa Kadamba

King Jayakes'i I. We are told in one of his records that "he subdued
the seven Konkanas" '. This sentence, though it is not to be taken

literally, nevertheless shows that Kirttivarmma was at this time

engaged in aggressive activities, and that during one of his predat-
ory excursions he raided the Konkan. This is confirmed by one
of the grants of a successor ofJayake^i I, which shows that Kirtti-

varmma did really come into conflict with JayakKi. The inscription

E. /., xvi, p. 360.

E. C., VIII, Sb, 262.

Cf. Buhler, Vikramankadcvacharita, Introd.. pp. 34-37.

E.C.,VIH,Sb.262.
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records that "having made Klrtiraja of Banavase obedient to his

will, the Lord of the Ocean himself (Jayake&) [tansferred] duly
his glory to Permadi" 1

, It follows from this that Klrttivarmma's

campaign against Jayakesi of Uoa was not only futile, but also

ended in his own submission to the Chalukya Emperor. For it is

obvious from the record that Jayakesi as a loyal feudatory of the

Chalukyas and father-in-law of the reigning Emperor, forced

Kirttivarmma to acknowledge the latter as his Hege-lord.Thus
the attempts of Kirttivarmma to extend the boundaries of his

kingdom and to establish his independence were for ever frustrated

by his kinsman, the Kadamba King of Goa.

Notwithstanding this failure, it must be admitted that Kirttivarm-

ma was one of the most progressive rulers of his time. One of the

early grants of his gives us the interesting piece of news that he

was a sarvajna*. This would suggest that he combined a deep

knowledge of military tactics with profound erudition. This is fully

borne out by a later record of his which shows that he was person-

ally interested in dialectics, and often took part in the discussions

on such subtle questions as the rewards of dharmma and the like
y
.

It is therefore not unreasonable to conclude that he was a great

patron of scholars and promoter of learning in his kingdom.
In one of these records it is clearly stated that he founded

agraharas (seats of learning) and endowed them with rich grants
of land

4
. In these agraharas there lived Brahman and Jaina

scholars, without exhibiting the least animosity that might other-

wise be expected to arise from their religious differences
5

. One of

such agraharas was the famous agrahara of Kuppatur, and the tole-

rant spirit prevailing there is expressed in the Kuppatur grant of

Kirttivarmma. "By that consecrating priest Padmanandi-siddhanti-

deva % the crowned queen Malala-Devi having had the Kuppatur

Parsva-Deva-chaityalaya well consecrated, she worshipped in the

prescribed manner all the Brahmans. . .of the immemorial agrahara

Kuppatur, and having the name of Brahma-Jinalayam given to it by

them, along with the priests of Koti^vara-mulasthana and all the

* C. /., XIII, p. 310.

*
. /., XVI, p. 355.

E. C, VIII, Sb, 442.

Ibid., Sb, 262.

* Ibid.

8 He was a Jaina guru,
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eighteen temples there, and causing the priest of Banavasi Madhu-

ke^varato come, performing worship to them, causing the foga-

vattigc to be placed, and giving to those Brahmans 500 honnu

and obtained from them the lands (specified), these and Siddani-

valli obtained from KIrtti-Deva. . .she granted for the daily worship

and the food of the rishis, washing the feet of Padmanandi sidd-

hanti-chakravartti" *.

Klrttivarmma's reign extended over a period of half a century.

His earliest grants are dated in A. D. 1068 2
,
in which year he very

piobably inaugurated his rule, and the last date seems to be 1116\

E. C., VIII, Sb, 262.

E. /., XVI, p. 355; Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. 321.

E. C, VIII, Sb, 337.
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CHAPTER VIII

The History of the Governor* of Banavasi

During
this eventful period various governors were appointed

from time to time by the Chalukya Emperors to administer the

imperial affairs of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand. We have already

noticed that the first of these officials wasBhimarasa who was made

governor towards the end of the reign of the Chalukya Tailapa
1
. The

earliest inscription which mentions the name of this governor is dated

A.D. 997. It says that he was administering the Banavasi Twelve

Thousand, the Santalige Thousand and the Kisukad Seventy, and

had under him perggade Kalimayya, who was in charge of the

customs duties of the manneya of the Nariyalige Forty
1

. We know

from a viragal dated 999 and found at Hiri-Chavati, that Bhlmarasa

was governing the same province of Banavasi in that year with his

subordinate officials
3

. There are two more inscriptions of this gov-

ernor dated respectively A.D. 1004 4 and 1006
5
in the reign of the

Chalukya Emperor Irivabedanga-deva Satya^raya, which mention

him as still governing the Banavasi, the Santalige and the Kisukad

districts.

The Banavasi province next passed into the hands of one

Senavarisa. An undated record which is placed on palaeographic-

al grounds in A. D. 1010 is the only source of information regard-

ing this official. It says that "when Vikramaditya _Satya3raya,
favourite of earth and fortune, maharajadhiraja paramegvara bha-

tara was ruling the kingdom of the world f Senavarisa was ruling

the Banavasi Twelve Thousand" '.

E.C., VH,Sk,I79. ibid.

fi.C.,VUI,Sb,234,
4 .C.
' B. C, VIII, Sb, 381.
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He probably ruled for a period of ten or fifteen years, when he

was succeeded by other governors. But the names of these imperial

officers are unfortunately not mentioned in the epigraphical records.

In A, D. 1045 a certain mahamandale^vara Singariadevarasa
was appointed the governor of Banavasi, Santajige and Kisu-

kad provinces up to the borders of the western ocean '. But

soon this governor was relieved of the Banavasi Twelve Thou-

sand and a new one, mahamandalesvara Chamunda Rayaiasa, was

appointed to the governorship of this province. The earliest refer-

ence we have of him is in a grant found in the Shikarpur Taluqua,
which is dated A. D. 1046. He very soon succeeded to the pro-

vince of Santajige as well; for in an inscription at Belagami, issued

in the following year, he is said to be governing Santalige, besides

the old provinces of Banavasi Twelve Thousand and Haige Five

Hundred. The record describes him as the "boon lord of Banavasi-

pura . . . entitled to the five drums, a brave at the court of three

kings, Sankara to the bull titled chiefs, terrifier of hostile kings, a

hand on the face of braves, a sun of the titled, a manifest Vikra-

maditya, making sport of Konkana, Ahavamalla-Deva's Hanuman,
a wild fire to the Kanagile-vada (and) thurster aside of Kannam-

ma"*.

The above extract gives a brief review of the warlike exped-
itions of Chamunda Raya. It tells us that he made sport of Kon-

kana, which of course must not be understood to mean that he

subdued the Konkan, but that he led plundering excursions into

^some parts of that country. Indeed there are no indications at all in

'the contemporary inscriptions of his having subdued the Konkan.

It may be allowed however that he recovered the province of

Haige Five Hundred, which was one of the provinces ruled over

by Chattaya-deva and which the Kadambas had lost after the lat-

ter's death 3
. But these plundering excursions were never dhected

into that part of the country which was under the sway of Shash-

tha-deva. For we know from the Goa Kadamba records that the

latter was one of the most powerful mahamagdale^varas of his

day
4

.

It can also be inferred from this extract that Chamujjda Raya
led incursions into Kariagile-vada. This was possibly a district on

*
Fleet, Kanarts* Dynasties, p. 439.

.C, VII, Sk, 151.

* Cf,Ante,p.. 4
. /., XII!., p. 3Q&-310.



the borders of the Chalukya Empire which Chamugda Raya tried

to bring within the pale of their dominions.

The same inscription implies that Chamunda Raya defeated one

Kannamma, since it styles him "the thruster aside of Kannamma".
But there is nothing in the inscription to enable one to ascertain

who this Kannamma was and to what dynasty he belonged. How-
ever a study of the history of the ruling families of the day would

suggest that Kannamma was probably the Kalachurya King of this

name. An inscription of this family found in the Davanagere Talu-

qua
1 informs us that one Kannamma was the ancestor of Bij jala who

is known from epigraphical records to have lived jn the lalter half

of the twelfth century*. Now giving a period of twenty five years
to each of the four kings who are said to have preceded Bijjala,

we find that Kannamma was the contemporary of Chamunda Raya.
We are also told in the above inscription that the Gurjjara, the

Chera : and the Choja kings were moved at his grandeur,
3

. This

piece of encomium was probably intended to show, that he was

respected by these rulers on account of his heroism, notwithstand-

ing the fact that he was a mere official with the title of maha-

mandalesvara.

This inscription, which is engraved on a gandabherutida pillar,

states that this monument was set up by Chamunda Raya in the

town of Belagami
4

. This monument is anelegant monolith, sur-

mounted by the image of Bherundesvara in human form with dou-

ble axle's heaclMn two other inscriptions found at the same village

gandabherunia is given as one of his birudas, and a bherunda pole-
perhaps the lengtii of thj pillar appears to have been used as

a measure fur land '. One of these records contains a grant of five

mattasot rice land, according to the bherunda pole to provide for

the worship at the basadi of the Ba}agara-gana connected with

Jajahuti-&antina(ha. This inscription is dated A. D. 1048 7
.

The other which is also dated in the same year mentions a grant

to the same basadi of Balarar, consisting of five mattas of rice land

* E. C., XI, Dg, 42.

Fleet, R S. and O. C. Inscriptions, No. 119; Rice, Mysore Inscription,

p. 60.

* E. C.,VII,Sk, 151. * Ibid,

* Cf. Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 75. Cf. Cousens, The Chalukyan Ar-

chitecture, p. 108.
*

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarm Inscriptions, L A. t IV, p. 180; E. C, VII,

Sk, 120. ' Ibid.



by the measure of the staff Bherjntfagale, in the rice-land called

Pulleya-bayal of the capital of Belagami. It would appear from the

inscription that thisjaina congregation of Balagara was held in

high veneration for its austerity. It was in admiration of them that

Ke&vanandi, who was himself an ascetic and desciple of Mesha-

nandibhaftaraka of the same gana, made this grant '.

Chamuflda Raya again appears in A. D. 1063. The inscription

says that he was acting as king in that year, when he made a

grant of "the vadda-ravula and perjjunka (or principal customs

dues) to the god. . .of the. . .agrahara"
f

.

In the two inscriptions from Belagami, spoken of above, Cha-

munda Raya is said to be a mururayasthana (rfxfc^roo&aTO^tf)
*.

This title has been variously interpreted by the epigraphists. When
in 1875 Dr. Fleet published the inscription he found at Belagami

in The Indian Antiquary, he translated this expression as 'he who
has three royal halls of audience* 4

. But he soon found out his mis-

take and in another article which he contributed in the following

year to The Journal of the Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic Society he

took this expression to mean miirurayasthapanacharya (sSxQswo>..-

odB>^roz3e>c|),
or the establisher of Muru kings

5
. Mr. Rice on the

other hand has rendered the same expression as 'a brave at the

court of three kings**. This seems to be more accurate not merely
because the Muru country is far removed from the Banavasi pro-

vince, but because this rendering is simple and direct,

Who were these three kings whose court was thus adorned by
Chamurjda Raya? We suppose that they were the three Chalukya
Emperors, namely Vikramaditya V, Jayasimha HI and Some^vara I.

According to this theory therefore, Chamurjda Raya entered the

services of the Chalukyas towards the end of Vikramaditya V's reign
and remained in office sometime after 1063. In fact one of his

inscriptions tells us that he was acting at this time as king over

the whole of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand, having for his mi-

nister Somanathaiya, and that he made a grant of the vadda-ravula

Fleet, Sanskrit and Old Canarese Inscription, I.A., IV, p. 181.

.C,,VII,Sk, 11.

Ibid., Sk, 120; Fleet, o,c., p. 179.

Fleet, I. c.

Fleet, Copper Plate Grants of the King* of ViJayanagara.J.BJ3.RA.,
XII, p. 376.

E, C, VII, Sk, 120.



and the perjjanka to the god of the agrahara
4

. He seems to have

retired for good from service somewhere before A. D. 1066, for

after this date he is heard of no more.

It appears from one of these inscriptions from Belagami that

this city was the capital of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand when
Chamurjda Raya was the governor of this province *; and as will

presently be seen, it continued to enjoy this unique privilege when
other governors succeeded him in the interval.

We must not suppose however that Chamunda Raya was
the governor of Banavasi all the while. The work of efficient

administration and defence required his presence in other parts of

the Empire and accordingly the Banavasi-nad was placed under
new governors. In the year 1053 when perhaps there was compa-
rative peace in the kingdom, Mailala-devi, one of the wives of

Somesvara was appointed to the governorship of the Banavasi

Twelve Thousand 3
. This was the year when the Chalukyas had

won the eventful battle of Koppam, whose exact date is given as

May 23rd, 1053 4
. Though Rajendra, the brother of the Chola King

slain on this occasion, subsequently retrieved the losses by bringing
in reinforcement, his attention was soon diverted by fresh troubles

at home consequent on the rival candidates contesting the succes-

sion with him 5
.

But it is clear from another inscription dated 1055-56 that this

important province was soon entrusted together with the Ganga-
vadi Ninety-six Thousand to Vikramaditya, the son of Somesvara 1

6
.

The same inscription informs us that the actual governor of Bana-
vasi at this period was King Harikesari, of the Kadamba family.

This change was doubtless effected because of the renewed

warfare by the Cholas under their new King Rajendra Chola, who,

having suppressed his political opponents at home, had now
launched on the aggressive policy of his predecessors '. Vikra-

* B.C. VII, Sk, H.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 504. (Ink impression by Dr. Fleet)
3 Cam. Desa Inscriptions, I, p. 122, referred to by Fleet, o. c., p. 440. The

ink impression of the record, says Dr. Fleet, does not include the

date.
< S. L /., 1, pp. 52, 134; Ibid., Ilf pp. 232, 307.

* Cf. S. Krlshnaswatni Aiyangar, Ancient India, p. 112,

*
Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, L A* IV, p. 203*

7 Cf. Subrahmanya Aiyer, Historical Sketches of Ancient Dekhan, p. 151 .
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maditya remained as Viceroy in the south till A. D. 1060 4
, and it

may be presumed that the Banavasi and the Nojambavadi provin-

ces, continued to be administered during this period by his subor-

dinate Harikesari.

There is a viragal of the time of Vikramaditya which gives

him Ganga titles and calls him Chalukya-Ganga-Permmanadi-Vikra-

maditya-deva. It records that his great minister was a certain

Perggade Naranayya, chief of the Karaqas, who was enjoying the

Banavasi Twelve Thousand. The same viragal informs us that in

A. D. 1058 when Vikramaditya was the governor of the provinces

named above, a force of Bedas penetrated into Mudyangeri,
seized the cows and dishonoured the women. The ur-gavunda

Machayya fought against these barbarians and having killed many
of them, recovered the cows at Belagavatti, but was at length

overpowered by the superior numbers of the enemy*.
A grant issued in A.D. 1068 represents Lakshmanripa, who

was "the chief master of robes'* at the court of Somesvara I, as

ruling the Banavasi country
3

. He was propably the immediate

successor of Vikramaditya, and acted as governor from 1066-1068

A. D.

The grant of Lakshmana above referred to was issued in" the

reign of King Bhuvanaikamalla, i. e* the Chalukya King Somesvara
II. It begins with the eulogy of his father's rule, who left no evil

persons or enemies in Kuntala, It is said that the kings of Lafa

Kalinga, Ganga, Karahata, Turushka, Varala, Chola, Karnifaka,

Saurashtra, Milava, Dasarnna, Ko^ala, Keraja and other countries

gave tribute to him and were confined to their own boundaries. He
boasts of haviig slain Mag idha, Andhra, Avanti, Vanga, Dravija,

Kuru, Khasa, Abhira, Panchala, Lala and other kings and made their

forces serve him. In^spite of all these wars the strength of hib arm
and the energy of his soul were not exhausted, and he is said to

have set out alone (for svarga) as if to fight against Indra, defeat

him and make him give tribute. Accordingly on the 8th day of

Chaitra bahula, the year Kllaka, & 990 (29th; March, 1068),

performing the supreme yoga, he breathed his last in the Tunga-
bhadra. The reason for performing this rite, which is commonly
known as Jalasamadhi,

4
, is given by Bhilhaga.in his VikramBnka-

Xl,Dgt MQ.
* B.C., VII, Sk, 83. t

. C, VII, Sk( 136.
4
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dlvachartta. According to him King Some^vara I was seized with

a severe fever, and feeling that his end was approaching, had him-

self conveyed to the banks of the Tungabhadra. While bathing
in the river after having given away much gold in charity, he wad-
ed in untill the water reached his neck and amidst the din of the

waves and the sound of all kinds of musical instruments deliberately

drowned himself.1.

The inscription goes on to say that on the 7th day of Va&akha

Stiddha, the year Kilaka, . 990 (llth April, 1068), L e. fourteen days
after this tragic event, his eldest son Some^vara II assumed the

sovereignty with all the royal insignia, and "the whole desire of

the world was drawn to him". The Choja King thought of taking

advantage of the youth and inexperience of the new ruler, and is

said to have exclaimed: "A new reign (a kingdom) fit only for a hero;

now is the time to invade it. 1 will surround Qutti and besiege it".

This he did with a considerable army. Some^vara at once mustered

a strong force to oppose him, and on the advanced cavalry coming
into contact a fierce battle ensued, in which the Chola army was
routed and dispersed. Consequently all the foreign kings are said to

have been striken with terror, and gladly became Some^vara's vas-

sals. After this victory Lakshma, who is represented as indispensable
to the Chalukya kingdom as the governor of Banavasi, was given a

royal sasana which conferred extraordinary honours upon him.

"Junior is King Vikrama-Ganga to me; to that Permmadi-Deva; the

next junior is VIra Njlanba-Deva; to me, to Permmadi, and to

Singi you are the junior, but to you all (the rest) are juniors
1

', said

Somesvara, thus ranking him next to the royal family. Lakshmaga
became the lord of the great Banavasi-nad, Vikrama-Nojamba was
rewarded with the fief of Nolamba-Sindavadi, and Ganga-mandal-
ika became the governor of the territory beginning from Ajam-pura.
Bhuvanaikamalla gave them these countries, in view of their

being as a long bar or defence to the south *.

Lakshmana is said to have trodden down Konkana, driven back
the seven Kombu, and uprooted the seven Male. He is styled Raya-
danda Gopala, and united in himself the chief heroic characters of

both the Ramayaria and the Bharata*.

His minister and chief treasurer was &antinatha, a distinguish-
ed Jaina poet. He had the title of Sarasvatl-mukha-mukura, and he

1
Bflhler, Vikramankadewcharlta, pp. XV^v, vv. 44-68.

! C->VU.Sk, 136.
9 iota.
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was the author of the Sukumaracharita. He persuaded Lakshmaga
to build the wooden basadi of Mallikamoda Santiriatha in Baligrama

(Belagami), and he set up a stone pillar at the main entrance, re-

counting all his names and titles. Having obtained the permission

of the Emperor, he made a grant to the basadis of all the property

which formely belonged to the other basadis.

Lakshma was in office for a very short period; for we see

that in 1070 A.D. he was succeeded by the Ganga prince Udaya-

ditya. A grant of the latter dated about A.D. 1070 gives him the

titles of Maharajadhiraja paramesvara, boon lord of Kojala-pura,

lord of Nandagiri, Vikrama-Ganga zndjayad-uftaranga, and adds

that he was ruling the Gangavadi, Banavasi and the Santajige

provinces
!

. The records of 1074 style him the mahasamantadhipati,
the great minister, maha-prachanda-dagdanayaka, chief over the

property of the court, great senior minister of peace and war, and

mane-verggade-dandanayaka
2

. He is described in these inscrip-

tions as the governor of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand and the

Santajige Thousand
3

, from which we conclude that a new governor
was appointed at this date for the Gangavadi province. His

Kerehalli (Nagar Taluqua) grant informs us that he was in charge
of the taxes, such as the<Sayar,the vadda-ravula and the perjjunka
of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand and the bilkode and the perjjunka

of the Santalige Thousand 4
.

It appears from his inscriptions that Udayaditya was a generous

prince who combined the man of dissipation with the devotee. We
are told in one of these epigraphs that he laved the feet of the god
Garude^varaof theMulasthana Kerehalli and made a grant either of

money or of land to the students 5
. Another record represents him as

granting, for the god's perpetual lamp and for oil for the lights of the

ma\ha at Kuttur, half the revenue of the four customs duties of the

vadda-ravula, the perjjunka, and the two bilkode that were levied on

all the imported articles at this place *. On the other hand a third

inscription of his records a grant made by him to the dancing girls

for the purpose of buying looking glasses \ which incident might

E.C,VII,Sk,109.
E. C., VII, Sk, 295; VIII, Sbf 299.

lbid.;*C,Vi!I,Ng f 30,

Ibid

Ibid.

. C., VIII, Sb, 299.

. C, VII, Sk,295.
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perhaps suggest that he was a great lover of dancing. It may also

be inferred from another epigraph of the same period that he

hopelessly lapsed into debauchery, and his official duties must
in consequence have suffered from neglect. There is a grant he

made to a dancing girl by name Lachhavi-devi, who apparently was
his mistress. The record describes her as "the beloved of his heart

and eyes, constant sharer in a thousand supreme delights and

pleasures, equal to a second Lakshmi, by nature formed for good
fortune, in gifts the Vidyadhari (or fairy) of the world, skilled in all

accomplishments, with eyes of the wild partridge (chakora), with

graceful languid gait, devoted to singing and dancing, a head-jewel
of intelligence, a protecting jewel to dependents, to beggars a

moving treasure-urn, obtainer of a boon from the goddess arada,

Udayaditya-deva's other half, mistress of astonishing feeling and

sentiment in bright and new mode of charming" '.

It was probably at this period when Udayaditya was whiling

away his time with his mistress at Bela^ami and the two brothers

Somesvai a and Vikramaditya were engaged in a disastrous civil war
that Kirttivarmrna renounced his allegiance to the Chalukyas and as-

serted his independence
2

. We have seen that the rebellion was

promptly subdued by Jayakesi 1 of Ooa, and Udayaditya who had
failed in his duty was either degraded or dismissed from his office

on the accession of Vikramaditya. His name does not occur in the

subsequent records till we come to A. D. 1112.

The insurrection of KIrttivarmma taught a good lesson to the

Chalukya sovereign, inasmuch as it shewed him the necessity of

exercising a stronger hold over the feudatories in the south. Accor-

dingly we see him appointing his brother Jayasimha as the viceroy
of Banavasi. Bilhatja says in his Vikramankadevacharita that soon
after he took the reins of government into his hands Vikramaditya
gave his younger brother the office of viceroy of Vanavasa 3

. The

appointment was probably made about A. D. 1076. For a record

dated in the following year represents Jayasimha as already holding
that position*.

Jayasimha acted as Yuva-raja at Banavasi {or a period of over
four years. The records of this period style him "Yuva-raja Chalu-

* E. C, VII, Sk, 109.

Ante, pp. 110-111.

* Btthier, Vtkramanfcadcvacharita, pp. Vv^, v. 09; /. A., V,p.323.
4 Cam. beta Inscriptions, I, p. 287, referred to by Flett*Kanarc$e Dynast-

ies, p. 449.
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kya-Pallava Permmanadi-deva Vira Nolamba," and credit him with

the wardenship of the Santalige Thousand, the Bejvala Three Hun-

dred, the Puligere Three Hundred, and the Basavalli Thousand 1
,

But the office of mahasamantadhipati or governoi was not abol-

ished when Jayasimha was appointed the viceroy. For Udayadi-

tya's place was in the meantime filled by Barmma-devarasa. From
the two records of this governor dated 1077, we may infer

that he held otfice directly under Vikramaditya, as they do not refer

to Jayasimha as the superior of Barmma-devarasa*. This may lead

us to conclude that during the fiist period of his vkeroyalty
Jayasimha's dutie.> mainly consisted in supervising the activities of

the mahamandalesvaras, and he exercised little 01 no control over
the governors. The inscriptions of Barmma-devarasa above referred

to indicate that he was in charge of the same province^ as were

governed by his predecessor Udayaditya. These were the Banavasi
Twelve Thousand, Santalige Thousand and the ughteen agra-
haras 3

.

Barmma-devarasa was soon succeeded by the dandanayaka
Bala-devayya. The lithic rtcord that mentions his name is dated
1080 A. D. and aliudes to Yuva-r'aja Jayasimha <;s his immediate

superior
4

. This shows that Jayasimha had by this time come to

exercise authority over the governor** as \ -ell.

Jayasimha held the office or viceioy till A. I). 1080, when
he was deposed. The circumstance, leading to his downfall are
narrated by Bilhana in his Vikramankadcvacharita. He tells us
that towards the end of the rainy season, Vikrarnadiiya was inform-
ed by a confidential adviser that jayasiriiha, iris brother, was medi-

tating treason. In proo! of his assertion the ieporter slated that

Jayasimha was amassing wealth by oppassin^ his subjects, tnat he
had increased his army and had subjected the forest tribes o him-
self, that he was seeking the friendship of the Dravida king, and
that, worst of all, he was trying to Deduce Vikramaditya's soldiers
from their allegiance. Vikramaditya on the news of the treachery be-

ing confirmed through the agency of his spies, addressed friendly
exhortations to his brother to the effect that he should desist from
his evil purpose. But it was all in vain. Jayasimha, joined by

Ibid.; . C., VII, Sk, 293, 297.

t . C., VH, Sk, 44, 124.

' ibid.

* J5. C, VII, Sk, 297.
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many matjdalikas, advanced northwards and encamped on the banks

of the Krishna. Vikramaditya was thus compelled to take the field

in self defence. Collecting a large army he also advanced to the

Krishna. A battle was fought, Jayasimha's army was scattered and

its leader was captured in his flight through the jungles. Bilhana con-

cludes this woeful tale by saying that "though Vikrama would

have had reason enough to deal hardly with the captive, he spoke

kindly to him and consoled him" 1
. But he does not tell us what

finally became of Jayasirnha.
It appears from an inscription of 1088 A.D. that a certain

mahasamantadhinati Gundamarasa was appointed about this time

the governor of the Banavasi province. The record represents him

as ruling "the kampana, the agrahara, both the vadda-ravula and

the hcjjunka, and the bilkode in the Banavase~nad" 2
. The grant

accords to him the titles of mahasamantadhipati, the great minister

and dandanayaka, and mane-verg^ade dandanayaka. But we do not

know how lon^ he held this office, as this is the only record of his

that is extant. It was probably under Gundamarasa that madhuva-

payya was acting as the perggadc of the Banavasi Twelve Thou-
sand. The record which gives this detail is dated 1084 A.D 3

.

Dandanatha Sri-dharavva was very likely the successor of

Gundamarasa. A grant of A.D. 1089 tells us that he was ruling the

Melvatte vai&a-ravula and the two bilkode. The record gives him
the usual titles of the governors

4
. Changa-devayya is said to be

the perggade under him, and it appears that he was charged with

the collection of the grain customs of Banavasi 5
.

Devappayya Chavendarasa was the next governor of Banavasi.
A record of about A.D. 1092 ;*ives him the titles of great minister

and general, superintendent of the guards of the female appart-
ments, and perggade dandanayaka of the Banavasi-nad 6

.

Dr. Fleet has mentioned that in 1098-99 the Banavasi province
was ruled by the dandanayaka Padmanabhayya

7
.

Mahapradhana, Banavasi-verggade, dandanayaka Anantapala,

Btthler, Vikramankadevacharita, pp. l^VIVi- cantoiXIV and XV; /.

A., V, p. 323.

E. C., VII, Sk, HI.
E. C, VIII, Sb, 236. * Ibid.. S

Ibid.

E.G., VII, Sk, 160.

Fleet, Kanarcse Dynasties, p. 451. C
of his information.
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also styled mahasamantadhipati, was the governor for the next

thirteen years
4
. He was ruling the Gajaganda Six Hundred and the

Banavasi Twelve Thousand with the management of the achcha-

pannaya tax of the Seven-and-a-half Lakh country in about A. D.

1100 f
. The records of 1103 and 1104 invest him with the govern-

ment of the same districts and the management of the vadda-ra-

vula and the per/Junka thereof *. In 1107 he is described as ruling

the two Six Hundreds and the Banavasi Twelve Thousand 4
,
and it

is possible that in 1110 he held the same provinces
5

.

in 1112-13 the mahamandalesvara Udayaditya Ganga Permma-

di-deva, of the Western Gan^a family, was given the province of

Banavasi Twelve Thousand and the Santalige Thousand. This is

for the first and the last time we hear of this prince after his

deposition in 1075 G
. He remained in office ior only one year, when

Anantapala was again entrusted with the government of the

Banavasi country
T

. We may surmise tliat having now advanced

in years Udayaditya died of old age.

The Chalukya orticial in charge of the various taxes of the

Banavasi Twelve Thousand during the governorship of Anantapala
was one Govindarasa. He is not accorded any titles in the early

Chalukya records, but the later ones indicate that he rapidly ascen-

ded the official ladder until at la-u he was made mahasamanta

and confirmed in or about A.D. 1 1 17 as the governor of the Bana-

vasi province \ We shall now trace his career. An inscription of

about 1100 describes him as an ordinary Chalukya official with the

management of the Melvatte vadda-ruvula*. In 1103 he became a

dandanayaka
r>

,
and in the following year he was managing the

vadda-ravula of the Banavasi province and the achchu-pannaya of

the Fifty Six 4 \ In 1 107 he rse to the office of maha-pracharida-dart-

danayaka and was in charge of the vadda-ravula, the perjju:ika t

and the two bilkodeof the Banavasi Twelve Thousand ". The title

* Ibid- *
. C,, VII, Sk, 311.

* E. C., VII, Sk, 98, 131; VIII, Sb, 564; Rice, Mysore Inscription*, pp. 139,

512; Fleet, P. S. &. O. C. Inscriptions, No. 171.
4

. C,, VH, Sk, 192. *
Ibid., Sk, 149.

* Ante, p. 121. ?
Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p, 451.

B. C, VII, Sk, 316, Fleet, o. c. t p. 451; E. C., VII, Sk, 311.

*
Ibid., 98. u

Ibid,, 131.

" & C VH, Ski 182.
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of mahasamantadhipati was soon conferred upon him and in 1108

he acted in the place of Anantapala as the governor of the Banavasi

province
1
. In 1117 however he was raised to the dignity of great

minister and succeeded Anantapala as the governor of Banavasi 1
,

Govinda-deva ruled for a period of six years when he was
succeeded by the mane-verggade-dandanayaka Salipayya who is

styled the great minister. In 1123 Salipayya had under him one

Ramayya who was obviously the perggade of the Banavasi

Twelve Thousand t{

.

Bhogayya was the next Chalukya governor. An inscription of

1 126 calls him the Kannada minister for peace and war, general
of the army and the mane-verggacL dandanayaka. It also mentions

one Medimayya who, as K plai-.i from his title, was in charge of

the vadda-ravula. Here the governor is said to have granted
to a temple '1 load in lOi) loads of salt, and one haga for 200

loads of grain'
4

.

Wo do not tind the name of any governor in the inscriptions,

for the subsequent period of fifteen years. Thn was possibly be-

cause of the unsettled state of the country due to the protracted

struggle between the Hoysajas and the Kadambas.

Ib'd., Sk, 291 2 ibid.

IbiV., Sk. 2--i6. ^ /:\ c., VIII, Sh, 170.
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Taila II

Taila
was the son of Santivarmma II and of his Paijdya consort

Siriya-devi '. The Kadamba inscriptions of this period do not

say when precisely he came to the throne. However the fact that

the latest date for antivarmma afforded by the epigraphs is A, D.

1083 2 and the earliest record of Taila was issued in 1099 3
, may

lead us to infer that A. D. 1094-95 was probably the year of his

accession.

Tht- early records of this ruler mostly associate him with the

government only of Hangal
4

. But all the later ones, as also that of

Kargudari (1108), invariably assert that he was ruling the Hangal
as well as the Banavasi provinces '*. This might confirm our view

that by virtue of the agreement that had been arrived at in the

previous reign, Tailapa succeeded to the principality of Hangal,
which was held by his father, while KIrttivarmma continued to

govern the Banavasi Twelve Thousand till about A. D. 1116 when
he died 6

. Thereafter however the two provinces were brought
under the rule of Tailapa. In fact his records issued after this date

contain grants made by him both to private persons and to public

institutions within the Banavasi-nad \ These records also indicate

that in the latter part of his reign he acquired the Santajige Thou-
sand &

.

Fleet, Sancrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, L A., X, p. 254.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 561.

Ibid. E. /., XIII, pp. 14, 15, 17.

Appendix, No. Ill, 9, 10; . C, VII, HI, 47; Sk, 100; VIII, Sb, 127,

E. C,, VIII, Sb, 337. This is the last inscription of Kirttivarmma.

Ibid., Sb, 141, 357; VII, Sk, 100.

B. C, VII, HI, 47; VIII, Sb, 141.
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We are told in one of his early inscriptions that he married

a Pandya princess named Bachala-devi 4
. She was probably a

sister of Tribhuvanamalla, the Pandya ruler of Uchchangi, who
was a contemporary of Tailapa

2
. This event might suggest a

political alliance concluded between the two neighbouring powers
with a view to the defence of each other's territories. Indeed a

glance at the state of affairs in the Dekkan would show us that the

position of these chiefs as mahamandalesvaras was at this time

seriously threatened by the growing power of the Hoysalas. The
latter had risen to prominence by the distinguished services they
had rendered to the Chalukyas in their wars against the Cholas

and the Malawas, and were now attempting to impose their over-

lordship on the neighbouring kings.

It seems possible that in compliance with the terms of the

treaty, Tailapa was forced into a war with the Hoysajas in 1116,

when the latter under their great King Vishnuvardhana attacked

the Pandyas. The result of this expedition was that the Pandyas
were defeated at the battle of Dumme 3

, and the conquest of Uch-

changi was soon completed by Chama-deva, the general of Vish-

ijuvardhana
4

,

On the conclusion of this war, Vishnuvardhana started to lead

predatory excursions into the Kadamba territories. These inroads

were undertaken possibly with the object of revenging himself

on the Kadambas for having assisted the Pandyas. The two
undated inscriptions assigned to 1120 A.D. describe him as

'

'the

capturer of Gangavadi, Nojambavadi, Uchchangi and Hanungar
i&

.

Moreover they also style him 'VTra-Ganga Poysala-Deva', in

contrast to the later records which add the word 'Kadamba' to his

titles. This shows that he had not as yet conquered the Kadam-
bas, but was merely raiding their kingdom. In fact the Hoysala

inscriptions of this period speak of him as 'subduing the pride of

the Kadambas' which obviously means that he had not subdued
them when this grant was issued.

Vishnuvardhana continued to lead military expeditions of this

kind till A. D. 1130, when he attacked Hangal itself with the inten-

Flect, Sanserif and Old Canarese Inscriptions, I. A, X, p. 25.

. C., XI, Dg, 30,151, 155,

E. C., VI, Cm, 99.

Ibid., Cm, 29, 30.

E. C., V, Cn, 212; VI, Tk, 76.
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tion of finally overthrowing the Kadambas, and annexing their

kingdom
4
. It was probably before he besieged Hangal that he

defeated Masana and took possession of Banavasi 2
. Masana was

very likely the Kadamba governor of Banavasi; for an inscription

of 1130 styles him 'mandalika' *. The Hoysala record of 1137 re-

ferring to this battle states that Vishnuvardhana destroyed "root

and branch Masana, who was a torment to the country", and "wrote

down Banavasi Twelve Thousand in his kadita (jccouni book)" 4
.

After reducing Banavasi, Vishnuvardhana seems to have pro-

ceeded north to Hangal, the capita! of the Kadambas. On the way
he was met by Taila Naga, ttic brother-hi-Iaw and generalissimo

of Tailapa-deva, who seems to have attempted to prevent Vishnu-

vardhana from crossing the Dharma stream, which lies half way
between Banavasi and Manual. But Visiinuvardhana succeeded in

making his way across the river, after defeating and slaying the

Kadamba general. It may be infeired from the viragal giving us

this valuable piece of information, that this battle was fought on

the river, since a raft i&^2'vj)seem> to have played its part during
the action

f>

. The Kadamba a: my probably escaped to Hangal,

closely pursued by the iloysala-, who subsequently besieged
the capital. Tailapa put up a very stout resistance, as can be

gathered from the two Hoysala viragals, which i-viy be assigned
to this period. These memorial tablets whilst e\;,lting the valour

of the Hoysala heroes thai fell on thi: occasion aKo throw some

light on the desperate fi^ht that was maintained by the K:\dam-

bas. "When Vfchguva. Jhana was ruling
1

', says one of these

viragals, "on nis besieging the fort of Hauungal, Deva, the Rakkasa

warrior of Bidirur, attacked the troops of elephants and horses,

but finding the supply of arrows exhausted, he applied to Devanna,
and bein^ favoured with his quiver, marched again to the battle,

killed many and attained the world of gods*' \ The other viugal
refers to Vishnuvardhana's general Muruvanahisa of Bidirur, who

fought "against the troops of elephants and horses in the fort of

Hangal and attained the world of gods"
:

.

But the efforts of Tailapa were of no avail. The fort was

very likely surrendered to the enemy and Tailapa himself was

* Cf. below, p. 132. *
. C., VII, HI, 47.

* E. C, V, Bl, 17. * E. C, V, Bl, 17.

Appendix, No. Ill, 11.

M. A. /?, 1916, p. 53.

i Ibid. , p. 52.
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either killed in the thick of the fight or was captured and beheaded

by Vishnuvardhana. The Hoysala records give us the latter ver-

sion ^ while the Kadamba inscription merely says that he w?nt tp

svarga on Monday, November 14th. 1130 2
. It also records that, tin

this day Boppana, the younger brother of Masarjayya "making
good his word (given) for the occasion (velevakyam), went to

svarga with Tailapa-Deva". This would perhaps mean that B6p-
pana, in fulfilment of the vow he had taken to live and die with

the King, committed suicide on the death of Tailapa.
It may be inferred from a viragal of A. D. 1127, that Tailapa 11

was also engaged in hostilities at this date with the &antara King
Permadi. The possible reason for this strained relationship was

that the Santara King being dispossessed of his dominions either by
his overlord or by Taila, attempted to recover his lost kingdom by
force of arms. Hence he invested the city of Isapura, for whose
relief Ihe mane-veggade dandanayaka Masanayya sent his whole

army under his brother-in-law Kaliga Nayaka
3

. The Santara

troops were easily dispersed, for we find the Santalige Thousand

in a record of 1 130 still in the possession of the Kadambas 4
.

Tailapa-deva though he failed in his foreign policy, was
nevertheless remarkably successful in the inlernal administration

of his kingdom. He had above all the good of his subjects at heart,

which is attested by the large public works he undertook during

his'reign. It can be deduced from a record of 1129 that he started

many useful schemes for the improvement of agriculture in the

country. Fresh channels and tanks were constructed by his orders

and the uncultivated land was thus brought under cultivation . On
the other hand liberal arts were not neglected. The records show
that considerable stimulous was given to learning and to religion.

The agrahara of Bejagami received his patronage in a special

manner 6
. He repaired old shrines and built new ones which he

endowed with rich grants of land \ An inscription of 1 107 tells us

that he worshipped the feet of Mahendra Soma Pandita-deva, the

acharya of the sanctuary of Maha-svayambhu-Somanatha, and

granted as an imperial gift the town of Kallavana for the main-

tenance of the temple*. Another inscription of A.D. 1 120, found at

E.C. 9 XII,Tp,31. *
. C., VH, Hi, 47. * E.G., VIII, Sb, 141.

E. C, VII, HI, 47. * E. C, VIII, Sb, 359. fi. C., VII, Sk, 100*

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, /. A., X, p. 254.

B. /., XVI, p. 42.
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the entrance of Halekofe at Hangal, states that he made a grant of

three plots of fertile land to the temple of the god Hanuman, for

the purpose of supplying sandal wood and incense to the god and

clothes and loin cloth to the ascetics. Further in order to meet the

usual expenses, he bequeathed to the temple a part of the tax on

pepper and salt-bags
4
.

The inscriptions of Tailapa mention the name of perggade

Naga-deva, who was probably the excise commissioner of the

country. He is described as the chief minister of the mighty

Tailapa-deva. The customs official under him was one Ke&raja
f

.

* Appendix, No. Ill,

*
Ibid., 10.



CHAPTER X

Mayuravarntma HI

The
war between the Kadambas and the Hoysajas continued in

the reign of Mayuravarmma HI. He was the eldest son of Tai-

topa and succeeded the latter on his death during the siege of

Hangal
l
. The two inscriptions of this ruler dated 1031 describe

him as the ruler of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand 1
, the Hangal

Five Hundred, and the Santalige Thousand, which clearly shows
that the Kadambas had not been completely vanquished, but were
still fighting for their possessions.

It may be inferred from a viragal at Hangal that Masanayya,
the veteran general of the Kadambas, was conducting the operat-
ions. For it avers that at the request of "Masana who was the

patron and superior Nayaka, Basava of great prowess, for the

protection of tne titles of the boy king Hemma, mounted his

horse to fight with Malla at the head of 500 cavalry of

Tailapa. Basava drove away the besiegers with great vehemence,
struck to drive away the enemy, being angry, conquered some of

them, and cut them into halves" 3
. The boy king mentioned here

by the name of Hemma was probably Mayuravarmma, who, it

would appear, was young at the death of his father. Mayuravarmma
was evidently his title and Hemma was most likely his real name.
It is possible that in the midst of this struggle Mayuravarmma died,

fur in the following year (1132) we see his brother Mallikarjuna

ruling the same provinces of Banavasi Twelve Thousand and

Hangal Five Hundred 4
.

E. C, VIII, Sb, 49; VII, HI, 47.

Cam. Desa Inscriptions, I, pp. 703, 706, referred to by Fleet, Kanarest

Dynasties, p. 562. Appendix, No. HI, 12; E. C., VII, HI, 47.

Cam. Desa Inscription, 1, p. 636, referred to by Fleet, Kanarese Dynas-
ties, p. 562.



CHAPTER XI

Mallikarjunft

Mallikarjuna
very probably succeeded for the time being in

ousting the Hoysalas from Hangal and Banavasi. A viragal

of the year 1138 remarks that Vlra-Ganya Hoysala-deva set out on

an expedition of conquest, and crossing over the Tungabhadra,
marched to Banavasi-nad, and in Dhanur-masa of the Saka year

1060, the year Kalayukti, laid siege to Banavasi and the fort of

Hangal '. This campaign was evidently necessitated by the recov-

ery of his lost territories by Mallikarjuna. We are told that on this

occasion the latter entrusted the defence of the fort to his veteran

general Masaija
2

. Further in order to divert the attention of

Vishnuvardhana, the Kadamba King seems to have instructed Jakki
-setti to raid Hiria-Magudi, which was probably a stronghold of

the Hoysalas
:>

. However in spite of the strenuous efforts of the

brave Kadamba monarch, the expedition resulted in a i^reat success

for Vishnuvardhana. A ^rant which he issued in the following year
describes him as the "capturer of Tajakadu, Kongu, Nangali, Gang-
avadi, Nolambavadi, Banavase and Hanungal", and states that he

was at this time "in the camp of the royal city (rajadhanl) Banka-

pura ruling the kingdom of the world" 4
. It was very likely soon

after the fall of Hangal that the fierce battle at Bankapur, referred

to in a viragal of this period, was fought between the Kadambas
and the.Hoysajas. The latter again came out victorious and Masana
of Tagare, who was the general of the Kadamba forces, lost his son,

Sovana on the battle-field
&

. Consequently Bankapur passed into the

* E. C, V, Bf, 202. t M. A. /?., 1926, p, 45.

-* B. C*i VIII, Sb, 414. 4
jg. c, V, Co, 199,

5 Af. A.R., 1926, p. 45.
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hands of Vishrjuvardhana who made it one of his capitals (Oe>tat?s>?>)
4
.

Having temporarily deprived Jayake^i II, the Goa Kadamba King,
of his province of Halsi in 1140, Vishnuvardhana was ruling that

year from his capital of Bankapur his vast kingdom, which com-

prised the Gangavadi Ninety-six Thousand, the Banavasi Twelve

Thousand, the Palasige Twelve Thousand and the Six Hundreds
"under the shadow of his sole umbrella" 2

. He seems to have made

Hangal also one of his residences, for in the same year we see him

with his crowned Queen Bammala-devi ruling the kingdom from

Hangal
3

. We also learn from an inscription in the Sorab Taluqua
that he appointed his own governor to collect the regalia from the

province of Banavasi 4
, thereby flouting the authority of the Empe-

ror who alone possessed the ri^ht to collect the imperial dues from

this province. Infact Jagadekamalla the reigning Emperor had al-

ready had his governor in the Banavasi province in the person of

the Perggade-dandanayaka Bammanayya
r

'.

In the same year when Vishnuvardhana was at his royal city

of Bankapura, Jayakesi II, the Goa Kadamba King, taking advant-

age of his absence, raided the city of Hangai
n

. This he did

probably in retaliation of the predatory raid of the Hoysalas in

that year on Palasika (Halsi), which was one of the seats of

Jayakesi's government
7
.

But the triumph of Vishnuvardhana was soon clouded by the

arrival and attack of the Sinda chief Permadi. The military

activities of the Hoysalas had long attracted the notice of the Cha-

lukya Emperor Jagadekamalla II, who eventually deputed his loyal

feudatory Permadi I to check their growing power. A Sinda

record assigned to A. D. 1144, speaking about this campaign of

Permadi says: "He seized upon the royal power of Poysaja, who
was the foremost of the fierce rulers of the earth, and acquired the

reputation of being himself proof against all reverses. Going to

the mountain passes of the marauder Bittiga, plundering him,

besieging Dhorasamudra, and pursuing him till he arrived at, and

E. C., V, Cn, 199.

Ibid., Ak, 18.

E. C., XII, Qb, 13.

. C, VIII, Sb, 348.

Cf. Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, pp, 457-458.

. C, VI, Cn, 122.

E. C, V, Ak, 18*
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took the city of Belupura, king Perma, of great glory driving him

before him with the help of his sword, arriving at the mountain

pass of Vahadi, and overcoming all obstacles, acquired celebrity

in the world. Pursuing and seizing in war the friends, (mighty)

as elephants (though they were), of the kings who joined king Bit-

tiga in the work of slaughter, (Permadi) unequalled in his great im-

petuosity, brought them (back as captives) with derisive cheers"
1

.

Though Vishnuvardhana died in 1141 2
after his defeat at the

hands of the Sinda chief, the struggle was continued for a period

of two years more. A viragal of A. D. 1143 records that when
Tribhuvanamalla Walii-devarasa (Mallikarjuna) "was ruling the

kingdom of the Haive Five Hundred, Mahajigc, Kondarade, Kab-

bunalige, the Four bada and Mogala-nad in peace and wisdom;

Hoysala having raised a great army against Mahajige, the

great hero Haka;a, overthrowing th<j army ot elephants, horses,

chariots and foot-soldiers, rutting the torte to flight, gained the

world of the ^ods"
3

. Hut it ;eems certain that this war was con-

cluded before A. 0. 1145. Mallikajuna was probably restored to

his dominions by tre imperial general. A Kidambi inscription of

1145 describes him as rulin , his kingdom under I!K Chalukya

emperor Perma-Jagadekamalla l\\

* Fleet, Old Canar^e and Sanscrit Inscriptions relating In ihe Chieftains

oj the Stndavamsa.J. />. B. K. A. S., XI, pp.244-24;>.
* E. C, VI, Cn, %.
3 E. C.. VIII, Sa, 58.

4 Cam. Desa Inscriptions, f, p. 772, retorted to hv Meet, k:tiwresc Dynas-

ties, p. 562.
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Tailama

Mallikarjtma
did not long survive Vishnuvardhana, his adversary.

He followed him to the grave in or about A.D. 1146 and was
succeeded by Tailama, who probably was his brother A

. The latter,

seems to have ruled for a short period of five years, and his reign
was on the whole uneventful. The warlike spirit of the Hoysajas

evidently suffered a check for want of capable military leaders.

Narasimha, the so.i and successor of Vishnuvardhana, was a mere
child of eight yeais*, at the death of his father, and throughout
his life he remained a weak ruler.

It was probably in the reign of Tailama that Goravarasa, who
appears to have been the son of Boppa

3

,
freed himself of the control

of the Kadambas of Hangal and asserted his independence. Boppa
was a member of the branch of the Kadamba family which was
in charge of the Nagarkhartda Seventy in the time of Taila 4

. By
this time the wars of Vishnuvardhana had considerably weakened
the power of the King of Hangal; and this weakness of the central

government was possibly taken advantage of by the governor of

the Nagarkhanda Seventy Qoravarasa, to establish lys own inde-

pendence. A record assigned to about A.D. 1145 confers on him all

the titles that usually accompany the Kadamba kings. The inscrip-

tion also tells us that after hearing a discourse on dharmma and

*
Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 562. The inscription does not teem to have

been published.
E. C, V, BI, 93. Cf. Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 101.

3 E. C., VIII, Sb, 67. He calls himself Bangara-Bappa's warrior.

4
Ibid., Sb, 325, 328. He was probably a brother of Taila, who is mentioned

in an inscription at Lakshmesvar under the name of Bikki. E. /.,

XVI, p. 4.
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washing the feet of the 32,000 Brahmans, he remitted certain dues
or taxes, for the repose of the soul of his senior queen antale-devi,

who had died a few days before l
. Another record of Goravarasa

refers to a war waged by him *.

Ooravarasa seems to have ruled for a period of over five years,
when it seems likely he was defeated or more probably slain by
Klrtti-deva, the son of Tailama, who, as we shall presently see,

was a more successful monarch than his father.

* E. C., V1H, Sb, 67.

* Ibid., Sb, 46.



CHAPTER XIII

Kirtti-deva

Kirtti-deva,
the eldest son of Tailama, ascended the throne in

or about A. D. 1151 1
. He remained as the feudatory of the

Chalukyas for the first five years of his reign, after which he

seems to have acknowledged the Kalachurya Bijjala as his liege-

lord.

This period witnessed the steady decline of the western Chalu-

kya supremacy. Bijjala of the Kalachurya family, who discharged
for a time the dual functions of general and minister of the Cha-

lukyas, misused the enormous power he had acquired by virtue of

these offices to the destruction of the sovereignty of the latter 2
.

We learn from one of the inscriptions that consequent on the

overthrow of the Chalukya power, Taila III, who was then the

Chalukya Emperor, was forced to beat a precipitate retreat south-

wards to take refuge at Banavasi :!

. This event transpired in 1156.

The province of Banavasi was at this time in the possession
of the Kadamba King Mauli-Tailapa, who was, according to the

Lakshmesvar record, the grandson of Taila II
4

, and probably a bro-

ther of Kirtti-deva. It may be inferred from this inscription that

Vlra-Pandya of Uchchangi was a feudatory of the Kadambas and
that he was in charge of the Puligere country.

What befell the Chalukya Emperor in the South is not record-

ed in the epigraphical records. But it is at all events evident that

the Kadambas were made to acknowledge the suzerainty of

the Kajachuryas only after a good deal of pressure was brought
to bear upon them. In fact one of the inscriptions of Bijjala seems

* fi. C., VIII, Sb, 179.

* Cf. Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 465.
3 Cam. Desa Inscriptions, H,p. 16, referred to fcy Fleet, Kanarese Dynas/ies,

p. 467.

E. 1., XVI, p. 44.
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to allude to an expedition undertaken by him with the object of

conquering the Kadambas, when it records that he took possession

of "the jewelled earrings, the rutting elephants and all possessions

of the lord of the Vanavasi country, who bowed down in fear" !
.

That hostilities broke out at this period is also evidenced from

the two viragals which are dated respectively i A. D. 1559 and

1162 The first of these viragals says:
"

. . . Hiriya-Nayaka's

brother-in-law Chikka-keta, (obedient to) the mind's order of. ..

Billaya, the senior general of the Banavase-nad, appointed by the

Kad(amba) King, the maha-mandalesvarn Kumara-klrtti-deva ~
when the whole of Bijjana-Deva's officers, the Chaufi Kings, and

an army under twelve chieftains came and laid siege to the Gutti

fort, and the town was ruined,. . .the archers were following, and

the spearmen were beaten, -chopping in pieces and slaying many,
Ketana gained the world of gods \ The second vi'agal records:

"When the mahamandalesvarj KTrtti-Deva's great minister, Kumara

mandalikaBammarasa was ruling the kingdom in peace and wis-

dom, Bijjana-Deva's minister Soyavamarasa .. .was fighting, say-

ing, 'I will besiege Gutii*, Pulleya Nayaka slew many and

gained the world of gods"
1

'.

Nevertheless it is obvious that the Kadamhas acknowledged
the overlordsfiip of Me Kalachuryas about the year 1163. Fora

Kadamba viragal of this year, as it lefers its. If to the reign of Bij-

jala, clearly implies that the Kalachuryas had by thi^ time reduced

the Kadarnbas to submission '.

This was perhaps partly accelerated by the invasion of the

Kadamba kingdom by the Santara King Jnga-deva. The latter

seems fo have taken advantage of flu weakness of the Kadarnbas,
caused no doubt by their protracted struggle with the Hoysajas,
and cnc/oached on their territories. This is evidenced by an in-

scription of Jaga-deva dated 1160 which says that he was ruling
over the Banavasi Twelve Thousand, besides his hereditary

province ot the Santalige Thousand . Now it is definitely known
that the former province was always in the possession of the Ka-
dambas. Accordingly the fact that Jaga-deva is said to be ruling

. /,, V, p. 179. 2
. C., Vlll Sb, 418, '

Ibid., Sb, 568.

Ibid., Sb, 177* The same stone at the KapH Bhavf
, Hangal, on which is

inscribed the record of Tailapa-deva, also contains an inscription of

Kasapayya Nayaka and Enka Nayaka, the custom officials of Bijjala.

Appendix, III, No. 10. . C., Vtli, Sa, 28.
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it in 1162, shows that he had conquered at least a part of it about

this period.

Kirtti-deva however soon succeeded in repulsing the San-

taras. We are told in an inscription of 1 163 that he marched with

the mahamaijdalesvaras Ekkalarasa atfd Bammanna, against the

mahamaijdalesvara Jaga-devarasa . They seem to have met with

conspicuous success, as Jaga-deva was forced to leave the Ka-

damba country and rush to the defence of his own capital. Klrtti-

deva conquered almost half of the Santalige Thousand, and in 1165

laid siege to Andasura, a fort of the Santaras very close to Hom-

bucha, their capital. This siege is referred to both in the Kadam-
ba and in the Santara records 2

.

In his fight with the Santaras Kirtti-deva was probably helped

by his overlord Bijjala. In fact a Santara record which refers to

the same siege, explicitly states that Andasura was besieged by

express orders of Bijjala. It may be that Jaga-deva, intoxicated

by his early successes against the Kadambas, refused to acknow-

ledge the Kalachurya supremacy; whereupon Bijjala dispatched
his feudatories, mentioned in the record, and reduced him to sub-

mission. That Jaga-deva eventually became a feudatory of the

Kalachuryas is shown by a later Santara record which describes

him as, 'a dweller at the lotus feet' of the Kalachurya Emperor
Sovideva 3

.

The expeditions of Klrtti-deva against the Hoysalas were
crowned with equal success. During this memorable reign the

Kadambas would appear to have recovered the whole of the terri-

tory wrested from them by the Hoysala kings. We are told in a

document of a later period that Kirtti-deva chased away his

enemies 4
; from which we may conclude that during the weak rule

of the Hoysala King Narasiriiha, Klrtti-deva gradually forced the

Hoysalas to withdraw from the territory they had annexed under
Vishnuvardhana. This was probably effected by re-capturing the

Kadamba strongholds held by the enemy. This view is confirmed

by a viragal of 1161 which represents mandalika Bammanna as

investing the Oinnalagundi fort \

1
Ibid., Sb, 177.

2
Ibid., Sb, 567; Sa, 114.

a
Ibid., Sa, 66.

Ibid., Sb, 179.
5

Ibid,, Sb, 306.
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It may be ascertained from an inscription of the year 1173,

that one of the generals of Kirtti-deva, named Gorava Kittiga, rose

in insurrection against his royal master, and set himself up as an

independent chief. Kirtti-deva had promoted him to the rank of

a Samanta and invested him with the manneya or seigniory of the

Banavasi Twelve Thousand and the command over five hundred
soldiers. The record tells us that he abused the privileges which
had been conferred upon him. He is said to have erected his

camp at Andabaligatta-durgga, without acquainting his master

with the scheme and getting his consent thereto, and succeeded

in eliciting homage from the neighbouring gaudas. The latter,

so runs the record, "joining hands and placing his palaquin on

their shoulders, gave him the umbrella". Then he received in au-

dience the servants, and expressed his desire that they should be

loyal to him, saying "whatever happens, I shall always have need

of you". These servants were possibly the five hundred sjldiers

who had been given to him by the Kadamba KTrtti-deva. They
however remained loyal to the latter, and after gaining the confi-

dence of the rebellious governor, put him to death. The record

makes it obvious that as soon as the news of the insurrection

reached the King, the latter dispatched Dasappa, the son of his

faithful dandanayaka Bhilla-Bhamma, against the rebel
1

. It is pos-

sible that Kittiga was reduced to bitter straits by this general,

whereupon the army which had joined hands with Kittiga at the

preliminary stages of the revolt, turned against him, and in order

to save their own skin, slew him and surrendered the Anda-

baligatta fort to Dasappa.

We learn from the last two inscriptions of Kirtti-deva that he

was the feudatory of the Kalachurya King Raya Murari-Sovi-deva

in 1170 A. D.% and of Sankama in 1178 .

Ibid,, Sa, 71.

2 E. C, VII,Sk, 171.

a E. C, VIII, Sb, 431.



CHAPTER XIV

Banavasi under the Kalachuryas

To obtain a clear glimpse of the political situation of the Dekkan

during the period of the Kalachurya supremacy, we have to

get into touch with the activities of the various Kalachurya go-

vernors that were successively appointed to rule over the Bana-

vasi-nad.

We have already noticed that in about A. D. 1 156 the Chalu-

kya King Taila HI was dethroned by Bijjala, who himself assumed

the imperial power. He appointed one Mayidevarasa as the go-

vernor of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand for the collection of the

regalia, such as the hejjnnka and the vadda-raula 1
. But as has al-

ready been shown, the authority of the Kalachuryas was not ac-

knowledged by the Kadambas till A. D. 1163.

The next notable tigure in the galaxy of the Kalachurya go-

vernors was Kesimayya. He is first mentioned in the records of

about 1160 2
. In 1168 he is spoken of as touring through the

Tadda-vadi Thousand, the Hangal Five Hundred, and the Bana-

vasi Twelve Thousand, and on that occasion he made a grant to a

temple at Belagami
3

. This was on the whole a period of respite

for all the contending parties, and consequently peace flourished

in the Dekkan down to 1179.

In that year however the Hoysalas under their valiant King

Ballaja II commenced their inroads in the north, bent on re-con-

quering all the territories which once formed part of their Empire.

In 1177 Uchchangi was reduced and the Pandya King Kama-deva

brought to submission 4
. This defeat of the Pandyas brought them

* E. C, VII, Sk, 190,

*
Ibid., Sk, 146.

Ibid., Sk, 92.

*
. C., XII, Ck, 36.
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close to the imperial Kajachuryas and stimulated them to contest

with the latter the supremacy over the Dekkan. Accordingly to

meet the Hoysajas in battle, Sankama-deva, the Kalachurya Em-

peror, deputed his veteran general Kavagayya to the south in about

1179. The Kalachurya inscription speaking about this general

says that having made a victorious expedition to the south, he

came and pitched his camp in Bettaur (?) in the Banavasi country
1

.

Here he was probably met by the Hoysaja King Ballala II, and the

war dragged on for some time, but no decisive victory was won

by either of the parties for a period of two years. In 1181 they

appear to have concluded a treaty by which they agreed to sus-

pend operations. This treaty was perhaps brought about through
the mediation of Kesimayya, who seems to have been re-appointed
this year the governor of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand. For the

inscription clearly states that Ahava Malla, the Kalachurya King
who succeeded Sankama, sent for Kesimayya and appointed him

to govern (he south so that "the country may have quiet"
z

. That

the Hoysajas ;md the Kajachuryas arrived at a settlement we
conclude from the statement in the same record that the Hoysaja
officers were present when this grant was made.

E. C, XI, Dg, 44,

Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. 117.
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Kama-deva

In
the midst of this struggle Kirtti-deva died and was succeed-

ed by his son Kama-deva. It is highly probable that in the war
with the Hoysajas, the Kadambas joined their overlords the Kala-

churyas. A viragal of 1181 records: "The pratapa-chakravartti

Hoysana bhujabala vira-Ballala-Raya's great minister Toya-
Singeya-dannayaka, when Basavaiya-Nayaka of Hanungal was
inside the guard-house in the Udare fort, on the maliaman-

dalesvara Banka-Nayaka's son-in-law Gangeya-Sahani, Beya-
ma-Sahaiji and Javaneya-Nayaka, these three coming with all

appliances and laying siege, he fought, slew, distinguished
himself and gained the world of gods"

1
. Very likely the

Hoysajas had captured this fort of Udhare some time before, and
it was retaken by the Kadamba generals mentioned above 2

.

The peace concluded between the Hoysajas and the Kala-

churyas in 1181 was only a truce, and the two contending armies

soon met at Hadadeyakuppa. VIra-Ballala was himself at the

head of the Hoysala host while the Kalachurya forces were under
the command of their King Murari-Kesava-Narasinga, and of the

great general Gandapandava Channa-KaJama Sahani. The simil-

arity of the name and the title suggests that he was the same Ka~

vanayya who had led the victorious expedition to the south in 1179 3
.

VIra-Ballala ordered the van of his army to attack the enemy. The

fight that ensued must have been very desperate, each party mak-

ing frantic efforts to win the day
4

. At last the battle was decided

1 E. c., VII, Sk, 212.

We conclude that these were Kadamba generals, for we have a Sahani
who was the commander-in-chief of the Kadamba army which

fought against Vira-Ballala.
3 Cf. ante, p. 142. < M. A. /?., 1917, p. 45,
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in favour of the invincible Hoysajas, and the Kajachurya power
was completely crushed.

This defeat of the Kalachuryas obviously helped the Chalukya
Somesvara IV in his attempts to restore his family to indepen-
dence. The Kalachuryas had become very unpopular on account

of their persecution of the newly founded Lingayat sect
l
. More-

over Bijjala's successors had not the capacity which he himself

possessed. This probably gave the opportunity to the Chalukya
partisans to come forward and publicly espouse their cause. We are

told in a Hoysala record that the Kajachurya dandanayaka Bamma
joined the Chalukyas and succeeded in seducing a considerable

part of the Kajachurya forces which were under the command of

his own father
2
. The latter was the loyal general of the Kalachu-

ryas, Kavana
;

,
who had commanded their troops on two previous

occasions. The same Hoysala record also tells us that Bamma
acted in contempt of his lather 4

. This information is borne out

by a Chalukya inscription which admits that Bamma secured for

Somesvara the position of Emperor
1

.

The Kabambas of Hangai, always loyal to the Western Cha-

lukya family, were only too glad to transfer their allegiance to

Somesvara IV . An inscription of Kama-deva dated 1189 refers to

Somesvaia as his overlord 7
. But the latter did not long exercise

his suzerainty. New enemies, the Yadavas in the north and the

Hoysajas in the south , completely absorbed the whole of the

Chalukya Empire, and the little suzerain power that was left to

the Emperor was the oue he retained over the hereditary territory

of his powerful feudatories, the Kadambas of the Hangai branch. It

is unlikely that he survived for a long time the dissolution of the

Empire, and with him the dynasty of the Western Chalukyas of

t Cf. Wurth, The Basava-Puruna of the LingayatsJ. B. B. /?, A. S. t IX,

p. 68.

e /. A. t II, p. 299.

a Fleet, P. S. &. O. C. Inscriptions, No. 122,

* Ibid.

* Cam. Dcsa Inscriptions, p. 37, referred to by Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties,

p. 464.

* A viragal found at the Kapli Bhavi, Hangai, dated in the 2nd year of

Somesvara (1181), shows that the latter had deputed Soyya to elicit

homage from Karaa-deva, Appendix, Hi, No* 13.

i E. C., VIII, Sk, 179.

Cf. Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 503; /. A., II, p. 299.
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Kalyani, at least as far as history is concerned, came to an

end. This is shown by an inscription of Kama-deva of about 1191

A. D. where he is for the first time called the Kadamba Chakra-

vartti
1

. The Kadamba record of 1198 assumes the style of the

imperial Chalukyas by beginning the grant with the words: "When
Kadamba Kama-deva was ruling the kingdom of the world" 8

. This

would also suggest that after the death of Somesvara, Kama-deva

reigned as an independent King, pending the issue of the contest

for supremacy between the Yadavas and the Hoysalas. It was pre-

sumably during this period that Kama-deva strengthened the

fortifications of Hangai, in order to render them proof against any
possible attack of his enemies from the south. To the same period
should also be ascribed the mutilation of the Hoysala crest twice

perpetrated in the Tarakesvara temple at Hangai, a splendid
monument in the Hoysala style undoubtedly built during the

Hoysala occupation of this city
3
.

The contest for supremacy was at last decided in favour of

the Hoysalas. The decisive victory of the latter over the Yadava

King Billama in the battle of Lukkundi seems to have determined,
at least temporarily, that the Hoysajas should be supreme in the

southern provinces of the Dekkan. Thereafter Vira-Ballala turned

to subdue the Kadambas of Hangai, the hereditary enemies of his

family.

A viragal of about 1195 refers to the battle of Udhare in the

reign of the Kadamba Chakravartti Kama-deva, which we believe

was fought between the Kadambas and the Hoysalas
4

. Udhare was

apparently a fort of great strategical importance, which the Hoy-
salas always attacked whenever they invaded the Kadamba ter-

ritory. It probably commanded the road to Hangai; for Vlra-

. C, VIII, Sb, 4311

Ibid., Sb, 478.

When we visited Hangai in January, 1929, we noticed this mutilation.

The sculpture in front of the vlmana of the above temple has the

head of Sala purposely chopped off. Another specimen of the

same crest now over the entrance of the temple compound is so

skilfully destroyed that the image of Sala could not be traced at all

but for the sword carved on the mane of the tiger (?). Thus what
once was the Hoysala crest appears now as the dynastic symbol
of the Kadambas.

. C> VIH, Sb, 439. This date seems to be more correct.
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Ballaja is next seen besieging the Hangal fort
1

, perhaps after

reducing Udhare. The viragals of A. [). 1196 at the Tarake^vara

temple at Hangal state that the Hoysala monarch Vira-Ballala III

came and pitched his camp at Keregeri* and besieged the city.

He was defeated and repulsed by Kama-deva's forces, under his

general Sahani, who however was killed in the battle
y

. It also

appears that Kama-deva drove the Hoysalas from the Udhare fort,

as in 1203 they returned again and laid siegu to the citadel 4
. But

it is unlikely that they succeeded on this occasion. The inscrip-

tions of this period (1203) in the Rod taluqua, which represent

Kama-deva as still fighting the Hoysa|as
r>

, pointedly indicate

that he was then forcing the latter u> evacuate the Kadamba ter-

ritory and had driven them ae far as Saienhalli in the Kod taluqua".

It is evident from the viragals of 12o7, 12CKS and 1211 that by this

time he had completely liberated the Hadgal Five Hundred and a

considerable part of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand from the

Hoysala molestations, and was himself laying waste the territory

of the latter. The first two viragals might be taken to shew that

before 1208 he had recovered all the ten ituiy as far south as Haya-
va and Muvadi-bidu in the Tavanandi hobli, Sorab taluqua, in what
is now known as the Mysore State. 7

By 1211 the whole of the

Banavasi Twelwe Thousand came into his possession and he

penetrated still more southwards into the present Kadur taluqua
and occupied Biraur (Birfin. A viragal of 1211 iccords: "When
the Kadamba-chakresvara Kava-Deva was ruling the Banavase
Twelve Thousand kingdom in peace and wisdom, . . . Ballala-

Deva's raiders besieged Biraur in Kabbunaiige-nadu-nad, and

fought, Kancha Gavuda and others. . .attacking tiiem at the mo-

ment, slew and gained the world of gods." How was it possible

Appendix, No. HI, 14, 15.

Camp near the tank on the west side of Hangai.

Appendix, No. Ill, 16; Gaztlteer of the Bombay Presidency, XXII, Dhurwar
9

p. 724; Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p, 563. Dr. Fleet wrongly reads

Keregeri as Anekere.

E. C., VII, Sk, 244.

Cam. Desa Inscriptions, II, pp. 309, 322, 323, referred to by Fleet, Kana-
rese Dynasties, p. 563.

In the face of this unimpeachable epigraphlcal evidence, Dr. Fleet's

statement that the Kadambas were soon after 1196 A. D. completely

subjugated by Vira-Baliala, who annexed their territory, seems to

have no foundation whatsoever.

E. C,VHI,Sb, 171, 307. *
Ibid., Sb, 59,
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for Kama-deva to prevail so successfully against this powerful
Hoysala King? The obvious reason for this seems to be that

Vira-Ballala being at this time preoccupied with wars against the

Yadavas in the north, Kama-deva took advantage of his absence
and occupied the Hoysala territory. It is also possible that the

Hoysala power had suffered considerable damage at this period,

for the constant struggle with the Yadavas had obviously a delet-

erious effect upon them, which satisfactorily explains how Kama-
deva could occupy an important citadel in the very heart of the

Hoysaja Empire. Moreover Vira-Ballala was now much advanced

in age and had lost the juvenile vigour that had always attended

his early expeditions. It is no wonder therefore if before long
Kama-deva completely retrieved the losses he might have sustained

at the beginning of his rule.

The reign of Kama-deva was thus a crescendo of successes.

It may be safely affirmed that in him the great Hoysala King Vira-

Ballala met his equal. It is true indeed that Kama-deva failed at

the beginning to stem the tide of Hoysala aggression. But unlike

his predecessors, he did not allow them to occupy for a moment
the royal city of Hangal. He baulked them in their attempt to

besiege the city and drove them as far as the southern frontier of

HangaL Then he forced them to evacuate the whole of the Bana-

vasi Twelve Thousand, which they had probably held since their

decisive victory ovcrthe Kalachuryas in 1188. Furthermore he re-

taliated by loading predatory expeditions into the Hoysaja king-
dom and by conquering and annexing their territory till BTraur

(Bitiin. After this he sent his conquering armies in all directions

to impose his suzerainty on the neighbouring kings. An inscrip-

tion of 1 19'J tells us that he subjugated the Male and the Tulu coun-

tries, the Konkan and the Western
f

Ghauts *. These were the

territories ruled resp Actively by the Santaras, the Alupas and the

Goa Kadambas, and the inscriptions of these rulers clearly show
that they did acknowledge the overlordship of Kama-deva 2

.

Kama-deva's victorious leign extended over a long period of

forty years. Having come to the throne in 1180,
3

his reign may be

* Cam. Desa Inscriptions, U, p. 605, referred to by Fleet, Kanarese

Dynasties, p. 563.
a Appendix, No. Ill, 5; E. C., VHl, Sb, 188.
*

E. C., VIII, Sb, 448. This inscription is dated 1193, which was his 13th

regnal year.
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regarded as a continuous struggle of half a century for the mainten-

ance of the Kadamba independence against the Hoysala aggres-

sors. He died in 1217 1

having fully realised his plans and establish-

ed on a stable footing the power of the Kadambas, which lasted for

another hundred years. The impression he left on the minds of his

subjects is inferred from one of the viragals above referred to,

which gives the following glowing description of his attributes:

"He who was a jewel in the ocean of the family of Mayuravarmma,
he who was a desire yielding gem to (good) men, he who was
eminent for his enterprises, he who was the very pleasing vasanta,

he who offers gifts (alms) to mendicants, lie who was the sun to

the lotus of the family of the Kadambas, he who was terrific in

battles, he who was Bhlma in respect of the power of his arms,
he who was Vainateya (the king of birds) to the serpe its of the

intoxicated tributaries, he who was speaking the truth only, he

who was the adamentine rampart to those who seek his,shelter"
2

.

The inscriptions give Ketala-devi 3 or Kalala-devi
*

as the

name of his consort.

E. C., VIII, Sb, 180. A. D. 1224 is given as the 6th year of the reign of

Malli-deva, who succeeded Kama-deva. Cf. Cam. Desa Inscriptions, \\
$

pp. 600, 601, 603, 604, referred to by Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 594.

Appendix, No. Ill, 15.

Fleet, o. c., p. 563.

E. C, VIII, Sk, 179.



CHAPTER XVI

IWalH-deva

71/1 aili-deva was probably the son of Kama-deva. He ascended
*"the throne in 1217, and maintained for the most part his

position as an independent King. Mis reign was on the \vhole

undisturbed by war>. Hi contempomie- on the Hoyuala throne

were Nnnsiiiihu II, and after him Vlra-Somesvara, both of whom
were, if not weak, at !ea: i not so warlike ,is iheir illustrious prede-
cessors Vishnuvanihana and ViV^Ballala JL It is also possible that

the people had become tire-.i of war which had ::ee>i incessantly

waged for well iigh a century.

One of the immediate res.ilt^ uf this protracted warfare was
that brigandage and lawlessness grew in the country almost un-

checked. We need scarcely ay that iho hostile armies marching
about the kingdom Iai;l waste the fields and severely crippled the

agricultural industry. The poujle \vhu were thereby thrown out

of employment naturally touk t tue familiar re :outces of rapine
and plunder.

This was the state pf affairs obtaining in the kingdom when
Malli-dev;:rasa succeeded to the throne of Manual, and evidently it

took some time for this monarch to restore mrmal order in the

kingdom. Inscriptions are abotruii^g in the country which recount

the outrages committed by the brigands, their victims often

including the Government officials. "When the Idugod-heggade

Madeya's son Binavana", says one of the viragals of 1219,
uwas in

Gendavana, going from Kuppafur, like a thunderbolt a band of

robbers fell upon him in the Aleya-hajla, and those who were

with him fled, on which Binavana being greatly enraged attacked

them like Antaka. But the robbers though attacked, were enrag-
ed and did not go, but stood and rushed upon him, while he, amid

celestial songs of victory, like a Garuda (or kite) which sees the
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Nagas (or serpents), slew them. Fighting till Java (or Yama)
was filled, he was borne away in Basavali in a car to Indra's city

by the celestial nymphs" *. Another viragal dated 1220 records

that Beluvage Mara-Gavuda's son Rama-gauda being attacked by

robbers, fought with them and gained the world of gods
2
. But

after a few years of peaceful rule under Malli-deva, the people
assured of protection from external enemies, soon returned to their

usual occupations and brigandage gradually stopped. This is

attested by an early inscription of this monarch which emphasises
that "the Kadamba-chakravartti Maili-Devarasa was ruling a

peaceful kingdom"
:{

.

During the reign of Malli-deva there arose a new dynasty in

Tuluva that threatened to deprive the Kadambas of this newly
conquered province. Tuluva, it will be remembered, was the here-

ditary province of the Alupa kin .s, who had been brought to

submission by Kama-deva, the King of the Kadambas, and had

become their feudatories. An inscription of this period dwelling
on the activities of this new dynasty observes:

"When, with al! titles, the Kadamba-chakravartti Malli-Deva-

rasa was ruling a peaceful kingdom:- wht-n Sareya-Bhairava-

Nayaka, was greatly slaying(V) the Alvas in battle, the Xluva San-

kaya-Nayaka slew the whole of Blreya-Deva's force. So that both

armies applauded, he fought in the pl;iin of Birusa, and in Basa-

vali was united to the celestial nymphs, vvh > bore him away in a

celestial car" 4
.

It may be infened from this record that Sareya-Bhairava-

Nayaka who was evidently the head^of the new dynasty, attempt-
ed at this time to overthrow the Aiiiva family, the constituted

authority in the province, and carve for himself an independent

kingdom. From the name Bhairava we may conclude that this

Sareya-Bhairava was one of the Santara chieftains of Karkaja.

Possibly this was the old family oi the Santaras, who finding it

impossible to retain their power in the struggle for supremacy
that was being carried on for a century round their orginal home

migrated westwards and attempted to wrest the power from the

Ajuva rulers.

* . C., VIII, Sb, 224.

t
Ibid., Sb, 227.

3
Ibfd., Sb, 188.

* IWd.
*

. C, VIH, Sb, 188.
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We have said above, that the immediate successors of the

Hoysala King Vlra-Ballala were not as successful as their illus-

trious predecessor. The Yadavas, on the other hand, flourished at

this time under the rule of a capable monarch who increased

their power to a very large extent. This King was Singhana, the

son of Jaitugi I. He had already made the Hoysalas taste the bitter

fruits of defeat in the reign of Vlra-Ballala. The Gadag inscription
of 1213 * and the Paithan grant , which speaks of him as over-

throwing Ballala, make it abundantly clear that Singhana succeeded
in recovering from Vlra-Ballala all the territory that lay south of

the Malaprabha and the Krishna. His efforts were crowned with still

greater success in the following two years. His record oi 1215 at

Belagrama shews that he had conquered all the territories occu-

pied by the Hoysalas in the neighbourhood of that city
:{

. We are

also told that this year tie appointed the mahapradhana, sarva-

dhikari and mahapaiamavisvasi (most confidential agent) Mayi-
devapandita, ab the goveinor of Banavasi, and under him a certain

Hemmeyanayaka as sunkUdhiktiri or tax-collector of the Banavasi

province'. Some years later in 1226 Hemmeyanayaka was promoted
to the governorship of the Halasige Twelve Thousand' 1

.

Though the Yadavas had appointed their governor for collect-

ing the imperial dues from the Kadamba kingdom, it is not likely

that the Kadambas acknowledged the supremacy of the Yadavas
at this period. As a matter of fact thcKadainba inscriptions of this

period do not at ?M refer to any kim> as the overlord of Malli-deva.

On the contiary all these records invariably style him 'the Kadamba

Chakravartti',and one of them even mentions his political satellites,

the A
j
u pas.

But it was not possible for the Kadambas to resist for a long
time the attempts of the powerful Yadavas at establishing their

hegemony over the Dekkan. They submitted to them some time

about A. D. 1239; for a record of this year for the first time de-

scribes Malli-deva as a mahamandalesvara. Dr. Fleet who refers to

this inscription does not specify whose feudatory he was *. Never-

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 524.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, /. A., XIV, p. 314.

Cf . Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 523.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Cf, Ibid., p. 524.
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theless it is plain that he became the subordinate of the Yadava

King Singhana, who piobably subdued him by force of arms. In-

deed a viragai of 1239 seems to allude to a Yadava-Kadamba war,
when it records that Simhana-deva's (Singhana's) nayakas came

with 30,000 horse and captuted the hill fortress of Qutti, burnt

the nad, **r.nd maiched aio: g \viih their boofy openly displayed"
1

.

In another in.-cription of the preceding year 1.738, inside the

Kadamhesvara iempie at Rvi^ihalli, Singiuna is being called 'ffa-

dambarf, viz. 'the e<iuny of th. Kadambas' 2
. Such inscription

evidently supposes the con^uesi o* R,itiha!!i a fortified town in

the iieart of tin- Kadamba country- r;;
the Yadava King. The

Yada\as rrob:ibiy commenced their attacks on the Kadambas
in 1231, for we karn from < viragai oi t>;is year that the nayakas
of Simhana-deva's h- use. S^nh -i

v

ayaka and Ankadeva-Nayaka,
raided Sidani in I-tknad, winch fu med ; art o* the Kadamba do-

minion-, and carried away prisoii.is .-nd li\\ stock '. It appears
fiom this thai the fall o. the imp t^.ni fuitic;-:. cf Gutti in 1239

marked the fir-;:! . u :Jini$si<v. >f Malii-deva to the Vadavas, for if

we arc to believe an Jnscripti* n >f Klrtti-^Lva ^ated 1176, Gutti

was nne of the rijaJ'i3nii of thj Kidambas, 'is the record avers

that he was ruling at Ch ;n. ; ragutti a., .'-.is capital *.

M.':IIi-deva also canie intr 'mstik contact with the Hoysaias.

A memorial tabi^: .f the year 1143 observes ih.it having raised a

great army the Ho^salu Ki;,g invaaeu Maiiali-e, i, e. Majali in

the Saga r taluqua, and that the grear hero Hai-ara, who was

probably r.\ thurgt of that division of the K.dainba kingdom,

proceeded ai:ai ist the enemy, a, id ''ove^ throwing the army of ele-

phants, horses, c!;ariuts and foot--ok!krs, I'Uttuig the force to

flight, gained the wo; hi f >joJs" . The Hi^ysal;: King mentioned

here was Somes vara. It i
c possible to conclude in the light of he

subsequent history of the period that the Kadambas sustained a

severe defeat 0:1 this occasion which ic.sulted in the loss of some
of their territories. These territories, as we shall see presently,

were restored to tie K;:damba* by the Yadava general Tikkamma,
in the reign of MaHi-de\a's son Kava-deva,

Malli-deva lived for a few years more. Dr, Fleet mentions

two inscriptions of this sovereign dated respectively in A, D. 1241

and 1252;' the latter of which probably marks his last date.

E. C. t VIJ, Sb, 319. 2 Appendix, No. ill, 20. . C., VIII, Sb, 221
^ .A./?., I823p. I21,No. 125. * & C, VIII, Sa, 58.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 564.
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Rama-devarasa

Rama-devarasa
seems to have been the successor of Malli-

deva. It is not expressly mentioned in the records whether he

was a scion of the Kadamba family. This fact however becomes
manifest when we examine his titles. He bears the specific birudas

of the Kadamba kings such as 'the boon lord of Banavasi-pura', and
the 'Jayanti-Madhukesvara'

1

, which do not leave a shadow of doubt
as to his identity. He was probably a brother of Malli-deva and suc-

ceeded him, as the latter's son was a minor, But he does not seem to

have survived Malli-deva very long. We may suppose that he died

in or about A. D. 1260, whereupon his nephew Kava-deva ascended-

the throne of Hangal. That the latter became King at a young age
is obvious from the fact that he ruled for a very long peri od extend

ing over half a century, as it will be seen in the next chapter.

* E. C. t V1H, Sb, 517; M. A. R. t 1927, p. 124, No. 137.
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Kava-deva

Kava-deva
succeeded Rani.i-devarasa as the King of the Hargal

and the Bana\asi Province-. 1L probably came to t;:e throne

in or about A. IX 12ol). The LJ igiaphicai records do not afford

any clue to determine the relationship between these rulers.

But as we have suggested above Kava-deva was probably a

nephew of Rama-uevarasa and son of Malli-deva. It is clear from

his inscriptions that Kava-deva was also related to the Chalukya

family. Some of his records give him all the titles borne by the

Chalukya Emperors, such as ^^s^c? ^:x-r:::n^c',^ ,$-

y*|.d^
*i s^jofc S-^'s^?, rjfitfc-^v (favourite of the world

the great King, the supreme King, the most worshipful one, the

glory of the family of Satyasraya and Ni-jalahka-malla) . We
may infer from this that his mother was a Chalukya princess
whose family appeais to have been restored at this time to a

part of their hereditary kingdom
2

.

Kava-deva, it is likely, joined the Yadava King in his war against
the Hoysalas in 1276. We are told in the Hoysala records that

with the assistance ot Irunguna and other powerful chiefs, Saluva

Tikkama, the general of the Yadavas, invaded the Hoysaja territo-

ry
3

. This information is fully borne out by the Yadavn sita-sasana
of 1277 at Harihara, which asserts that Tikkama Deva Raya in an

expedition to the south captured the city of Dorasamudra 4
. It is

possible that one of these powerful chiefs who are said to have

1 E. C., VIII, Sb, 302; Sa, 32,

- Cf. Le Grand Jacob, Observations on the three Copperplate Charters,
J.B.B.R.A.S..IV, p. 108.

3 E. C., V, Bl, 164, 165,

4
Rice, Mysore inscriptions, p. 47,
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joined Tikkama in the Hoysala record, was Kava-deva. In fact the

above-mentioned Harihara inscription confirms our view when it

calls the Yadava general "the establisher of the Kadamba king",
and "disgracer of the Hoysala king." This may be held to imply
that Kava-deva rendered material assistance to Tikkama in his

campaign against the Hoysalas, and was rewarded by the former

with the restoration of the Kadamba territories, which they had
lost in the previous reign. This seems to be the only

tangible result of the expedition of Tikkama against the Hoysajas.
He reached Dorasamudra and sacked the city, but it is evi-

dent that he did not occupy it for long. The Harihara grant which
is dated 1277 was issued on his return journey

1
. On the other hand

the Hoysala inscriptions claim a decisive victory on the 25th April

1276, for Narasimha 111 over the Yadava general Tikkama. They
maintain that the latter was completely routed at Bejavadi and

driven beyond Durnmi with great slaughter
2

. It is obvious from

these conflicting statements that neither of the versions expresses
the whole truth. Each tries to exaggerate the advantages gained

by its party and suppresses the reverses. The Hoysala epigraphs
do not speak about the sack of their capital Dorasamudra, and like-

wise the Yadava records are silent on the defeat of Tikkama at

Bejavadi. Nevertheless there seems to be some ground for believ-

ing that Tikkama did plunder the city of Dorasamudra. For we
know that the Hoyscila power had been considerably weakened by
the division of their territories, since the death of Somesvara HI 3

.

The defeat ol Tikkama can also be easily accounted for. The Yada-
vas being invaders obviously lacked the patriotic vigour of the Hoy-
salas who were fi"hti:H>; against foreign aggression. Moreover
Tikkama was fighting at a givat :istancc from the base, while the

Hoysalas were lighting in their own country. These and several

other causes must have contributed to the success of the Hoysalas,
in driving out the invader from their kingdom. But it is plain that in

spite of this success they had to surrender tn the Yadavas the

territories they had conquered from the Kadambas 4
. These terri-

tories, as has already been noted, were restored to the Kadamba

King Kava-deva. A viragal assigned to A. D. 1280 seems to hint at

this fact, when it states that
u
the mahamandalesvara Vlra-Kava-de-

varasa was ruling a settled kingdom'*".

* Cf. Rice, Mysor^ Inscriptions, p. 47. * E. C, V, Bl, 164, 165.

a Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. !0>>, * Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. 47.

fi. C, VW, Sb, 190,
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The same viragal informs us that under the orders of Kalla-

veggade, the great minister of Kava-deva, a certain "Jalla-Saraya

slew the opposing king and gained the world of gods"
1

. But it is

not possible at this stage of our investigations to identify the king
who opposed Kava-deva.

The next important event in the reign of Kava-deva was the

renewal of the Hoysaja-Kadamba conflict by VTra-Ballaja HI, the

successor of Narasimha III. This happened about the year 1300 after

the defeat of the Yadavas by Alla-ud-din in 1294*. Vira-Ballaja

had by this time composed the differences existing between the

two rival Hoysala kingdoms and had united all the territories

under his rule. After this he decided to avail himself of the

weakness of the Yadavas and to make a bid for the suzerainty
over the Dekkan. Accordingly in 1199 he set out on an expedition
of conquest and subdued Hosagunda, "capturing Koti-Nayaka and

carrying off his elephant*". The following year (1300) he tried to

force his overlordship on Kava-deva by claiming tribute from the

latter's minister Gangeya-Sahani. On his refusal to pay, he over-

ran the Banavasi Twelve Thousand, and while marching on Hangal
he encamped at Sirsi and wa ; plundering Kadabalalu. It may be in*

ferred from the viragai that in order to oppose the agressive activi-

ties of the Hoysalas the Kadamba Chakravartti Kava-deva conclud-

ed a defensive alliance with the ChalukyaKing, probably Vetugi-de-

vaor his son Soma-deva, and the united forces marched to Sirsi to

give battle to Ballala. The same viiagal records that Jagadaja

Gangeya Sahani ordered Madi-^auda, who probably led the van,

to charge the enemy. The latter pierced through the enemy's line

of horse and "destroying them, broke Ballala-deva's army, and

running, on reaching the kulugara hilja, stabbing the men and hor-

ses, throwing them down and cutting them up, slew, dtstingjish-
ed himself and saying, 'Let Gangeya Sahani live, (the god) Ram-
anada of Baradavalli is my refuge/ gained the world of gods"

4
.

The record however does not specify the result of this battle.

But the fact that Kava-deva issued grants in the Banavasi Twelve
Thousand after this fight till 1312 \ proves that VTra-Ballala's

Ibid.

Ferishta-Briggs, I, p. 304-10. E, C., VIII, Sa, 45.

Ibid. The latter record, whfch evidently refers to the same battle,
nevertheless gives the date as 1303 A. D. This is not correct; the

engraver probably mentioned by mistake the date of erecting the

stone !n memory of the hero for the actual date of the battle.

E. C, VIII, Sa, 32; Sb, 59.
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attempt to subdue the Kadambas was utterly frustrated by the

united efforts of the Kadamba and the Chalukya kings. The bai-

tle of Sirs! may therefore be regarded as having dealt a death-

blow to Vira-Ballala's dreams of reviving the ancient glories of

the Hoysaja Empire.
Kama-deva, though he succeeded in maintaining his indepen-

dence, nevertheless lost some of his possessions, in fact the whole of

the southern portion of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand as a result

of the Hoysaja encroachments. This we infer from the viragal

of 1300, above referred to, which confers on Vira-Ballala all the

titles that usually accompany the Hoysala monarchs, and narrates

some of his exploits, such as the defeat and the final restoration

of the Pandya king. This proves that at the time when the mem-
orial tablet was erected, the Hoysalas were already in possession
of the south of the Banavasi province till Talaguppe hobli, in

what is now known as the Sagar taluqua where the inscription is

found *. The year 1300, it should be carefully noted, refers to the

battle of Sirsi and not to the date, when this viragal was raised,

which event probably took place a year or two later. It follow

therefore that Vira-Ballala was given his usual designation for the

simple reason that he was then the acknowledged ruler of these

territories
2
.

Kava-deva, it would seem from the Kadamba inscription of

1307, soon recovered his lost dominions. This record as it is found

in the Sagar hobli (which is much more to the south than that of

Talaguppe), suggests that Vira-Ballala was forced by Kava-deva

and his allies to withdraw from the Kadamba territory and confine

his rule to his own kingdom
15

.

It seems possible that in their struggle against the Hoysalas,
the Kadambas were helped by their Yadava overlords, who
had probably retrieved by this time the losses they had sus-

*
. C., VIII, Sb, 45 (Kanarese original).

2 It may be urged on the other hand that Kava-deva accepted the overlord-

ship of the Hoysalas; and accordingly when this viragal was set up,

Vira-Ballala had to be mentioned with his birndas, for the reason

that he was Kava-deva*s liege-lord, in keeping with the general rule

followed in all the inscriptions of the feudatory rulers. This object-

ion would have indeed held water but for the two Kadamba inscrip-

tions dated respectively in 1307 and 1312, which invest Kava-deva

with full inpcrial titles and do not contain the least hint of the

recognition of the Hoysala supremacy. Cf. . C., VIII, Sa, 32; Sb, 59.

a E. C., VIII, Sa, 32.
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tained in 1294 Asa matter of fact the Hoysala inscription of 1305

speaks of VTra Ballala III as marching against the Yadava

Chakravartti who had opened hostilities against the Hoysalas
and had determined to capture their King

1
. The Kadambas no

doubt profited by these warlike activities of the Yadavas, but the

latter had soon to abandon the Dekkan for good on account of a

fresh invasion of their capital Devaijri by Mallik Kafur, the

general of the Delhi Sultan Alia-ud-din. Ferishta informs us that

on this occasion Rama-deva, th * Yadava King, found himself un-

equal to oppose the Muhammadan troops. This was evidently

because his army was absent in Kamataka fighting the Hoysalas.

Hence leaving his son in the fort he Ivanced with presents to

meet {he general in order to settle the terms of peace. Mallik Kafur

wrote an account of his expedition, and sent it to Alla-ud-din;

and some time after he acivmpa:;iei! Rama-deva to Delhi, with rich

presents and seventeen eie:'ha;ts to pay his respects to the Sultan*.

We may infer from this <hat t!:e YaJavas lost much of their power
and consequently ihey coul<! n<> longer exercise their hold on their

feudato ies. This is confirmed by the Kadamba inscription of 1307,

above referred to, wh-Lii by giving imperial titles to Kava-deva,

tacitly implies tiiat he asserted his independence, besides defeat-

ing the efforts of Vira- Bailala to dep-ive him of his kingdom.

But the Kad;mba power w:^ also shaken by the invasion of

Mallik Kafur to th; ou:h. In A. H. 710 (A. D. 1310), Ferishta

observes, AHa-ud-dij. depicted Mallik Kafur and Khwaja Haji

with a gre^tarmy to redtu. Dwara Samudia (Durasamudra) and

Maabir in the Devxai,. Leavin somi ofticers with part of the army
at Peitun, oniheGodav ;ri,to .r^erei'me the Yadava King, Mallik

Kafur continued .-i -. ma-.ch to t.ie c outh. OP crossing the Yadava
frontier he began tn lay waste the conutry and eventually reached

the seacoast, after thR-e month's march irom Delhi. During a great

part of this time "they were opposed by the Hindoos, whose
countries they traversed. Among other- they engaged Bilal Dew,
Raja of the Canutic and defeat! :g him, took him prisoner, and

ravaged iiis territory"-'. It is ^ignificanf to notice that Mallik Kafur
was attacked by t;-e Hindus before his invasion of Dorasamudra.
This might lead us to conclude that on his way to the latter place

1 E. C., vilf, Sa, 150.
1

Ferishta-Briggs, I, p. 309,
3

Ibid., p. 373.
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he passed through or near Hangal, where his passage was dis-

puted by the Kadambas. It is likely that a battle was fought in

which the Muhammadans were victorious, and they marched on

Dorasamuclra, which held out attractions of rich plunder. Thus it

was that the selfish policy of self-aggrandizement that was so

closely followed by VTra-Ballala redounded to his own ruin along
with that of the other south Indian dynasties. Divided by internal

dissensions, the Hindus failed to combine their forces and to offer

an united front to the Muhammadan invader. VIra-Ballala,who was

largely responsible for these intestine fueds, paid a heavy penalty

for his imprudent conduct. He was completely vanquished by
Mallik Kafur and was forced to capitulate to the Mifhammadans.

The Kadambas seem to have rlowly revived their power
after their defeat by Mallik Kafur. But by this time the Hoysalas
also forced their way up a:id once again started their encroach-

ments. Before 1320 they conquered the southern part of the

Banavasi Twelve Thousand till the Taiaguppe hobli in the Sagar

taluqua*. It is not improbable that by 1324 they also occupied
Gutti. But we do not notice any further encroachments on the

part of the Hoysalas; and apparently the Kadambas letained the

rest of this province as well as the Hangal Five Hundred. The

possible reason for this sudden stop of operations in the west

was that in 1326 an expedition sent by Muhammad II, of the house

of Tughlak, completely defeated Vira-Ballala ana demolished the

city of Dorasamudra*.

The Hoysaja kingdom once a^ain crippled evidently took a

long time to revive and regain its foimer power. But that unfor-

tunate incident was productive of one good result inasmuch as it

made VTra-Ballala sec the necessity of changing his policy. Instead

of wasting his energies in fighting with his neighbours, he now

rightly determined to strengthen his frontier defences against the

'more formidable enemy from the north. Ferishta tells us that VT-

ra-Ballala accordingly built a strong city on the frontier of his

kingdom and named it Beejanaggar (Vijayanagara) after his son

Beeja (Vijaya). He then mustered a strong force and placed it

under the command of Krishn Naig (Krishna Nayaka), instructing

* E. C, VIII, Sa, 135 (Kanarese original).

s Zlau-d din Barn!, Tarik-i Firoz Shahi, Elliot, HI, p. 236. Cf. K'ice,

Mysore and Coorg, p. 107; Krishnaswami Aiyangar, South India and
her Muhammadan Invaders, p. 136.
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him to proceed against Warangal. Krishna Nayaka reduced War-

angal, and compelled Imad-uI-Mulk, the governor, to retreat to

Dowlatabad. Ballaja-deva and Krishna Nayaka, continues Ferishta,

concluded a defensive alliance with the Raja of Maabir who was

formerly a tributory "to the government of the Carnatic"
1

, i. e. the

Hoysaja King. This Raja of Maabir which evidently means the

king of the west coast 2 seems to have been no other than the

Kadamba King of Qoa, who had just then revived the power of their

family. For at the time which we are speaking about, the Goa Ka-

dambas were the only powerful ruling family in the west, and they
bore the title of the "lord of the Western Ocean" 3

. Furthermore, the

statement of Ferishta that the kings of Maabir were once the tri-

butaries of the Hoysajas, perfectly agrees with the information

furnished by the recoids that VTra-Ballala II levied tribute from

the Goa Kadamba King Vijayaditya II '. To proceed with our

narrative, the confederate Hindus siezed the country occupied by
the Muhammadnns in the Dekkan, and expelled them so that, con-

cludes Ferishta, "within a few months Mahomed Toghluk had no

possessions in that quarter except Dowlutabad" \

Ferishta-Brltfgs, I, p. 427.

The Muhammadans of India in common with the Arabs called all

the west coast of India Maabir, or the landing place, from their

making it the first land alter they leave Arabia. In a narrower sense,

this term was probably applied to the coast of Konkan, for the reason

that there was at this time considerable commercial intercourse

between Goa and Arabia, as will be seen in a later chapter The
same country is called Ma'bar the real Arabic word, of which

Maabir sjems to be a corrupted form by Ziau-d din Barni, 1. c.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 572. The Kadambas of Hangal do not seem
to have joined this confederacy and it was probably for this reason

that tney were attacked in 1347 by Marapa, who had been e.iirusted

by Vira-Baiiaia II! with ihe defence of the Northern frontier, and

who along with his brothers succeeded to the government of Kama-
taka after the downfall of the Hoysala dynasty, E. C, VIII, Sb,

375. CL note 5 below.

Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. 119. Cf./ B. B. /?. A S., IX, p. 231. Ou-

supposttion that the king of Maabir was the Kadamba King of Goa
is further confirmed by the fact that at the conclusion of the first

expedition under MalHk Kafur, the latter built a mosque at Ram-
eswar (Ferishta-Briggs, I, pp.373-374), which Mr. Briggs seems to

identify with Cabo de Rama in Salsette, Qoa. He says: "The Raines-
war here alluded to must be the point of that name in Canara, south of

Ooa and not that at "Adam's Bridge*', on the Gulf of Manar".

Ferishta-Briggs, I. c. It seems that the northern frontier was at this time
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After obtaining this victory over the Delhi Mussulmans and

having fortified the northern boundaries of his kingdom, Ballala III

turned his arms against the Muhammadans of the south. Ibn Batuta
affirms that this monarch encroached on the territory of the Sultan
of Madura and laid siege to the city of Cobban for six months.
At the end of this period the Muhammadans being attacked on all

sides by the Hindus made a desperate attempt to repulse the

enemy. They attacked them unawares when the latter were en-

joying their siesta. The coup de main succeeded; Ballala-deva's

army was completely vanquished and the King himself was taken

prisoner. The Muhammadans were determined to exterminate the

enemy of their race, and not even the promise of fabulous riches

could make them derogate from the object of their attack. The

King was flayed alive and his skin was stuffed with straw and

suspended from the walls of the city *.

The death of Vlra-Ballala was an irretrievable loss to the

Hoysalas, and practically marked the end of the Hoysala dynasty.

Vna-Ballala IV, the son of the murdered King, wore the crown

for two or three years, and the power of the Hoysalas soon melted

away.

entrusted to the care of Harihara I of Vijayanagara and his brothers.

Cf. Heras, Beginnings of Vijayanagara History, pp. 93-101.

nefremery-Sanguinetti, Voyages d'Ibn Batoutah, IV, pp. 195-198.



CHAPTER XIX

Purandara-Raya

All
these momentous events, recorded in the last chapter, were

crowded within such a brief span of fifteen years that it does

not seem improbable that the Kadambas were all the while enjoy-

ing the blessings of peace. But the end of the Kadambas was not

far removed from that of the Hoysalas. Though the ruling dynas-

ty fell, the organisation of the Empire they had left was too strong
for the disrupting forces to work out their normal results. We
have said above that the defence of the northern frontier was
entrusted to Harihara and his brothers. These trustees now came
forward as the successors of the Hoysala Emperors and carried on

the government in the same way as before. In 1347 Marapa,
one of the brothurs of Harihara, started on an expedition of con-

quest to the west. An inscription of this year says that when Mar-

apa was proceeding to Gokarna, he encountered the Kadamba King
"surrounded like Sakra by an army composed of elephants, horse-

men and foot-soldiers, and defeating him in battle. . . .came to that

place of leisure*' '. The inscription does not mention the name of

this King. However he seems to have been known as Purandara-

Raya, who is said in an epigraph of the Shimoga taluqua to have

made a grant to Vidyasankara or Vijaya Sankara-Bharati-guru
2

.

* E. C., VIII, Sb, 375.

* E. C.
; VII, Sh, 79. This inscription does not seem genuine, not only be-

cause the date appears to be 1154 while speaking of Harihara I o(

Vijayanagara, but also because of ttoe use of the word Vidyanagara
instead of Vijayanagara, Cf. Hera*, Beginnings of Vijayanagara His-,

lory, pp. 19-35. Yet the fact of its fabrication proves the historicity of

Purandara-Raya. The fabricators of this inscription wanted to give all

possible appearance of truth to the document. Hence the persons
named were to be historical personages. Otherwise they could not
obtain the effects intended.
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This person was thzjagat guru of the ringeri matha from 1228 to

1333*. Hence Purandara-Raya who was his contemporary, was
also the contemporary of Marapa. Moreover Harihara I, the first

Vijayanagara King, is reported in the same record to have renewed
the grant made by the Kadamba Purandara-Raya. This would imply
that Harihara was considered to be a successor of Purandara-Raya;
and indeed after the defeat of the Kadamba King by Marapa,
Harihara very likely took possession of the Kadamba territory.

Purandara-Raya is described in the above inscription from the

Shimoga taluqua as "an ornament of the Kadamba-kula". From the

same record it also appears that he bore the name of Kadambara-
sa. Another record from the same taluqua associates him with the

government of Samantadurga and Banavasi, and confers on him the

title of Maharaja
2

.

The conquest of Purandara-Raya closes the last chapter in the

glorious history of the Hangal Kadambas. For ten long centuries

interspersed with glorious and memorable events, the Kadambas
had held the field victorious in the Dekkan. The defeat of the

Kadamba King by Marapa and the probable acquisition of his

territory by the sons of Sangama terminated a victoriows dynasty
with the absorption of its territories by the newly founded Vijaya-

nagara Empire *.

* Cf. Rice, Mysore. I, p. 380.

* E. C., VII, Sh, 80. For the same reasons as mentioned above, this

Inscription Is also to he considered not genuine. Besides it is for the

first time that a copper-plate grant is signed by a Kadamba King,
a fact which further confirms our suspicion. This seems to be the

custom of the Vijayanagara Emperors. Hence the grant seems to have

been fabricated In later days.
s Nikltin, the mediaeval Russian traveller, who was in India towards the

close of the first Vijayanagara dynasty, speaks of the "Hindoo Sultan

Kadam", who resided at Bichenegher (Vijayanagara). Nikitin, India

in the Fifteenth Century, p. 29 (Hakluyt Society). From this statement

Mr. Sewell thought that Nikltin favoured the view that the Vijayana-

gara rulers "belonged to the old royal house of the Kadambas of

Banavase". Sewell, 4 Forgotten Empire, p. 22. Several years

before, Mr. Lewis Rice also had advanced the theory that the Sangama
family were connected with the Kadambas. Rice, Mysore Inscriptions,

p. XXVI. But there seems to be no eplgraphical
this view. Rev. Taylor, Oriental Manuscript}
the tradition mentioning the Kadamba
the S. S. 1258 or A. D, 1336. We have no

regards this King. He was perhaps

Purandara-Raya, though we do not dare i

son, for the dates of Rev. Taylor do not
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CHAPTER I

Origin of the Dynasty

TPhough the authority of the Kadambas was considerably un-
* dermined by the Chalukya conquerors, their power, it would

appear, was not completely eclipsed. They still retained con-

siderable influence in the period of their political obscurity and
maintained the prestige of being one of the foremost families in

Karnataka. As in the days of their ascendancy they continued to

intermarry with other royal families still ruling in the country. Thus
the Velurpajayam plates affirm that the consort of the Pallava King
Dantivarmma, who ruled in the 8th century, was Aggalanimmati,
who is called "a crest jewel of the Kadamba family"

1
. So an

inscription of the 9th century tells us that Devabbarasi, the

crowned Queen of the Nolamba King Mahendra, was of Ka-

damba extraction 2
. Again the insurrection of the Kadambas

of Banavasi in the 10th century, shows that they were as influen-

tial then as they were in the 9th century; and though they were

defeated and the rebellion collapsed, the Chalukyas regarded them

as a power not to be neglected. It is no wonder, therefore, that

the Chalukyas made common cause with them and with their as-

sistance brought about the overthrow of the Rashtrakutas.

That the progenitors of the Qoa Kadambas were also at this

time sufficiently powerful is confirmed by the Marcella plates

of Shashtha-deva
J

,
which by recording the achievements of

these chiefs before they established themselves as feudatories of the

Chalukyas, show that they were men of consequence. The earliest

of these chieftains according to this document, is KantakScharya,

about whom it avers that
"

his fame like endowed kings went

even beyond the seven seas"; that he had installed many distress-

S. /. 7,11, part 5, p. 511.

*
. C. t X, Mb 50.

Appendix, III, No. 1.
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ed kings; and that he was well known for his wealth and heroism.

Nagavarmma, his son and successor, was learned in the Vedas and

political science, and "deserved praise even from kings", Guhalla-
deva I, who succeeded Nagavarmma, seems to have enjoyed
greater power than was ever exercised either by his father or his

grand-father. The record compares him to Arjuna, and as if by
way of illustrating his valour says that he killed a tiger with his

bare fists. The record proceeds: "He who had surpassed even
the powers of the god Indra, by his spreading fame, protected the

earth by rendering it free from the fear of anybody and bringing
it under his royal umbrella. He was an ally of the kings (reign-

ing in countries) extending to the sea/' These kinys were very

likely the southern oilaharas who were ailing on the western

coa^t with Goa as their capital.

This King begot Sha^htha, whom we indentify with Chaturbhu-

ja of the later inscriptions
1

. It was nrobably during Chaturbhuja Y,

reign that the Kadambas of this branch finally established them-

selves as mahamandalesvaras. This King seems to have been a

contemporary of Irivabedanga-deva of tiK Manga! Kadamba fam-

ily, who, we know for cei tain, took part in the u bellion against the

Rashtrakutas. Chaturbhuja also very likely joined this grand coa-

lition of the southern powers; or else we would not be able to ac-

count for the rise of the family as one of the feudatories of the

Chalukyas in the 10th century. The original Kingdom of the Goa
Kadambas seems to have been the country to the south of the island

of Goa including a part of Saisette and perhaps a strip of land ex-

tending towards the Western Ghauts. Their capital was Chandra-

pura, the modern Chandor. This appears to be one of the

most ancient towns in the Konkan, probably founded by Chandra-

ditya, a son of the Chalukya King Pulikesi II
2

. This prince ap-

parently ruled over the Konkan as a viceroy on behalf of his father.

The ancient importance of the town could therefore be one of the

Guhalia-deva II according to this inscription was the son ot Shashtha.
The iormer is said in other Inscriptions of the family lo be the son
of Chaturbhuja, which shows that Chaturbhuja was the tittle ot

Shashta. Archivo da Secretaria Gera! do Governo, I'angfm, Moncoes
do Reino, No 93, fol. 1396. This Document was published by Xavicr,
Descripcao do Cot/uelro, Arequeira v Moedas de Goa, pp, 61-65; and
also in Gab!nete Litterario dut> Fontainhas, I.

Cf . Stuarts Gomes, Chandrapur nao sera Chandor, Bolctim Do Institute
Vasco do namu, No. 7, pp. 41-42 Cf, /. A. f VIII, p. 43.
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causes for
jts

being selected as the capital of the new chiefs Indeed
in the Dvyasharaya, a Sanskrit work which was probably written
by the famous Jaina guru Hemachandra in the 12th century King
Jayaquesi (I) is said to have been ; tiling at ChancJrapura

1
.' Fur-

ther the geographical situation of this town, on the left bank of
the river straightly leading to the sea, must have enhanced its ad-
vantages as a capital. The memory of

Gunalla-deva, one of' the
early chiefs of the family, seems to have been perr etu'ated in mod-
ern Chandor, as his name is associated with one of the gates of the
ancient fort. All these facts seem to point to Chandrapura as the
pristine capital of the Goa Kadambas.

i /. A., IV, p. 233. This city Is located n the Dekkan by Hcmacl'andra
but here this word evidently merits the whole of India south of the
Narbatla river and the Vindya mountains. Fleet, Kanatne Dynutics
p. 5<>8, says that this cty of Chandrapura mentioned bv Hi nnrharrra'
"has not been imientiiv !,-unless, p. reliance, the name is 'a Sans-
kiltisecl form denoting , andgad, the cliiet to.vn of the mahal <>;that
name in thv U^aum District." f)r FKet was not well accquaintcc*
with the geography or Goa, no: couldho kno.viiuhose t.aily days
of historical resi-aich in K.tr iata\a ihr.t in the tlnu ot Jayakt^i I the
Kadamba Dynasty of t ina had not yet conqueied ihe Bcl^aum DNtrict.
The Jrsi stone luscripiion or these kini;*, ibove the Ghauts belongs to
Guhallci-deva 111, and is toiiiuJ in tlio village of Kacaroli Belgauin
District. Cf. Appendix, 111, No. 21.



CHAPTER II

Guhalla-deva II

Guhalla-deva
was the son of King Chatnrbhuja and of his Queen

Akka-devi l
. An inscription of one of his successors describes

him as "the eye of the Universe, of extensive majesty, on account

* f whose brilliance the masses of the daikness of his foes took to

thems.lves an abode in the most d:eadful caverns"-. The Mar-

tella plates of his son Shashtha state that he was "an or-

nament of the race of tiic Kadambas. The atoms of dust from

his lotus feet were playing on the rows of the heads of the humil-

iated kings <>f the seven Malayas" . We may deduce from these

remark/ that he overcame the neighbouring rulers and extended the

bomuiariL'Sof his kingdom. These conquests, as the word"Malayas"
sjems to imply, probably consisted m the subjugation of a portion

of the \Vestern uhauts. This fact however should not lead us to con-

clude that !u always acted on the offensive. The records clearly

-tate that the infant Kadamba kingdom had to contend with many
powerful enemies during this period. "He annihilated," says a

copper-plate charter of his grandson jayakesi, "many wicked and

cruel enemies <>f his crown and took possession of their riches and

innumerable pucmus pearls'*
4

. Nevertheless it is plain that ^ 'lun

occassionsoi self-aggrandisement offered themselves, Guhalla-devu
did not hesitate u> undertake offensive warfare. This is proved by
the same charier when it records that "many kings and chiefs of

powerful ports feared him, for they were afraid that he would de-

prive them of their power and kingdoms"
1

. The extent of his fame

'

Appendix, III, No. 1.

* Fleet, Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings oj Goa, /.B.B.R.A.S.,

IX, p. 272.

a Appendix, III, No. 1.

4 Archivo da Secretana Ocral do Ooverno, Pangim, Moncoes do Rcino, No
93, foJ. 13%. i Jbid.
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may be gathered from the remarks made about his rule in the Ka-
damba inscriptions. We have it in the charter of Jayake^i that

lie diffused the dread of his arms in all directions even as the

moon spreads her bright rays
1
. The Marcella inscription says that

he spread his splendour by bringing the whole earth under one

royal canopy
2
.

Guhalla-deva apears in the Panjim plates of Jayakesi I to have

helped a Pallava King. The record says: "Who was the resort of

the Pallava (kings), who were frightened on account of the gaping
mouths of the jackals howling cruelly in their revelry of having
tasted the juice of the besieged bodies; whose victory u; still pro-
claimed by the battlefields, fierce on account of the arrangement
<if a multitude of skulls of the haughty kings in the surrounding

regions opposed to him" .

It is obvious from the above extract that during a war be-

tween the Pallava King and his enemies, the former suffered severe

reverses at the hands of the latter, and was besieged in his own

capital, whereupon G'lhalh-deva mnrcheu to his assistance and

after vanquishing the besiegers raised the siege. But who this

Pallava Kin ; was we are not able to say with certainty at the pre-

sent stage of historical research. \Vemay probably identify him with

one of the Nolamba kings who were ruling at this time the No-

jambavadi province. These Nolambas styled themselves Pallavas
rind \vere ; erhaps recognised as such by their neighbours

4
. The

Nojamha King conKmporjry of Ouhalla was Nolamhadhiraja,

who, \ve know, came mto hostile contact with the Chojas". It may
be thai in one ot these engagements he was hard pressed by the

enemy, and Jie called ;n the assistance of Guhalla-deva.

The inscriptions also speak of a pilgrimage made by Guhalla-

deva to the temple of Sri Somesvara, This was evidently the

celebrated temple of Sonmath in Saurastra, which wa^ well known

as a place of pilgrimage throughout Hindustan from the earliest

times. He seems to have sailed from his capital Chandrapura,

situated on the left bank of the Paroda river. But hardly had he

reached half way, when the mast of his ship broke and he was com-

Ibid.

Appendix, III, No. 1.

Ibid,, No. 2.

The Pallava dynasty had long before become extinct,

Cf, Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 57.
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pelled to make his way to the nearest port on friendly terms with

him. This was the port of Goa, where lived a rich Muhammadan
merchant named Madumod who came to the help of the stranded

King. "A native of this city/' says the inscription, "named Madum-
od, of Taji origin, the wealthiest among all the sea-faring traders, a

person of great wisdom, rendered a great and public service to the

above-mentioned king Guhaldev". The record concludes that he

gave the King "as much wealth as nobody in any part of the world

not even a king, could offer" '.

The record while narrating this incident throws a flood of

light on the condition of Go:i in the llth century. It is evident

thai it was net in the possession of the Kadambas at this time. It

probably farmed part of the southein ^ilahara kingdom, which

comprised the Konkan i\inc Hinidixd and tiie Iridige country.

We learn for tie first time fru:n this record that Arab traders were

already settled at Goa an J were canyiny on trade with the western

world. For as Senhui Braganza Pereira has observed, Mudam-
od wau very likely a Muhammadan merchant whose real name

v/a ; A'uhamniad, and the fact that he was of Taji origin clearly

shows that he originally came from Taji, a place in Arabia ?
.

'- Archive da S.'Cretaria O?ral do loverno, Pangim, Mnncoes do Retno,

.v,. 93, fol. l.W.

* Braganza Pereira, Ortcnte Portuguese, XVI, pp. 09-70.



C H A P T E R III

Shashtha-deva II

hashtha-deva was the son and successor of Guhalla-deva *.

Me is variously known in the inscriptions as Shashtha, Chatta,

Chattala and Oattaya*. We have already explained how Gu-
halla-deva strengthened his position by reducing the neighbouring
chieftains. Shashtha-deva closely adhered to his father's policy.

The result was that before the end of his reign he became the

acknowledged master of the whole of the Konkan.

In this achievement Shashtha-deva seems to have been helped

by the dissensions that prevailed at this time between the north-

ern and the southern brandies of the Silahara Dynasty. The in-

scriptions however, thorn: h they allude to this unhappy occur-

rence, do rot disclose the nnmes of the respective sovereigns that

brought about this fatal conflict. Nevertheless if any itferences

can be drawn from the extent of th . territories of a dynasty at dif-

ferent periods oi its history, it may be piesumed that the struggle
took place in the iei:n of the Northern Silahara King Arikesari.

For we are told in his Thana charter thai lie, unlike his predeces-

sors, ruled over the whole of the Konkar, '\ This shows that Ari-

kesari captured the latter territory from the southern Silaharas to

whom, as we know, it originally belonged
4

. Our conclusion is

* E. I., XIII, p. 31)9.

* Ibid., pp. 309, 310; Fleet, Kanarcse Dynasties, p. 567; Fleet, Inscriptions

relating to tfu Kadamba Kinzs of Goa, J.B.B.R.A.S., IX, p. 273.

* Asiatic Researches, I, p. 357.

4 The records of these families show that the hereditary kingdom of the

Northern SHaharns comprised the island of Salsette to the north of

Bombay, and the adjoining territory commonly known as Kapardfka-

dvipa or Kavadl-dvipa; while that of the southern Silaharas consisted

of the Konkan Nine Hundred namely, the major portion of the present

territory of Goa and the Iridige country, which probably included

the Sawantwadi State and the Ratnagiri District. Cf. Fleet, Kanarese

Dynasties, p. 538.
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further strengthened by the- fact that the Southern Silahara dynasty
became extinct at about this period with Rattaraja as its last

ruler. Now this Rattaraja was a contemporary of the above-

mentioned Arikesari *; which is a conclusive proof that the conflict

arose during their rule. It must however be noted that though
Arikesari prevailed against hLs enemies in this war, and even

succeeded in putting an end to their^sway, the result was not an

unmixed blessing for the northern Silaiiaras. For as the warfare

had to be continued for a long time before the enemy was brought
to complete subjection, this protracted struggle must have oatural-

ly weakened tue power of the northern Siialiara,^ by exhausting

their resources. The calamity was further a^ravated by the

death of Arikesari -oon after, as in the reign of his infant son

Ci.ittaraja, the authority of the central govjrmneni was greatly

relaxed -.

This gave an opportunity lor Shashtha-Jeva to make a bid

for the sovereignty 01 the Konkan. Advancing from his capita!

CheiiidrajM-ra. he fir-t a :nuxed t e Konkan Nine Hundred ana then

v.xtending i^s conquests to M nort* s -belli. . .ven Kavadi-dvip;!,

tlu- hereditary proving- of the \
r

o:tain S:!a aras. Referring t"

tliLs expedition the N,rendrn ns^ript'on of jayakC'si 11 observes:
44
As he ''ok K vadi-Livr>a a d :n in* ;t K' .\;^ion-, built a hri'lgu

-/ah iin-.-s .f sh,p^ rt-achiii^ as -a r as ,:'ika, a;i ; claimei! tiih .10

mong ..;rim :>ari)arians, 'jx.reJin ,'

'

e the.) wa , tiu tiomi-.iion H

theKadinibi bovei^i^n whica m <ny .-ail. i a jehg-oiis estate for

the e-ubli-ihiuent (of th-j \vorship > *t fvama"

It is plain tharthe island of Lanka refjirvd t> in this inscriptur,

was n't t ,e is,-nd of Ceyl -.
'

hi- -.k-signation was metaphorical-

ly applied to the ishnd of ( ioa, wh*ch on account of its situation

There i* an ijistripti^n or R'lti 11:11,1, w'ukh ^ivv.^ him a date in rht

month Jyt^ht ia (May-June) o* tho Kilaka SamvatNnn, S. S. (

.^>, c<-r-

rcspondingto A. D, J.*(H, The copper-plate charter of Ankesnri is

dated in the mo.ith of K irtiku (Ocrnhfj-Novemhc'-) ot thv S.S. 9."iO, /. c-

A. D. 1017. Asiatic ttcw.irchch, i, p. V>V. He seems to have died

about 1024 or 1025, since we see his S'>n Chittaiaja making a j^rani Jn

1026. Bhuler, A Grant ofCMttdnijj-dwn, 1 A , V, pp. 277, 280. Accoi -

dingly i';ivin^ hi?i) a rei^n of 2
r
> years, he mu;-t have come in tlie throne

in A. D. Km.
Ibid.

E. /., XIII, p. 309.
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resembled the classic island of Simhala. This is probably the

origin of the title of the Southern Siiaharas namely, "the best of

the Simhala Kings." The Kadamba chroniclers accepted this de-

signation since the Kin<; of Ooa had been vanquished by their

sovereign, and they could flatter his vanity by comparing him to

the hero of the Ramayana, who defeated Ravana, the Lord of

Lanka. That this was their intention is clear from the Degamvc
inscription when it records that "the lord of Lanka was subdued

by him," though "(he had) not (to his aid) the building of a bridge,
nor the siege of a fortress, nor thi effoits of the leaders of the

monkey troops, :mr yet the energy of the son of Vasumitra"
1

. It

must however be said that tue Lord of Lanka mentioned here does

not ;efer to the King of the Southern Siiaharas, who, as we have

stx-i,, had already been dispossesses of ti eir hngdom, but to the

n. rthi-rn Silaiiara rukr, v: ?o possibly L confor;nity with the usual

practicj <f ,'d 'Vting tno title of tue defeated monarciis had styled

himself
u
(he lord of Lanka."

Sliashtha-der, however d,-.. no: \v:sh 10 exterminate the

; orthern Silaha.a power, \vhat he wanted was to make tiiem

acknowledge his overlorlship, rind \vhenthi was agreed to he le-

st'-,ed to them tlu-ir ori^ina
1 km /om, namely ihepiovinceo: Kava-

di~d\]pa. This we gather from the Narendra inscription which,

speaking of Shaslitha-deva, .eniarks; "When the exalted valour of

Chattaya deva in his sport upon the oceaii reached him, Mamnui-

ii of the famous Thancya, hearing of it came into his presence,

saw him, led !iim to his palace, and displayed intense affection;

and he bestowed on him his daughter with much pomp and gave
to his son-in-law five lakhs of gold

1

'-.

It follows from tue above extiact that the Siiaharas ever since

their defeat in the reign of Chittaraja had been feudatories of

King Shashtha. Hence when he visiteu their court in the time of

Mammuri, the third brother of Chittaraja, the former treated him

with great respect befitting a suzerain lord and as a token of his

estean he yave him his own daughter in marriage. The composer
of the inscription i;ives us an insight into the tiioughts of Mam-
muri at that psychological moment. "As though saying," he

writes,
" To what other man that will repay me again with cor-

t Fleet, Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings o/Goa, J.B.B.R.A.S.,

IX, p. TO.
2 E. y.,Xlll t p. 310.
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responding kindness, rather than this Lord of the Ocean, can I do

it?', King Mammuri duly bestowed a garland on King Chattaya
amidst the approval of the world, bearing. . .as a brilliant example
of liberality and a jhampal-acharya"

4
. This conduct of Mammuri

towards his overlord Shashtha-deva has an exact parallel in the

treatment given by Jayakesi I, the son of Shahstha-deva to his

overlord the Chalukya Emperor Vikramaditya Permadi-deva. The

same Narendra inscription affirms that when the latter visited his

kingdom, Jayakesi I, went tu meet him, and bestowed on him his

daughter, together with "abundant ornaments, many damsels, a

treasury, and wedding-gifts without count" 1
.

Another interesting fact mentioned about Shashtha-deva is that

he made a voyage to the land of Saurastra. "When gardens on

every sidt", the inscription relates "white plastered houses, alleys,

horse-st .ibles, flower gardens, agreeably connected bazars, harlots'

quarters, and tanks were Uiurmm^ the ey^, the Lord of the Ocean

(Chattaya) duly proceeded on (his ships) over the sea in sport,

along with (the whole ;,opulatu>.-) <;f Oove with yreat pomp as far

as ihe land of Sura*h:ra". Thi; voyage tn Saurastra reminds us

of the one made by his f'ther Guhalia-deva. It was evidently a

pilgrimage maue to the tempie of Somnath, for the same inscription

says lhat un thL <>ccasio; Shashtha-devn fixed a lower prLe for

rootcamphor, so tnat all rni^ht partake of the worship of "the Ion;

S'imanatha
11

:

\ He also seems to have visited other .sacred snrines

such as Gokarnaand the Mahalaksiimi temple at Kolhapur
4

.

It is clear from what has been said that Shashtha-deva was as

i^reat a ruler as his father had been. Consequently it is not strange, if

we find that all the records that speak of him pay a rich tribute to his

kingly qualities. "He became gloriously manifest", says the Degam-
ve record of one of his successors, "as if he were a sixth amon^ the

bulls of the Pandavas in the Kaliyuga to destroy the fo *ce of Duryo-
dhana n

-, The Qoa charter of his son Jayakesi I states that he was

successful in war like a lion amon^ elephants and that he was the

veritable column of the world \ We have already mentioned that

* E.I., XII, p. 310.

Ibid., p. 309.
1 Ibid.

4 Appendix, 111, No. 1.

6
Fleet, Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa, J.B.B.R.A.S.,

IX, p, 272.

c Archive da Secretaria Gcrai do (joverno, Pangim, Moncots do Reino,
No 93, fol. 1396.
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9. Panjim Copper-plates of Jayakesi I
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he levied tribute from "the grim barbarian tribes" 4
. The Goa

charter of Jayake^i above referred to speaks of his having claimed

tribute from the sea-ports such as Simbualla, Seylla and Mega
f

.

This may perhaps be understood to mean that he made the traders

importing commodities into his kingdom from the above ports pay
certain customs duties .

The inscriptions do not speak of Shashtha-deva's abilities as

an administrator. There is no doubt that he had always the good
of his subjects at heart; and this is proved by the fact that he

reduced the price of camphor so that all his subjects, both rich and

poor, might take part in the worship of the gods without much

difficulty
3
. ''He was kind to his people", concludes the charter

of Jayakesi I, "and by his works he redressed all the wrongs in

his kingdom"
4

.

It is no wonder that under tiie fatherly care of such a prince,

the city of Goa gi ew and flourished. Encoui aged by Shashtha-deva,
traders Lorn different countries must have flocked to this empori-
um. We have already quoted the glorious description of the city

given in the Narendra inscription of Jayakesi II. With its parks
and gardens beautifully laid out, its agreeably connected bazars,

,md thj wh.te-plastded 'muses; with its horse-stables, and

harlots' quarters, the ciiy of Qua must have presented indeed a

magnificent spectacle. We learn irom another inscription of

Jayake^ found ,n Goa, that the roads that led to Shashtha-deva's

capital were always filled with a concourse of people who were

going to or retiming from his capital .

Shashtha-deva iuled foi a very long period. The earliest re-

cord that speaks of him is dated in the Havanga Samvatsara, ^.

928 by mistake for 929, con esponding to A. D. 1007-08
6
. He is

here ity resented as the mahamaijdalesvara under the Chalukya

Emperoi Jayasirhha 11, who was then perhaps a Yuvaraja
7
. It is also

obvious that the latter's reign was synchronous with that of Shash-

./., XIII, p. 307. These were perhaps the people of *he Ghauts, who are

referred to in the reign of Jayakesf III.

Archive da Secretaria Geral do Governo, 1. c.

,/., XIII, P. 308.

Archivo da Secretaria Geral do Governo, 1

Appendix, III, No. 2.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 567.

Ibid., p. 436,



tha-deva;for none of his inscriptions speak of any other ruler of this

branch of the Kadambas as his feudatory. It is possible that

Shashtha-deva reigned a few years more than his overlord. A
continuation of the same Gudicatti inscription which represents

Jayake&i I, the son of Shashtha-deva as the mahamandal&vara of

theChalukya Emperor Somesvara, the successor of Jayasimha, is

dated in the Snada Samvatsara S. 974 expired (by mistake 973) cor-

responding to A. D. 1052-53 l
* This would perhaps show that Shash-

tha-deva died in 1050 or thereabout after a long reign of about

forty-five years.

< Ibid.



CHAPTER IV

Jayakesi I

^hashtha-deva was succeeded by his son Jayakesi I. It seems

^certain that the strong rule of the former for well-nigh half

a century resulted in the firm establishment of the Kadamba

sway over the Konkan. Consequently when Jayakesi I ascended

the throne, he could venture to take the bold step of making
Gopakapaftana, the erstwhile capital of the Southern &ilaharas,

the principal seat of his government. "His arm", says the inscrip-

tion, "being the resting place for the embraces of the goddess of

bravery he, most energetically illuminating the world with the

abundance of his fame, spotless as the tremulous rays of the

moon, made his firm abode in the city of Gopakapattana"
4
.

Jayakesi I was a worthy son of a great father. We have it in

his own copper-plate charter that many princes and lords of

other ports and of sea-girt islands paid homage to him*. He is

reported to have always put himself at the head of his powerful
fleet which, says the inscription, "was ever ready with numberless

fortified vessels to sail through the seas"
3

. The importance of

the fleet as an arm of warfare had been realized in the reign of

Shashtha-deva, who had used it with great advantage in subjuga-

ting the Northern ilaharas. Jayakesi, it appears from the above

record, improved it and rendered it more efficient. It is not strange

therefore, if before long he made his power felt by the neighbour-

ing princes.

We learn from the Degamve inscription of his grandson iva-

chitta that Jayakesi I slew the King of Kapardika-dvipa
4

. The

Fleet, Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings ofQoa t J.B.B.R.A.S. t

IX, p. 283.

Archive da Secretarta Geral do Governo, Pangim, Moncoes do Retno,

No 93, fol. 1396.

Ibid. 4
Fleet, o. c., p. 272.
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inscription however does not mention the name of this ruler, nor

the circumstances that finally led to his destruction. But the fact

that Mammuri, the northern Silahara King who had been restored

to his kingdom of Kapardika-dvlpa by Shashtha-deva, died about

the year 1056 A. D. and that nothing is thereafter heard of his

dynasty till the year 1095, would suggest that it was Mammuri
that met his death at the hands of Jayakesi. It may be that soon

after the demise of the great King Shashtha-deva, his feudatory

Mammuri, thinking that he could take advantage of the new

King's inexperience rebelled against Jayakesi I. But the latter,

thanks to the efficient army and fleet left by his father, defeated

and killed the rebel and annexed his province to his already exten-

sive kingdom From Kapardika-dvlpa he rrobably led an inroad in-

to the Lata kingdom for a grant of the time of Jayakesi records that

'he killed the pride of the best of th , Lat is'
4

.

Jayakesi is also said to have ujro"ted a certain Kama-deva 2
.

But who this Kama-deva was is n<>t specified in the lithic records.

However while studying the history of the De' kan, we arc made
aware of one Tribhuvanamalh Kama-deva, wl-o livev! in the first

quarter of the 12th century. He was n feudatory c'liof undor ihe

Chalukya Emperoi Vik-amaditya VI and belonged tu the Pandya
family '\ It is not certain i;i what pan of the c >untry his kingdom
lay, but if one could judge from his titles, he suems to have had

Gokarija as his capital and a part of the Southern K<>nkan for his

principality. For the inscriptions consulted by Dr. Fleet give him
the designations of "the Lord of Gokarna, the best of towns", and
"the ruler of the Konkana rash{ra'\ It is clear fiom this that

Kama-deva ruled over a territory bordered ontlie northern side by
the kingdom of the Kadambas. Thh close proximity was obviously
not conducive to cordial relations, ft appears that they encroach-

ed on each other's dominions; for the fact that Kama-deva assumed
the title of "the ruler of the Konkana rasWta" would go to show that
he contested with Jayakesi the sovereignty over the Kufikan. That

Jayakesi had to contend with a powerful rival is apparent from the

* Fleet, o.c., p. 272.
* Appendix, HI, No. 2.

3
Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 452. The reference to the inscription is not

given.
< Ibid.
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viragal found at Raya (Goa). This inscription records the death

in an engagement of Hadavala Dovarigobbarasa, who was ad-

ministering the southern division of the Kadamba kingdom, with

Veljiapura, the present Velim f as his administrative headquarters
1
.

Jayakesi probably directed this officer to deal with the situtation

but on his failure himself proceeded to the south and won a deci-

sive victory over his enemy.
We are told in these inscriptions that Jayakesi I destroyed the

Chandas and the Cholas*. Who these Chandas were, it is not

possible to say at the present stage of our knowledge of the dy-
nasties that ruled in the Dekkan, But with regard to Jayake&'s
relations with the Cholas we are informed in the Narendra in-

scription that "he speedily checked the Cholas who approached

recklessly as the ocean streams over its bounds'
1 ;i

. He seems to

have come in conflict with them during o.'.e of their inroads into

the Chalukya Empire. We saw in the course of our narrative that

this was the period when the Cholas were disputing with the

Chalukyas their supremacy over the Dokka::. It i;> ako known that

though the Ch:>iukyas suffered a few reverses at the outset, So-

mesvara, the Chalukya Emperor, finally succeeded in ousting the

enemy from hi:> dom nion< 4
. In this task he was very likely help-

ed by his loyal feudatory Jayakesi.
The friendship subsisting between the two royal families

seems to have been strengthened at this period by the marriage of

the daughter of Jayakesi to Somesvara's so.i Vikrarnaditya, when
the latter visited the kingdom of the Goa Kadambas. "When
the monarch Permadi-deva", so runs the inscription, "on tl:e

borders of his land, came with joy, he went to meet h>m then, gave
him his own beloved daughter with pouring of water, lavishly

bestowed on him abundant ornaments, many vessels, a treasury,

and wedding gifts without count, and b?came illustrious as

a tree of desire unique on earth" :t

. However it is strange that

Bilhana does not mention this event in his Vikramankadevacharita.

He merely says that when Vikramaditya marched through the

* Appendix, III, No. 3.

*
Ibid., No. 2,

S. A /., I, pp. 52, 134; S. /. /., If, p. 110; Cam. Desa Inscriptions, I, p.

144, referred to by Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, o. 441.

E. / XIII, p. 310.
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Malaya country, Jayakegi came to him and brought him presents
l
.

An interesting detail is furnished by the Karihalasige inscrip-

tion, which asserts that Jayakesi caused the Chalukyas and the

Chojas to become friends at Kanchi*. Taken by itself this infor-

mation is somewhat perplexing, as Jayakesi is always described in

the other records as the destroyer of the Chojas. But this difficulty

is cleared by Bilhana in the Vikramankadevacharita. We have said

that the Chojas made several attempts to encroach upon the terri-

tories of the Chalukyas during this period. Bilhana tells us that

Vikramaditya decided to take some definite action against the

Chojas and marched against them. He was however stopped
from crushing their power by overtures of friendship on the part

of the Chola King Rajakesarivarmma (Vira Rajendra-deva
3
), who

offered the hand of his daughter in marriage to Vikramaditya, on

condition that the latter retired to the Tungabhadra
4
. h seems

certain that Jayakesi joined his sori-in-law in this expedition

against the Cholas and probably acted as the plenipotentiary of

Vikramaditya and concluded the above treaty with the Chola

sovereign. This theory admittedly gives a satisfactory explanation
of the fact recorded in the Karihalasige inscription, that Jayakesi

brought about the friendship between (he Chalukyas and the

Cholas at KanchL

Another achievement of Jayakesi is that he established the

Chalukya in his kingdom
r

. The details connected with this event

are also to be found in the Vikramankadevacharita. After narrat-

ing the incidents mentioned above, Bilhana remarks that soon after

leaving Kanchi the news reached Vikramaditya that his father-in-

law was dead and that there wa- a revolution in the Chola king-
dom. He at once started for the south and installed his brother-

in-law on the throne of Kanchi, He then returned to the Tunga-
bhadra. But he heard almost immediately that his brother-in-

law had lost his life in a fresh rebellion and that Rajiga, the lord

Buhler, Vikramankadevacharita, Introd,, p. 34.

Fleet, On Some Sanskrit Copper-plates found in the Betgaum Collect
orate, J. B. B. R. A. $., IX, p. 242, text line 2. Cf. Fleet, Kanarese

Dynasties, p. 567.

S. /. /., I, pp. 231, 232.

Buhler, Viktamankadevacharita, p. 34-35.

Fleet, Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa> JJSJt.R.A.Sn
IX, p, 282.
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of Vengi

4
, had taken possession of the throne of Kanchi. He ia

stantly prepared to give battle to Rajiga. The latter concludec
an alliance with Some^vara II, the brother of Vikramaditya
who was :their common enemy. When Vikramaditya at lengtt
reached Rajiga's forces, Some^vara's army was encamped witt
hostile intentions not far off in the rear. And in the bloody battle

that ensued Vikramaditya was victorious, kajiga fled and Som-
e^wara was taken prisoner. Bilhaija says that Vikramaditya at firsl

intended to restore his brother to liberty and to the throne. Bu1

eventually he decided otherwise and allowed himself to be pro-
claimed King of the Dekkan*.

In fighting this strong coalition Vikramaditya seems to have
received valuable help from the Yadava prince Seunachandra II,

For in the Vratakhanda of Hemadri, Seuija is represented as

having saved Vikramaditya from a coalition of his enemies and to

have placed him on the throne of Kalyana
3

. It is also possible
that Vikramaditya solicited the help of his powerful feudatory

Jayakesi. The latter thereupon went to his assistance, and in the

words of the record, overcoming all opposition he established the

Chalukya in his kingdom.
The inscriptions also tell us that Jayakesi I conquered the

Alupas and the Pallavas 4
. The former were the feudatories uf the

Chalukyas, and had been reduced to submission by Vikramaditya
VI 5

. We have reasons to believe that the Nolambas, who called

themselves Pallavas at this time, had also been subdued along with

the Alupas. Possibly in the confusion that followed the civil war

between Vikramaditya and his brother Some^vara, they renounced

their allegiance to the Western Chalukyas. Consequently on the

conclusion of the war, Vikramaditya directed his father-in-law

Jayakesi to subjugate these refractory mahamandalesvaras.

The last accomplishment of Jayakesi mentioned in the records

is that he assembled the Kadambas and that he made Kirttiga of

i. e.
9 the Eastern Chalukya King Kulottunga Chola-deva I, whose origin*

a! appellation was RajendraChola.Cf. Fleet, Kanarcse Dynasties, p.

445. Mr. K. V. T. Aiyer calls him Rajendra Chola II and says that he

was the daughters son of Rajendra Chola I. Cf. Aiyer, Sketches of

Ancient Deccan, p. 263.

Buhier, Vlkramankadevacharita, Introd., pp. 34-37.

Bhandarkar, Early History of the Dekkan, p. 102.

Fleet, I.e.

Buiher, o. c,, p. 34.
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Banavasi obedient to his will 4
. The bearing of these statements

has already been explained in the chapters on Santivarmma II

and Kirttivarmma of the Hangal Kadamba family
1
.

The enormous influence of Jayake^i is also evidenced from

the dynastic marriages that were concluded between the Kadamba
and the other royal families of the day. Thus we learn from

the Dvyasharaya by Hemachandra and Abbhayatilaka that Kama
I, of the dynasty of the Chalukyas of Anhilwad, married Mayanalla-

devi, the daughter of a Kadamba prince Jayakesi who was ruling at

Chandrapura
3

. There is hardiy any doubt that this was Jayakesi
I of the Goa Kadamba family, for King Karna having ruled from

A. D. 1063-64 to 1093-94 was his contemporary
4

.

Hemachandra gives an interesting account of this marriage.

Once an artist happened to visit the court of King Karna and exhi-

bited to him a roll with portraits on it. Among others the King
saw a portrait of a maiden of unparalalled beauty; and on inquiries

he was told that she was the daughter of King Jayakesi of Chandra-

pura. Further the artist said that many princes wished to wed

her, but she refused them one and all. After some time she was

sh'v>wn the portraits of princes painted by the Buddha fails and see-

ing the one of Karna, she agreed to mar;y him. The artist added

that it was for conveying this message that he had been specially

deputed by her, and he delivered to the King the presents King

Jayakesi had sent him. The
;
ainter concluded by saying that

"Raja Jayakesi, knowing that he (Kama) was a great Maharaja,
had sent him an elephant as a present". Karna was pleased with

this gift and went out privately to see it After having examined

it, he went into the garden where he beheld a beautiful woman,
who very much resembled she lady whose portrait he had seen in

the roll. On asking the maiden who was in attendance, he was
assured that she was the same princess of whom the painter had

spoken to him. Karna consented to marry the princess and made
her his Pat Rani (crowned queen) \

E. /., XI. p. 310.

Cf. ante, pp. 108-1 11.

/.A, IV, p. 233.

Cf. Buhler, Grants of the Anhilwad Chaatukyas, /. A.
t VI, p. 213.

Dvaiasharaya, /. A. t IV, p. 233. A different version of this is given by
Merutunga Acharya In his Prabhandhacintamani, where Mayanalla-
dcvi is represented as an ugly person. Tawney, The Prabhandha*
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We said above that Jayake& I made the city of Goa, the

capital of his kingdom. There are a few Kadamba inscriptions
which give us some idea of the splendour of his capital. We are

told in the Degamve grant of ivachitta-deva that: "The street of

his (Jayake&'s) capital was completely filled with the palanquines
of his pandits, constantly passing, the poles of which were cover-

ed with jewels, and inside which were quivering the golden ear-

rings (of their owners)"
1
. One of his own charters remarks that

it was a "beautiful and pleasing city, the abundant happiness of

which surpasses the paradise of Indra". The commercial prosper-

ity of the place is attested by the fact that the city had trade

relations with no less than fourteen countries. This shows
that the fame of Qoa as a commercial centre on the west coast

had travelled far and wide over the continent. The countries

that are enumerated in the charter are Sihalla, Callah, Zun-

gavar, Pandu, Queralla, Chandda, Gandda, Bangalla, Gheatta,

Gurjara, Laita, Pusta, Srytam and Chandrapur
f

.

The above inscription records that the city owed a substan-

tial part of its prosperity to the wise administration of Sadano, a

grandson of the merchant Muhammad who, as we have seen, had
rendered valuable service to Guhalla-deva. Jayakesi appointed
him governor of the Kofikan. Prudent, just and liberal, he was
well versed in mathematics and "the fourteen arts, the four

recourses, and the seven solicitudes'*. It is said that by his wise

rule and exemplary conduct, he put an end to ail rivalry

and heart-burning in the kingdom; and by visiting those who
were suspected of ambition (?) with just retribution, he held

ctrtamani, p. 79. However the account of her experiences in a

previous existence makes us believe that the stories contained in

this work are pure legends. Moreover the fact that this work was

completed only in the year 1361 of the Vikramaditya era (A* D
13QM), Ibid., p. VII, /. *., two and a half centuries after the event, is

another reason why we cannot attach much importance to its evi-

dence* The Dvyasharaya on the other hand was written in the 12th

century, hardly forty or fifty years after the happening of the event,

and gives a plausible account on the whole.

Fleet, Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa, J.B.BJi.A.S. t

IX, p. 273. The city of Qoa mentioned in this documents was situated

on the river Zuarim, to the north of the island, where it is now Ooa a

Velha, ordinarily known in Konkanim as Orlem Goem.

Archive dt Secrattrla Oral do Ooverno, Panjim, Moncoes do Reinot

N*93,M. I3B6.
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in check all the mischief-makers in the country. "The power of

this pradhano" says the inscription, "was firmly established and

he was sincerely esteemed by all" *.

The charter would also have us believe that in ancient days
there was not much trade at Goa and that the prosperity of

the city dated from the time when this pradhano took up the

reins of government. For the inscription continues: "Under the

administration of this minister the city enjoyed great happiness
and new increase of trade; and all its citizens became richer".

When the other ministers became aware of the administrative

abilities of Sadano, they all allowed him a free hand in their

respective departments and Jayakesi vested him with extraordi-

nary powers.

Armed with these powers, Sadano now determined to estab-

lish in the capital a charitable institution, which in the Portuguese
translation of this document is called "casa rnisericordiosa*',

house of mercy. Accordingly he issued orders for its con-

struction on Friday, the 3rd of Vaixaka, in the year Jaya, of the

S. S. 975 or A. D. 1053. The object of founding this institution

in the capital was to supply food to the poor and the helpless and

to provide lodgings for the pilgrims. He appointed a standing

committee who were charged with the duty of daily carrying out

these provisions. For the upkeep of this house of mercy the ingen-

ious Governor devised a new tax, which was to be imposed on the

owners of trading vessels and merchants coming from foreign coun-

tries. The revenues thus derived, were made over to the house of

mercy. "When this new customs duty was proclaimed/
1

says the

charter, "all the foreign merchants trading in Goa accepted it

willingly and took a voluntary vow among themselves to pay the

tax as a charitable contribution". Yet the fact that those who
refused to pay this tax were penalised would indicate that this tax

was not a voluntary contribution, but was actually imposed on

them by royal authority. It was further enacted that if any rich

person, native or alien, happened to die without issue, his

property after deducting the expenses necessary for his funeral,

which was to be performed with great pomp, should be transferred

to the house of mercy. It is gratifying to observe that this

income was devoted to performing the obsequies of the poor

ibid.
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dead. The expenses in such cases had to be paid by the treasurer

in the presence of the King and of his minister
4
.

The Prabhandhacintamani, above referred to, would have us

believe that Jayake& met his death by ascending a funeral pyre
in order to fulfil the promise he had made to a pet parrot. One

day at the time of taking his meal, we are told, he called the

parrot to come out of the cage. The parrot uttered the word

"Puss", as if to say that it was afraid of the cat. The King looked

around and not seeing the cat, solemnly assured the parrot that

he would kill himself, if it sustained any injury from the cat

Thereupon the parrot approached the King and perched on the

golden vessel, and was immediately slain by the cat, which was

lying hidden under the vessel. When the King saw his pet killed,

he rose up and not heeding the importunities of the courtiers, as

aforesaid burnt himself to death 2
. The event, though incredible

nowadays, could have happened in those days of which we are

writing. Yet the book is so crowded with incredible stories, that

we are forced to reject this account as a mere fiction of the author

or a product of popular fancy.

Ibid.

Tawney, o. c., pp. 1 12-1



CHAPTER v

Guhalla-deva III

Quhalla-deva
was the son and successor of Jayake& I. He

probably came to the throne in 1 180. There is an inscription

of this King dated . 1003 or A. D. 1181-82, which speaks of him
as ruling the kingdom in that year

1
.

It was probably in this reign that the island of Kavadi-

dvlpa and the Iridige country were lost to the Kadambas of Goa.

They were probably conquered from them by Anantapala. For

the Kharepatan copper-plate inscription describes as "casting into

the ocean of the edge of his sword those fierce heaps of sin who, at

a time of misfortune due to the hostility of relatives, obtained

power devastated the land of the Konkan harassing gods and Brah-

mans" f
. The obvious meaning of this is that Anantapala forced

the Kadambas to give up the part of the &ilahara territory which

they had annexed in the previous reigns. That Guhalla-deva and

Anantapala were contemporaries is plain from the various

grants and charters of the Kadamba and the ilahara families. Thus
the above record of Anantapala is dated in . 1016 correspond-

ing to A. D. 1095, while the Kadaroli inscription of Guhalla-deva

is dated in the 23rd year of the Chalukya era or A.D. 1098-99 s
.

There is no further mention of this ruler in the Kadamba
records. It is possible that he died without an heir, for he was
succeeded by his brother Vijayaditya in the early years of the

12th century.

Guhalla-deva is described in the Kadaroli inscription above

referred to as "the great lord of the best of cities by name Gopaka-
pura". It is interesting to note that this title is for the first time

conferred on a Kadamba ruler a fact which is explained by the

establishment of the Kadambas in the city of G5pakapaftaQa only

during the reign of his father Jayakei.

< South Indian Epigraphy, 1926, Nos. 471-472.

Telang, A New Silahara Copper-plat* Qrant> /, A,, IX, p. 33.

Appendix, III, No. 21.



CHAPTER VI

Vijayaditya

Wijayaditya appears to have been a more successful ruler than
* his brother Guhalla. He is described in the records as a wise

administrator "through whose might no tale of woe was heard

upon the earth
" 4

. We are also informed that he stamped under his

feet "the proud forehead of kings'
1 and dispelled with his fruitful

lustre the darkness of his foes*. A further allusion in the record to

the Kadamba fleet and his successful campaigns to distant islands'

suggest that Vijayaditya probably made good the losses the

Kadambas had sustained in the previous reign. In fact a grant of

his son Jayakegi II speaks of the latter as ruling the Palasika

Twelve Thousand and Kavadi-dvipa Lakh and a Quarter
4

,
with-

out specifying that Jayake^i himself reconquered the latter province.
It may be inferred from this that Jayakesi II inherited this terri-

tory from his father Vijayaditya. This alone would explain the

title given to the latter in the inscriptions that "he was a torch

for the jewels of the land of the Kohkana" \

Vijayaditya married Chattala-devi, She was the mother of

Jayake&i II and the twin sister of Bijjala-devi, who was the mother

of Jaga-deva of the &antara family of Patti-Pomburchcha-pura

(Humcha)
6

.

Fleet, Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings ofQoa,J.B.B.R.A.S.,
XI, p. 273.

Ibid., p. 283,

Ibid., p. 273.

B./., XIII, p. 323.

Fleet, I. c.

Rice, Myaort Inscriptions, p. 98; Fleet, Kanares* Dynasties, p. 285.



CHAPTER VII

Jayakesl II

fayake^i II, the 'illustrious son' of Vijayaditya, ascended the throne

*J$ome time in A. D, 1104 l
. It is evident from the inscrip-

tions that the power of the Goa Kadambas reached the acme
of its greatness during the reign of this monarch. The records

speak of him as a feudatory of the Western Chalukya King Vikrama-

ditya VI f
. But the same records show that in the first years of

his reign he aimed at a higher status and was eagerly waiting for

an opportunity to free himself of the Western Chalukya control.

This opportunity presented itself when the Hoysala King
Vishnuvardhana invaded the Chalukya Empire and thus distracted

the attention of the Emperor. The Hoysala epigraphs tell us that

Vishrjuvardana carried his arms successfully so far to the north as

to bathe his horse in the waters of the Krishnaverga, /. e. the

Krishna
3

. The Hoysalas under the immediate leadership of a

Darjdanayaka named Gangaraja, are also reported to have inflicted

a serious disaster on the army of Vikramaditya VI, when the latter

was encamped at Kannegala
4

. This was a signal for the mahi-

maijdale^varas of Vikramaditya to rise in revolt against him and

to try to throw off the Western Chalukya yoke. We find that

many of these subordinate chiefs took advantage of this political

disturbance and proclaimed themselves independent monarchs in

* Appendix, HI, No. 4. According to this record Kshaya samvatsara was
his 43rd year. In the first half of the ilth century, this year coincided

with A. D. 1146-47.

s Fleet, Inscriptions relating the Kadamba King* of Goa, J. B, B. /?. A. S.,

IX, pp. 273, 284, 300.
t Fleet, Gaddak Inscriptions, /. A., II, p 302,

E. C, II, No. 73.
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their own kingdoms *. The Qoa Kadamba King Jayake^i II seems to

have followed their example and styled himself the "Konkaga
Chakravarti" or the Emperor of Konkan*.

The invasion of the Hoysala King however caused no lasting

injury to the Western Chalukya power. Vikramaditya command-
ed his loyal feudatory Achugi II, the Sinda chieftain, to proceed
against the refractory mahamaijdalesvaras. Schugi II "pursued
and prevailed against Poysala, took Gove, put to flight Lakshma
in war, valourously followed after Pandya, dispersed at all times

the Malapas, and seized upon the Konkan" 3
. The records also

state that he gave Gove and Uppinakatte to the flames 4
. Thus the

punitive attempts of Jayake^i to establish his independence ended
in dismal failure.

Vikramaditya proceeded leniently with his Goa Kadamba

feudatory, and the differences between them were very soon and

permanently made up. The reason for this seems to be that Vikra-

maditya bore genuine admiration for Jayake^i on account of his

noble and warlike qualities. It could also be a stroke of diplomacy
on the part of the Chalukya Emperor, as the latter at this more
than at any other time was in need of loyal feudatories in the South

to assist him against the rising power of the Hoysalas. He further

strengthened this alliance by marrying his daughter to Jaya-
ke&. There is an inscription of the latter which gives a detailed

account of how he married this "ruby of the Chalukyas." "On

hearing duly", says the record," as far as he (Vikramaditya) could

hear, of the brilliant form of Jayakesin who was thus illustrious,

of the glory of him, who was beloved of the world, of the... of

him who was a bhumbhuka of the universe, of the prowess of him

who was a lion to the great valorous elephants of his foes, the

Emperor of Kuntaja, born of Hari's body, out of esteem for his

marvellous fame (said:) "to me formerly Jayakesin with gladness
of spirit... so I will duly render this world fruitful to Jayakesin

by praising him for ever/' With these words displaying his

1
Fleet, Old Canarese and Sanscrit Inscriptions relating to the Stndavamsa

ChieftainsJ. B. B. /?. A, S., XI, pp. 234, 244.

* Fleet, Inscriptions relating to Kadamba Kings ofOoa9 J. B. B. /?, A. S.,

IX, p. 300.

Fleet, Old Canarese and Sanscrit Inscriptions Relating to the Sinda

vamsa Chieftains, /. B. B. /?. A. S., XI, p. 269.

< Ibid.
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majesty extending himself to his (full) height as if he were

actually the Golden Mountain (Meru) that had come into his

presence, having washed in a jewelled pavilion the lotus feet

of Jayakesin) with true delight, while the prepared bright stream

of water from the pitchers glistened, the Lord of Earth bestowed

his daughter upon that crest-jewel of the princes"
i

.

His marriage with the princess of the imperial Chalukya fami-

ly, whose power was in the ascendant during this period, probably
secured for jayake& a paramount influence among the chiefs of

the Dekkan. Jayake& knew how to make use of this valuable

influence, and was thus able shortly afterwards in 1125-26 to

claim for himself such distant provinces as "the Thirty of Unukal

and Sabbi, the Thirty of Kontakul, the Five Hundred of Hanungal,
the Thirty of Utsugrame(and)Kadarava}li, the Thirty of Palalgunde,
the Seventy of Velugrame, the Five Hundred of Haive, and the Lakh

and a Quarter of Kavadidvipa", besides the hereditary province of

Kohkana Nine Hundred and Palasige Twelve Thousand f
. The ex-

tent of his kingdom will be brought home to the reader when we

give the modern names of these ancient provinces that comprised
this vast Kingdom:

Unukal and Sabbi. Unkal on the high road from Dharwar to

Hubli. Sabbi was perhaps a contiguous village to Unkal which has

become absorbed into Unkal.

Kuntakuli. Perhap Kuntonahashalli, a small village two miles

north-east of Hangal, that has a temple of Basappa with an inscrip-

tion dated 1147.

Ibid, p. 323. This would mean that Jayakesf waged war against
no less than three of the neighbouring powers, viz., tie Rattas of

Saundatti, the Sindas of Yelburga and the Kadambas of Haagal
who respectively possessed Velugrarae, Kisukad and the Hangai
Five Hundred. The inscription however should not be taken literal.

ly. For we know for certain that the last of these powers never

acknowledged the supremacy of the Qoa Kadambas. Jayakesl's

military activities against them were probably confined to a few

predatory raids into their kingdom. With regard to the Sindas how-

ever, we may agree with the inscription and believe that Jayakesi
avenged the defeat inflicted on htm by Achugt, acting under the
orders of Emperor Vlkramadltya. In the same manner he might
have also come into hostile contact with the Rattas, in his greed for

dominion; for it is clear from the various plundering excursions which
he undertook that he was a great aggressor.
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Hanungal Hangal. Ct supra.

Utsugrame and Kadaravalli. Kadaroli in Sampgaum Taluqua
of the Belgaum District, in long. 74, 47, lat. 15, 42 twenty miles

towards the north-west from Narendra. Utsugrame seems to have
been a contiguous village afterwards absorbed into Kadaroli.

Polalgunde. Not identified.

Velugrame. The present Belgaum.
Halve. North Kanara.

Kavadidvlpa. The island with the adjoining territory of Sal-

sette, near Bombay.
Palasige. Modern Halsi, ten miles south-east of Khanapur.
Jayakesi was a wise administrator and he peacefully governed

his vast kingdom till A. D. 1135. In this task he was ably assisted

by his ministers and generals who were men of exceptional

ability and who were greatly responsible for the peace and pro-

sperity that flourished in the country during his reign. The records

make special mention of one of these high officials named Laksh-
mana or Lakshmanaraja. He was a great minister and Dandanaya-
ka in the service of Vikramaditya, who gave him a commission in

the household of his daughter Mailala-devi *. Lakshmanahad four

sons, Bhavyaraja, Soma, Lakshmana and Singarasa (Singana or

Simha). One of these Lakshmanas, possibly the father, is described

in another inscription at Narendra as "the high minister, governor
of the women's quarters, master of the robes, high chamberlain of

Mailala Mahadevi," and, "great fovourite with the King". The re-

cord then extols the exploits of this Dandanayaka saying: "Too
awful to be faced, even when regarded from afar, he crossed

over the Sahya (Mountains), drank up the ocean whose waters are

naturally not to be traversed, eradicated the wicked, and settled

the country, now the glorious Konkan has become free from

dangers"*.
His son Soma appears to have been quite a literary celebrity.

He was conversant with the sciences of logic, grammar, literary

composition and politics
11

.

Soma's youngest brother, Simha, is also represented as a great

minister and an eminent scholar: "Was he not indeed," says the

inscription, "illustrious on the ocean-encircled earth, a Patanjali

*
. A, XIII, p. 312.

*
Ibid., p. 324.

*
ibid., p. 313.
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in grammatical science, a Shadanana in the six systems of logic,

an ommiscient one in the multitude of teachings of literary com-

position, praised by the whole world, a distinguished Chanakya
in the whole series of exalted polity, a platform for the play of

the dance of the brilliant goddess of speech?"
4

. From the same
record we learn that Simha was a great general or Daijdanayaka
in the army of Jayakesi and the records describe him as "a skilful

man an ornament of generals"
2

, We may deduce from what we
have said above that Jayakesi extended his royal patronage to all

the literary men in his kingdom. In fact the Degamve grant of his

son Sivachitta confirms our view when it states that he "honoured

the discourse of wise men", and that "his conversation delighted
in the pleasures of rhetoric'

1

. Furthermore, the same grant compla-

cently remarks that in the doorway of his palace "the row of the

umbrellas of his Pandits rivalling the moon (in their white colour

or their roundness) were U'ken by the swans of his pleasure-lake
with outstretched necks foi a line of clouds" J

.

From the second quarter of the twelfth century however the

Empire of the Goa Kadambas, which had reached its widest extent

and the height of its prosperity under Jayakesi, suffered a little due

to the encroachments on its territories of the Hoysala King Vishnu-

vardhana. We have already noted that during the political disturban-

ces caused by the latter's rebellion against the Chalukyas, Jayakesi
instead of remaining loyal lo his overlord joined in the general

attempt to put an end to the Chalukya hegemony. The Chalukya

power, it seems, was not much damaged by these insurrections, and

the Emperor took immediate action against the insubordinate

feudatories and subdued them. The action of the Emperor however

did not completely curb the ambition of the warlike Vishnuvardha-

na. Foiled in his attempts to free himself of the Chalukya control,

he now entered upon a career of subjugating the neighbouring
mahamandalesvaras and extending the Hoysala dominions at their

expense. It seems probable that he did not encroach on Jayakesi's

territories till the third decade of the 12th century. For the two

grants of the latter at Narendra issued in 1 125 A.D. make no refer-

ence to the Hoysala invasion and vest him with ali-those territories

Ibid.

Ibid.

Fleet, Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa, J.B.B.R.A.S.,
IX, p. 273.
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which are usually said to belong to him *. An inscription found in

the Belur Taluqua dated 1133 A, D. is perhaps the first Hoysala
record that mentions the annexation of Jayake&'s territories by
Vishnuvardhana. This monarch is here described as "a fire to the

forest, the fighting Kadamba"; and again as "a wild fire to the for-

est of the Kadamba" 8
. It claims for him along with other provinces

wrested from various kings, those of Hangal and Halsi, the latter of

which certainly belonged to the Kadambas of Qoa s
. Another in-

scription of the year 1 136 seems to mention the same fact, when it

says that he took Panungal in half a second with a simple flip of his

finger killing only with a glance natha who was taking

Kisukal; he pursued Jayake^i and gained possession of the Palasige

Twelve Thousand and the. . .Five hundred" 4
. The Five Hundred

province here referred to was most likely Haive Five Hundred.

But it will be wrong to suppose that these newly conquered
territories remained long in the possession of Vishnuvardhana.

The risings in these provinces were frequent and consequently no

efficient control was possible. This we infer from the viragals

found in the Belur Taluqua. One of them, whilst giving an account of

campaigns mentions that in S. 1060 (A. D. 1138) Vishnuvardhana

laid sie^e to Hangal . The other viragal which is not dated

records en passant the plundering of the same city by
u
the strong-

armed Vira-GangaHoysala-Deva'"'. The facts that Vishnuvardhana

was often obliged to put down rebellions in these provinces, and

that, as we have already seen, his successors had to conquer them

anew, clearly show that his hold over these newly acquired domi-

nions was rather weak and he did not have them under his rule for

any appreciable length of time, At all events it is plain that the pro-

vinces conquered from the Goa Kadambas were very soon reco-

vered by them. For a viraga! dated 1140 A. D. records the death of a

HoysaU officer in a cow laid made by Jayakesi in the Hangalnad
7

.

The record also states that Vishnuvardhana was on this occasion at

E. /., XII, pp. 316, 323.

E. C. f V, Bl, 124.

Ibid.

E. C, V, Bl, 17.

Ibid., 202.

E. C., VI, Cm, 71. The changes of fortune that attended Vishnuvardha-

na's military campaigns against the Kadambas of Hangal are fully

dealt with above on pages 127-134.

Ibid., Cm, 122,
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his capital Bankapura. It is clear from this that in order to attack

a place so close to the capital, as Hangal is to Bankapura, Jayake^i

must have previous to this date recovered the whole of the Palasige

Twelve Thousand from Vishnuvardhana.

Jayake^i, it is obvious from what we have said above, was as

much of an aggressor as his adversary the Hoysaja King Vishnu-

vardhana. He attacked even the Hangal Five Hundred of his rela-

tives of the Kadambas of Hangal, as is evident from the above-

mentioned inscription, which includes this province in his kingdom
1

.

In all probability, after the death of Vikramaditya, his father-in-law,

he once more made himself practically independent of the Chalu-

kyas. Hence when Somesvara III deputed his faithful feudatory

the Sinda chieftain Permadi 1, the latter was also instructed to

proceed against Jayakesi and bring him back to allegiance to the

Chalukya power. The Naregal inscription of Permadi 1 claims

that he 'vanquished Kulasekarankara, gloriously besieged Chatta

and took his head, and with a sword (to behead him), alarmed, and

pursued Jayakesi, seized upon the royal power of Poysala who
was foremost of the fierce rulers of the earth, and acquired the

reputation of being himself proof against all reverses" *, The King

Jayakesi mentioned in this inscription is no other than Jayakesi 11,

the Kadamba king of Goa, as he was the contemporary of

Permadi I.

It has already been noted how the Kadamba sovereigns

successively broke the power of the Silaharas of Northern Konkan
and how at length they succeeded in adding their territory to their

kingdom. The last attempt for re-establishing their power was
made in the days of the Silahara Kini^ Anantapala. But this at-

tempt, though it succeeded for a time, finally resulted in the

complete subjugation of the King of Kapardika-dvma by Vijaya-

ditya. However after a long period of obscurity, the fallen fortunes

of the Silahara family of Northern Konkan were revived by one of

their later reprentatives named Mallikarjuna". It is possible that

the latter took advantage of the Hoysala-Kadamba war and

reconquered ,the Silahara territory. It is also likely that in re-estab-

lishing the Silahara sovereignty in northern Konkag, he receiv-

* E. /., XIII, p. 323.
*

Fleet, Old Canarese and Sanscrit Inscriptions Relating to the Sinda-
vamsa Chieftains, J. B. B. /?. A. S.> XI, p. 244,

3 Cf. Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 544.
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ed important help from his kinsman King Vijayaditya of the Karad
branch. For the gap of about half a century in the otherwise un-
broken genealogy of the ilahara dynasty and the significant
remark in one of the records of Vijayaditya that he reinstated in

their territory the fallen lords of the province of Sthanaka (Thana) t

make us believe that the former was largely instrumental in restor-

ing to Mallikarjuna the kingdom of his ancestors.

The record of Vijayaditya above referred to also states that

he established at Goa some kings whose power had been destroy-
ed 2

. The meaning of this passage is rather obscure. Neverthe-
less it is not unreasonable to suppose that Vijayaditya probably
effected an amicable settlement between his relation Mallikarjuna
and the Kadamba King Jayakesi, whereby the former was given
the sovereignty over Northern Konkan, and the latter confirmed in

his rule over the rest of the country; and thus putting an end to

further troubles, he paved the way to amity and peace between
the two ruling dynasties of the Konkan a

.

Jayakesi II died about 1 147-48, for in that year he was succeed-
ed by his eldest son Permadi 4

.

MSS. Nos. 4 and 5, Major Graham's Report, Transactions of the Literary

Society of Bombay, III, p. 415.

Ibid.

Cf. Fleet, Kunarese Dynasties, p. 172.

Fleet, Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa,J.B.B.R.A.S.,
IX, pp. 284, 31)1-303.



CHAPTER VIII

Sivachitta and Vishnuchitta

Jayake^i
II had by his wife Mailala-devi two sons, Permadi-

deva and Vijayaditya
1

. The former, who was also known as

Permardi-deva, Permadi and Perma, assumed, possibly on his ac-

cession to the throne, the title of Sivachitta. For according to an

inscription of Jayake^i HI, his nephew, Permadi-deva, "afterwards

assumed the title of Sivachitta f
. His predilection for this designa-

tion can perhaps be accounted for by the fact that Permayi-
deva was a devotee of iva 3

. Vijayaditya on the other hand

was a votary of Vishnu and accordingly called himself Vishnu-

chitta. These records inform us that Vijayaditya had also some
academic titles such as VanTbhushana or Sarasvatibhushana. We
are told that he won these titles after "having gained the favour of

the lord of Gokarna" 4
.

Permadi-deva succeeded to his father's kingdom in the year
A.D. 1147-48. The Kadamba inscriptions of this period show
that Vijayaditya was shortly afterwards associated with him in

the government of his dominions. The earliest of them is the

Sidhapur grant of Vijayaditya which is dated A.D. 1 158. It men-
tions Vijayaditya as Yuvaraja and says that in the vicinity of a

place called Sampagadi, the two were ruling the Palasige Twelve
Thousand and the Konkan Nine Hundred. From the title of

Yuvaraja, applied to Vijayaditya, we may deduce that he was

ruling at Palasige as the viceroy; while Permadi resided at

Fleet, inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa, /.B.B.ff./t.S.,

IX, p. 273, 283.

Fleet, On Some Sanskrit copper-plates found In the Belgaum Coltector-

ateJ.B.B.R.A.S., IX, p. 245.

Ibid., p. 284.

Ibid,, p. 245.
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their principal capital Goa*. The second part of the Halsi in-

scription also mentions Vijayaditya as reigning conjointly with his

brother, and the fact that Kaliyuga Samvat 4272 is cited as the

twenty-fifth year of Vijayaditya's reign is in perfect agreement
with the initial year of the rule of Permadi*.

Permadi-deva married Kamala-devi, the daughter of Kama-deva
and Chattala-devi. In one of the Degamve grants of Permadi-deva
Kamala-devi is said to be of the Somavamga or the lunar race

3
;

while in another Kama-deva is represented as belonging to Surya
vamsa or 'the celebrated race

(
of the Sun' 4

. This Kama-deva who
cannot, on chronological grounds, be identified with either the

Kama-deva of Uchhangi, or the one of Hangal, or that of Gokarna,
seems to have belonged to a family about which, due to paucity
of material, nothing can be made out at present. However the

same Kadamba inscriptions give us the name of his wife Cha-

ttala-devi, who was a princess "born of a king of the race of

the moon" 5
; and one of them states that she belonged to the Pan-

dya family
6
. This Pandya branch was no doubt the one that had for

its capital the historic city of Uchhangi. The Pandya monarch who
became the father-in-law of Kama-deva was possibly the great

Raya-Paridya, whose rule seems to have ended about the middle

of the twelfth century
7
.

Kamala-devi, the wife of Permadi, is described as the "chief

queen among his wives, the centre of his love, the object of his

respect, as Rohiiji alone is more cherished by the moon than other

stars"*. She was generous to a fault and "her desire to grant equal-

led the wishes of supplicants*
' 9

. She was responsible for the dif-

fusion of learning among her subjects. It was for this reason that

she with her husband established a number of agraharas or seats

of learning in many parts of the kingdom. In these agraha-

Pathak, A Kadamba Inscription atSldhapur, I.A., XI, p. 274.

Fleet, Inscription relating to the Kadamba Kings o/Qoa,J.B.B.R.A.S.,

IX, p. 285.

Ibid., p. 274.

Ibid., p. 295.

Ibid.

Ibid., p. 274.

Cf. Wee, Mysore and Coorg, p. 150.

Fleet, Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa, J.B.B.R.A.S.,

IX, p. 274.

ibid.
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ras a variety of subjects such as the Vedas, Vedangas, Nyaya,

Mimansa, Sankhya, Yoga, Vedanta, Smriti, Itihasas, and Puranas

were taught besides the best systems of astronomy *. The property

of the agrahara was divided into shares, the income from which

was utilised for different purposes
2
.

Kamala-devi was also responsible for the erection of not a few

temples in the kingdom. We have it on record that she built the

small temple decorated with elegant carvings in honour of the god

Sri-Kamalanarayana and the goddess Sri Mahalakshmi at Degam-
ve. It was constructed by Tippoja, the Sutradhari or mason of the

god Bankesvara-deva and the son of the Sutradhtiri Holoja of Hfi-

vinabage, which Dr. Fleet supposes to be the present Kaybag in

the Kolhapur State, and by Tippoja's son Ba^oja
:>

.

The records describe Permadi-deva as a monarch of outstand-

ing ability. "Mankind knew him", says the Halsi urant, "as the

abode of learning, lustre, prudence, and spoitivei:ess, of benevo-

lence and of profundity, of highmindedness, of valour and of king-

ly fortune, of bravery and of spotless fame, above all others the

husband of the lovely woman Delicacy" *. Another inscription

calls him "a very Meru among the kirii!S descended from Trilocha-

nakadamba" \ which may be taken to imply that he was by no

means inferior to the other kings of the same line who preceded
him. In fact one of the inscriptions of his nephew Jayakesi III by

way of sumarising his achievements remarks that "he was beautiful

on account of the dancing creeper of his fame in ail the ten quar-

ters"; that he "was famous for his valour"; that he
' 4

was like the

black cobra to the proud inimical kin^s", and that he "was wor-

shipped by water of rays proceeding from jewels set in the crown
of kings" ''. That there is little exaggeration in this accout is ob-

vious from the fact that the Kadambas still counted among their

territories that of Velugrame Seventy which they had seized from
the Sindas in the previous reign, doubtless in spite of the efforts

of the latter to recover this province. This might perhaps explain
the title of Malavara-mari,

I4
the slayer rf the Malavas or people

*
Ibid., 275.

IWd., pp. 276-77.
3

Ibid., p. 295.
4

Ibid., p. 283.
:

Idid., p. 295.
*

Appendix, III, No. 6.
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of the ghaut country" ', assumed by Permadi-deva, which probably
refers to the subjugated province of the Vejugrame Seventy. Final-

ly the Gulhalli grant describes Permadi-deva as 'the lord of the

western ocean* 2
, which is a clear evidence of the fact that the

Kadambas of Qoa had still retained their naval supremacy.
Permadi-deva was a feudatory of the Chalukyas and re-

mained faithful to them till their downfall in A. D. 1156. One of

the inscriptions speaks of him as "the great mandale^wara who
lias attained the five great sabdas" ". It is possible that as he
was partly a contemporary of the Chalukya King Taila III, he was
the latter's vassal. His own records of this period assign to him
the government of t-ie Konkana Nine Thousand, Palasige Twelve
Thousand t*nd Vejugrame Seventy. On the overthrow of the Cha-

lukya dynu ty however, Permadi proclaimed his independence and

styled himself Konkana Chakravartivr the Emperor ^f the Konkan.

To all appearances no immediate steps were taken by the Kalachur-

y as, the succe*. ors of the Chalukyas, to impose their suzerainty on th c

(joa Kadambas. Tnis was because the Kalachuryas were engaged
in the first period 01 their hegemony in subjugating the Santaras

and the Kadambas of Hangal ami later in a deadly conflict for

supremacy with thr Hoysalas. In 1181 however peace was con-

cluded between the two rival powers', and the Kalachuryas

thereupon turned their attention to the Kadambas of Goa. It seems

likely that Permadi-deva had died about this lime, probably with-

out issue, leaving hi* kingdom to his brother Vishnuchitta or Vija-

yaditya
B

. We are informed by a Kalachurya inscription of 1181

that King Ahavamalla deputed Dandanayaka Chandugi-deva to

subdue the Goa Kadambas, and that this general burnt the territo-

ries of the brave Vijayaditya
7

,
who was no other than King

Vishntiehitta of Goa. But it is not known for certain whether the

latter acknowledged the supremacy of the Kalachuryas. In all

* Ibid., p. 300.

* Fleet, Kanaresc Dynasties, p. 569

Fleet, Inscriptions relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa, J.B.B.R.A.S.,

IX, p. 300. Mahasabdas are the five great musical instruments

sounded in honour of a king.

< Ibid,

5 Cf. ante, p, 142.

6 The reason for this is that the inscriptions of this period, unlike the

earlier ones, speak of Vijayaditya alone without mentioning the name

of Fcrmadi-deva. 7 Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. 117.
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likelihood he did not, as this expedition was a raid rather than

a military campaign. Moreover the Hoysalas renewed their strug-

gle this year and the Kalachuryas were in consequence compelled
to stop operations against the Ooa Kadambas.

Though Vishnuchitta was so far successful in maintaining his

independence, he completely failed when he was faced by a formi-

dable enemy like the Hoysaja Vira Ballala II. With the defeat of

the Kajachuryas by the Hoysalas the Qoa Kadambas became the

vassals of the latter. A Hoysaja epigraph of this period expressly
states that Vira Ballala levied tribute from the Qoa Kadamba King
Vijayaditya .

Vijayaditya continued to be a feudatory of the Hoysalas for

some time, when during the struggle for supremacy between them

and the Yadavas, the Hangal Kadamba King Kama-deva march-

ed against the Konkan and compelled Vijayaditya to transfer his

allegiance to him. That the Goa Kadambas did acknowledge the

supremacy of the Hangal branch is evident from the inscriptions of

both the dynasties*.
The inscriptions disclose the names of two of his queens:

Lakshmi-devi, the daughter of a certain Lakshmi-deva
:

,
and Pat-

tamaha-devi, the mother of his son Jayakesi
4

.

Ibid., p. 119.

Cam. Desa Inscriptions, II, p. 605, referred to by Fleet, Kanarese Dynas-
ties, p. 565; Appendix, III, No. 6. Cf. ante, p. 147.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 5*39.

Fleet, On Some Sanskrit Copper-plates found in the Belgaum Collector^

ate.J. B. B. /?. A. 5., IX, pp. 45-46.



CHAPTER IX

Jayakesi HI

layakesi III, the son of Vijayaditya and of his queen Pattamaha-

**devi, succeeded to the throne in about A. D. 1187-88.

We have already seen that Kama-deva, the Hangal Kadamba

King imposed his overlordship over the Goa Kadambas towards

the end of Vijayaditya's reign. This overlordship could not have

been anything but nominal in character, having regard to the

unsettled nature of the country at the close of the 12th century.

Hence immediately on his accession to the throne Jayakesi declar-

ed himself independent of the Hangal Kadamba sovereign, as is

shown by the titles assumed by him, all of which are calculated

to show greater power than is ordinarily wielded by the maha-

mandalesvaras. In his Kittur inscription for instance, Jayakesi

bears the rare appellation of Mahamahesvara or the great King
and again the Rayalala(a or the first among Kings

1
. One of the

Mangundi records calls him the Konkana-Chakravarti or the

Emperor of the Konkan 2
. His inscription in the Bombay Museum is

perhaps the only record which represents him with the old title of

the Kadambas, namely mahamandalesvara, which, may be taken

as a merely conventional form 3
.

The inscriptions of Jayakesi that have come down to us do

not afford much historical information about this sovereign. Never-

theless we know from the Goa copper-plate charter of his grand-
son Shashtha-deva III that he married one Maha-devi and had

by her a son called Tribhuvanamalla
4
. No materials are available

to find out the lineal descent of this Queen.

Jayakesi 111 is described as a fairly successful ruler. The

Mangundi inscription, mentioned above, speaks of his brilliant

*
Ibid., pp. 304, 307. * Appendix, III, No. 5.

' Appendix, HI, No. 23.

*
Fleet, Sanscrit and Old-Kanarese Inscriptions, LA., XIV, p. 288. Fleet,

Katittresc Dynasties, p. 572.
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rule in the following terms: "King Jayake^i (was) praised on

the earth. He bore the earth on his right arm. It was not so

protected by any king in former times. That King thus ruling the

earth by the power of his right arm, protecting the enemy kings,

who submit to him, conquering the enemies who opposed him by
their pride of valour, was ruling peacefully in entertainments of

happy conversations" !

. Nevertheless it seems likely that notwith-

standing the success that attended his rule perhaps during the first

period of his regime, it was in his reign that the Velugrame Seventy
was for ever lost totheGoa Kadambas. The reason for this assertion

is that the inscriptions of Jayake^i, unlike those of his predecessors,
do not refer to this province as forming part of the Kadamba

dominions, whereas the records of the Ratta King Kartavirya IV

credit him with the possession of this province
2

.

It may be gathered from the inscriptions that the rule of Jaya-
kesi extended over a long period. A copper-plate grant at Halsi

cites Chaitra of the Sidharthin Samvat c arn tailing in A.D. 1201

as his thirteenth year'. The Kittur inscription gives Durmati

Samvatsara of the Kaliyuga 4303 cones; ending t<> June A.I). 1202-3

as his fifteenth year
4

. The two inscrh'ti<>: t s from Mangundi bear

dates in the month Pushya, falling n A. I). 1203-4, of the Dundubhi

Samvatsara, Kaliyuga-Samvat 4304, cited as h^ sixteenth year'.
Thus these four records show Mat the i ,itial year of tin reign of

Jayakesi was Plavan^a Samvateau, Kaliym;a-Samvai 4288 expired
or 4289 current, correspondig to S.S. 1 1 10 and A. D. 1187-88. It is

however difficult to ascertain tin* year of his death. Dr. Fleet as-

cribes two gold coins ciated respectively rin^ala and !

; ramoda

Samvatsaras which correspond to S. S. HIM or A.D. 1 199-1200 ai.ti

S. S. 1133 or A. D. 1210-11 to the time of Jayakesi '. Accordingly
these documensts would give him a reign of 2$ years, and it is not

improbable that he ruled a few years more. ;ie may therefore have

reigned for twenty-five years, i.e. till A. D. 1212-13.

* Appendix, HI, No. 5.

1 Cam. Desa Inscriptions, II, p. 561, referred toby Fleet, Kanaresc Dyn.

asties, p. 556.

a
Fleet, On Some Sanskrit Copper-plates found in the Belgawn Cottectorate,

J.B.B.R.A.S., IX, p. 246.

Ibid., p, 307.
6

Appendix, III, Nos, 5, 6.
*

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 57; J.B.B.R.A.S., X t Appendix, p. XXIV.
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We learn from the above-mentioned Manguijdi inscriptions,

that a son of Jayake^i named ^ivachitta VTra Varja-deva was ruling

conjointly with his father in A. D. 1202 l
. The inscription further

states that this was the 9th year of his rule, which would mean
that he became Yuvaraja in A. D. 1193. We do not know how
long he ruled in this capacity. It may be that he died before his

father or that he held the government for a few years after the

death of Jayakesi, and having died without issue, was succeeded

by his brother Tribhuvanamalla.

The Inscription records that the solar eclipse foil on Sunday the new
moon day of Vaisakha. On consulting Diwan Bahadur L.D. Swami-
kannu Pillai, An Indian Ephemeris and the Tables of Eclipses, visible

in India, by Dr. Robert Schram appended to Sewell, The Indian

Calender, It was found that the eclipse during this period in the

month of Vaisakha, occurred only once and that was on May 23,

1202. But the day there mentioned is Thursday, not Sunday, as

recorded in the inscription.



CHAPTER X

Tribhuvanamalla

'TMie next Kadamba ruler was Tjihhuvanamalla l
. The name

* Tribh'ivanamalla gh,nto this King in the Qua charter of his

son Sha -htln-deva, appears to be a title of dignity rather than a

name; for a coin published by Flli- t bearing the name "Sova-deva"

seems to belong to rhis king". The cyclic year of this coin is

Ba!:udhanya, corresponding to 1218-19 A. D. which probably falls

within the reign of Tribhuvanamalla. That this is the probable year
of the coin and not 115.>5C or 1278-79 is clear fiom the fact that

the inscription 0*1 the averse of t.se same coin mentions Shashtha
and Sova-deva ;j

. This would show that Sova-deva and Shashtha
were perhaps jointly ruling the kingdom. Consequently the

year Bahudhanya of the coin Jiust be a year not far removed from
the rei-n ofShastha Mmsdf. Hence tie probable name of Tribhu-
vanamalla seems to be ^ova-;!eva.

There are no reco ds of this monarch and the little information
we have of him is obtained irom the above Goa copper-plate
grant of his son Shasiitha-Jeva II!. This record tells us that his

wife was called Manika-devi, a id a daughter of his was married
to Kama-de^a, son of Lakshmi-deva 4

.

(f one could infer anything from ihe proud title of Tribhuva-

namalla, it would seem that he maintained the independence of

the kingdom intact for a long time and even enhanced its glory.
The prevailing confusion in ti.e Dekkan dm ing this period, conse-

quent on the constant wais between the Uoysajas and the Yada-
vas and their inability to subdue the recalcitrant tributaries, no

1

Fleet, Sanskrit and Old-Kanarese Inscriptions, I. A, XIV, p. 288, ff.

*
Elliot, Coins oj Southern India, PI. II, No. 08.

a Ibid.

4
Fleet, Sanskrit and Otd-Kanarese Inscriptions, L A., XIV, p, 288.
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doubt afforded an advantageous opportunity for the maintenance of

this independence. The country grew prosperous under his rule and

that the title of 'the wrestler of the three worlds' which he assumed

was no empty boast is shown by the Yadava inscription at Hasa-

lapalli which says that the "Kadambas were glorious in the Kon-

kanas" 4
.

Towards the end of his reign however, Tribhuvanamalla suf-

fered an irretrievable defeat at the hands oi the Yadavas. The con-

test for supremacy that had been carried on for over half a cen-

tury in the Dekkan was at last decided in favour of the Yadavas,
and Singhana II forthwith started on his campaign to impose his

suzerainty on the neighbouring rulers. The sa;ne inscription

tells us that Vichana, the viceroy of Singhana II, of the southern

part of his kingdom who had alreac'y subdued he Rattas, the

Pandyas, the Hoysalas and other kin; s, also conquered the

Kadambas 2
. It is probable that Tribhuvanamalla put up a

stout resistance and he was perhaps slain in the battle. With

his death the power of the Kadambas sterns to have been entirely

crippled and the dynasty dispossessed oi its kingdom. For we
see that the battle took place before the year 1237-38, which

is the date of the inscription, and Shashtha-deva 111 ascended the

throne in A. D. 1246-47, helped by his brother-in-law Kama-
deva. This would show that after the disastrous defeat of Tri-

bhuvanamalla by Vichana, tl.e Kadainba prince was rendered

homeless, and it took not loss tlian ten years for him and Kama-
deva to reconquei the teiritories c aptu red by the Yadavas.

Fleet, A Copper-plate Grant of the Devaziri Yudasti King Singhana II,

J.B.B.R.A.S.,XV, p. 384.

Ibid.



CHAPTER XI

Shashtha-deva 111

Shashtha-deva
who was also known as Sivachitta-Chattaya-de-

va, was the son of King Tribhuvanam ilia. We have two records

of the time ot this ruler; one is a co;>per-pjate charter from Goa

which, giving a date corresponding to A. I). 1250-51 as his fifth

year, fixes the i'arabhava Samvatsara, Kaliyuga-Sariwat 4348

current, corresponding t<> A. I). 1 J46-47, as his first rcijnal year '.

The other is a stone inscription at Bnradasingi in Hubii Taluqua
from which we ;;ather that in spite of his feudatory title, he was

ruling as an independent king-.
It has ai:eady been i.oted tiiat it needed an extraordinary

effort on the part of S.iastha-deva to succeed to the throne of

his ancestors, in this task he was considerably helped by his

brother-in-law Kama-deva who also figures as King Kama and

Kavana in the b >dy of the Goa grant
1

'

1

. Now who was this Kama-
deva? The record tells us merely that he was the son of Lakshmi-

deva, but dues not give the name of the dynasty to which he

belonged. However the mention of his father, makes one suppose
that the latter was alive when the grant was made.

While studying the history of the Dekkan we come across

three persons bearing the name of Lakshmi-deva. The first is the

father of Lakshmi-devi, the wife of Vijayaditya, the Kadamba King
of Goa. The second is the Rafta chieftain Lakshmi-deva who ruled

during the early years of the thirteenth century
4

. The third person
to be called after this name was Lakshmi-deva II the Ratta maha-

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old-Kanarese Inscriptions, LA., XIV, p. 288. Cf . Fleet,

Kanarese Dynasties, p. 572.-

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 572,

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old-Kanarese Inscriptions, 1. A., XIV, p. 288.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties p. 556.
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mandalesvara whose date is S. S. 1151 the Sarvadhari Sariivat-

sara, or A. D. 1228 *. Kama-deva who married the sister of the Qoa
Kadamba King Shashtha-deva was possibly the son of this chief. It

was at the time of Lakshmi-deva II that the Rattas were reduced

by the Yadava Dandanayaka Vlchaija *. We may presume that on

the death of Singhana in 1245, Lakshmi-deva, took advantage of

the change of rulers and reasserted his independence. Having
thus retrieved their losses, the Rattas perhaps helped their re-

latives of Goa in recovering their lost territories. This is probably
what the inscription means when it describes Kama-deva as the

establisher of Shashtha.

The successors of Singhana however, soon reasserted their

authority and crippled the power of the rebels who had renounced

the Yadava supremacy. But it is doubtful whether these feuda-

tories were deprived of their kingdoms. One thing is certain how-

ever, that th: administration of these provinces was thoroughly
overhauled, and Yadava officers were appointed who were charged
with the collection of the imperial dues and the supervision of the

activities of the feudatories. It was thus that the Kadambas were

re-iuced from the position of semi-independent chiefs to that of

ordinary mahamandalesvaras. Among these Yadava officials ap~

poinVv! at [his time, the records mention mahapradhana Achyuta-

niiyaka, governing the Sasati District, /. c. Salsette in the Konkan,
in 127^; and a certain Krishna-deva, governing the whole of the

Konkan in A. D. 1289 s
.

Fleet, Inscriptions Keating to the Ratta Chieftains, of Saundatti,

J. B. B. R. A. S., X, p. 260.

Fleet, A Copper-plate Grant of the Devaglri Yadava King Singhana II,

J. B. B. R. A. S., XV, p. 384.

Cf . Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 529-530.



CHAPTER XII

Katna-deva

We have no authentic epigraphic information about the extent
of the rule of Shashtha-deva. The second and last inscrip-

tion of his, referred to above, is dated A. D. 1257. The fact that

there are no more inscriptions of this rulei would perhaps suggest
that he died soon after issuing this prant, probably in A.D. 1260,

or thereabout, and a^. he left no issue, t te kingdom passed to his

brother-in-law Kama-deva, The copper plate inscription irom

which this information is derived gives Kama-iicva, who is there

styled Camapoto, a date which accruing to Se riho; Miguel Vicente

d'Aoreu corresponds to A. D. 1243 '. But the fact that Shashtha-

deva asct-i led the throne in 1/4^-47 proves that this date is

wrong, and hence the correct date of Kama-deva's accession

should be placed in AD. 12fiu

It was in the reign of Kama-deva that the Yaciavas would
seem to have relinquished their hold over the Konkan. As has al-

ready been related, their power was rudely shaken when in 1310

Devagiri, their capita! was invaded by Mallik Kaf'ir, the general
of the Delhi Sultan Alla-ud-din 2

. And as was to be expected, with

the withdrawal of the Yadava legions from the Dekkan the Goa
Kadambas became practically independent.

After reducing the Yadavas, Mallik Kafur marched to the South

and overran the whole of Goa. Ferishla tells us that on this occa-

sion he penetrated as far as Rameswur on the sea-coast, /. c. Cabo
de Rama, South of Qoa, where he caused a mosque to be construct-

ed and ordered prayers to be read out according to the Muham-

* Cottlneau-d'Abreu, Bosqutjo Historico dc Goa, p. 11, note (a). Camapoto
seems to be a corrupted form of Kamapati or Kama-deva.

*
Ferishta-Briggs, !,pp. 304*310.
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madan faith
1

. It will be seen from this that the expedition
had disastrous effects on the Goa Kadamba kingdom, as Gopaka-
pattaga, the capital, was destroyed or at least occupied by the

Muhammadan troops. We arrive at this conclusion from the fact

that it was about this time that the Kadambas transferred their

court to Chandrapura, the present Chandor.

If this invasion took place in the reign of Kama-deva, it

seems certain that he could not have lived for a very long time

after this event. For supposing
; that he was twenty-five years

of age in the year 1248, when he helped his brother-in-law in

recovering his dominions, he must have been an old man of

eighty-seven or eighty-eight when this invasion took place.

Ibid., 373-374. Hanvsvai here alluded to must be the'polnl of that name
In Canara, Souih of Goa, and nut that at "Adam's Bridge" on the

gulf of Manar. Feiisiita-Brigga, 1, p. 374.



CHA PTE R XIII

The End of the Dynasty

The occupation of Goa by the Delhi Muhammadans was only

temporary, as their object was plunder and not the perma-
nent occupation of the country. Consequently o ; i the return of the

Muslims to Delhi, the defeated monarchs came back and took

possession of their respective kingdoms without any opposition.
We are not in possession of any details to as:e;tain the name

and the titles to the throne of the Micce rsor of Kama-deva. He

may have been a son of his or a near relative. It would appear
that it was with this prince that Ballala-deva III, the Hoysala Empe-
ror, concluded a defensive alliance against the Muhammadans *.

Ferishta calls this prince the Raja of Maabir, which term we have

already explained as meaning the King of the west coa,.t, and as

there were no kings on the West so powerful as the Kadambas, the

Raja of Maabir was evidently the King of the Goa Ka Jambas. This

is supported by the fact that the latter styled themselves "the Lords

of the Western Ocean" 1
. Further we have alieady mentioned the

opinion of Mr. Briggs that the Muhammadans of India in common
with the Arabs called the west coast of Hindustan,, M *abi: or the

landing place, from their making it the first place of disembarkat-

ion after their departure from Arabia 3
. From this we may conclude

that in a narrower sense this term was probably applied to the

coast of Konkari, for the reason that there existed at this time con-

siderable commercial intercourse between Goa and Arabia.

Just as VIra-Ballala III fortified the northern boundaries of his

Empire and built the city of Vijayanagara, so the last Goa Ka-

* Cf. ante, p. 160; Fertshta-Briggs, I f p. 427*
* Cf. ante, p. 160; . /., XII, p. :#>J; Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Ka-

damba Kings of Goa,J. B. B. /?. A. S., IX, p. 300.

FerUhta-Briggs, I, p. 373.
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damba King seems to have transferred the capital of his kingdom
from Goa, to the fortified city of Chandrapura or the present Chan-
dor. This city, as we know, had been the early capital of the Dy-
nasty

1
, and it was destined to witness the end of the same.

The conquest of Qoa by the Muhammadans, subsequent to the

Yadava victory over the Kadamba King wa^ evidently the reason

for the final transfer of the capital from Qupakapattana to Chandra-

pura. The selection of Chandrapura was undoubtedly due to the

stronger geographical situation of the new capital separated from

the main land by a broad river the Zuarim. In fact the name
of Gopakapattana does not appear any more in the history of

Southern Konkan. And tLe first mention of Goa in hter docu-

ments is found in Ferr.hta when the latter refers to the conquest
of the country by the Bahamani Sultan-,. This city mentioned

by the Muiiamanadan write; was the n^w capital of the Konkan,
built on the Ma >dovi, which was to become famous after a

centuiy arid a half uuuer the Portugese domination. The
Comentorics do Giande Afoiiso dc Albuquerque wntte : by hi/, son

make a slight :efercnce to the remains of t>;e old Hi::du capital
2

.

TowarJs the close of the last cjntury some carved stones lyin r;

in a field near ILe m:;in road goin 4 to Agas. were sard to be the

jambs anj lin:el of the old KaJamr.a palace. But even these stones

have now disappeared. Thi/re i ; however a tank not far from

the ab"ve field v\hich is traditionally known as Kuzmorayachem
totem, namely the tank <>f the Kadamba Xing. The neighbouring
hill on the top of which the convent called Pilar is built appears
to be tle site of a temple h the ancient Kadamba days. At the

foot of the hill within the compound of the convent there is a

small well of lateritt stne which was undoubtedly pa;t of the

old shrine. Within the same compound a midd.e sized decapitat-

ed stone Nandi was fou'ul -\ This piece of sculpture is an evident

sign of the fact that thi ; was a Saiva temple.

Not loiig alter, Goa was again invaded by the Delhi M^h^m-
madaiu;. In 1^27, immediately after his accession to the thione,

Muhammad bin Tuglak sent a great a; my for the conquest of <!:e

Dekkan. We are informed by Ferishta that the Sultan completely

Cf. ante pp. 1B8-169.

Comentarios do Grande Afonso de Albuquerque, I, p, 339.

'his Nandi is now in the Museum of the Indian Historical Research

Institute, St, Xavier's College, Bombay.
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"subjugated the distant provinces of Dwar-Sumoodra, Maabir,

Kampila, Wurangol, Luknowty, Chatgaun (Chitagong), and Soo-

nargaun", and "the whole of the Carnatic, both in length and

breadth, even to the shore of the sea of Ooman" *, i.e. the Ara-

bian Sea. It follows from this that Muhammad bin Tuglak again

conquered the kingdom of Maabir as far as the Arabian sea. It is

probable that at the first invasion of Goa by Mallik Kafur, the city

of Chandrapura, not being then the capital of the kingdom, had

been spared by the conquerors. But on this occasion it seems to

have perished at the hands of the new Muhammadan invaders. As
a matter of fact in the course of some excavations conducted in

Chandor by the Rev. H. Heras and a batch of postgraduate research

students of the Indian Historical Research Institute, St. Xavier's

College, Bombay, a copper coin of Muhammad bin Tuglak was
found within the garbhagnha of an ancient Saiva temple, wiiile

removing the debris and mud which occupied the space. The party
also came upon a badly mutilated granite Nandi, nearly six feet

long, at a place not far off from its original position, in front of the

temple. In the garbhagriha itself a r tone image of Vaishnavi, one

of the Saptamatrakas, was discovered, which appeared to have

been purposely destroyed, t;ie jconociasts however leaving intact

Vaishnavi and the left le
t ;

or Kunuri. The copper coin, mentioned

above, was probably dropped by one of these soldiers of Muham-
mad bin Tuglak while engaged in the work of destroying the temple.

The Kadamba King would appear to
:

>ave resisted the attack

and was piobably reckoned among the slain. i:.ven supposing that

he survived the invasion, ii is extremely unlikely that he lived many
years more. For when Kama-dev,i died at the ripe age of 88, in

1310-11, his son must have been already pietty old andsocould not

have lived till 1345, in which year we hear for the last time of the

King of Chandrapura.
Ferishta relates that soon after the departure of Muhammad,

"all these conquests were wrested from him, and continued

separate*'*. Gulbarga which wa ,; among the Dekkanese states the

closest to Delhi is known to have successfully revoked in 1347 *.

But the Hoysala Emperor and the Kadambas of Goa whose king-

*
Ferlshta-BriRgs, I, p. 413.

*
Ibid., p. 414*

CL Cribble, A History of the Deccan, I, p. 22.
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doms lay further south and south-west, probably did not hesitate

so long, but proclaimed their independence as soon as the Sultan

had crossed the Narbada. The chief who came forward to restore

the faded glory of the Kadambas was probably the grandson of

Kama-deva.

Though Qoa was never more invaded by the Delhi Sultans

the Kadambas were not left undisturbed for long. An enmity
soon broke out between the reigning sovereign and one of his sons;

and the latter, as Ibn Batuta tells us, wrote to the Nawab Djemal-
uddin (Jamal-ud-din) of Honavar inviting him to seize Sindabur, /. e.

Chandrapura
1

, promising that he would embrace Islam and marry
the Nawab's sister. Jamal- ud-din accordingly equipped a fleet of

fifty-two vessels. On Ibn Batuta expressing his wisn to join the

expedition, he was made the commander of the fleet, under the

personal supervision of Jamal-ud-d^n. Ibn Batuta gives us a graphic

description of the storming of the citadel. On Monday late in the

evening, he writes, they arrived at Sindabur and entered the gulf

[of the river Zuarim], They found the citizens prepared for the

encounter and had already : et up their mangonels. Having spent
the night off the city, the Muhammadans advanced early at dawn

against the citadel. The Hindus discharged stones against the ves-

sels with the mangonels, one of which struck a man next to the

Sultan. At this the Muhammadan soldiers plunged into the water,

with shields and swords. To facilitate the riding of horses, two
tartans had been opened in the rear, where the horses were kept
in readiness so that each horseman could mount his horse, don his

armour, and sally out without having to waste a single minute.

Before long victory was decided in favour of the Muhammadans.
The Hindus took shelter in the palace of the King, but the building

being set fire to by the Muhammadans, the Hindus had to rush but,

and were easily overpowered and made prisoneis. The Sultan grant-
ed them quarters and restored to them their wives and children.

The Hindu population which numbered about 10,000 souls were

* That Sindabur is the same as Chandrapura the name itself declares*

Moreover the description of the gulf before reaching Sindabur as

well as the time spent from Honavar to Sindabur, in the account oi

Ibn Batuta point to Chandrapura. Besides the Hindu King mentioned

by the Arab traveller cannot be other than the Kadamba King, as

there was no other Hindu King north of Honavar on the westerr

coast. Fonseca, Sketch of the City of Goa, p. 124, identifies SInda

bur orSindapur with the city of Ooa itself, without giving an)

reason to support his assertion.
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assigned one of the suburbs of the city for their dwelling, while the

Sultan took possession of the palace and allotted the neighbouring
houses to his nobles 4

.

Ibn Batuta would have us believe that some time after, the Hin-

du King made an attempt to recapture the city; and on his advanc-

ing on the capital, the Muhammadan troops that had been quar-
tered in the outlying villages, made good their escape, leaving the

Sultan to the tender mercies of the besiegers. The Hindus invest-

ed the place for several days and Deduced the Muhammadans to

bitter straits, Ib.i Batuta confesses ih.it when the situation grew
critical, he left the town during the siege and returned to Calicut 2

-

Hence wo have no written evidence a.; regards the result of this

war. It may be that the city was eventually surrendered by the

Miif-Iims. or that the latter made a final attempt and inflicted se-

vere losses on t:*e Hindus. Whatever iht may be, the account of

the end of the Kadamba power handed dow;i by tradition is as

follows:

The poeple of the city we/e happy and j-rosperous, when

suddently one night the city was invai.td by the enemy who m-ir-

dereJ the king and many of the ini;ab.tans. flit princesses and

the ladies of the couit destroyed their je\\els and committed sui-

cide by throwing themseive> int.; the r.ver, which, it is popularly

believed, <.tili leaves gold powder on the shore. 1 he tradition

associated with the fort is that the Queen, who was absent in

some other part of the kingdom, visited the city one day, but

found it in desolation and wa> gi /en ti e sad news of her hus-

band's demise. As a sign of her grief she removed her jewels,

crushed them and threw them all over the place and cursed the

women of Chandor, wishing then 1 all to be like heiself. She came
out ( f the fortress, and stamping ht-r ftet -our times, said that she

would not take anything not evrn the dust of her feet from that

city.

Thus ended the glorious dynasty of the Kadambas of Ooa,
which had held its sway undisputed over the Konkan for a period
of well-nigh three centuries. The Kadambas of Goa were a family
of the most successful sovereigns among the various offshoots of

the famous Kadamba Kula.

i
Defremery-Sanguioeiti, Voyages d'lbn Batoutah* IV, pp. 106*108.

*
Gibb,Il>nBattuta, p. 241.
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Minor Kadamba Dynasties





CHAPTER I

The Kadambas of Bayalnad

A mong the various offshoots of the Kadamba family that emerg-
**ed as rulers in the llth century was the branch which
established its sway over the Bayalnad. The Cholas had just then

subdued the Gangas of Talakad and brought their dynasty to an
end*. In the wake of the general commotion that followed the

change of rulers, the Kadambas under their chief Raviyammarasa
seem to have formed for themselves an independent kingdom in

Bayalnad. We are told in an inscription of one of these kings
that they made the city of Kirttipura in the Punnad Ten Thousand
their capital

f
. This province which lays claim to a well-known

antiquity thus became the principality of the Kadambas 3
.

1 Cf. Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 85. * E. C., IV, Hg, 56.
8 Pounnata is mentioned by Ptolemy in the 2nd century, where, he special

ly notes, beryl was found. It is also to be identified with the Pandi-

nad or Hadinad, the Ten Nad Country of later times, which included

Yelandur, and whose name survives in Hadinaru in Nanjangad Ta-

luqua. Moreover we are told in the Brihatkathakosa of Harisena that

when Bhadrabahu, feeling his end was drawing near, sent on the

Jaina emigrants under another leader, they went to the Punnata Visha-

ya. This event took place in the third century, The inscriptions tell

us that the Ganga King Avinita in the fifth century, married the

daughter of the Punnata Raja named Skandavarmma, and that the

former's son Durvinita annexed Punnad to the Ganga dominions.

There is an undated inscription of one of the ancient rajas of Pun-

nad or Pannata which gives the following genealogy of the

kings:

Rashtravarmma

I

Nagadatta
I

Bhujaga m. daughter of Singtvtrmmi.
1

Pttnattt Raj* Raviditta
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The Kadambas of Bayalnad bore all the titles that usually accom-

pany Kadamba rulers. Their peculiar title as distinguished from the

various other epithets they bore, appears to be mahamandalesvara

rajadhiraja*. This indicates that they were princes of the royal

family, and the fact that no overlord is mentioned in their inscrip-

tions implies that they were independent kings. This is easily

explained, if we bear in mind that they held sovereignty only at

the time when the ruling dynasties were overthrown by new

kings, and while the latter were not in a position to put a stop to

the confusion occasioned by the change of rulers. Other inscrip-
tions attribute to them the lion seal (fcoSo^ce^)

2

,
the monkey flag

(srcstetgjtt)
and the bull signet (rf^tf^oe^)

3
, the last of which

was the dynastic symbol of the Pallavas.

It is interesting to note that one of their kings styles himself

"the boon lord of Dvaravatipura"
4

. There is little doubt that this

city was the last capital of the Hoysala Monarchs, known in

history as Dvarasamudraor Dorasamudra. This name was then

a recent appellation that had, in our opinion, substituted the

ancient name of that town, which was Triparvata. We shall see in

the next chapter, that the so-called Manjarabad Kadambas were

styled "lords of Tripura", which has been identified with Tripar-

vata
5

. It is probable that the rulers of Bayalnad by calling them-

selves the lords of Dvaravatipura, meant to suggest the ancient city

of Triparvata showing thereby their connection with the early

Kadamba Dynasty, one of whose branches had ruled at Triparvata.

Among the Kadambas of Bayalnad whose names are known
to us, Raviyammarasa figures as" the first ruler. He ruled towards

the end of the tenth century and the beginning of the eleventh.

The records represent Punnata Raja as making the grant from

his victorious camp at Kitthipura. This was apparently the

capital of the Punnata Rajas, and we may identify It with Kfrttipura
or Kittur in the Heggadadevankote Taluqua which eventually became
the capital of the Kadambas of Bayalnad. The Punnata Ten Thou-
sand province seems to have comprised all the country draining to

the Kabbani or Kapini river. Cf, Rice, E. C, IV, Introd,, p. 4.

B.C., IV, Introd., pp. 3-5, and Hg, 56.

Ibid., Hg, 75.

Ibib., Ch, 18.

E. C, I, No. 56.

For the identification of Tripura or Triparvata with Halebfd, cf. ante,

p. 37.
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The inscriptions do not explicitly state that he belonged to the

Kadamba family. However the fact that he bears all the titles of

the latter may lead us to conclude that he was probably a member
of that dynasty. Some of the titles borne by this king are "raja-

dhiraja, entitled to the five drums, and having the monkey flag
and the bull signet"

4
.

We do not hear of any of the successors of Raviyammarasa
for a period of seventy years. This long gap in their history is

perhaps due to the fact that they were defeated and dispossessed
of their kingdom by the Chojas, who had just then begun their

aggressive campaigns. It is possible that Rajaraja Chola, when he

reduced the Pandyas and Gangavadi*. als^j subjugated the Kadam-
bas.

With the fall of the Chojas however the Kadambas of

Bayalnad again appear as rulers of their old province. In 1079

we have an inscription that says:
"An adulteress with black waving curls, an adulteress with

full-moon face, an adulteress with endless side-glances, an adul-

teress with compressed lips, an adulteress with compressed slim

body, (? was) this (stureyed) mansion, the double Bayalnad.
"While entitled to the five drums, the mahamandalesvara, a

great lord of heroes, a Trinetra in war, sun among the hill chiefs,

a lion of the Kadambas, a fire of destruction to ? Valli, in virtue a

Radheya, mighty in energy, a learless Rama practising the science

of politics, lover ol gifts, united to justice, severe to the evil, fa-

vourite of his friends, his head at the feet of Vishnu, lord of Bana-
vasi vishaya, devoted to Mahesvara, the mahamandalesvara raja-

dhiraja, the ? nadiga of Bira-Bayal-nad, ?. . .Kandavamma, was

ruling the Five Three Hundred of Bayal-nad as one kingdom: Bu-

dapadi ? Pandya-nayaka, ... of Terumangala, the Punnad officer

who was the Kikki-nad officer, while carrying on their govern-
ment, (after the date) for the god Ravi-Yamesvara of Kittur,

whicli was the royal residence, the immense great city Kirttipura,
made a grant \\i Kannevola for the ceremonies and illuminations,

and giving the fixed revenue of Malchere, the rice heap of Kittur. . .

the rice heap of Maftige, the rice heap of Kadale, the rice heap of

Jayapura, the rice heap ot Posavojlalu, and the rice heap of Kada-

vala, with pouring of water at the feet of the god, gave the ? over-

*
. C., IV, Hg, 73; Ch, 18.

Cf, Wee, Mysore and Coorg, pp. 48, 150.
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sight to Ravinalla-Deva and to Kilidakki-Gauijda together with the

local rights, and set up this stone" 1
. This inscription of 1079 is

important for the following reasons:

1. It hints at the name of the Kadamba king that ruled over

Bayalnad in this year, viz. Kandavamma.
2. It mentions all the titles usually borne by the Kadambas,

besides the special ones applied to the Kadambas of

Bayalnad.
3. It affords us a glimpse into the extent of his kingdom by

stating that he was ruling the Five Three Hundred of

Bayalnad.
4. It tells us that the ancient city of Klrttipura was the capital

of the Kadambas of Bayalnad.
5. It gives us the name of the officers in charge of the Five

Three Hundied of Bayalnad, with the names of each one of

these divisions, which helps us considerably in gauging the

extent of his dominions in Bayalnad.
6. It mentions Ravi-Yamesvara of Kittur as the favourite deity

of Kandavamma.
From the names of the different administrative units which

were placed in charge of the various officers mentioned in the

inscription, it is clear that Kandavamma ruled over a fairly exten-

sive kingdom. It extended in the east as far as Budapadi which

is probably to be indentified with Budikote in the Betmangaja

Taluqua, Kolar District. In the north it included Kikki-nad, with

probably Kikere in the Mysore District for its capital; in the west

it seems to have embraced part of Kerala and in the south it

stretched into the Tamil country, of which division Terumangala
was the administrative headquarters.

The sudden emergence of the Kadambas as rulers of this vast

kingdom in the south i^ not at all strange; for we know that this

was the time when the rule of the Cholas suffered an eclipse in the

south; and during the period of chaos that subsequently followed,

the Kadamba chief Kandavamma gathered some of the scattered

remnants of the old and fallen Chola Empire, and brought them
under his royal sceptre. It was probably in thanksgiving for the

success he had attained and in order to bring upon himself further

blessings of the god at Kittur, thai he granted to this god a share

in the government revenues from Malchere, Kittur, Maftige, Kadale,

Jayapura, Posavoialu, and Kannevola.

* E. C, IV, Hg, 56,
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The second inscription of Kandavamma, if it may at all be

ascribed to this ruler, gives him a date falling in A, D. 1083*.

He was probably succeeded by Kanthirava who is placed by
the epigraphists in A. D. 1090*. The inscriptions describe him as

ruling Chagi-Bayalnad, which according to Mr. Rice, formed

part of the ;Bayalnad province
3

. The vast kingdom of Kanda-
vamma was probably reduced in size at this period by the incessant

encroachments of the Hoysala chiefs.

Iravi-Challamma seems to be the next Kadamba ruler of

Bayalnad. He is associated with the government of Bira-Bayal-

nad, which was another part of the Bayalnad province
4

. We
are told that in 1108 a certain Harima, an officer of Bankiyarasa,
who cannot be identified, besieged and attacked Posavolalu, in the

dominions of Iravi-Challamma !)

.

The mahamandalesvara Mukkanna Kadamba was the last ruler

of this line with whom history is acquainted
6

. The inscription

that speaks of him is dated 1138 A. D.

Centuries after we hear of one Maharajadhi-raja Immadi-

Kadamba-Raya Vodeya-ayya, who was probably a chieftain under

the kings of the Sangama Dynasty of Vijayanagara. The inscrip-

tion which mentions his name is dated in 1393 A. D., and

avers that he gave to Dinapuri Chinnappa-raddi a Kapu-manya

(specified) under the Tirumani tank*.

. C. t IV, Hg, 80. The Inscription does not disclose the full name o\

this ruler.

Ibid., Hg, 77, 75.

Cf. E. C., IV, Introd., p. 3.

Ibid.

Ibid., Hg, 79.

Ibid., Hg, 50.

E.C,X v Bg,ll.
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The Kadambas of Belur

This
was another branch of the Kadamba dynasty that profited by

the decline of the power of the Gangas in the beginning of the

llth century
1
. Kadambarasa, who was the first King of this line

8

,

seems to have availed himself of the weakness of the central

government to establish an independent kingdom to the east of

the Oanga dominions, He was very likely a descendant of the

old Kadamba line of the Dakshinapatha, reference to which has

already been made in the political history of the early Kings of

the Kadamba dynasty
3
. Indeed the fact that the Btlur Ka-

dambas called themselves the boon-lords of Tripura
4

,
confirms

our opinion that they were closely related to this branch. It has

already been noted that the capital of the Dakshina branch of the

early Kadambas was the city of Triparvata, which seems to be

Identical with Tripura, mentioned above. We have also retnatk-

ed that Triparvata was the modern Hajebid *.

The Kadambas of Belur were in their turn the ancestors

of the Rajas of Coorg. The puronic account of the foundation

of the State and Monarchy of Coorg, given in the Kaveri-Mahatmya
connects it with a prince named Chandravarmma, the son of a King

This dynasty is generally known as the Dynasty of the Manjarabad
Kadambas. Yet this name is a misnomer, for Manjarabad te a

fort not far from Saklashpur founded by Tipu Sultan. Cf. Haya-
vadana Rao, Mysore Gazetteer, V, p, 1022. The old Kadamba rulers of

this province had their capital a little westwards at a place now call-

ed Hale-Belur, which still has some remains of the old grandeur*

Accordingly the family must be styled the Kadambas of Belur.

.C., V, Mj, 28.

Cf . ante, pp, 37 ct *eq.

.C,I,No.56.
Ct. ante, p, 38.
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of the Matsya country, who was suceeded by his son Deva-kanta.

Now Matsya has been identified with Hangal
4

,
and it is not unrea-

sonable to suppose that Chandravarmma was a Kadamba prince.
He was probably a son of Krishijavarmma II who after transferring
his government to Banavasi, appointed Chandravarmma viceroy
of the Dakshinapatha, of which Triparvata was the capital. During
the weak rule of Ajavarmma, this Chandravarmma probably freed

himself of the control of the Banavasi ruler, and established heredi-

tary succession at Tripura. That he is mentioned in the Kaveri-

Mahatmya as the son of the King of Hangal may easily be explain-
ed by the fact that in the course of centuries that followed this event,

the origin of the Kadainbas from Banavasi was lost sight of, on ac-

count of the jjreal political changes that deprived them for some
time of thi'tr principality tr Banavasi, and associated their rule

with that of Hangal. Hence the writer of the work, just referred to,

connected Chandravarmm :\ with the Kadambas of Hangal, though

they came to po>s-ss that province not before the middle of the

llth century
2

.

The Kadambas of Belur had tiie usual titles of the Kadambas.

They were called mahamandalesvaras, the boon-lords of Banavasi-

pura, and were entitled to the five drums 3
. One of their records

gives them among other epithets that of 'lord of Tripura*
4

. They
were worshippers of Siva &

, unlike the Kadambas of Hangal, whose

family god was Vishnu"; and their dynastic symbol seems to have

been the peacock
7

.

We have said above that Kadambarasa was the first King o

this line. We have no historical details about the reign of thi!

King, except that he ruled about A. D. K)00 S
.

One of the successors of Kadambarasa, perhaps his immediat

successor, was Niti-maharaja. The inscriptions that speak abou

this ruler do not tell us in what year he came to the throne. W
know however the yi

j ar of his death from an inscription of A. C

1035, which says tliat"Niu-maharaja, performed sannyasanar

* Rice, E.C., I, p. 2; Mysore Inscriptions, p. XXXVIII.
* Cf. ante, p. 105,

E. C., V, Mj, 18.

E. C. t I, No. 56.

* lbld;, C..V, Mj, 18.

*
Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canartse Inscriptions, (

7 At the entrance of the village of Hale-Belur

carved on aboundary stone. 8 E. C., ^
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and expired" *. Accordingly if we give him a rule of twenty-five

years, we arrive at A. D. 1015, which might possibly be t
H e first

year of his reign.

It i? not possible to gather much historical information from

the other inscriptions of Nltf-maharaja. A record of 1026 says that

when BIcha-Gauda died, Nlti-maharaja granted one pana to be

enjoyed by the women of the deceased in the Kadamba kingdom*.
A;. other record of 1030 observes that Chama, the son of Vamasiva-

deva, was the foundation jrllar of t^e Kr.damba kingdom
3

. This

efithet would suggest that Chama was prohably the generalissimo

of NIti-rnaharaja's forces, or at least one of the high officers of

hh kingdom.
It would appear from a viragal f 1034 that NTti-maharaja

was in that year engaged in a war w-th Ms enemies. The hero

who died in this fight was r.ne Chikka-Katayya, who is saiJ to

have conquered the army on all sides, and perished in the h<>ur

of victory
4

. But t
}

ie record is ^ilentas ;e ards t.'.e name vf the

king against \\hom :his hero fought and Irst his life.

Chagi-maharaja or Chaginr pala was pn bably the successor

of Niti-mahaiaja. This we conclude f.oin the HJe B-lur inscription

of Dayasiriiha-nripa, ti e grandson of the former, which is dated

1095 A.D. 5
. There is another epigraph of t;.e same yea: belong-

ing to Dudharasa % the father >f Doya^iriiha, which records

Dudharasa's death. This lead^ us to the conviction th;.t Dudha-

rasa died about A. D. 1095, whereupon in tie same year his son

ascended the throne and iru\de the grant recorded in the Haje-
Belur inscription. Having thi:s determined ihe date of Dudha-

rasa's death, we may next infe. from this th:t he must have ascend-

ed the throne probably in A. D. 1070. Chaginripala would tren

have a reign of thirty~f:vc yca;s, from A.D. 1035-1070, which would

connect him with Niti-maharaja. No information, however is

available in the nc<>rds about this Chag nripala. The inscription

of his son gi es him t
1

e name of Hitteyarasa ;
which was probably

his proper name, and Chagi-maharaja was his title. His wife was

JunjaJa-devP. It is not possible to determine the relationship

B. C., V, Mj, 55. t Ibid., Mj, 53, 54.

Ibid., MJ, 45, *
Ibid., MJ, 50.

Ibid., V. Mj, 18.

E.C., I, No. 57.

Ibid.
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between this ruler and NIti-maharaja at the present stage of our

investigations.

Dudharasa was accordingly (he next King of Belur. The inscrip-
tion above referred to, gives him the style of "srlman mahamanda-
lesvara, chief lord of Tripura, sun to the lotus the Balindrakulai

champion of the Four-faced (Brahma), a cage of adamant to refu-

gees, a lion to the elephont his enemies, a Bhlma of the powerful, a

Rama in war, a pleasure guarden of the Malepas (or hill chiefs),

prais.d by the eulogists, plunderer of foieign territory, his father's

wan io;, his head at the feet of Siva, an ocean of truth, a saw to the

heait of his enemies and 3 Rakkasa in war with kings". The record

of his son calls him a maharaja, which together with the fact that

no overlord is rneniioned in his own inscription, would lead us to

conclude that he ruled as an independent King. This is confirmed

by a record of Clinmunda raja, the Ciialukya Governor of Banavasi

in U-47, in which the latter L called 'a grindsume to Dudha' *.

The date or this record cenainly does not agree with the chrono-

logy we II.'KV adopted for Duduarasa, but it might convey some
of t

:

e effons made by tlu Chalukyas in former days to subdue

this house of t: t e Beliu Kadambns.

The inscriptions .ilso hi.it at the extent of his territories and

of Mis wealt ;. Thus we are told that he was ruling "Samha-

thanad, Pa!:uvadi apd other place^, having fifteen horses, fifty

male servants, two hundied and fifty strong man, forty-five retain-

eisof -;ood family, and a retinue of many subjects, guards, rela-

tive and landed proprietors''
2

.

The name, of two o, his wives are mentioned in the record:

one was Chil!'ala-devi, .\ilied in the epigraph his 'lawful wife', at

whose requ.st he buih a chQirtim for the Br t hman:> and brought
some uncultivated 1 ind under cultivation \ The second was th?

mother of his three sons, Satthiga-nrij^a, Chagi-maharaja, and

Hayasirhha. She \va.; the daughter of Banki-Balariia and Karav^ti

Chcluveyarasi *.

On the death of Dudharasa, his youngest son Dayasimha as-

cended the throne of Beiur, It i^ evident that he acknow-

ledged the suzereinty of the Cralukyas; for the fact that he bore

the title of Tribhuvanamalla :

,
which was the biruda of the Chali.-

* E.C, VII, Sk, 151.

* Ibid.

E.C., I, No, 57; E.G., IX, Cg, 57.

* Ibid. 5 E.C., V, Mj, 18.
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kya king Vikratnaditya VI, indicates that he was a feudatory
of the latter. It was customary in those days for the subordi-

nate chiefs to assume the titles of their suzerein, perhaps as a

mark of service rendered to him, as is evidenced from the appel-
ation of the early Hoysala chiefs, who were the tributaries of the

Gangas *.

The record of 1095 gives him various epithets such as, "the

mahamaijdalesvara, chief lord of Banavasi-puia, in slaying his

enemy Srlpala who had nn immense army, a fierce and powerful

archer like Parttha
,
a sun to the Kndamba-kula, a bee at the

lotus feet of the even-eyed god Mahadeva, a critical examiner ot

poems and dramas, a four-faced in proficiency in logic, gram-

mar, painting, music, and many of the sixty-four arts"
2

.

It would appear from one of h^ titles that he opened hostili-

ties against the Pandyas of the sout'i and succeeded in s l

aying

&ripala, their King
3

. For this Kini* was apparently no other than

the Pandya Sripaliava, whose son Sir,iv:in is said to have been

trampled to death about this period by Virarajemtra-Chola
4

.

There is no further notice of tie kin^s of Bel^r. Their

territories were probably absorbed by the ever increasing kingdom
of the Hoysalas under Vinayaditya.

1
Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 98.

E, C, V, Mj, 18.

a Ibid.

4 Cf. Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p, 91.



CHAPTER III

The Kadambas of Bankapur

The
Kadambas of Bankapur were also a branch of the Kadam-

ba Kula. They bore all the titles that are usually accorded

to the kings of this family. To cite an instance, one of these

kings is de-cribed as a "mahamandalesvara who possessed the

five inahasabdas, lord of Banavasi best of cities ornament of the

lineage of the great monarch Mayusavarman, the Kadamba Emperor
which is sp;ung f.om the three-eyed (iva) and Earth, presides
over eighty-four citie-, is consecrated in eighteen world-renowned

horse-sacrifices of Siva and Vi hnM, binds its fiery elephants to

crystal pillars established by its might on the massive summits of
4

the royal mountains of Himalaya, and is charming in its great

majesty'*
1
. They also seem to have had the simha-lamchchana,

the i-rest (<>i) th* lion exalted in p$ide'
2

,
and carried the sakha-

chareriidia-dhvaja, or the i>anne< of Hanumant, the lord of apes
3

.

Finally they were heralded in public by the sounds of the musical

instrument called the permatti*.
The hereditar^ titles of these rulers, as may be seen from

the above passage, aie in perfect agreement with those of the

Kadambas of Hangal, from which we inter that they belong-

ed to the latter family. At the same time a careful study of

their records reveals thai they were not in possession of any here-

ditary territory, bnt were merely acting as governors of the

Banavasi and the Hanungal provinces. Thus Harikesari, one of the

kinc^s of this dynasty, is spoken of as ruling the Banavasi Twelve

Thousand under Chalukya Ganga Permmanadi-Vikramaditya-deva,
who was then the viceroy of the Qangavadi Ninety-six Thousand,

. /., XIII, p. 172.

Ibid.

Ibid.

Ibid,
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and the Banavasi Twelve Thousand 4
, and not immediately under

the Chalukya Emperor; which is a clear indication of the fact that

he was their governor.
Two representatives of this family are known to us through

the epigraphical records of the middle of the llth century. Satya-

raya, who is mentioned in the Bankapur inscription of Harikesari

above referred to, was probably the elder brother of the latter.

For the record besides mentioning the name of Satya^raya, calls

Harikesari "the lion for his elder brother
1 '

'. Satya^raya was

probably in charge of a province which had Kaganur for its

capital
3

. This province very likely included the district of Hangal.
For the inscription mentions the visit of Ballavarasa to Hang;*!

when Kadamba Satya^raya-deva was ruling Kananur 4
. That he

was also an administrative official of the Chalukyas is evidenced

from the fact that he is said to have been governing the province
under the same prince Chalukya Ganga Permmanadi-Vikrama-

ditya-deva*.

Harikesari, as has already been noted, was admini. tering the

Banavasi Twelve Thousand. There are two records of this Ka-

damba governor. One of these, an inscription from Miragal,
records a grant made by him to the god Kali of that place. It says:

"Having sent a summoner to the Three Hundred mahajanas of the

Agrahara of NTrili, convened them and laved their feet, made
over with pouring of water the house-tax to the Great Tank, and a

garden of six-hundred trees and a field of on e ma ttar to the god Ka-

li'
18

. The second inscription records a donation which he and his

wife Laehchala-devi made in conjunction with representatives of

the five ma{has of Bankapur and sixteen burgesses of that town, on

the petition of the cloth-merchant Keti-etti, to the god Kadambes-

vara, the tutelary deity of the Kadamba race. The grant consisted of

the Pallavura village nn tata-vritti tenure together with the remit-

tance of the usual taxes 7
. The epigraph further mentions that

king Satya^raya granted all the taxes under his own control.

ibid., p. 173.

. /., XIII, p. 175.

E. C, VII, Sk, 152.

Ibid.

. C., VII, Sk, 152.

fi. /., XVI, p. 6a
E. L, XIII, p. 175.
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It appears from the above records that Satya^raya and

Harikesari governed the Banavasi and the Hanugal ^provinces

conjointly. The reason for this conjecture is that Harikesari, who

is described as the governor of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand in

his Bankapur record, is reported to have granted in the same

inscription the village of PaMavura, which formed part of the

Niduguijdage Twelve, a kampana of the Panugal Five-hundred 1
.

In the same manner Satyasraya, who according to his own in-

scription, was governing a province which included the Hangal

Five Hundred, is represented in that inscription as making a

donation to a temple in the Banavasi Twelve Thousand*.

There is an epigraph of A. D. 1067 belonging to the Hangal

Kadamba King Toyima-deva, where he is accorded among other

epithets, the title of 'Lion of Hariga'
3

. This seems to indicate

the services rendered by him to his kinsman the Kadamba Hariga

or Harikesari of Bankapura, who was, as we have seen, the

Chalukya governor at this time of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand.

i ./.,Xlli, p. 175.

- E.C, VII, Sk, 152.

a
./., XVI, p. 8G.



CHAPTER IV

The Kadambas of Uchchangi

The kings of this branch were also related to the main line of

the Kadambas. Their genealogical commotion may be deduced

from the records of t'uese rulers, which , ssert that they were born

in the family of Mayuravarmma, the Kadarnba Chakri *. They

styled themselves the lords of Banavasi, i
]

\c he-it of towns
(
urfsr:

fc^dsScre^e^dcjt. But jf. j s evident that this was a mere title. For

the fact that this city was under the Kadambas of Hangal is a tan-

gible proof that the Kadambas o; Uefuhai gi possessed no here-

ditary right over this province. They had the lion crest of the

Kadambas, and carried the monkey flag.

Ajavarmmarasa is the first King of this branch of tl.e Kadamba

dynasty known to us. None of his records state that he was a

Kadamba, but Mr. Rice wiio has edited the inscriptions of these

rulers, is of opinion that he probably belonged to this family
f

.

His records do not furnish us wit)) any historical information and

consequently it is not possible to detei mine his place in the Ka-

damba genealogy. He is given dates corresponding with A.D,
987* and 1032 \ and one of the records implies that he was a feu-

datory of the Chalukya King Jagadekamalla (Taila II)
fi

.

There is an inscription ot A. D, 10*9 which gives the name
of Manneya Ghattiarasa of the Kadamba family. This inscription

is found in the Hadagalli Taluqua in the Bellary District, a fact

that might suggest that he belonged to the family of Uchchangi \

E. C, XI, Dg, 32; Rice, Mysore Inscriptions* p. 53.

Ibid., Mk, 41; Rice, I.e.

E. C, XI, Introd,, p, 5.

ibid., Mk, 40, 42.

ibid., Mk, 26.

Ibid., Dg, 32.

456 of 1914.
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In 1110 we come across another Kadamba King of this place
named Bancharasa-deva, who is mentioned with all the Kadamba
titles. The inscription begins: "Be it well. When, entitled to the

five big drums, the maha-mandalesvara, boon lord of Banavasi-

pura (performer of) eighteen horse-sacrifices, worshipper of the

holy feet of the god Lunkesvara, with these and all other titles,

the maha-mar.dalesvara, holding Mahesvara supreme, Bancharasa-

deva, in the 20th year of Tribhuvanamalla Permadi-Raya-Deva's

reign, the year Vikrama, etc, at the time of the eclipse of the sun,

being in the fort of Lunke, ruling the kingdom in peace and

wisdom" 4
.

It mjy be inferred from the above extract that the Kadambas

of Uchchangi were worshippers of Siva, like chose of Goa and of

Bclur. The record also avers that they were at this time feuda-

tories of trie Chalukya King Tiibhuvanamalla-Permadi, /. e.

Vik;amaditya VI, It is obvious thai their capital was the city of

Lanke near Molakalmuru, what >s now known as the Chitaldroog

District, in the Mysore State.

After Banchara a there is a blank of 35 years in the history of

the Kadambas of Ikhchangi from 1110 to 1145, The family

evidently fell on , \ il days with the conquest and annexation of their

kingdom by the Pandyas. This happened probably in the reign of

Tiibhuvar.amalla i'andya of Uchchangi
2

,
who lived at about the

same period. ThL King claims to have brought the whole earth

encompassed b^ the four oceans into subjection to King Vikrama 3
.

Moreover we know that the great feudatory families in those days

recognizing onfy a dubious and at times disputed suzerainty, often

tried to subjugate ihc ,,eighbourii;g mlers to themselves. It is

therefore ;M>s*i'nle Jia: before he started on his compaigns in

the -o vice f Kirn; Vikramaditya, Tribhuvanamalla Pandya seized

Uchch m-i and .uiu-xed it to his dominions. But the Pandya power

was also shaken when the Hoysajas under Vishnuvardhana gathered

stie.iglh ar.d invaded their territories'. Consequently the Kadam-

bas, who after their defeat by the Pandyas, would have at least

figured as the dependents of the latter, completely lost their in-

fluence with the decline of the Pandya power.

E. C, XI, Mk,4i-

Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 150.

E. C. VI, Cm, 99. The Pandyas were defeated by the Hoysalas in the

battle of Dumme.
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On the death of Vishijuvardhana however the Paijdyas seem to

have reconquered their dominions 4
. It is possible that with the re-

surgence of these rulers, the Kadambas of Uchchangi, who by this

time must have also recovered their power, came to be recognised

their feudatories. Thus we have the Kadamba chief Ketarasa, who is

described in an inscription of 1171 as a dweller at the lotus feet of

Vijaya Pandya Deva, who, as it appears from the same inscription,

had practically become independent of the Chalukyas.

About Ketarasa the inscription records as follows: "May it

be well, Ketarasa entitled to the five great drums, maha-manda-

lesvara, lord of the city of Banavasi, having a monkey flag and a

lion signet, lover of the sound of Permadi's drums, born in

the line of Mayura Varmma, the Kadamba chakri, lord of Uch-

changi, and obtainer of a boon from Sankara Nayana"*.
We have no more information regarding this King except

that he married Kanakabbe-arasi, who bore him his son Na^ati-

nripala. We are not made aware whether Hari-arasa, who is said

to be the brother of the latter, was the son of the same lady. Neither

is it possible to determine the exact year of his accession to

the throne. Anyhow if we assume that 1171 was the first regnal

year of Nagati-nripala, and give a reign of 25 years to Ketarasa, we

may say that the latter ascended the throne in A. D. 1146.

This would mean that Ketarasa was appointed mahamandale^vara
under the Pandyas, as soon as they established their power, after

the defeat and death of the Hoysala Vishnuvardhana.

Ketarasa was succeeded by his son Nagati-nripala. Two
inscriptions of this ruler have come down to us, which assert that

his younger brother, Hari-arasa was "a dazzling light to the

swarms of grasshoppers the hostile kings"
3
.

We have no more information about this family. It is not

improbable that the dynasty completely disappeared when the

Pandyas were again overthrown by the Hoysalas under their

valiant King VTra-Ballala II
4

. The inscriptions of Nagati-nripala
mentioned above, record the name of two of his sons, Ketarasa

and Macharasa 5

, but there is no indication in the records of their

having assumed the reins of government at anytime.

* Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 102. An early conquest of Ballala HI, the

grandson of Vishnuvardhana, was that of Uchchangi,
* Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. 53. * Ibid.
*

Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 102,
*

Ibid; &C, XI, D(, 32.
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The Kadambas of Nagarkhanda

Hphe Kadambas of Nagarkhanda were another scion of the- Ka-
* damba dynasty. They claimed to be the descendents of Mayu-
ravarmma, the progenitor of the Kadamba family *; and in order

to show their genealogical connection with the early Kadambas

they styled themselves 'the boon lords of Banavasi-pura". This

was obviously a mere title, as they were never in continual pos-
session of this city. Their capital was perhaps the city of Bandha-

vapura, since they claimed to be its boon lords y
. Their personal

title sterns to be that of mahamandalesvara, and their family god
was Siva '.

Bammarasa was the first King of this branch. That he was
related to the main line of the Kadambas is indicated by a lithic

record of his grandson Soyi-deva, which asserts that he was born

"in that fortunate race of Mayiinvarmma"
r>

. It appears from the

same record that he was enjoying independent sovereignty; for he

is described in the record as "the sole ruler of the world" 6
. His

principality, we are informed, was the country round Bandanike 7

,

which was probably the Nagarkhanda Seventy *. This district is

to the north-east of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand. One of the

inscriptions speaks of it as a country surrounded with leafy

woods like the ring round the eyes of a girl
9

. In another record it

is said to be "noted for its betel vines, and the fruit of its areca

palms and orange trees"
<0

.

* Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. 59; B.C., VIII, Sb, 345.

t E.G., VII, Sk, 197.

3 Ibid., Sk, 277; E. /., V, p. 236.

4 E.C., VIII, Sb, 346.

R Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. 59. 6 Ibid.

' B.C., VH1, Sb, 346. * B.C., VII, Sk, 197.

*
Ibid., Sb, 286, *

Ibid., Sb, 389.
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Bammarasa's wife was Kalala-devi whom the inscriptions

describe as
4

'an abode of learning*' and "to her dependents a cow
of plenty"

1
. The information that he was so possessed of the

Kshatriya qualities, that he overcame all the Kshatriyas, is evident-

ly of no historical value*.

Boppa-deva was the son and successor of Bammarasa". He

was famed, says one of the above-mentioned inscriptions, "as in

great bravery like Arjuna, in liberality like Kama, in purity like

Bhisma" 4
. It was evidently in the reign of this King that the

Nagarkhanda Kadambas lost their independence. A record of

Boppaiasa refers to Tailapa 11 of the Hangal Kadamba family as

his overlord 6
.

As regards the chronology of this King, it i.s evident from the

inscription that he was at least partly a contemporary <f Tailapa,

and the tact that the first mention ol Bopparasa':. son is in A. L).

1139 6 would show that Bopparasa survived his o- erlo.d. Accor-

dingly, if we give him a reign of twenty-five years, he would
have ruled from A. D. 1112 down to 1133.

Soma-deva or Soyi-deva was the son of Boppa-ueva hy his

wife Sri-devi. In 1139 he was the officer in charge of the Nagar-

khanda Seventy under Mauhukara a o! the Hsngal Kadamba ; ".

But he seems to have soon freed himself of the control of his iie:;c

lords. This probably happened in the beginning of the reign of

Kirtti-deva, tor all the records that imply his independence are

dated later than 1 159. This was the period when the ,ower 01 the

Hangai Kadambas had been considerably enfeebled by their wais

first with the Hoysajas and later on with the Kajachuryas. 'i his

is clearly evidenced by an inscription of Soyi-ueva which leads:

"Since the Kadamha Taila, there has been ,;o one worthy to pm-
tect the whole world; thus thinking, and ilMre^-sed on this a*,-

count, the husband of Sri-devi, Bopparasa, with great devotion,

worshipped the lotus feet of Somanatha to obtain the joy of a

* Rice, I. c. She Js also known as Chattaia-devi, /:.C., Vli, Sk, 197.

* Ibid,

* Ibid.

< Ibid.

i ^C., VIII, Sb, 325.
*

Ibid., Sb,414.
Ibid.

E.G., VII, Sk, 236.
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Moreover, as has already been noted, during the first few

years the Kadambas of Hangal did not acknowledge the suze-

rainty of the Kalachuryas, which consequently led them into a war
with the Kadambas 1

. It is not unlikely that the Kalachuryas
coaxed Soma-deva and possibly helped him in declaring himself

independent of his overlord. Accordingly we find Soma-deva in an

inscription of 1159 as the immediate subordinate of the Kalachur-

yas. The inscription records: ". . .In his time was the king Bijjala.
A dwelier at his lotus feet, Kasapayya Nayaka, gained renown.
When he was ruling the Banavase Twelve Thousand, in that

country . ..was the Nagarkhanda kampana. The master of the

manneya of the beautiful Nagarkn.-'nda Seventy, a moon to the

waterlily the Kadamba-kula. . . was Soyi (or Soma) Deva, whose
father was tiie king Boppa-Deva, and Siriya-devi his mother" 2

.

It also appcuis that in tlie course of the war between the

Kadambas and the Kalachuryas the latter conquered the Banavasi

piovince and probably handed \i over to Soyi-deva. An

inscription of 1160 tells us that Soyi-deva was ruling the Bana-
vasi Twelve Thousand"1

. This lecorcl also mentions the name
or Kasapayya, the Incal governor of the Kalachuryas.

In 1103 hoA r

ever, peace was concluded between the Kala-

churyas and the rlangal KaJamb.is, and the Banavasi Twelve
Thousand was probably restored to the former. This we infer

from an inscription of llfifv v/|;ich associates Soyi-deva with the

government only of t!:e Nagarkh -nda Seventy
4

.

Soyi-deva ever remained in'imatc* with his overlords the

Kalachuryas. An inscri tion of this period connects him with

the Kalachurya laniily by idling us that the whole Kadamba

family sprang from a Kalachurya King named Soma . He was at

< Cf. ante, p. 138.

E.C, VIII, Sb, 328.

Ibid., Sb, 346.

4
E.G., VII, Sk, 277.

*
Ibid., Sk, 236. This inscription would therefore have us believe that

Soma-deva was born after the death of Taila. But we are more

inclined to trust the authority of Sb, 325, which refers to the birth of

Soma in the lifetime of Taila. The former inscription, as will be seen

below, contains many falsehoods and was evidently intended to flatter

these chiefs who had suddenly risen to power. However we quite

agree that the authority of the Kadambas of lHangal had been

much damaged at this time tor the reason given above.
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times deputed by them for subduing the neighbouring kings.

It was probably for this reason that he styled himself 'the subduer

of hostile kings, in an inscription of 1168 1
. As may be seen from a

Kajachurya epigraph of 1166 he proceeded against the Santara

chiefJaga-deva under the orders of his over-lord Bijjala*. Again we
learn from a record of 1171 that he challenged the Changalva King
and put him into chains. This brave achievement acquired for him

the titles of Kadamba Rudra, Gandaradavani, mandalika Bhairava,

Nigalanka-malla, and Satya-pataka
a
. Who this Changalva King,

defeated by Soyi-deva was, we are not in a position to say.

The record of 1177 informs us that Malla-deva's Queen

Padumala-devi having become hostile to Suyi-deva, plundered

Kuppattur and raiding the tohls carried away the c-'WS". TUIS

Malla-deva was the Gutta kir.i: called Malla or Malla-deva,

who appears to have dL-cl in 1 1 /6 . His Queen w;.s very likely

acting as regent to !r's son (?) Sampuk.-rasa, wlvse >ec<>rd dated

in 1179 says that this was the thiul yjar of his rule .

The inscriptions give 113 the name of two >f his wives: one

was Lichchala-devi, who bore him a ,-<>n named Boppa
T

. The

other wife was M:ilala-devi, by whom he had a daughter called

Liclichala-devi*.

Soyi-deva was succeeded by hK son B<;pa. It is ck-ar from

the latter's record of about 1182 that duriir. his leign the Kadam-

bas of Nagarkhanda transferred their allegiance to the Hoysalas*.

The reason was that the latter had by this time completely over-

thrown the Kajachurya supremacy. For soon after the truce

signed at Belai^ami between the Kcijachuryas aud the Hoysajas,
reference to which has been mad- elsewhere, the latter under

their King Vira Ballala 11 resumed hostilities and completely shat-

tered the Kalachurya power. The above mentioned inscription

of Boppa refers to Ballala as the overlord of the former, when it

. C, VHI, Sa, 114.

Ibid., Sb, 286.

Ibid., Sb, 345.

Ibid., Sb, 412.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 581.

Ibid.

B.C., VH, Sk, I97 t 236.

Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. 59.

JE.C, Vil, Sk, 197,
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says that Sankama-deva, the general of Boppa's forces, "marched

away and joined the King Ballala,,and by service at his lotus feet

was causing the ocean of his valour, to roar aloud".

Brahma-bhupala was the son and successor of Boppa-deva.
He is mentioned as the feudatory of the Hoysala King Vira-Ballala
11 in an inscription of 1204. The record, after giving a brief history
of the various dynasties that held sway over the Kuntala country,
concludes: "After that, subduing the powerful, a hero with the
sword in his own hand, the king Ballala ruled the earth with grace,
while all lands applauded" *.

We have no more inscriptions of these rulers, till we come to

A. D. 1235. It would appear from an inscription of 1207 that

they were deprived of their territories at about this period.
The Hoysalas 'appointed a certain Malli-deva of the Kasyapa
gotra as the governor of Nagarkhagda Seventy, and he made the

city of Bandhavapura his capital (rajadhani)
2
. The way in

which the royal line of Nagarkhanda is referred to would indicate

that the family had long ceased to possess this province.
A grant of about 1235 mentions a Kin named Kadambaraya

3
.

He probabiy belonged io this dynasty, but this cannot be said

with certainty.
In 14I'J we are apprised of one Madhukanna-Nayaka, in the

reign af kajadhiraia raja-;aramesvara VIraprata; a Immadi-deva-

laya-Maharaja, the Vi]ayanag:ira Empero;. Madhukanna is said to

be the son of the Kai^mba Soyi-devarasa of Bandalike. The ins-

cription ieeords:
u
\Yhen Madhukari.a-Nayaka, son of the Kadam-

ha Soyi-D5vara*a of i'an<i;ilike. the famous royal city of the Na-

i^arkhande Seventy. hir> son Baichaiasa and his son-in-law Sura-

ppa-Nayaka had bioci ed up Kappe^ere, a hamk-t of Banavase,

and the peo[)le of the tJrtha coming laid seige to it, like brave

men, killing many, and being cut to pieces, gained the world

of gods"
4

. This, Madhukanna seems to be the last representative

of the ancient Kadambas of Nagarhhanda.

Ibid., Sk, 225.

Ibid., Sk, 235.

Ibid., Sh, 80.

Ibid., Sk, 240.



CHAPTER VI

The Kadambas of Kalinga

In the time of the Ganga Kings of Kalinga, tlieie was in this pro.

"vince a line of feudatory chiefs oe'ongi ig t > the Kadamba family

that ruled a ?mall territory under them. T ,i> territory was known
as Pancha-vishaya or Park apatri-vNiaya. These chiefs bore

the cognomen Khedi, a^ is dear from the fact tuat all the repre-

sentatives of this dynasty a;e give i this appellation in the inscrip-

tions. They earned the matsya IdnciiC'nana or the fi-h signet,

and their official designations were Kanaka, Mandalesvara and

Mahamandaie^vara
The information yielded by the inscriptions so far discovered,

is not sufficient tu work uut xi complete genealogical list of these

sovereigns. The earliest of these inscription , which lias been

assigned on palaeographical giound^ to the 1 1th century, men-

tions the name of Ugrakhediraja who is said to be "the ornament
of the spotless family of the Kadambas" ami burn in the clan of

Nidusanti '. His overlord on the Kalinga throne was King Vajia-

hasta, and if the latter was the tiiird king of that name, we may
say roughly t;at Ugrakhedi ruled somcw,,eie in the first half of

the eleventh century. This inscription records t,;e grant of a

village to Rajuputra Sri Kamadi of tiic Nag^an-Saluki family on

the occasion of his marriage to the daughter of Darapaiaja, who
was the regent of five districts (Pancha-vishaya.) Afer specifying
the boundaries the inscription proceeds to state that the above-

mentioned Ugrakhedi was the official in charge of this village
1

,

which may lead us to conclude that the Kadambas of Kalinga
were in the beginning small village officials, and their faithful

services commended them to be appointed later on as Paftcha-

vishayadhipatis or rulers of Panchavishayas.

* E. /., Ill, p. 222.

t Ibid., pp. 221*222.
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The first Kadamba ruler, described as Paftchavishayadhipati,
that has come to our knowledge, is the mahamaijdaleivara Riijakt
Sri Bhama Khedi. He is mentioned in the Mandasa plates of his

son Dharma Khedi, which are dated in b. S. 976 or A. D. 1054 4
.

The proximity of the dates may show that Bhama Khedi was
an immediate successor of Ugrakhedi, if not a son of his.

Bhama Khedi was succeeded by his son Dharma Khedi.

We have two records that speak of this ruler. One is the above-

mentioned Mandasa inscription which registers the gift of

Madhipattharakhanda village in the Mahendra-Bhoga to a certain

Ujgaka*. The others are the Vizagapatam plates of Devendra-

varmma *. The King is said to have made the grant at the instance

of Dharma Khedi, his maternal uncle. This document is dated

in the 254th year of the Ganga era. It must however be noted

that tiiough Dharma Khedi is not mentioned as belonging to the

Kadamba family in this inscription, the appellation Khedi is a

sufficient indication of his Kadamba descent.

Udayaditya-deva was the son and successor of Dharma Khedi.

He is referred to in the Kambakaya grant of Devendravarmma of

S. S. 1103 or A.D. 1181 4
.

The last Kadamba ruler of KaHnga to whom the records

allude is Mahasamanta Nagakhedi. He is described as a feuda-

tory of Maharaja ri Indravarmma-deva, the lord of Kalinga .

However the inscription being undated, and as we do not know,
when exactly Indravarmma-deva ruled, it is not possible to fix

the place of Nagakhedi in the Eastern Kadamba genealogy.

It will be seen from the above account that the Kadambas

of Kalinga were an influential line of subordinate chiefs that gra-

dually rose to prominence in the service of the Ganga kings.

As has already been noted, they began as small revenue officers of

the Gangas and by gradual promotion in their service, succeeded as

officers of larger administrative divisions. The powerful influence

they wielded at the Ganga court is evidenced from the fact that they

were related to the ruling family by marriage. The later inscrip-

tions describe them as the lords of Pafichavishaya, an adminis-

4 A.R.S.I.B., 1918, C.P. No. 12 of 1917-18.

2 Ibid.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Kanarese Inscriptions, I. A., XVIII, p. 146.

Madras Government Museum Report. 1929, p. 8, Appendix, 11, No,

flftarafj, 1V 9 p. 11.

* A.R.SJ.E., 1918, C. P. No. 9 of 1917-18.
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trative unit which is completely lost sight of at the present day.

Even so, as the names of the villages mentioned in their records,

such as Madhipattharakhanda in Mahendrabhoga, may now be

identified with villages of similar names in the Mandasa Zamin-

dari, it will not be unreasonable to suppose that Pafichavishaya

or Pafichapatravishaya, as it is also called, corresponded with

a part of the present Mandasa Zamindari in the Ganjam District
A

*

Ramdas, Hlstoiical Geography of the Kalinga under the Eastern Gangas,

Q.J.M.S., XIV, p. 269. ATelugu MS. in the Oriental Library,

Madras, gives the genealogy of Jaga-deva, the Zamfndar of TIkkali,

who Is said to belong to the Kadamba family. According to this MS,

two princes VJra Bhadra and Chandra Sekara belonging to Simhala

of the Northern region, having quai relied with their elder brother

came to Qajapati Sivalinga Narayana-deva, the reigning King, and

were given a warm reception by him. They were directed to proceed

against two of the neighbouring rulers on hostile terms with Nara-

yana-deva, and in the event of their returning successful, they were

promised to be installed as rulers of the respective territories con-

quered by them. Accordingly Vira Bhadra conqutred Bommali from

Genathi, and became its ruler. His successors held ihis territory for

some time, when the fanrly became exUnci. Chandra Sekara on the

other hand, defeated and dispossessed Gerrabozalu and made him-

self the undisputed master of likkali. Soon after he al?o brought

Borugaon under his sway. 'I heie were in all ten rulers in this line,

all of whom distinguished themselves by many works of public

utility, such as building ot temples and shrines, uf towns and villages,

clearing and afforestation of land and constructing tanks. They were

very soon recognised as one of the most influential ruling families in

the country, and the neighbouring kings sought relations*! p with

them by marriage. In the reign of Raghunatha Jaga-deva, the last in

the list, the kingdom was invaded by Ssi Gajapaii Jagannutha Nara-

yana-deva of Parlakimedi, who took possession of the kingdom and
made the former prisoner. But Balarama-deva, a relative of Raghu-
natha with the help of Pusapathi Vizayaramaraju of Vtjayanagaram,

very soon recovered the kingdom; whereupon Jagannatha Narayana-
deva seeing that the imprisonment of Raghunatha was to no purpose,
released him, and on the latter taking the oath of fealty, gave him
his daughter in marriage. On reaching the capital, he took over

charge of Tlkkali from Balarama. Some years later when Colonel

Fletcher proceeded against Jagannatha Narayana*deva of Parlaki-

medi, under instructions of the East India Company, Raghunatha
who was fighting under the banner of his overlord, realizing the

strength of the Company's forces and that It was useless to resist,

seceded to the side of the enemy. Colonel Fletcher confirmed him
in the possession of his hereditary dominions, on condition that
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he would pay a yearly tribute of Rs. 3000 to the Company. The fol-

lowing is the list of chiefs that belonged to this dynasty;

Bommati Ttkkali

Bhadra Chandra Sekara

I

Lakshminarayana

by his elder wife | | by hfs younger wifeill' <

Gopinatha Visvambharu Padmana- Madhusudha- Meenaketu
bha na I

Narayana Mangaraju

I

Ananga Mangaraju
I

Devaraju Manguraj'j

I

Chandrasekhara Mangaraju
I

Raghunatha Jaga-deva 1

Ramakrishna Rajagopala-deva

Raghunatha Jaga-deva II.

This MS. Is referred to by Wilson. The Mackenzie Collection, p. 334, No.

17. For the History of this dynasty of Eastern Kadambas cf. Soma-

sekhara Sarma, Kadambas of Kalinga, J. A. H. R.S ., IV, pp. 113-118,
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Internal History





CHAPTER I

Religion

The
earliest religious worship in Karnataka rose from the feel-

ing of fear that actuated the ancients. Thus it was that the

cult of fear found its expression in the worship of spirits and

goblins, that has survived in the villages up to this day. Another

worship of a similar nature that became equally wide-spread in

Karnataka was that of the naga or the serpent. Even at present

it forms a part of popular religion among the Hindus, and there is

scarcely a village in the Kanarese country which has not the effi-

gies of the hooded cobra sculptured on a stone, and placed un-

der a pipal tree or near a temple for public veneration.

It apears from the frequent mention of the Nagas in ancient

Hindu history that they were a race of serpent worshippers, who

inhabited many parts of India *. It is certain that they also occu-

pied the Kanarese country, as many of the royal families that rul-

ed over Karnataka claimed descent from them. Thus it is to be in-

ferred from the Devagiri plates of Krishnavarmma I, that the Ka-

dambas were descended from this ancient and wide-spread peo-

ple
J

. The Sendrakas also claimed to be of the Bhujagendra-an-

vaya or of the leneage of the snake king.
3 The Sindas, we are

told, were of the Fhanirajavamsa
4

,
which has the same connota-

tion, while the Senavaras carried the phani-dhvaja or serpent flag
5
.

The Alupas too seem to have belonged to the same Naga stock, for

as alaka is an epithet of esha, the chief of the serpent race, there

is reason to suppose that they were connected with the Nagas*.

Rice, Mysore, I, pp. 363-365.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canare$e Inscriptions, I A., VII, P- 34.

Ibid., p. 110.

B. C, VII HI, 20, 53; IX, p. 15.

E. C., VI, Cm, 95.

Cf , Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 309.
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It is not known when exactly the Naga worship was supersed-
ed by aivism. The latcer soon became identified with the pha-
llus worship. This cult had begun in the neolithic times, as is

obvious from the neolithic remains in the Dekkan that have been

brought to light by Bruce Foote, which include some phalli
1

. In

course of time it came to be influenced by the animistic and Naga
cults. This is evidenced by the form the phallus took in later

times. It was erected on the Sakti which formed the pedestal,

while the snake protected and ornamented the linga (phallus)

round which it formed a coil.

It was a great step from the cult of the phallus to that of Ru-

dra iva. It has been suggested that Siva was a trans-Himalayan

god and the Yakshas had much to do with his origin. They were a

Himalayan race "who in remote antiquity spread as far as Ceylon
and by sheer might imposed themselves on sub-Himalayan people
as gods" *. The relation of the former with Siva is seen from the

fact that two Yakshas with clubs are represented as guarding

every iva sanctum to-day
3

. The trans-Himalayan influence on

sub-Himalayan religion also becomes apparent when we see that

many of the foreigners who came to India from that region were

worshippers of^iva. The Kushan coins, for instance, contain

iva and the Nandi, but not the phallus
4
. Similarly, the Hunas, the

Sakas and the Pal lavas were worshippers of &iva. The conclusion

to be derived from all this is that "in the evolution of the phallus
into Rudra-^iva with certain attributes, the yaksha, or trans-Hima-

layan influence is traceable"
5

.

The un-Aryan and un-Veclic origin of Siva is also apparent
from the legend of the destruction of Daksha's sacrifice. The

probable explanation of this story is that iva was the deity of

the trans-Himalayan tribes, which preceded the Aryan races on
the Indian soil. As Mr. Rice has observed he "wished to have a

part in the worship of the conquerors and in their sacrifices, from
which he was excluded; and by disturbing their rites and by a dis-

Foote, Indian Prehistoric and ProtohMoric Antiquities, p. 22.

Subramanlan, The Origin ofSaivlsm, p. 26, Ibid.

Jo the Museum of the Indian Historical Research Institute, St. Xavier'f

College, Bombay there is a coin of Kadphises II showing Siva and
the Nandi on the reverse. Cf. also Rapson, Indian Coins, pl.il,

No. ia

SubraraanJan, o, c., p. 27.



play of violence, he succeeded in being admitted to participate
in them" '. The first stage of the introduction of iva into Hin-

duism was his identification with Rudra of the Vedas. Subs-

equently he was associated with the phallic worship, which
the Aryans borrowed from the barbarian tribes with whom they
came in contact *. We have said above that the phallic worship
was essentially a non-Aryan cult. This is confirmed by the

prayer to Indra in the Rig-Veda n >t to allow those whose god is

Si^na (the phallus) to disturb the rite of the singers". Lastly he-

was raised to the supreme position of one oi the persons of the

Trimurti.

It is obvious from the Talagunda inscription that this reli-

gion had been preached in Southern India long before the founda-

tion of the Kadamba family. For tue inscription avers that at the

Siva temple at Sthanakundur (Talagunda),, which was rebuilt

by Kakusthavarmma of the Kadamba family, Satakarnni and other

kings had formerly worshipped
4

.

This was the position aivism had acquired when Mayura-
varmma founded the Kadamba dynasty. The same record tells

us that Mayuravarmma came of a Brahman family. Now the fact

that he repaired to Kafichlpuram, the Pallava capital, desirous of

studying the Vedas and the whole- of the sacred lore suggests that

he was a Saiva Brahman. For it is well known that the Palla-

vas were staunch Saivites and consequently their capital was a

stronghold of ^aivism. This form of worship seems to have

been the religion of the Kadamba kings of the first dynasty.
These kings nevertheless were of a very tolerant disposition,

and allowed other religions to flourish in their kingdom side by
side with ^aivism. This toleration is evidenced by the numer-

ous grants they made to the Jainas
J

, which led Dr. J. F. Fleet, Mr.

K. B. Pathak and others to suppose that the Kadambas were of

the Jaina persuasion
6
. The error was however corrected by Dr.

Fleet in the second edition of his Dynasties of the Kanarese Dis-

tricts*
1

1
which he published after the discovery of the inscription

* Cf . Rice, Mysore Gazeteer, I, pp. 375-376.

* Bhandarkar, Vaisnavism, Saivism, p. 115.

* ibid.

B.C., VII, Sk, 176.

& Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarcse Inscriptions, /. A., V!, pp. 25, 27, 20,

30,31,32.
* Ibid., VII, PP. 35, 36, 38.

Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, p. 286.
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of antivarmma at Talagunda. That the religion of the Kadam-
bas was Brahmanism and not Jainism is also established beyond
doubt by another inscription of the same dynasty found in the

Kadur Taluqua. Here Vishnuvarmma, the donor of the grant, is

described as the "protector of the excellent Brahman faith
01

.

Furthermore we know from the epigraphical records that some of

the kings performed the asvamedha sacrifice*. The later inscrip-

tions say that the kings of this dynasty celebrated in all eighteen
horse saciifices". As this is a purely Brahman rite, it affords

further proof that these kings were notjainas.
Saivism nourished in the Kadamba dominions for a long time.

But it did not have an undisputed sway over the people, for it

had t contend with other religious rivals, such^as Buddhism and

Jainism. Nevertheless the wide propagation of Saivism is evident

from the various matlias, the temples and the flourishing commu-
nities of Saiva ascetics that existed ail over tLe country in the

Kadamba period. We shall speak later about the rna(has in

connection with their educational, activities. These ma[has were

mostly the establishments of the Saiva ascetics called the Kalarnu-

khas 4
. The Goravas \vore another sect uf Saiva ascetics", so were

the Kapalikas, who were distinguished by their wearing human
skills round their necks and eating and drinking from them t;

.

The temples were important as centres of religious worship. It

was at the temples that ti;e people listened to the reading of the

Puranas and the Dhaimasastras, and made their votive offerings to

the deity
:

. They were also important as educational agencies. For

in them arrangements were rn^de to impart education to the young \

Sometimes advanced education also found place within their pre-

cincts. For instance, in the Pranamesvara temple at Talagunda,
there were taught the Rig-veda, Yujur-veda, Ptida-khandika,Sama-

veda, Kalpa, Sabdasastru, including Rupavatara and Nyuya and

Pravara and Vedanta*. Finally the temples shelteied many
ascetics who were given food and raiment free of charge "\

* E. C, VI, Kd, 162.

* E. C., Sk, 178; Fleet, Sanskrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, /. A., VII,

p. 35.

3 E. C.,XI, Mk,4l;Dg, 32. * E.I. , XII, p. 237.
- E. A, XII, p. 290. 6

?./., XVII, p. 15. HI, p. 201.

i
Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa,J.B.B.R.A.S.,

IX ,p. 74, etc,

E. C., XI, Dg, 39. E.G., VII, Sk, 185.

i0 E. C., VIII, Sb, 345.
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The temple staff generally consisted of the acharya, (priest),
the ramsiga, (the flute player), the ravalavala, (goldsmith) the

pergade (manager), the courtesans, the drummer and the stone
mason 1

.

The temples were supported by the endowments of kings
and nobles *. Similarly the rich and benevolent citizens purchased
lands and gave them to the god to provide for the ordinary
expenses

3
. The temples were also maintained by charging the

worshipers with visiting fees
4

,
and from the toll levied on

merchants 11 and farmers fi

. In some tempi /s the various expenses
were met by the different castes. Thus the washermen and the
kottalis of the village of Gama in the Shikarpur Taluqua agreed
among themselves that they should coatribute one patia per
family tn provide lamp oil and sandal for the god Vinayaka '. In

other villages it was tuo oilman who had to tend to the perpetual
lamp of the temple, For this purpose oil-mills were made over
to the temple authorities ".

From a social point of view the temples served a very useful

purpose. As Prof. Venkatesvara observe^ they were souts of festive

gatherings and rejoicings, which, while they \veie admittedly of a

religious character, did much in relieving tiie dull monotony of

existence 1

'. Some uf the festivals mentioned in the inscriptions are

ihe Chaitra or the festival of Sprhg *", and the DTpavali whose cele-

b:ation extended from Asvina ( ;;rishna) 14 to Karttika (sukla) 1
u

.

The temples, though they were of great use to the people,

being the religious and educational centres in the country, seem
to have possessed one great defect in their organisation. This
was that immoral women were not oaly permitted to take p^rt
in the service, but formed an essential part of the ritual

4
*.

However the early inscriptions do not spt
kak of the harlots being

admitted to minister to the wants of tho god. This seems to be

1 E.I . IV, p. 355; XV, pp. 83, 331; XVii, pp. 10, 123.
*

E.C,, VIII, Sb, 37/; Fleet, o. c.
f pp. 277, 275, 286.

3 Ibid., p. 309.
<

?./., XII, p. 15. * E,CM V,Mj,18.
fi

Fleet, o. c., p, 309; ./., XUI, p, 15.
*

E.C,, VII, Sk, 11.

Fleet, o, c., p. 302.
9 Vekantesvara, Indian Culture through the Ages, I, p. 275.

">
./., V, p. 259.

"
E.7., XII, p. 338.

" E. C, XV, pp. 82-83; XVII, p. 10 and others.
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a later degeneration of the praiseworthy custom of virgins devot-

ing themselves to the service of the god. The existence of such

vestal virgins is obvious from an inscription at Belagami of A.D.

1047, which mentions a grant by Kunda-Raja to his younger
sister Bichabarasi, who was attached to the temple of Jagadeka-
malle^vara in that city

1
.

Jainism had always been a stumbling-block in the path of

progress of the Saiva religion. The policy of toleration adhered

to by the Kadamba monarchs contributed not a little to its growth.
This is evident from the inscriptions of the Kadamba kings. We
are told in a copper-plate record at Halsi that the Bhoja priest

SrutakTrtti acquired the favour of Kakusthavarmma who granted
him the village of Kheta'. The large number of Jaina inscriptions

that record grants made by Mrigega and other kings show that

from the time of this monarch, Jainism became a serious rival of

Saiva worship. The flourishing state of Jainism is also indicated

by the inscriptions that point to the existence of many
communities of Jaina ascetics, such as Svciapaias, a s.ct who
were distinguished by their white clothes

11

, the Yapanias, who
were a sect of religious mendicants 4

, the Kurchakas, a Com-

munity of naked religious monk> s
,
and the Nirgathas, who wore

no clothes at all
n

. The influence that teachers of this religion

wielded was indeed i;reat a-^ may be seen from the fact that Kuma-

radatta, who is called the chief among learned men, is said to have

been consulted by Ravivarmma in matters of government and

religion
7
.

This creed which grew unchecked during the supremacy of

the Kadambas, received a fresh stimulus in the time of the Rashtrri-

kiitas. The proselitising activities of two Jaina gurus, Vivasena
and Jinasena, and the four scholarly works Jayadhavola, Vijaya-

dhavula, Atidhavala. and Mahadhavula that came to be written at

this period brought fresh converts into the Jaina fold.

Jaina mathas were established in all parts of Karnataka. The

inscriptions speak at length about the Jaina monastery at Kuppa-

B.C., VII, Sk, 151.

* Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Camircsc Inscriptions, I. A., VI, p. L7.
3

Ibid., VII, p. 38,
<

Ibid., p. 34.

*
Ibid., VI, p. 25,

*
Ibid., VII, p. 38.

i
Ibid., VI, p. 27.
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tur, and give a short genealogy of the gurus
1

. We learn from

the records that Queen Malala-devi patronised this institution. At

Bhandavapura there was another famous matha*. The flourish-

ing city of Bejagami also contained a representative Jaina popu-
lation and there existed a Jaina monastery

3
.

The growth of Jainism brought about the decay of the iva

worship. Yet the crisis in the history of the latter creed arrived in

the middle of the 12th century, when it was specially exposed to

danger from attacks of the Jainas, and apparently, of some still

existing Buddhist influences 4
. The inscription that gives us this

information shews that Ekanta Rama came most prominently to the

rescue of the waning faith. It was probably he who originated the

movement of revival of Siva worship which was subsequently
taken up by Basava. The story is told of Ekanta Rama's exploits
that one day the Jainas, led by a village headman, beganJo sing
the praises of Jina in the vicinity of the image of Siva. Ekanta,

who worshipped this image, remonstrated, maintaining that no

other god deserved to be praised in the neighbourhood of Siva.

When he found that he I, ad protested in vain, he started to sing

the eulogy oi Siva, as the creator, preserver, and destroyer, and as

the god whose essence pervades the whole universe. The Jainas
then challenged him to decapitate himself and offer his head to

iva, promising that, if his head would be Restored to him, they

would acknowledge the supremacy of Siva over Jina. Fur-

ther, they executed a deed on a palmyra leaf that in the event of

his success they would raze to the ground the Jaina temple and set

up an image of Siva in its place. Then Ekanta cut off his own
head and laid it at the feet of Siva. On the seventh day Ekanta

was ajjain alive. The Jainas however failed to keep their word.

Consequently Ekanta in spite of the precaution taken by the Jainas
to place a guaid round the basti, broke off the head of Jina, and

presented it as an offering to his own god, and set up an image of

Siva, under the name of Vira Somanatha, at Ablur, and built a

temple for it. The Jainas went and complained to Bijjala, who
became very indignant and questioned Ekanta_Ramayya as to why
he had committed that outrage. Thereupon Ekanta produced the

deed signed by the Jainas and offered that if the Jainas would

* B.C., VIII, Sb, 263.

2
Ibid., Sb, 345 , 384; E.C., VII, Sk, 197.

3 Ibid., Sk, 100.

fi. /., V, pp. 245, 255.
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wager their 700 temples he would repeat the feat. Desirous of

seeing the spectacle Bijjala called all the learned men of the Jaina

temples together, and bade them wager their temples, repeating
the conditions on a palmyra leaf. The Jainas however would not

face the test again. So Bijjala laughed at them and dismissing
them with the advice that they should live in peace with their

neighbou/s, gave Ekanta ajayapatra or certificate of success. The
Siva temple was granted the Gogave village in Sattaligc Seventy.

Subsequently when Sornesvara IV succeeded to the government, he

called Ekanta to his presence and granted to the same temple a

village in the Nagarkhanda Seventy. Finally the mahamaijdale^vara
Kama-dera went and saw th; temple and laving the feet of Ekanta

granted it a village named Mallavaili near MundagocP. It is

apparent tiat eliminating the supernatural a;:;en:y and thv miracle

there is nothing in t!iis a, 'C\?u:-t thai wil! tender it invredible or

unreasonable. Tne drpute must l*ave taken place before 1 162,

since Bijjala is described in t: e -xc^rd ';S mah^iiandalesvara, when
he made this gran, t -. she temple. Thr Sa-vit.- movement Parted

by hkant;: had
f
pro!\*bly fo iis i-asic princip

: e the idea of return-

ing to t ;e pure Siva worship, /. e., t e worship of the phallus
without the later development of irn.tge, kanu* etc.

Soon Basava put himself al the head >; the moveineiil. Ac-

cording to tradition lie was ;: son ->f an Ardhya Brahman and hav-

ing refused to wear the saon d thread, as its investiture required

the adoration of t^ie sun, he weir to the capital oi Bijjala. Here he

became the prime minister anJ gave his \v!;ole-hearhd support

to thu new movement. Tiu impei-js thai \ 'as give, \ l* the Siva

faith res :lted in ; he tstablishnv.nt of a n -
/ sect of Saivism called

the VTri-^aiva-./. c. the brave, fierce or strict Saivas.

In the early Kadamba inscriptions then- i

(

> no evidenTe of the

pre- alence in Karnat.ika of the ancient \aishruva worship. But it

is possible th'i{ a!on>; wit ;

i S^ivites and Jaina theie also existed a

few Vaisinavites. For we kno\v th it Vaishnavism was propagated
early d! ring the Scythian and Ginta periods

8
.

The importance of Vaishnavism in the history of the Kadam-
bas is that one of the branches of this dynasty, the Kadambas of

* E. /., V, pp. 255-259.

* Cf, Raychaudhurl, Materials for the Study of the Early History of the

Vaishnava Sect, pp. 35-106.
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Hangal, were Vaishnavas *. It is not possible to say when and how

they were converted to this faith. Probably some religious

teacher convinced them of the superiority of Vaishnavism over

&aivism, and consequently they adopted the former fait!].

Vaishijavism was preached with unusual vigour in the llth

century. The propagator f

of this religion in this period was Rama-

nuja. He was born at Sri Permattur near Madras, in Iulr>l7 f
,

and studied at Kanchipuram. From there he went to Sriragam
where he perfected Iiis system and wrote his philosophical trea-

tises. During his stay at the latter place he seems to have

gathered round him many disciples. But lie was iiot allowed to re-

main there very lonj -. The Choja ruler Karikala could not tolerate

the spread of the new sect. Pe '-.cution broke out 3
, and Ramanuja

was compelled fo fly for safety from the Chola kingdom to Chandra-

ftiri. Thence he proceeded to the Kamataka country, ulu're,

as we have seen, the prevailing leligious belief was Jainism. Hire

he made many conve-.ts by his exhortation, and disputes. One of

these conveits was the Hoyspla King Bitti-deva called after ihis

event VishiiuvarJhara
4

.

Besides the above nitons we al:o iind traces of buddhism in

anctei.t Karnafaka. This religion wa? preached i;i this country

during the s^prema:y of ihe MuU r
yss ove: Ku-'tala. We aie told

in the Mahavwi thai a ter the t.iird convocation of the Bjddhists,

the thera, son of Majjali, t!i ug. t of establishing the religion of

Bucidha in oth^r regions, and accordingly despatched missionaries

to different countries. 0. t of these preacheis was Rakkhita, who
was deputed to Banavasi. He preached the anamaitaga doctrine

of Buddha with suih singular success that sixiy thousand persons

were converted to tl-e Buddhist iaith, and of these thirty seven

tliousand were <>rdained priests by him ''. This is the account of

the preaching or RakkLita given in the Ptli century, when the

Mahavansa was written. It is possible that the story was exag-

gerated after a lapse of over a thousand years, and the tradition

then cunent was recorded by the author of the Mahavarisa in

his work. The fact seems to be that the efforts of the Buddhist

* Fleet, Sanskrit and Old Kanarcse Inscriptions, L A., X, p. 253. Cf. Fleet,

Kanaresc Dynasties, p. 560.

* Cf. Heras, The Aravidu Dynasty of Vijayanagara, 1, p. 533; Bhandarkar,

Vaishnavls'ii. Saivism, p. 51.

i E. I., XIV, p. 85.

* Bhandarkar, o. c., p. 52.

& Wijesirha, The Mafiavansa, pp. 47-48.
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missionaries were attended with some success, as is evident from

the account given by Hiuen Tsiang of the Buddhist community at

Banavasi (Konkanapura)
4

,
and its surroundings. This pilgrim

visited Banavasi after its conquest by the Chalukyas early in the

7th century. He mentions that at this time there were about 100

sangharamas with 10,000 priests, who were followers of both the

Mahayana and the HInayana sects. In the city itself there were two

sangharamas and three stupas, with priests wi o were all men of

distinction *.

From Banavasi and Kuntala Buddhism naturally spiead
to Southern Konkan. the country lukd centimes nfter by the

branch of the Goa Kadambas. A statue of Buddha in dhyana mu-

dra, of the first or second century A. D., recently found at Colvalc

at the province of Ban es in Goa, bears witness to the existence of

Buddhism in Southern Konkaij in the beginning of the Christian

era
3
.

But in course of time the number of ihe Buddhists seems to

have dwindled away. The inscriptions of llfh century and after

show that Buddhism had fallen on evil days. The records lowing
traces of Buddhism are very ra:e. A record of 1065 says that the

dandanayaka Rupabhattayya made a grant of land to the -ods of

the city of Belagami, 'Kesava, Lokesvara, and Buddha' 4
. Another

of 1067 mentions that there was a Buddhist teacher at Bejagami
of the name of* prabha Bauddha-Bhalara'\ An epigraph of

1 129 informs u^ that there existed five mathas in the agrahara city

of Bejagami 'like the five arrows in the world
1

, dedicated respec-

tively to Hari, Hara, Kamalasasana, Vltaraya and Buddha*. At

the same time we find two Buddhist jatis at the court of Jayakesi 1

of Goa, Chandrapura, mentioned by the famous Jaina writer He-

machandra ". This is practically the last mention of the Buddhists

in Karnataka, for the religion they practised soon became extinct,

confused with, and absorbed by Hinduism.

Closely related to religious worship are the ceremonies which

For the identification of Konkanapura with Banavasi cf. ante, p. 62.

Beal, Buddhist Records of the Western World, II, pp. 2M-255.

Heras, A Newly Discovered Statue of Buddha near Goa,J.B.H.S., Ill, pp.
173-186. This statue at present is In the Museum of the Indian

Historical Research Institute, St. Xavier's College, Bombay.
E. C, VII, Sk, 170. Ibid., Sk, 169.

Ibid., Sk, 100. ? Dvaiasharuya, I. A., IV, p. 233.
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each religion prescribes. The insciiptions speak about the eight
rites oi the Jaina temples

1
. One of the most important ceremonies

which the Jainas often performed was that of self-destruction

by starvation. We learn from an inscription at Bankapur that the

Ganga King Marasirhha II took the vow to fast for three days
and attained rest (died) *. Similarly Jakkiabbe, who was holding
the office of nal-gaunda of the Nagarkhanda Seventy, when she

was afflicted by some bodily ailment, resigned everything to her

daughter and expired in performance of the Jaina vow of fasting
3

.

Another instance of self-destruction is the ceremony of drown-

ing oneself when one finds that the end is approaching
4

. This

mode of death i< described by Dr. Bhandarkar as Jalasamudhi
5

.

People often took tho vow of sannyasa. This consisted in living a

life of penance and solitude'. The asvumedha is a sacrifice of

special interest to the political history of the Kadamba dynasty.
It was a royal rite symbolic of supreme power

7
. The Kadamba

kings claimed to have performed many horse sacrifices.

E. C., VII, Sk, 225; E. C.. Vili, Sb, 345.

/:. /., V, p. ISO.

/:. C., VII, Sk, 219.

Bilhana, Vikrumank(nicvachariia,yv. "^Vi *, vv. 44-68.

Bhandarkar, Early History oi the Dekkcm, p. 84.

/:. C., VI, Bg, 161; V, Hn,58.

Cf. Dumont, L'Asvamedha, pp. 7-9.



CHAPTER II

Administration

The
various copper-plates and lithic records that have been dis-

covered, give us excellent glimpses into the different aspects of

the Kadamba system of administration. These records reveal tu

us that both in early and mediaeval times the king was the supreme
head of the state. Along with the unlimited power he enjoyed,

he was probably surrounded by the fabulous pomp with which

the oriental sovereignty is generally associated. He occupied, as

his name denotes, the first place in the kingdom and he exercised

supreme authority not only in the political sphere but also in

matters religious. True as it is that the royal preceptor played an

important part as the spiritual adviser of the king, it may safely be

affirmed that the monarchy was unfettered by any priestly oigani-
zation. This becomes evident from the fact that impoitant as were

the religious changes which the period witnessed, the kings never

allowed themselves to be swayed by any sect, and kept the

religious movements well under control. It will be remembered
that the period over which the Kadamba history extends saw the

rise and decay of Saivism, its gradual substitution by Vaishnavism,
the growth of Jainism, and the effoit of the religious teachers to

revive Saivism which culminated in the creation of the Lingayat
sect These changes were indeed momentous, but as there were
able and tolerant kings at the helm of affairs, who did not make it

their policy to champion the cause of one sect or another, the

innovations were allowed to woik themselves out without causing
the least flutter in the country. It is true that the preaching of

VTra-aivism was attended with some disturbances in the Dekkan J

;

but there is no evidence to conclude that they affected the country
under the Kadambas. The explanation of their success as rulers

Wurth, The Basava-Ptirana of the LingayatsJ.B.B.R.A.S. t IX, p, 68.
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is therefore to be found in the policy of toleration which they
consistently followed. This would amply prove that they refused

to be dictated in their religious policy by any religious preceptor.
In fact the inscriptions containing the grants, the Kadambas made
to institutions belonging to the sects that were not their own,
gratefully acknowledge that these kings gave equal protection to

all religions in their dominions 1
.

Though royalty was invested with unlimited authority in

theory, in point of fact the free and indiscriminate exercise of the

king's powers was checked to a certain extent by the force of

convention, which brought other forces into play. The inscriptions
while enumerating the attributes of a ruler, indirectly imply that

an unrestrained king who sought only his selfish ends was censur-

ed by the tribunal of public opinion. Accordingly the king had to

submit to the same moral law as any ordinary citizen, and so the

qualities the king was expected to possess were nothing else but

principles of general morality, besides the attributes special to his

office. Thus a good kin^ was the abode of learning, lustre,

prudence, sportiveness, profundity, highmindedness, valour, fame

and delicacy; a friend of things living, spurning the riches of others,

making gifts to priests, chiefs, and the learned, honouring them

and keeping their company
2

. Further he was a man of unimpeach-
able moral character. He could not covet the wives of others.

Accordingly the inscriptions often speak of him as a uterine

brother to the wives of other men 3
. But in times of war he was

allowed, along with his officers and soldiers who followed his

example, to add to his seraglio the wives of his enemies, as the

title applied to Bij Jala "the friend of those who swing the sword

seizing the wives of inimical kings,'* would indicate*. Finally a

good king always gave shelter to those who fled to him for protec-

tion, even though the individual sometime happened to be his

enemy \ It is plain from what we have said that these were the

qualities that were deemed necessary to make an ideal ruler. But

* Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarcse Inscriptions, I.A., VI, pp.
25, 27, 29, 30,

31, 32; VII, pp. 15, 36, 38; E.A, V, pp. 25, 460 and passim.

* Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa,J.B.B,R.A.S. t

IX, p. 283; E.C., IV, Hs, 18.

*
./., Vl,p.257.

./., V, pp. 257, 259; Fleet, 1. c. Other inscriptions which carry the same

idea more or less are in E. /., XIV, p. 167; XVI, p. 355.

* Fleet. Sanscrit and Od Camirese Inscriptions, LA., VI, p. 31. Appendix

HI, No, 5.
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there was no regular means to make him act up to this standard,

and it seems doubtful whether many kings conformed to this ideal-

The tendency of the kings to rule despotically was also check-

ed by the custom which made it laudable in a king to receive coun-

sel from his ministers and elders. We read in the Halsi inscrip-

tion of Harivarmma that he made the grant of a village to the

Kurchakas on the advice of his father's brother Sivaratha 4
. The

record of Sivachitta tells us that he made the grant mentioned

therein to Narasimha temple "at the direction of his mother and

with the consent of his prime ministei and councillors' 12
. Prom

another inscription we learn of the same King, that when his Queen
Kamala-devi approached him with the request to found an agrahara
at Degamve, he took "counsel with hi- mother Mailalamahadevi

as to the propiety of the request of her (Kamala-devi)

and having given his consent al! the ministers headed by
Purohita Sri Vindyavasibhattopadhyay;u having pondered over

the matter notified their consent also" 1

'.

These restraints, it will be noticed, were only indirect and

could not therefore be powerful. Though it was the prevailing
custom to consult the ministers :nd the experienced relatives 4

, it

was not absolutely binding o; the sovereign t abide by their

decision. The restraints brought t<> Near upon him by conven-

tion were not powerful enough t> prevent him from making use of

the extraordinary powers which were Conceded t> him in theory.
The kind's council composed ;is it w;?s of his m.nisiers and the

members nf the royal family was a purely consultative body and it

possessed no powers over the king either in theory or m practice.

Great as was the authority with which monarchy was always
associated, the (obligations that were demanded by the kingly
office were not le^s onerous. The main concern of the kings was
to assure tu the people protection from external enemies and inter-

nal disturbances. Hence the phrase is always used in praise of

kings that they were administering (he kingdom in the enjoyment
of pleasant conversations, so as to suppress the evil and protect

the excellent
:>

. This indeed was always recognised as one of the

./., VI, p. 257.

Fleet, Inscriptions ftdatint? to the Kadamba Kings of Goa,J.B.B.R.A.S.>

IX, p. 284.

Ibid., p. 275.

Ibid.

E. /., XV, p. 79; Fleet, o. c., p. 275,
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special functions of sovereignty. The Kadambas are according-
ly represented as studying the requital of good and evil *.

The kings married many wives, and the favourite among them
was probably the chief queen. Given the practice of poligamy,
itispsycoiogically impossible that a particular queen could be
the constant focus of the king's affection. It is reasonable to sup-
pose that no sooner did it waste itself on one woman than it turned
to another. Consequently life to many of the inmates of the zenana
was a veritable misery. Moreover, polygamy bred an atmos-
phere of suspicion and jealousy within the harem, which is obvi-
ous from the epithets given to the chief queen, such as "a whip
to the backs of rival wives of high repute"

2
,

"
the favourite wife

crushing the pride of others" a
, and so forth. The duty of the queen

was to treat her subjects, both rich and poor, without distinction 4
.

She took part in the public functions with the king
5

. If she was
public-spirited she interested herself in many public works such
as the establishment of schools and agrahara* and the building
of temples and shrines".

TSie king's court, consisting of the mandalikas, the ministers,
the nobles, the court officials, and the royal preceptor, presented
indeed an imposing spectacle \ The sculptures on the panels in

the Kesava temple at Belur representing the Hoysaja darbar give
us a glimpse of the splendour of the courts of the Karnataka kings
in those days *. The emperor sat in the centre with his queen on
the left side very probably under a pavilion. Instead of the

sceptre, one of the insignia of suveieignty in the west, he carried

the sword in one hand and a flower in the other. There were the

chowri-bearers standing on either side and we may presume that

the umbrella which is another symbol of royalty also waved over

the scene. In front of the king were the royal gurus with their

* Cf . Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 167.
* E. C., XV, p. 75; Fleet, o. c., p. 275; E. /., p. 333.

:t E. /., XIII, p. 174.

* E. /., XV, p. 333.
* E.G., VIII, Sb, 346.
8

Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa, J.B.B.R.A.S.,

IX, p. 283.

I bid., p. 215.

*
Fleet, 1. c.; E. C,, V, p. 258-259; VIII, Sb, 442.

The description of the Kadamba court gathered from their inscriptions

fully agrees with the representation of the Hoysala court sculptured

on the panels of this temple.
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principal disciples, the uncles and other old members of the royal

family, the ministers, mandalikas and other court dignitaries
1

.

The discussions probably centered round the state matters demand-

ing immediate solution.

The philosophical discourses that were often held among the

ministers, formed another feature of the Kadamba court. The

kings were learned men and took part in the discussions*. This

may also suggest that there flourished many scholars at their

court. Their patronage of literary men is gathered from the fact

that they made gifts of lands to, and remitted taxes from, the

learned Brahmans 3
.

The difficult and complicated duties attached to the kingly
office demanded constant deliberation with the ministers. The
latter were five in number, and they formed a cabinet 4

. According
to the nature of the work they fell under five categories, namely
the steward of the household (mancvergadc), the councillors (tau-

trapalas), minister of state (pradhana), the steward of betel-bag and

the secretary of the council r
'. The king as a general rule greatly

valued their opinions. Consequently the influence these ministers

exerted on the monarch must hjve been reaily great. Hence it is

obvious that the latter had to exercise the utmost caution in

selecting his ministers. On them depended to a large extent the

weal or woe of the country.

The qualifications that were deemed necessary for this post

can be gathered from the description , of the ministers i^iven in

the Kadamba inscriptions. They were expected to combine ad-

ministrative talents with a highly moral course of life'*. They
were persons who had received liberal education, for it was ex-

pected of them that they should be 'intent on the affair; of the

whole world
1 7

. Birth was perhaps another qualification, since the

official had to be a man of majesty, who would not stoop to mean

things**

1 Cf. Narasimhacharya, The Kesava Temple at Belur, pp. 4-5, pi. XIII

and XV.
* E. /., V, p. 258; E. C, VIII, Sb, 442.

* E. C, VIH, Sb, 33; V, Bl, 245.

E. /., XV, p. 75.

* Ibid.

E.,., XIII, p. 314.
7

Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goo, /.B.B.R.A.S.*

IX, p. 301.
* Ibid.
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The minister was generally well-versed in the sciences of

logic, rhetoric, and politics '. And he made use of his theoretical

knowledge in the solution of the burning problems of the day.
He was the adviser of the king both in times of peace and war*.

Consequently he had to be versed in the art of warfare no less

than in statesmanship. He followed the king to the battlefield

and commanded several detachments of the army
3
.

We also obtain a few glimpses of the Secretariat. Already in

the fifth century there is a mention made of the private secretary

(rahasyadhikrita) under the Kadamba king Mandhatrivarmma 4
.

But for a detailed account of the promulgation of the royal decrees
and orders we have to go to the Chola records. The royal secre-

tary is here mentioned as Communicating the kind's order to the

chief secretary and he, on approval, transmitted them to the reve-

nue officers to be carried out. These then assembled the revenue

accountants, who made entries in their revenue registers"
:

'. The
latter very probably corresponded to the kadita used in the Hoy-
saja times. For a record belonging to these rulers avers that

among his conquests Vishnuvardhana wrote down the Banavasi

Twelve Thousand in his kadita*.

In times of peace one of the chief functions of the monarch

was the administration of justice. It is perfectly reasonable to

hold that the king did not generally dispense justice at the first

instance, but that the final decision rested with him. We come

across in the records the officer called dharma-adhayaksha or

the chief justice
7

, which naturally implies that there were minor

judicial officers under him. It is possible that the kind of cases

that came under the jurisdiction of each of these judges was clear-

ly defined. Cases of great consequence only were dealt with

personally by the king. For instance when Padmanabha, an in-

fluential Vaishnava Brahman happened to steal the ornaments of

the god Nrisiiiiha that were kept in his house, he was brought to

book by King Jayakesi II, and the equivalent of the stolen orna-

i E. /., XIII, p. 313.

t E. C., VII, Sk, 136; VIII, Sa, 45.

3 Ibid.

* E. C., VH,Sk,29.
* E. C., X, KI, III, I I2a. Cf. Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 172.

E. C., V, Bi, 17. Cf. Rice, 1. c.

i E.L> XV, p. 81.
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ments was recovered by selling his property *. It will be seen from

this incident that the punishment that was inflicted was in propor-
tion to the gravity of the offence, and that the penalty was quite

reasonable. The law strictly forbade the assault of one person

by another, even though the man assaulted happened to be a thief,

robber, burglar, enemy, or evil-minded person. The penalty

imposed for such an offence was a fine of three gold gadyanas
B

.

Other records show that murder could be commuted by money
payment and was visited by tines. The murderer gave a sum of

100 gadyanas to the relatives of the person assassinated, and in

addition paid half as much to the state
3

. Ordeal by fire was
esteemed a reliable means for ascertaining the truth*.

For purposes of efficient administration, tne kingdom was

divided into various administrative units. This was so even in

the days of the early Kadambas. There were the provinces and

the latter were again subdivided into districts. But they were

not as many as one could expect in an extensive kingdom. The

Empire at the height of its power seems to have consisted of only
four provinces, the North, East, West and South, and the extent of

its territories shows that these provinces were rather unwieldy.
At the head of each of these tht-re was a viceroy selected from

among the members of the royal family. Thus in the reign of King

Raghu his brother Kakusthavarmma was the Viceroy of the

northern part of the Kadamba dominions, of winch the city of

Palasika was the administrative headquarters ,
while the King

ruled from Vaijayanti (Banavasi) which was always the principal

capital of the Kadamba Empire. In the reign of Santivarmma we
find two of his brothers, Krishnavarmma and Kumaravarmma, rul-

ing one in the South (Dakshirjapatha), of which Triparvata was

the capital, and the other in the east, of which Uchchangi was the

seat of government ''. The division of the Empire into *hese four

large provinces was a political blunder on the part of the Kadam-
ba emperors, for as we have seen, it directly led to the speedy

Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba Kings ofGoaJ.B.B.R.A.S.,
IX, p. 286.

E. /., XV, p. 80.

. C., VIII, Sb, 80.

Fleet, o. c., pp. 308-309.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, /. A., VI, p. 24.

Ct. Ante. pp. 36*38
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25 Old Goa. Fleet represented on a thirteenth century Viragal

26 Halsi. The Jaina Basti
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dismemberment of the empire. So long as a strong king was on the

throne, the viceroys remained obedient to the central government,
but soon after his death th*y set up as independent sovereigns in

their respective provinces
1

. The smaller administrative divisions

that existed at this time were the districts, like the Suddikundura*,
which evidently formed part of the provinces, and the towns and

villages which composed the districts.

We do not hear of the clearly defined divisions like the Bana-
vasi Twelve Thousand, Palasika (Haisi) Twelve Thousand, Santa-

jige Thousand, and Panungal Five Hundred in this period. In fact

these divisions came into vogue only with the Rashtrakuta hege-
mony. These kings completely changed the system of adminis-

tration then prevailing in the country. One of their wholesome
reforms was to do away with the large provinces and to divide the

country into smaller ones, to each of which they attached its

revenue value*. Thus while Banavasi and Halsi were 12,000

provinces, and Santalige was 1,000, the revenue value of Hangal
was 500.

The Rashtrakutas, we have already observed, ruled their

kingdom by means of governors. These governors generally bore

the name of mahasamantas, which according to Mr. Rice connotes

control over feudatory chiefs. But in the case of the Rashtra-

kuta governors it was a mere title and bore no such significance.

For the inscriptions of these kings, of the period of which we are

sneaking, do not allude to the feudatory chiefs under them. The

governor was assisted by officers like the nad-perggade or the

comissioner of the country and the nad-gavunda in charge of

smaller divisions 4
.

The administrative system of the Ciialukyas of Kalyani slight-

ly differed from that of the Rashtrakutas. Though the administra-

tives units retained their old characteristics, their government
seems to have become more elaborate. The Chalukyas unlike the

Rashtrakutas, had under them many feudatories. These were the

hereditary rulers of parts of the Chalukya Empire and they actual-

Ibid.

Fleet, Sancrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, /. A., VI, pp. 24, 25, 27,

31.

This is one of the explanations that has been offered. According to the

other interpretation this number refers to the number of village* con-

stituting the province.

E. C, VH, Sk,219.
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ly owned the territories they ruled. Further they exercised supreme
authority in their respective kingdoms, and even possessed tlie

n'ght of waging \varwith each other. The latter pnvile^e rendered

them aimo-f equal in status to the independent sovereigns. One
of such feuuatoiics was the K.-.damba family now divided into

vanous b:anc:,e>,. The i mpero assorted his su; reniavy over t: e

subv)rdinate chiefs by appointing giwernors from time to time to

collect the customs Duties in their ki; gd'-ms. The governor thus

appointed : tiled in a di.al capacity, fiat of a customs officer and of

a political a./jnt. Tl;j imponance of t.'is office can be made out

fron: the fa;t that eve- mi: -ste s \ver, a. pointed as governors
1

.

The sui ordinate rulers , id no!
; ay to ;he Enij ero; any tribute i

'.'oir.'y. but
j
ermitt.;.! fts g -vern r to collect thv re alia. wi.ich

to a k .ow'edgipy ..i oven ;;\.s ip. These Mfi.ers were

fwya^a^, a titi v/mch ue, ot.s both civil tr:d militar,

ra k\ They tl l o b. re thi. desig- tit:*-n <-f ^uiantaduipati n ac-

,ount of the c\-ntn.l ii.ej, e;;ercisec : (ver ihe feudalories-'. The
;,0xe.n T

r
it is natural, had ubc.-rdinate .ificials to i-elp them in

thc.'r w; rk. O;:e of ti em, very often mention, u in the r, cord^ is

t-.e pcrgga ic''. Tiie a-s s ern t' i-ave had the Md^uundaK 01

nui'piab.:u, un er rluu . Bui it 'S not clvar Wi eti.er th-se were
th i,i;periai c[ficiuls or t .e-.iiic r -f th, king who als" niulertook

tne wo;rv of C'>.leciing t ^ eustoi-is in. ihe govert^oj. Foi t,,ey often

appear i, the if
1

,, .r;j- ;ions as the -..epen.i.hts of the king'. The
im j ial taxes may ;.c cL'uss'ficJ i;i.der t- e heads ui peijjunka or

iie
: ;unka v<;duarai la, k?n?!aiK., biikoae aiul

\ aniKjya
7

. hejjun'a
which .reraiiy me; nt Jie iar e sunka wa> the customs duty nn
chief ii''i Ls <;f tiadc. \Vnat v.^idaraula and pannaya were, is not

ckTii fi'.;)i th- records, iho. gh t--e Pierining i.f the words suggests
A ta,\ on wat*T-su},ply ,;i s d on the income oi betei leaves'. Kirukula

1 E. C, VII, Sk, /C-. 1^3,107.
2

fh-d., Sk, 13, ;s,-5,9, 104, ill, 131, 137, 170, *>, 24s 275, 311 and
other . E. C., V;ii, S!\ ..,2.

3 /:. C, VU.Sk, Ml, 1 1, l.^V, 2i-, : 94, 297, U '.3; VIII, Sb, 336, 388.
4 E. C,, VII, Sk, *&; v'iil, Sh 70; E. A , XV, p. ^i; VI!, p. 2M
5

. C, Vi.i, S.
, J[/^ sus '>77, 35^,41-^340, ;il,

f 3A 179, 485; VII, Sk,
219; r-:. /

, XV, p. 81.

Ibid.

7
, C. VII, Sk, 11,192, Kt, ''8,05, 9N 100, K)4, 111, 131, IT/, 170, 236,

24^, 275, 311; VUi, Sb, ^99, ^t>,m
**

i owe thi': /,fo. matif.n to Prof. Kundan^<n. Vadda is the corruption of

Vard ;a w:ich means growing wafer, Hence tax on lands ^rown in

the water by the side rf the river.
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was the tax on the miscellaneous duties on articles in which the

transactions were small 1
. The bilkodc was a tribute paid by the

townspeople.
The emperor occasionally sen: o^e or two of Lis nobles on a

tour through thr: Fmpire, probably to supervise i;:e work of the

governors and to know f ;e real state o,' affairs in the country.
The inscription of Santi/armm;*, whic : gives thi> information

records tiiat "Bhuvanaikamal!a-raliava4'errrr;:i:!di YiShnuvar-
dhana (?) Vijayaditya. . . .maoe a tour of state !or King Bhuvanai-

kamalla", in concert with ma; aniandalesvarj Vikramaciitya-deva,

very likely the broths of the laucr 2
.

The Kadamha mahamandalesv^.ras lu ed their k'ngclom \viih

the help o, thvir governors ad nth-,? ;>dn,i;<istrativc- (.ffictols.

The governor seems t h; ve be n almo ! alway- a member
rf the r->yal irmily. either a Is oth r or an iMicle of t e rei^nin^'

king
:i

. Oftoi they reign. d c'.-nj.-intl; '. B-jt when t' e close

i elation of t!ie kim coul ?-.o; i e La..-. a:i ordina-y minisler

w.ir. appointed for th^ ofiice\
"

: e g^vcrn^r thrs appointed
exercised both th*. executv. :;nd ! he mi! tary functiotis. He
was the i:eau of ilie government and COIIIP.;. '

:

:er of the a my\
These govc-n^rs w re in eiurg: of d-s'ri', t^ s;;ch as Ba-;av;^si

an^i Halsi.

The district was divided into small? r units <,- 1!. d the kampa-
na '. The official in cha

,

e <( tlv iatte w. s kn',vva as ?he ^aiLieya \

Very iittle informati in can be g!e'*ne-' rom t'.e '-< /riptiotis

rcga.ding tlu- s
f ices o, nv< lire of the mah:ur.an('aies\aras. One

of !he K. damba r cor <s sugges's that the si th shav v,.a^ the

kind's share \ We r ay info fr m this that Te assjsnTun- of

l,i.d was !/r, o the .otal roduce. Other s^ <g
rc s of revenue see,. 1

to bo thv. taxes on < ilmen. oil-mil!s 4 b.ast? of ivurd,, . and bet' i-

leavcs". The exchequer was a:s i leplenisiu-d bv- :in Miipost called

biravana 11
, a; d a tax on salt

12
, linportant ^Lo.m^.ti' n is furn'Shod

1 Cf. /./}' '.TL* (j<izctn:*'r, I, p. 4*j6.

2 E. i., xvi, P.?:*.

a Ibid., p. 43. * Cf. ante. pp. 1^9, 20G.

E. C
,
VIII, Sa, 45. Ihli! , Sa. 71; Sb, 4U>.

T /:. /., V, p. 257.

8 E. C, V1U, Sa, 71; Sh, 567, 325, 326. "28; XI, Dg. 32.

* E. C, IV, Hs, 18.

**> E. (\, VHI, Sb. 510.

"
./., XV, p. 80. The nature of this tax is unknown, says Dr. L. D. Uarnett.

* Ibid., p. 328.
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by the Goa charter of Jayakesi I, which enumerates the customs
duties levied on ships calling at that port from various countries.

The accompanying table gives the names of the countries from
which the ships came and the duties which each had to pay.
The second table shows how transactions in the city were reg-

ulated, and how the coffers of the king were enriched by taxing
these transactions. It appears that the village artisans such as the

carpenter, goldsmith, barber, blacksmith, potter, etc., were also

taxed '.

E. /., v, p. 199.
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The transactions in the city were regulated, and the seller as

well as the buyer of a ship was made to pay one coin called

gaddiannaca.
Kd. ofgoods sold Tax paid by the seller, Tax paid by the purchaser

Ship One gaddiannaca One gaddiannaca

Parangue 5 drachmas 5 drachmas

Mane (boat) 2 2

House 1 1

Palmgrove 1 1

A part of the revenue which the king thus obtained was
utilised for the upkeep of the Deparment of Charities 4

. The Goa
charterof Jayake^i I, above referred to, informs us that the customs

duties levied on ships were made over to the council of manage-
ment of tlie House of Me-cy, which, as we know, was founded by the

King's minister Sadano. It was also settled that the property of the

native or foreign merchants who diej without issue, should, after

deducting the expense of the funeial. go to the House of Mercy and

not to the king. Out of the money thus bequeathed, the managers
of the House were to perform the ob^.equies of pour and helpless

persons
1

. The other work that was undertaken by the House nf

Mercy was probably to supply the poor and the needy with food

and even with medical attendance, if t^ey happened to be suffering

from bodily ailment.

Closely connected with t.te burden nf taxation and the reve-

nue of the king are the unifs of mejsuiv, that were employed in the

country, and the kinds of lurid tenure in use. The Satakarnni ins-

cription of the second century, to which reference has already been

made, aiiudes to an officer Bailed the raujjkam, a word which, as it

means the holder of the rope, suggests tli.it he was a survey officer.

The instrument used for tiiis purpose w.iS generally a pole*
1 of which

different kinds are mentioned in i he record^. Thus the; e \v,tsthe

danachintamani pole which measured 13 spun .

4

, the bherunda pole

perhaps of the size oi the Bherundesvara pillar \ the rood of Kundi *,

the danda or the staff of the royal standard : the kachchavi pole \ the

E./., XV, p, 80. t Archive, i. c,

.C,VII, Sb,359.

Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba kings ofGoa r J.B.B.R.A.S.,

IX, p. 276.

B.C., VII, Sk> 120. Of. Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 172.

e./.,XIH,p.35.

Ibid., p. 175. E.G., VIII, Sb, 317.
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staffs of Danavlnoda and Oranta-Malla 1

,
and the king's own

measuring rod 1
. The units of measure for the area were the

nivarthana'\ matta
4

,
and kamma 5

. The telation between these

is not clear from the records, but we may say none the less, that

the Kamma was the smallest unit . Other measures that were
used were the sorige

1
* and mana* for oil; soilage for measuring

paddy, adda for husked rice*, Kolaga for rice
40

,
and manator

black pepper
u

.

./., XII, p. 290. 340.

/;./., IV, p.m
E.I , V, p. 8; VI, p. 15; E.r., V, BI, 245, VI, Kd, I6J; Pied Sanscrit and

Old Canarese If&criptions, I, A., Vi, pp. 25, 29; Fleet, Inscriptions

Relating to the Kadumba h'itis oj Gou, J.B.B.K.A.S., IX, pp. 272,

27(5.

./., Xlii, p. 58; E.C., VII, Sk, 120; Sb, 44.

./ Xlll, pp. 35, 55; Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba Kinps

ojGoa,J.B.ti.R.A t S., IX, p. 27(J.

Ibid., p. 277,

,C.,VII, Sk, 236.

Meet, o.c., p, 302,

./.. Xlll, p, 26.

E.C., V, Mj, 18.

./.,XIII, p. 2i).



CHAPTER III

Social Life

The
social life in medieval Karnataka centred round the village.

As the principal occupation of the people was the cultivation

of land, their settlements were naturally in the country. It appears
that like all agricultural settlements in ancient times, these villages

too were divided into three parts: the village proper, the arable

land and the pasture
4

.

The first consideration of the colonizers was evidently the

selection of suitable locality for their dwelling. As their chief in-

dustrial pursuit was agriculture, they selected a site which had

easy access to water. Hence the choice, as far as possible, always
fell in favour of places along the river banks. This is evident

from the fact that all the ancient well-known settlements in Karna-

taka were on the banks of streams, like Banavasi on the Varadha*

Kudaroli on the Malaprabha, and so forth.

Next came the allotment of the site among the different classes

of people constituting the community. It is not unreasonable to hold

that members or each caste and profession established their habit-

ation in one place. There is express mention in the records of Brah-

man quarters in the village*. It is possible that as in the present day

villages in tne Kanarese country, there were separate localities for

carpenters, potters, goldsmiths, braziers, and black-smiths. The
untouchables were naturally assigned a locality far away from the

common habitation.

Every village in Karnataka was a self-governing unit, and

independent of every other community. It had its own priests,

temples, carpenters, smiths and barbers*. For administrating

./., Xll, p. 290; ./., XVH, p. 123.

B.7., XV, p. 76.

. A, V, p. 199. Cf . Altekar, A History of Village Communities in Western

India, pp. 76-78.
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the affairs of the village there were the gauda and the village

patlchayat which seem to have been invested with executive and

judicial powers. They discharged their executive duties by
undertaking improvements in the village. This probably included

the repair and construction of tanks and canals 1
, and conducting

the defence of the village. By virtue of their judicial powers,

they were very likely authorised to decide small disputes that

arose from time to time among the villagers. Serious crimes
were of course tried by the official tribunals of the king

1
. Finally

the gauda and the pafichayat also saw that the grants of land or

money made by kings, governors or any other person to the ins-

titutions in the village were properly administered*.

For settling extraordinary matters it was necessary to call a

meeting of all the villagers. Thus we learn from an inscription in

the Sorab Taluqua that the Thousand of Kumbise village came to

an understanding among themselves and, fixed "the paddy of two
channels" as assessment "on a mattar of low land on the old

channel" 4
. Further, the Mantravadi inscription of the time of

Amoghavarsha I, informs us that a meeting of the villagers was con-

vened, of which Naga-deva was elected president, to decide some
matter connected with the grant made by the forty mahajanas of

FJ.punuse, the Gorava moni and the managers of the Elamvajli

temple to the honourable Gokarnapandita-deva
5

. The inscriptions

also tell us that whenever a member of the community did a public

work calculated to confer benefits on the whole village, his

services were rewarded by the general assembly, which granted

him a plot of land rt

. Similarly the general assembly made grants

of gifts to the families of heroes who died, while recovering the

cattle from jobber gangs or troops that sometimes raided the

village-. It is pleasing to note in this connection that even the

services rendered by servants were commemorated 8
.

We have already remarked that these village settlements were

mainly agricultural. The cultivators distinguished the land accord-

. C., VIII, Sbf 359, 132.

Mention is made of a chief justice. Cf. ante, p. 263.

Ibid.

Ibid., Sb, 83.

. /., VII, p. 202.

Passim in Inscriptions of E. C.

B. C., VIII, Sb, 6, 12, 47, 221, 229, 412, 414, VII, HI, 47, and othen.

E.C., VIH, Sb, J2&
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ing to the quality of the soil as makki land, red black land, black

loam land, rice land and so un 4
. The epigraphical records make

mention of three kinds of tenures under which the farmers held the

land: the $arvanamasya
l

>
the tribhoga

3 and the tala-vritti
4
. The

meaning of sarvanamasya seems to be that the holders of land

probably paid land tax at the time of making obeisance to the god.

Tribhoga was a joint tenure enjoyed by three distinct parties, e. g.

a private person, a god or gods and the Brahmans 11

; while the

meaning of tala-vritti tenure is not clear from the records.

Though the Kadamba kingdom was essentially an agricultural

country, there were none the less a few flourishing towns. The
most important of these were Gopakapuri, Belagami, Banavasi,

Halsi, Velugrama (Belgaum) and others. We shall speak in a later

chapter about the commercial activities of some of these cities.

It now remains for us to say a few words about tneir municipal

organization.
It may be inferred from the inscriptions that all important

towns had a corporation and a town mayor called thepaffanasavr *.

But these records do not specify the duties of the mayor and the

corporation. It is probable that they looked after the public

health, maintained houses of cfnrity, repaireJ roads and bridges
and undertook such work as is done by the municipalities of the

present day.
The kings often granted special constitutions to the towns.

Thus the town of Lakshme^var received a charter from the prince

Vikramaditya. According to thi* statute, every occupied house

had to pay a tax to the governors in the* month of Va&akha. For

meeting the expenses of a feast it was settled that the highest

households should pay ten panas, the intermediate households

seven panas, lower five panas and the lowest three. It was also

specified in the charter that fines for theft and the minor dtlinquen-

cies> fines for the ten offences, and the su-called property of child-

less persons should be paid into the guild there in the month of

Karttika 7
. Likewise the statutory constitution granted to the town ot

*
ibid., Sb, 35*39; . /., IV, p. 355; XII, p. 290; XV, p. 334.

* E. C, VI, Sk, 100; E. I., XIII, p. 216; XV, p. 345.

E. /., XV, pp. 334, 345; XVII, p. 123.

4 E. /., XII, p. 290; Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba Kings of

Goa.J.B.B.R.A.$.,\X, p. 275.
s

Fleet, Honwad Inscription of Somesvara, /. A., XIX, p. 271.
'' E. /., XIII, p. 336; E. C, VII, Sk, 123.

* E. /., XIV, p. 190,
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Sudi by Akka-devi laid down that the shops and houses were to
have their four sides of access situated in the lands of Kargam-
badu. Such houses were immune from all imposts including
land-rent for two srahes (two years). After this they were to be

charged with sarv-aya annually. Finally they were to pay affixed
land-rent of eighteen gold gadyanas to the department of charities.

The constitution of the eight Settis was not to apply to the country
and vice versa. Within the Kisukad Seventy the land-plots
were to be immune from ail tolls with the fri/'a-va/ja The father

was not to be held responsible for the guilt of the son, nor the

guilt of the father b.
4 attached to a son. Within the town lost pro-

perty had to be made good by the ara-talara *. If one strike with

a weapon, a thief, robber, burglar, enemy, (or) evil-minded person
under a shop, screen, (or) veranda, there would be imposed a fine,

but no guilt. The line upon the striker would be three gold gad-

yanas. The inscription tells us that this was the renewal of their

corporate constitution which had partly broken down in the stress

of the war with tlie Choi as *.

The chapte; on social life is not complete without a brief men-

tion of the manners and customs of the people who lived in these

towns and villages. It may be maintained that the life of the people
in Karnataka under the Kadambas did not radically differ from the

one that is led by the people there at the present day. The nume-

rous viragals and mastikals that are strewn about the coun-

tiy show us that men wore a dhoti as they do in our days, and

left the upper part of their body uncovered. They tied a turban

round their head which was very much like the present-day pagrl*.

It could also be seen from (he viragals that men wore their hair

tied in a knot behind. A viragal which we unearthed near the Kap-

pk
j Bhami, Hangal, shows that the warriors wore large earrings.

(PL 15) This is confirmed by an inscription at Sravajja-Belgoja,

which alludes to Bijjala's capturing the jewelled ear-rings and

the rutting elephants and all other possessions of the lord of the

Probably a town crier. * E. /., XV, p. 80.

There is a mastical at Golihalli which contains a beautiful representa-

tion of a man with his wives who committed sati when he died. Here

the man is wearing a turban which is exactly like the pagries we see

the people using nowadays in the country. The mastical could not

be photographed, as we arrived at this village rather late in the

evening.
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Vanavasi country
4
. The masticals suggest that the dress of the

women was the time-honoured saree and they covered the

breast with the bodice. This is quite evident from the sculptures on

the memorial tablet commemorating the demise of queen Lichchavi-

devi. (PI. 17) She is represented here as wearing a crown on

her head. Her wrists are decked with bangles her arms with

armlets and her legs with anklets. The fine male figures stand-

ing before her are represented as receiving some reward. These

were probably the persons who laid down their lives on the death

of the Queen, The apsaras are seen in breeches in all the viragals.

They also seem to have left their breast bare, as may he

seen from the viragal at Mavali and the memorial tablet of

Lichchavi-devi. These details suggest that this was probably the

dress of the courtesans. The inscriptions tell us that the latter also

wore waistbands and belts round their hips, and tin various parts

of their body were bedecked with ornament>, among which car-

rings, neck-laces, and arm-let^ are some most commoritly mention-

ed*. The sculptures on the walls of the Degawve temple thai <e-

present dancing girls with round looking glasses in t! eir hands

denote that the women of those days used hand mirrors. (PI. 37)

About the entertainments of the people the epigraphical re-

cords give us glimpses of plays and dramas that were staged in

the mathas and the agraharas*, of dancing and music of court-

esans *, and the troops of bands. The musical instruments in

vogue were the guitar, the flute \ the katumukhavaditra, the

samudraghosa
6

, tiuli\ permatti, iurya\ and the drum ". It may
be inferred from the viragal at Mavali of about A. D. 800 that

dancing was not restricted to the class of courtesans
)
but was

regarded as one of the fine arts and accomplishments in which all-

classes of people participated. This viragal represents the hero

dancing with the apsaras in heaven.

There is one important difference noticeable about the customs

. /., VI, p. 170.

Ibid., p. 106.

. /., XII!f p. 57.

JWd., p. 33.

. C., IV, Mj, 18.

E. /., IX, p. 206.

. /., VI, p. 106.

. C, VIII, Sb, 176.

E, C, V, Mj, 18.
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of the people in the time of the Kadambas and those prevailing in

Karnataka at the present time. There is no evidence at all in

the records of child marriages. The girls were married after the

attainment of puberty, and it appears that the young people were
left free to select their own match. There are also instances of

the custom of svayamvara, which consisted in the bride chosing
for herself a suitable husband. Thus we are told in the Vikra-

mankadevacharita that having heard that a svayamvara had been

proclaimed for, Chandralekha or Chandola-devi, the beautiful

daughter of the Siiahara prince Karahata, Vikramaditya hastened

to the festival, and the princess who had fallen in love with him

because of his valiant deeds, chose him for her husband. The
same work informs us that many princes attended the svayamvara,
chief among whom were those of Ayodhya, Chedi, Kanyakubja,
Kalinjara, Malava and Gurjara

1

. Another incident that has greater
interest for the history of the Kadambas is the fact narrated by
Hemachandra in MsDvaiasharaya that Mayanalla-devi, the daughter
of Jayakesi 1, the King of Chandrapura(Goa).feIl in love with the

handsome king Karna Raja and went to the latter's capital to marry
him 2

. The point to be noted here is that maidens in those days

enjoyed good deal of freedom in selecting their husbands, and

consequently married the man of their choice. The instances

quoted above also show that love marriages, were not uncom-
mon.

The enormous number of mastikals in the country ruled by the

Kadambas, points out that sa/i, or the burning of a widow with the

dead body of her husband, was largely practised in Karnataka.

These mastikas are sometimes sculptured with the effigy of a fe-

male figure, pointing its hand bent at the elbow towards heaven.

Sometimes they show only the hand bent upwards and holding a

lime fruit between the thumb and the fore-finger. (PI. 16) The

inscriptional evidence of the practice of sati is furnished by a

record in the Sorab Taiuqua, which avers that when Ravivarmma
died one of his queens 'obtained mukti' I e., became safi

8
:

Another instance of self-sacrifice met with in the inscriptions,

is the committing of suicide by certain people on the death of the

king or of the queen. Thus we gather from an inscription that when

King Taila died, his political secretary (Tantrapala) Boppana killed

Bflhana, Vlkramankadevacharitra, p. 38.

Dvalasharaya. /. A., IV, p. 233.

. C, VJI, Sb, 523,
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himself in fulfilment of the vow he had taken probably to live and

die with the king
1

. Likewise, another record informs us that "when

the dweller on the broad chest of the maha-mandalevara Sovi-

devarasa, the senior queen Lachchala-devi went to svargfl, fulfill-

ing the vow he had previously uttered, saying, 'I will die with the

Devi' he (Boka) died." Mr. Rice infers from these records that

beheading was the common method of dispatch in all such cases*.

For the epigraph mentions that
u
on his master calling him, saying

'You are the brave man with great resolution have spoken of

taking off your head', with no light courage Boka gave his head

while the world applauded saying; 'He did so at the very instant',

The word spoken with full reserve is not to be broken"*. In both

the cases a grant of land was made to the family of the man

who made the self-sacrifce.

Vows of self-destruction were also entered into for the

purpose of securing the accomplishment of a cherished object
We learn from an inscription in the Soi ab Taluqua that a man

vowed to give his head to a goddess at Hayve, if the King Santi-

varmma should obtain a son. A son having been born to the King
the man surrendered himself to the soldiers who beheaded him.

The King granted on this occation a sum of 24 heradramas to the

Brahmans presumably to perform his obsequies
4

. In 1123 a cow-

hed, when Bopparasa and his wife paid a visit to a temple in

the rice fields, vowed to give his head to swing on the pole be*

fore the god at Kondasabhavi on the event of the king obtaining a

son*. A curious instance of suicide is afforded by an inscription

at Bejagami. We are told "in 1050 there was a man who vow-

ed to continually pull out the nails of his finger in order to pre-
vent the giving of a fort to a particular person. But his vow was
of no avail, and the grant was made, Whereupon he cut off the

finger, and climbing to the top of the Bherunda pillar, thre^v him-

self down on a row of spear-shaped stakes and was killed
1 '

\ (PI. 18)

B.C., VII, HI, 47.

Cf. Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 186.

Ibid., Sic, 249,

Cf . Wee, L C.

B. C, VHf, Sb, 479.

E. C, VII, Sk, 246.

ibid. Sk, 132. Rice, Myiore and Coorg ttc. p. 187.



CHAPTER IV

The Art of Warfare

The king added to his office of supreme administrator and

judge that of the commander-in-chief. It was expected of him that

he should set an example of valour and courage to his followers.

Hence the king as a general marched the armies personally to

battle 1
. The officers under the king were the jagadala or the

generalissimo of the forces 2
, the dandanayakas who were proba-

bly in charge of different detachments, and the nayakas or captains
who commanded smaller divisions a

.

The army consisted of foot, horse, elephant and chariot 4
. The

fifth arm, the camel, is mentioned in a Hoysala inscription of

1262 :>

. It is possible that the Yadavas, who were fighting against the

Hoysajas in this period, imported this animal from the north, and
its use as one of the chief arms of the corps was copied from the

former by the Karnataka rulers.

From the earliest times the elephants were deemed the most

valuable section of the Indian host 6
, for as Kautilya observes, "it

is on the elephants that the destruction of an enemy's army de-

pends'
17

. Accordingly the many manly sports in which the kings
exercised themselves included the riding of elephants

8
. But

though they were a source of strength to their employers, the

elephants were not infrequently a nuisance to their own party. For

when they were scared or put to flight, they did untold damage to

their employers as much as to the enemy.

Cf. ante, pp. 51, 179-184, and passim.

. C., VIII, Sa, 45.

Ibid. Sb, 568.

Ibid., Sa, 58.

Rice, Mysore Inscriptions, p. 272.

Ibid., E./., VI, p. 79; XIV, p. 308; etc.

Shamasastry, Kautilya*s Arthasastra, Bk, VII, Ch. 11, p. 351.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarese Inscriptions, I. A., VI, p. 38.
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The cavalry was another important section of the array. No
doubt India supplied the horses required but the latter were ranked

inferior to the horses imported from Persia, Arabia and Afghanis-
tan. Hence the mention in the inscription of horse dealers under

the common name of Turushkas *. The viragals which throw

important light on the arms of warfare used during this period,

show that the steeds were provided with saddle and reins and
their vulnerable parts like the neck and the loins, were covered by
protective straps. They also show that the rider was clad cap-a-pie
in a coat of mail. It is evident that such a cavalry was used in

open battles where agility and swiftness were greatly desired. A

viragal at Bidi shows that, some of the horses were protected by
a steel armour. The coat of mail descended right up to the knees

of the horse, and the rider put his legs under this covering. His

breast was armoured with the breast-plate and his head with a

flat helmet. The head of the horse was also well-sheathed

against javelin thrusts by plates of steel. Each horseman carried

a lance, a dagger, a sword and a buckler. (Pis. 15, 19-22).

That chariots were used as one of the arms of warfare by the

Kadambas is obvious from their inscriptions
2

. But the viragals
that have come to our notice do not contain representations of this

vehicle. Hence in order to have a correct notion of them we
have to examine a few of the Hoysala sculptures, for the weapons
used by the latter kings were necessarily the same as those employ-
ed by at least the later Kadambas, the kingdoms of both dynasties

being contiguous to each other. The friezes ot the temples at

Helebid contain sculptures of war scenes from the great epics, the

Ramayana and the Mahabharuta, carved with exquisite workman-

ship. Now these scenes, shown as they are with considerable

energy and vividness of action are of great importance to the

military history of medieval Karnajaka, for the sculptors o* these

scenes naturally represented the wars of the epics in the manner
the battles were being fought in their own days. Here the chariots

are to be seen with one or two pairs of wheels and are drawn

by horses. They were generally occupied by kings and generals.

They have no railing along their sides. This seems to have

been purposely designed so that the occupant might easily escape
in the time of need. The two-wheeled chariots were usually light

* .C, VII, Sk, 197.

9 .C,VIU,Sa,58.
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and were probably employed either when fleeing from the battle

field or while pursuing the enemy. Tlie chariots have a perpendi-
cular staff on the back, on which is the emblem of the king. The
chariots formed the vanguard of the army. The occupants dis-

charged arrows whtn the enemy was at a distance, but when
the occasion for a close hand-to-hand fight offered itself, they
had recourse to the sword. The elevated position evidently
i>ave them an advantage over the foot soldiers of the enemy *.

The infantry was probably composed of regular and irregular

troops, and king's messengers and servants 2
. The regular troops

probably constituted the standing army, while the irregular troops
iormed the militia. It could be seen from the viragals, above re-

feired to, that the foot soldiers wore a flat helmet hanging down
the ears on both Mdes. Their body was protected by steel armour,

covering tiie arms and descending well below the knee. All the

infantry carried the broadsword as their principal weapon. These
were rather long, sometimes straight and sometimes slightly
curved. Their shields were lound, and had rings in the inside to

he fixed on the forearm. In addition they were armed with either

jaxelm, or bow and anows. The latter was either a cross-bow
<>r a long one. if it was a long bow the arrow was probably dis-

ci arged, as D;. Smith observes, "with the aid of pressure from the

left loot on the extremity of the bow resting upon the ground, and
with such force that neither shield nor breastplate could with-

tand it" . (Us. 11, 12, 15, 19-24). Catapults also seem to have
been used.

Another important arm that was used by the Kadambas of

Ooa was the fleet. It was employed with great advantage for the

com;iust o! islands and lands that could be reached by sea 4
. (PI. 25)

An idea of the size of the armies might be obtained from an

inscription in the Sorab Taiuqua which records that in A. D. 1239

"Slnghaiia-Simhana-DSva's nayakas with 30,000 horses came
and captured the hill-fort of Gutti" '.

The military band was made up of the kettle-drum, the battle-

Cf. Hera*, Halebid, Bengal Past tind Present, XXXVIII, p. 167.

./., HI, p. 52.

Smith, Early History of India, pp. 131-132.

Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa,J.B.B.R.A.S.,

IX, p. 307; fi./., XIII, p. 309.

E. C, VII., Sb, 319.
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horns, and the conches. The kettle-drum was sounded when the

army was marching *.

The army constituted an efficient fighting force. The viragals

abounding in the country amply prove that bravery and skill were

amply rewarded by the kings and the hero was given his meed of

public recognition. "In battle*', says Mr. Rice, "when victory hung
in the balance, it was customary for the commander to call out some
noted champion to lead a forlorn hope, and devote his life to gain
the day"

2
. To be singled out for such an enterr-rize was deemed a

great honour :

\ and the charge was confirmed with the presentation
of betel leaf to the champion from the hand of the chief 4

. A

grant was made to the family of the fallen mar, \ I; he s ivived he

was promoted to a higher rank and wab rewr.rd-vd with rich gifts

of land*'.

For the proper defence of the kingdom fortresses were built at

all the strategic points in tl'.t country. One of si.ch 4

tiongholds
was the fort of Udhare 7

, which a^ has been suggested above,

probably commanded the ro.id to liaru.al. Another was that of

Gutti which formed one of tne outputs of Sa;;.vvasi. trie capital".

Then there were several mino. ,it:de!s, like Ard.ib.'ji^attaciurga-'.

The fortresses were .-.eneraliy built on an elevated position. Tin-

walls were constructed of cyJopeoi: sn'iv-s, which were ;>ul into

shape so as to fit eacn other. A un;uu, feat
1

. re of their construe-

tion was that no mortar was u. ed to !<eep them in f.ositi -n. The

walls as seen at BnnavaM were ve;; t!;ick with a b,,se >f about

fifteen feet, and sloped towards the top at a height of ;;5 <>\ 40 feet

from the basement. (P's. 3
r 4) They ;ve;e Defended at intervals by

ramparts and bars wiiich rendered the scaling of the wails a very
difficult alfair

10
. It coiild be s^e.* from <-ne 01 the viragals at the

Hangal Tarakesvara temple that the s Idiers stood on the parapet
behind the battlement whieh was cr* wred with merlins. f

\

r

\s. 1*3,

24) Through embrasures tUy hurled siones and otLer mi -sites at

the besiegers. The wail was /ierced by /,ates which were of course

closed in the time of action. The whole Citadel was suirouiided

by a deep ditch, that is still t<> be seen round the wails of

Banavasi. The water supply of the fort was amply provided for

by wells, tanks and pools.

i
. C. t VIU, Sa, 45. j Ibid., Sb, Id; Sa, 45, etc.

1 Cf. Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 171. * E. C, Vili, Sa, 84, 8ti.

>

Ibid., Sb, 4^38 Sa, 58; . C., V, Mj, fa < E. C, VIII, Sa, 71.
' E. C., VII, Sk, 212. * H. C. f VII, Sk, 117.
*

. C.> VfH, Sa, 71. " E. L f VI, p. 35.



CHAPTER V

Trade and Industry

nphough the 1 ingdom of the Kadambas was pre-eminently an
*

agricultural country, it nevertheless, possessed a wealthy trad-

ing and industrial class among its inhabitants. Mention is often

made in t;se inscriptions ota flourishing mercantile community that

dealt in gold, silver, cotton clntl., victuals, paddy, pepper, fruits, oil

spice*-, camphor, perfumes, betel leaves, and other such articles
1
.

It may b'_
i inferred from t';e Goa chapter uf jhyakesi ! that Gopaka-

pattai.a, -Is capital \vas one of :;a most important emporiums on

the west coast. W learn from ths document iliat the capital was
the resort of traders hailing t;om distant countries such as Pandiat,

Kerala, Clianda, (janda, Han^la, Qheat, Gurger, Latta, Pusta,

Srytin, Ciiendrapur, Sourashtr>, Ladda, Konkan, Veimulie, San^a-
mesvar, Chippalona Shivapir, Pindianna, Vallapatam Sin-uhalla,

Callah and Zangavar'-. It may also be inferred from this record

that at tiiis time the Arab traders had already settled in Goa.

They most likely traded in horses which they imported from

Arabia, Persia and Afghanistan. That they carried on a roaring
business is evident from the frequent mention in the inscrip-

tions of the Turushkas by which designation they were usually
known-. The existence of this heterogenous trading community
is a tangible proof that the volume of trade that was carried on

at this place was indeed very large.

About the industries that flourished in the Kadamba domin-

ions, il is implied in the records that the most important were

spinning, weaving, masonry, brass works, carpentry, jewelry, iron

works, basket making and the extraction of oil
4

.

* E. /., XIII, pp 26, 174, 309; Gabinette Literario das Fontainhas, I, p. J9.

* Ibid., pp. 18-19.
:5

. /.. XV, pp. 86,01,99, 104.

4 E. /., XII, p. 333; Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba Kings of

aoa,J.B.B.R.A.S.,\X,p.W2.
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The trade of the country was mainly in the hands of three

classes of dealers, namely indigenous, itinerent and foreign. The

inscriptions also speak about a fourth class called (he protected
merchants 1

, but these seem to be no other than the foreigners,
mentioned above, who probably traded under the king's protection.

An interesting account of Brahman merchants is afforded by
an inscription in the Arsikere Taluqua of the Hassan District. We
are informed that one of these merchants imported horses, ele-

phants and pearls in ships by sea and sold them to the kings
2

.

It is not possible to determine from this inscription whether they
had direct dealings with merchants in Arabia or they bought the

horses which the Arab traders imported to Ooa.

We also learn from the record^ that the meicantile classes

were included in the term J^Ira-Bananjudharmma, at thf head of

which were the svamis of Sryyavale
:

.

In many cities trade and industries were regulated by guilds.

Little information is however yielded by the inscriptions about the

origin of the guild system. H-ncc we are not in a po-ition to say

whether it was an indigenous organization or was imported fn/m

elsewhere. However the mention ot corporate activity amo:><;

traders and craftsmen in ancient literature of ;orthun India and

their organization into guilds with the Sreshthi at the head 4

, may
suggest that the system in its organized form was probably
introduced into Karnataka from the North. Nevertheless it stand^

to reason to suppose that some form of commercial organization

did exist in Karnataka before the establishment of the guild system.

However thbmay be the organization steadily developed in the

country and served here the purpose of protecting tlie interests of

the indigenous traders and craftsmen against foreign competitors.
We know from the inscriptions that there were in every town

many foreign traders. The Goa charter of Jayakesi 1 tells us that

the mercantile community in that city consisted of traders from all

quarters \ We know from the Belgaum inscription of the Ratta

chieftain Kartavirya-deva that the traders there included foreign
settlers from Lala, i.e. Lata, Gujerat and Maleyalam country''.

1 Ibid. i E.G., V, Ak, 22.
a

Ibid., Ak,77;.C,, VII, Sk, 118; IV, Hg, 17; V, Bl, 117; IX, l)B, 31; Hk,
137. Cf. Wee, Mysore and Coorq, p. 182.

* Jarudapanajataka t Coweil,/cto^as, p. 294.
5 Gabinette Littrario das Fontainhas, I, pp. 18-19.

E./., XIII, p. 26.
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The guilds that flourished in mediaeval Karnataka may be

classed under two broad divisions, the merchant guilds and the

craft guilds. However it must not be supposed, that all the mer-

chants in the city, no matter in what articles they dealt, organized
themselves into one guild, and all craftsmen irrespective of their

trades into another. On the contrary merchants organized
themselves after the commodities they sold. Thus for instance

there was a guild of the fruit merchants S another of clothiers *,

and so on. Similarly there were separate craft guilds of stone-

cutters, braziers, carpenters, blacksmiths, goldsmiths, berattumbar

weavers, potters and oil-mongers
3

. The various merchant guilds
were affiliated to a central board, which administered the affairs

common to all the merchant guilds in the city
4
. In the same way

the craft guilds also were federated for discharging common
functions -\

The epigraphical records do not explain the constitution and

working of these guilds. Nevertheless we presume that the most

important of their functions was the regulation of the economic

lire of the town. In directing the trade and industries, it is natural

that the special inteiests of the members were always kept in

view. It is evident from the records that the guilds also served

as local banks and treasury. Thus we are told in the Lakshme-
var inscription of Vikramaditya, of the Western Chalukya family of

Badami, that the guild of braziers was authorised to receive the

taxes from all classes of people and the time was fixed by the king
for their payment *. We learn from the same record that the guilds
were the centre of activity in the city. They celebrated the feasts

7
,

and other religious functions, and probably made provision for

plays and pageants for the entertainment of the citizens. Finally

the guilds formed the most important organ of municipal self-

government, lor with them were invested the money that was

granted to temples by kings and other wealthy citizens from the

interest on which they had to fulfil the terms of the grants
8

. It

* E. /., XHI, p. 15.

*
Ibid., p. 174.

> E. /., XII, p. 333; V, p. 23; VI, p. 160, etc.

<
Ibid., p. 272.

* E. C., VII, Sk, 133.

E. /., V1X, p. 190.

> Ibid.

E. /., XII, p. 272.
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may be inferred from the Sudi insciiption of Akka-devi that the

guilds were given a separate constitution 1
.

The highly developed character of the guilds and Jthe wide

area over which they extended is made evident by the Mulgnnd
inscription of Krishna 11, of the Rashtrakuta family, which records

a grant made by four headmen of guilds of 360 cities
2

. Similar

evidence is furnished by (he Belgaum inscription of the time of the

Ratta chieftain Kartavlrya IV, which refers to a number of mercan-

tile corporations and guilds", and by the Nidugundi inscription of

the Kadamba Taila H, which mentions an organization of 505 mer-

chants, making various grants in kind for religious purposes
4

.

Thus the guilds having spread all over the country rendered

valuable service to the people by ministering to all their wants,
economic, social, ana religions.

* E.L, XV, p. HO.

* E. /., XIII, p. 194.

Ibid. pp. 26-27.

*
Ibid., p. 15.



CHAPTER VI

Education

Little
information is obtainable from the epigraphical records

about the institutions that imparted primary education in the

country. No doubt provision was made in the monasteries 1 and

the agraharas" for the instiuction of children, but it stands to

reason to suppose that as these institutions were specialised ih

higher brandies of study, not much attention could be bestowed on

this part of their work. Hence it seems very likely tl>at primary
education was mainly in the uands of the village school masters

or the aigals, who taught in the pa(hasulas, institutions which

flomish even at the present day in places in Karnataka that

have not yet come under the influence of western culture. The

course of instruction ^iven in these primary -chools consisted of

reading, writing and arithmetic.

For receiving higher education the students betook them-

selves to the agrahara, the bralwwpuri and the ma(ha. Theie

were also the congregations or colleges of learned nun, called the

ghaUkas, where the youths leceiveu instruction :!

.

The most important of these establishments was the a^ralnua

consisting of a community of leameu Bralrnans, wiiose profound

scholarship attracted students from distant places. Here education

of an advanced type was disseminated to all and sundry, in all

branches of human knowledge. It was hero that people of diverse

races and religions assembled 4
. The agraharas may therefore be

said to have constituted the real universities of mediaeval li dia

the studium generate or the schools of universal learning.

E, C., VII, Sk. 185; Dj, 39.

Fleet, Inscriptions Relating 1o theKadamba Kings of GoaJ.B.B.R.A.S.,

IX, p. 275.

II. C, VII, Sk. 100.

Ibid., Sk, 176.
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The agrahara was as a general rule situated in the country
at some distance from the cities, and formed a unit by itself. The

principle which was closely adhered to, while founding these edu-

cational institutes, was the selection of a site which was suitable

for learned leisure. The choice always fell in favour of the villa-

ges. For here alone could be had the pure and cheerful atmo

phere, the open and delighful spaces, the smiling medows, t e

shady groves and the green fields waving with spontaneous vdd-
ure. However in course of time the agrahara on account of its

own importance and intercourse with the outside world, grew into

a flourishing city. Thus the great agrahara of Belagami was a

town which, in all likelihood, grew after the establishment of the

university. Yet the necessity of having a pleasant spot for the

site of a university was always recognised. This is evidtnt

from the description given in the records of the Bejagami agra-

hara. "Among the myriads of countries", so runs the inscription.

"the famous Kuntala country is the best. In it the Banavase-nad

is the best; in which, if well considered, Belligave, the treasury
of good people, the mother of cities (pattanangala tavarmmanc)
is the best, its fame being spread throughout the whole world

bounded by the ocean. Being the sole abode of the learned

(otherwise, the gods), it is like Arnaravati; being filled with happi-

ness (otherwise, serpents), it is like the splendid Bhogavati-pura;
and in wealth may be compared with Alakapura thus celebrated

through the sea-engirdled eaitli, what city can compare with Bel-

ligave?" '. Similar terms are used in describing the agrahara
of Kuppatur: "An ornament to the ocean-girdled earth was the

Kuntala country, like a... to whose fact* was Banavasi-nad, in

which, beautiful was Kuppatur, ever filled with Brahmans versed

in the Vedas and the^astras" 2
.

It may be ascertained from the epigraphical records that

many of these agraharas were state foundations. The main

object underlying these institutions was the advancement of

learning in the country. An early and important instance of this

is the agrahara of Sthanakundur (Talagunda), whose origin is

lost in the mist of time. Tradition associated it with the mythical

Mukkaijna who is said to have brought thirty-two Brahman fami-

lies from Ahichchatra and settled them at Sthanakundur, where

they taught the people. While discrediting the story of the

* E. C. t V\i Sk, 100.

* E,C.,VIH,Sb,249.



30. Yalavatti. Kallamesvara Temple.

31. Yalavatti. The Jaina Basti.



32. Halsi. Varaha-Narasiniha Tempi?, Virnana.
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emigration of the Brahmans from the north at the express wish
and invitation of Mukkanija Kadamba, it may safely be maintained
that the Brahmans did start the agrahara after their emigration
from the north, which took place much anterior to the rise of the

Kadamba family. If this is acknowledged to be the real case, we
'

aay next conclude that the local tradition attributing the founda-
tii n to Mukkanna was created for the reason that other kings might
instate the example of this king

1
. Another agrahara that was

founded for the same purpose was
;

that of Degamve, which was
built by Kamala-devi, the Queen of Sivachitta, the Kadamba King
of Qoa 2

.

While advancement of learning in their kingdom was no
doubt the ruling motive, the kings were no less swayed by the

prevalent belief that the establishment of an agrahara promoted the

well-being of the founder in the life hereafter. Thus we are told

in an inscription of Soyi-deva that being inclined to dharmma
or the acquisition of merit, and "saying: 'Anandur must be an

agrahara' he gave directions'* to his minister to do all that was
needed to convert the village into a Brahman settlement". The
record of Soma-bhtipa avers that by establishing an agrahara
he desired "to make his own birth bear fruit'

14
.

The land thus endowed was partly divided among the princi-

pal Brahman families, while the rest was set apart as endowment
for the teaching of the different branches of study and a portion of

this land was also made over to the temple of the agrahara for

meeting the expenses of religious service. The following tables

are intended to give some idea of these endowments.

The grant of Soma-Bhupa.

Object. Details.

Siddhesvara temple. 1 share.

Vedas
} , , ,

Sutras f

...................
'

' Share '

Manager of the village. Certain lands.

67 Brahman family ..... 1 share each.

TOTAL.... 69 shares.

Ibid., Sk, 186.

Fleeet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba Kings o/Goa>J.B.B.R.A.S. $

IX, pp. 275-276.

E.G., VIII, Sb, 346.

ibid., Sk, 117.
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The grant of Kamala-deri,

10 Bhattopadhyayas
9 Bhaftopadhyayas
13 Bhattopadhyayas
God ri Katesvara

God ri Kamalanarayana
Goddess ri Mahalakshmi. . .

Dining hall (for the expenses).
For the right of/?)
For explaining Sastras

Rig-Veda

Yajur-Veda

Teaching children

Drinking place and a place for

fire

For teaching Ghati Kadhya . .

For the tank.

For each sharer

Narasiriihabhattopadh} aya

isvarabhattopauhyaya ....

TOTAL.

1 share each,

share each.
3
/< share each.

5 shares.

5 shares.

3 shares.

3 3
/4 shares.

3 shares.

1 share.
:

V 4 share.
y

4 share.

!

/ 2 share.

10 nivartanas and 388 kammas
in rice field, 10 nivartanas

and 500 kammas in a field

yielding small grains, and
2 nivartanas and 720 kam-

mas, in a field fit for betel

plants.

9 nivartanas and 422 kammas
in rice field, and 8 nivarta-

nas and 424 kammas in a

field yielding grain.

A field measured by cow's hide

*/ share.
*' share.

50 shares.

The same motives as actuated these kings to found the agra-
haras alo prompted the subsequent ruleis to endow them with

money or la; ds or to remit the taxes. We read in an inscription
in the Sorab Taluqua ;hat the Kadamba King Goravarasa remitted

the dues from the Brahmans of "the immemorial agrahara of Elase,

in order that his senior queen, who had gone to swarga might
have happiness" *.

E. C, vui, Sb, 67.
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To help the professors to carry on their noble work, the Ka-

damba King Tailapa induced his overlord the Chalukya Emperor
Somesvara on the latter's visit to Belagami, to make a grant to

the famous agrahara of that city . The agrahara of Kuppatur
received substantial assistance from the Kadamba Kirttivarmma
and his Queen Majala-devi

2
.

We said above that many of these agraharas were founded by
the state. While this is undoubted, it seems not less true to say
that some at least of these did not owe their origin to any outside

agency, but grew up of themselves. Wherever there were settle-

ments of learned Brahmans, students from all quarters flocked to

them to acquire knowledge at the feet of the savants. It is not

improbable that in course of time these establishment^ developed
into educational centres of the first rank, and they were granted
all the privileges of the agraharas which were royal foundations.

Such seem to be the beginnings of the two famous agraharas of

Kuppatur and Belagami in the Kadamba dominions. The in-

scriptions are silent about the origin of these agraharas, though

many of them speak of their patrons in the period of their pros-

perity.

Having spoken about the foundation and the nature of the

agrahara, it remains for us to examine its constitutions and the

kind of life that was led by its citizens. It has already been point-

ed out that the agrahara consisted of a corporate Brahman com-

munity, which administered the affairs connected with its

management The actual work of administration however,
devolved on the assembly of the mahajanas or the leaders of the

community '\ whose number varied from two hundred to four

hundred or more, according to the size of the agrahara
4

. This

assembly was presided over by the sheriff . They exercised

authority over the agrahara and controlled properties that were

attached to it. We have to mention here that the whole of the

village occupied by the Brahmans was the property of the agra-

hara. This becomes manifest from the inscription of Kirttivarmma,

which says that Malala-devi before making the grant of land to

the Jaina matha at the agrahara of Kuppatur, bought the land at

E.C.,Vll,Sk, 100.
<

E.C., VIII, Sb, 262, 263.

./., XV, p. 76.

B.L. XIII, pp. 57, 337.

Ibid., p. 57.
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this village from the Brahmans of the agrahara for a price of 500

honnu, and then granted it to the matha
1

. In the same way the

endowment of properties that was made from time to time by the

sovereigns came directly under the control of the agrahara
authorities 2

; and soldiers and tax-collectors were expressly for-

bidden to encroach on them or to exercise any jurisdiction
y

.

The assembly, being an executive body, had to perform other

civic functions as well. These probably included the maintenance

of charitable institutions, celebration of the religious festivals,

entertainment of strangers who visited the agraharas, staging of

plays, reading of the Puranas and the Vedas in the assemblies,

arranging of disputations and lectures and other work of this

description. They also carried out the municipal duties, such as

housing, sanitation, and the repair and construction of roads.

Following the general trend of all Indian institutions, one may
surmise that the organization and distribution of charities was the

most important of the duties of these city fathers. Consequently
we are not surprised to find in an inscription at Tumbarahosur

that the sheriff of the agrahara of Bhattara-Po^avar purchased
land in Hosavur and granted it for a rest-house for strangers

4
. It

is very likely that he gave this land in private charity; at any rate

it gives us a clue to the understanding of the duties of these

mahajanas. It may be gathered from other inscriptions that the

money granted by the charity of kings a'id nobles to the agrahara
was invested with these leaders of the community and from the

accruing interest they were to finance the various schemes sche-

duled in the endowment. Thus the Ittagi inscription of the time of

the Chalukya Vikramaditya records that the General Mahadeva-

yya delivered "the property into the hands of the sheriff of the

great agrahara Ittagi and the rest of the four hundred mahajanas''

specifying the various purposes for which the grant was made '.

An idea of the life in the agraharas can be gathered from the

various records that describe them as they were in the period
of their glory. According to one of these inscriptions, the mahajanas
of the Kuppatur agrahara were perfect in yama, niyama, dhyana,

dharana,japa, mauna, svadhyaya. and samadhl. They were profi-

* E.G., VIII, Sb, 262.
2

./.,XIll, pp. 57, 337; XV, p. 76.

.C, VII, Sk, 29.
*

.C., VII, Sk, 293.
* E. /., XIII, p. 56.
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cient in the Rig-Veda, YaJur-Veda, Sama-Aeda, andAtharva-Veda,
the Vedangas, the eighteen Pnranas and Smritis, in music, in

dialectics, in Vat^yayana's sutras, and in the knowledge of langua-

ges; they were versed in na+akas and rhetoric and took pleasure
in offering food, medecines, assylum and knowledge of sciences;

they were diligent in discharging the sixfold duties of the Brah-

mans; they were like an adamant fortress in giving shelter to those

that sought their protection"
1

. Other epigraphs aver that the

Brahmans in the agraharas observed the major and minor dis-

ciplines and meditation, practised spiritual concentration, studied

the scriptures and performed ablutions". Another incription tells

us that the Brahmans were expected to be men of principles im-

movable as a rock, hospitable, kind to their dependants and far

from coveting other men's wives \ The same record gives us an

interesting piece of information, when it observes that the maha-

funas of Lakkundi were leaders in battle *. This would imply that

they were men who had trained themselves in warlike exercises,

which is after all not very surprising in view of the fact that there

are many instances in the records shewing that the Brahmans of

those days made no scruple to handle the sword. A viragal of

1141 A. D. inform? us that in a fight that took place between the

agrahara of Kuppatur and the neighbouring village of Nerilige
on a dispute regarding the boundary of these villages,

several men lost their lives
:

\ In (lie following yea; another fight

occurred between tlie same two villages with similar results *. A
third viragal tells us that a battle \v:.s fought in 1218 between the

armies of the mahaniandalesvara Bappa-deva and the one of Bam-

ma rasa on the Kappatur plain, and that Kesiga, the retainer of the

Kuppatur agrahara, who somehow i\ot himself involved, lost his

life
7

. Another viragal in the same locality records that Dosarna re-

scued the Brahmans of Kuppatur who had been made prisoners by

Bij jaru-deva Nayaka on account of Ihe wronp, done by Jaga-deva-

sahani, and succumed to the injuries he received".

E. C., VIII, Sb, 249. (Canarose original) Cf. Subhiah, .4 Twclvcth Century

University in Mysore, QJ. M. S., VII, p. 166.

E. /., XIII, pp. 57, 337.

E. /., XV, p.363;. C., VIII, Sk, 1ft).

E. /., XV, I. c.

E. C., VIII, Sb, 253.

Ibid., Sb, 252.

Ibid. Sb, 255. 8
Ibid., Sb, 256.
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The last but not the least important feature that has still to be

described is the student community and the teachers. It is clear

from the Belagami records that these scholars came from far off

places, and consequently were of different races and creeds *. It

must also be noted that the agraharas sometimes contained mathas
of Jainas and Budhists*. It is pleasant to relate that in spite of the

religions differences that divided the inhabitants of the agraharas
there existed perfect amity and goodwill among them. This is

made obvious by the above-mentioned Kuppatur inscription of

Kirttivarmma. Queen Majala-devi, we are informed in this record,

built the jaina Parsva-deva chaityalaya and had it consecrated by
Padmanandi-siddhanh-deva. At this function, she worshipped
all the Brahmans of the agrahara of Kuppatur in the prescribed

manner, and invited the Brahman priests of the KotTsvara mulas-

tha'ia and the high priest of the Banavasi Madhukesvara to assist

at the ceremony. These ^ave the temple the name of Brahma-

jinalaya, doubtless to show the good understanding that prevailed
between the two communities :

.

The students it may be inferred fn>m the records, largely de-

pended on the charity of tf:e rich and benevolent people who

generously endowed these seats of learning. However we are not

able to decide whether ihn applied to the whole student com-

munity or only to a section of them. Perhaps it is more reasonable

to say thai the scholarships were intended for supporting the poor
and deserving students. These scholarships nut only enabled them

to acquire knowledge but also to maintain t'lemseives, since they
wore generally supplied with fo ?d and clothin;-; free of charge.

As regards the professors, they m lintained themselves from

the income that ucc<u:d to the departments in which they
lectured. We have seen above that on nin^y occasions the grant

specified thai the nu'wjunai had to pay from the interest on the

sum tht'it was invested with them 4
. Tin's virtually amounted to

saying that the chairs in different branches were endowed. The

consequence was thai the professois devoted themselves whole-

heartedly to the pursuit of knowledge and the training of their

wards.

i
Ibid., VIII, Sb, 100.

'

Ibid,, Sb, 262; E. / , XV, p, 362.

E. C, VIII, Sb, 262.
< E. L. XIII, pp. 57, 737; XV, p 76; fi. C., VII, Sk, 117; VIII. Sb, 262, 63,

and others.
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It will not be incorrect to say that the existence of these three

different communities promoted a healthy spirit of academic
discussions in which religious disputations were given a promi-
nent place. We have epigraphical evidence as regards the dis-

courses that were held there on dharma and other subjects
l

. Thin
must have acted as a pleasant diversion from the monotony of

the ordinary teaching routine.

Another educational agency that played an important part in

the cultural life of Karnatakn was the ma(ha. It was a typical
Indian monastery with monks, ascetics and students living within

its precincts. It is interesting to note that as in the mediaeval

universities, tiie residents of monasteries were expected to observe

strict celibacy, any lapse of which was punished with expulsion
2

.

The fact that they were teaching establishments, has prompted
some writers to liken them to residential a lieges \ These monas-
teries were invariably attached to some local temple or had some

temples attached to them. That is to ^ay in some of these mathas

education was given a prominent place and religion was relegat-
ed to a secondary position, which in some others it was the other

way about. For instance, the monastery at Yewur, of which Chik-

ka-deva was the acharya in i 179, belonged 'to the first kind of mon-

astic establishments, being attached to the local temple of Svaya-
mbhu Somanatha 4

; while the mathas at Bankapur fell in the

second category, for temples like the Kadambesvura at Bankapur
were affiliated to them.

The mathas -were also free boarding houses. Not only the

students and the ascetics who received instruction at the matha,

were provided with food and clothes free of charge, but also the

poor and the infirm found there free board and lodged In order

to enable them to carry on their work, these mathas were richly

endowed by kings and chieftains and the philanthropic and weal-

thy citizens. Thus we are told in an inscription at Lakshmesvar

that the guru of the Saiva monastery, Mahendra Soma Pandita-

deva, paid a visit to the Kadamba King of Hangal, Taila II, and

gave him his blessing and some gifts of safiron, sandal and rice

E.G., VIII, Sb, 67.

E. 7.,X1I, p. 290.

Subbiah, A Twelve Century University in Mysore, Q.J. M. S. 9 VII, p. 170.

E. I., XIII, pp. 174-175.

./., XII, p. 290.
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from the "blessed feet of the most noble god Somanatha" in

return for which he received from Taila the grant of the town of

Kallavana for the maintenance of his establishment 1
. This grant

was repeated by Taila 111 *.

An inscription of 1179 informs us that Tripurantantaka-
devarasa granted two plots of lands to the monastery at Yewur
for the same purpose

::

. Another inscription at Sudi records a

grant made by the Chalukya Emperor Trailokyamalla to the local

mafha for the disbursement of the ordinary expenses
4

. An epi-

graph at Chikkamagadi in the Shikarpur Taluqua tells us that the

Kadamba Kin^ Boppa-deva made a gift of land to the Jaina matha
for its maintenance, and we see from the same records that this

gift was later confirmed by the local governor". We said in

the last section that the Jaina matha at the agrahara of Kuppatur
was endowed by the Kadamba Queen Malala-devi. There are

scores of inscriptions of the non-Kadamba kings endowing the

mathas, but as they do not pertain to our subject, we refrain from

referring to them.

The monasteries are some of those institutions that were

not established by any outside agency, but came into being on
account of the natural desire of pious people to devote themselves

to a life of prayer and study, which brought them together. In ad-

dition to such monasteries, there were others that were evidently
founded by kings or chieftains. We are told for instance in an ins-

cription at Yewur of A. D. 1077 that the general Raviyanabhafta
caused a matha to be built at this place and endowed it with rich

and extensive properties for the purpose of maintaining the temple
of the god, for feeding and clothing students, ascetics and scholars,

for the salaries oj the professors lecturing to them, for the celebra-

tion of the Chaitra and Pavitra festivals, for the entertainment of

visitors, the poor, the infirm and the Brahmans, and *or the other

sundry expenses of the establishment. The monastery, it may be

gathered from the same record, was placed in charge of I^anarasi

Paijdita, a disciple's disciple of Chikka-deva of Mirifije, a disciple

of Malayala Handita-deva '.

./., XVI, pp. 42-43.

Ibid.

E.7., XII, p. 337.

E.L> XV, pp. 92-93.

E.C.,VII,Sk, 197.

./., XII, p. 290.
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Another instance of the foundation of the mathas by the

nobility is met with in the Chikkamagadi inscription which records

that the Jaina temple at Magadi was built by Sankara-Samanta,
the general of the Kadamba King Boppa-deva. This temple was
endowed in the same way as the above l

.

It would appear from the inscriptions that the common people
also founded such institutions of learning. An inscription has

it that a Brahman lady from Mercara, founded a monastery at

Tiruvariyur in the Chigleput District 2
. Sometimes a new matha

was founded as a branch of an old one. A good instance of this

was the matha at Yewiir, described above, whose guru was a

disciple from the Miraj monastery. Sometimes the founder of the

new matha was one of the alumni nt an older institution. The
matha at Yewur was of this type and it was built in honour of

Isana-deva by a lady disciple of his, agreeably to her dying
husband's instructions '.

The most important of the mathas in the Kadamba dominions

were those of Belagami, Kuppatiir and Bandhavapura. The in-

.-criptions throw welcome light on their work as educational insti-

tutions. The descriptions given of the scholastic acquirements of

the gurus show that the professors in these establishments were dis-

tinguished savants, selected from among the best intellects in the

country. The guru ut the Pancha-linga matha, which was presu-

mably the earliest institution of its kind in Karnataka, being popu-

larly believed to have been founded by the Pandavas, is spoken of

in these records as "the uprooter of Buddhas, Mlmamsakas, Loka-

yatas, Sankhyas, Digambaras and Advaitins; the sole support of

Naiyayikas, fluent and fond of explaining things"
4

. The third guru
of the Kodiya matha is said to have acquired proficiency in Si-

dhanta, tarka, vyakarna, kavya, nataka, Bharata sastra and other

sciences connected with sahitya, and in Jaina, Lokayata, Buddhism
and Lakula Siddhanta. Another guru knew to perfection Vedanta,

Sidhanta and Agama. He possessed a wonderful facility in devis-

ing new metres, and tracing the origin of words :

.

E.C., VII, Sk, 197.

127 and 132 of 1912.

119 of 1911. Cf. Venkateswara, o. c., p. 262.

/:. C., VII, Sk, 126. Cf. Venkateswara, 1. c,, Sk, HX), where one of the

ucharyas is given the same distinctions.

E. C., VII, Sk, 98, 99, 102, 114. Cf. Venkatesvara, o. c., p. 263.
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Such were the qualifications of the professors in the Saiva

monasteries. These were the establishments of the Kalamukhas,
a sect which had probably its origin in Gujarat, and made con-

siderable progress at this time in the south '. Other monasteries of

this sect were those at Yewur 2
, Sudi

y
, Kurgod

4 and piobably also

the ones at Bankapur^ and Lakshmesvar". The monasteries at

Yewur were branch establishments of the old and prosperous

matha at Miraj
7

.

Besides these establishments which were purely Saivite,

there were others which belonged to the Jainas and Buddhisis.

The professors in these mathas were as learned as those in

the Saivite monasteries. For we are informed in the Chikka-

magadi inscription mentioned above, that the second UchUrya of

the temple at Bandhavapura was a great scholar, who "published

commentaries, made the science of grammar his own, adopted the

rules of logic, explained poems and diamas, and despised the

attacks of the fish-bannered (the god of love)"". The acharyas
of ihejaina monastery at Kuppatur were also distinguished for

their learning and piety
y

.

It may be gathered from the epigraphs that the subjects tuat

were ta'i^ht in the monasteries were common also to the

agraharas. The curriculum of studies that is mentioned in thesf

records shows that the education that was imparted was many-
sided and the view of culture that was taken remarkably broad.

At these seats of learning instruction was given in the grammar
schools of Kaumarya, Paniniya, Sakatayana, Saln!unu&stuia,ai\d

other works, the six darsanas of Nyaya, Vaiseshika, Mimamsa, San-

kya,Baudha, and others, the Lakuia siddhanta, Pantaiijc'ili.aiid other

Yoga Sastras, the eighteen Puranas. Dharrnasa-tra>, poems, dramas
and comedies '*. The list of the subjects will be fairly completed if

we add to it, the Vedas, the Agamas, logic, Smiitis, polity, and

1 Cf.. /., Xll f p. 337.

Ibid., 337.
3

, /., XV, p. 93.
4

. /., XIV, p. 277.
5

. /., XIII, pp, 174-175.
* E. /., XVI, p. 42.

'
. /., XII, p. 337.

. C., VH, Sk, 197.
9

. C, VII I, Sb, 262.
40

. C,, VII, Sk, 126; . /, XIV, 277; . /., XV, p. 93; /:. /., XII, pp. 290-291.
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literary composition
1

. There are also references to Ashtha or the

science of performing eight things at once 2 and sixty-four arts of

which painting and music were most common 3
.

There is an incidental mention in these records of the text-

books that were read by the students in different subjects. Thus
we may gather that Valmiki was followed in poetry, Vyasamuni in

the Puranas, Manu in religious laws, Sankara in logic, Panini and
Guha with numerous others in grammar, and Chanakya and

Brighu in polity
4

.

Finally we learn from these records that the monasteries,
and probably also the agraharas, ministered to the wants of all

sorts of people from all countries, and that they gave shelter to

the oppressed, and food and medicine to the poor and the sick 5
.

A feature common to all the monasteries and the agraharas was
tho reading of the Vedas and the Puranas in the assembly with

proper accentuations, and the verbal texts proceeding with even

and uneven cadence*.

The third agency that disseminated learning in Karnataka

was the brahmapurl. The brahmapurl was a settlement of learned

B;ahmans in parts of towns or cities. It differed from the

agrahara, for while the latter was a corporate body and

formed a unit by itself, the brahmapurl does not seem to have

possessed these characteristics. The brahmapuris were not so

numerous as the agraharas. This was presumably because of the

scarcity of large cities in those days
7

. Hence the information

given of these institutions in the epigraphical records is very

scrappy.

An account of the founding of brahmapuris is given in an

inscription from Belagami. Kesava-deva, we are told, acquired a

tract of fertile land from Sarvesvata Paqdita of the Pancha Linga

temple and after clearing it of trees and other things, constructed

E. /., XIII, p. 337; E. C., VIII, Sb, 225.

Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba Kings of Goa,J.B.B.R.A.S. 9

IX, p. 216.

E. C.,V,Mj, 18.

/:./., XV, pp. 326, 359, etc.

E.C., VII, 102. Cf. Venkatesvara, o. C M p. 263.

E./.. XV, p. 359; E.G., VII, Sk, 225. All the Inscriptions we have cited

allude to this custom*

a. Subbfah, A Twelfth Century University to Mysore, Q.J. M. S.> VII,

p. 157.
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a temple to the god Ke^ava, In front of this temple he built a

town and named it VTrake^avapura. This town with the spacious
and comfortable houses, the chambers of which he filled with

raised cushions and all kinds of vessels, he gave to a band of

learned Brahmans. After this he provided for their livelihood

by giving them each a 'vrittf, /. e. some lands. "The Brah-

mans of this brahmapuri", so runs the inscription, "were gifted

with all the virtues and practised yatna, niyama, dhyana, clharana,

maunanusthana, Jagu, and samadhi." They also tended on the

aupasana and the agnihotra fires, and discharged their six Brah-

manical duties. They were well-versed in the six systems of

logic, in mlmarnsa, and in other sciences. They were proficient

in the Puragas, Smritis, Kavyas, Natakas. in the Bhashya and in

Manjari. Finally they were the support of many poets, disput-

ants, orators and learned people*.
These were the educational institutions that flourished in

Karnataka in the middle ages. We have called the agraharas, whkh
undoubtedly were the most important of these establishments,

universities, for the reason that all the sciences that were known
in those days were taught at these seats of learning. Nevertheless

it must be said that they were lacking in the intern:;! organization
of the universities of modern times or even of mediaeval Europe.
The contemporary documents at our disposal do not spe.ik a word
about this factor, esteemed of such high import in modern leaching.
Education seems to have been individual, a^ le^irds both the

guru and the sisya, and the teaching of one
1411

ru did* not depend
at all on the teaching of the others.

/-:. C, VH, Sk, 123, Cf. Subbiah, o.c. t pp. I OB- Id
1

'



CHAPTER VII

Literature

It
is one of the glories of the Kadamba monarchs that they all

patronised learning, with the result that many learned men
flourished at their court. An important instance of this is furnished

by the Halsi inscription of Harivarmma, which while describing
the attributes of his father Ravi avers that the latter supported

holy and learned people "with the wealth he had amassed by

jiisl
f

meariSfM . Another instance is found in the Halsi inscription

of Sivachitta, which while speaking of his ancestor Jayakesi II

asserts that the streets of his capital were filled with the palan-

quins of his pandits
2

. We learn from the Banavasi records of

Klrttivarmma that he was a sarvajna
:!

, which evidently means that

he had received an advanced education. The inscriptions of other

rulers of this dynasty make us aware of the academic titles borne

by these kings. Thus one of Vijayaditya's birudas was that of

Snrasvatibhushana*. In the few inscriptions of the dynasty that

have come down to us, there is no mention of the poets that lived

under the Kadamba patronage, But we are apprised of the poets
who flourished in the kingdom of the Kadambas by the records of

the Banavasi governors. We are told in the epigraph of Lakshma
of 1068 that his finance minister was one Santinatha, who had

compiled the Sukumaraclmrita. It is obvious that he was of Jaina

persuasion. The inscription tells us that his preceptor was Var-

dhamanayati, his father was Govindaraja, his elder brother was

Kamaparya, his younger brother was Revana, the ornament of

* Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarcse Inscriptions., L A., VI, p* 32.

Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba King* oj Goa.J.B.B.R.A.S.,
IX, p.273.

* E, /., XVI, p, 355.

* Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba King* of Goa, /.B.B.R.A.S.,
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speech, and his King was Lakshmana-nripa. Santinatha bears the

titles of Danianatha Pravara, Paramajina Matambhojini Rajaham-

sa, SaraswaYlmukha-mukura, Sahafakavi, Chaturakavi, and Nissa-

hayakavi *.

The next name among the poets of this period is that of

Nagavarmacharya. We have a date for him in 1070. He is the

author of the Chandrachudamani in Kannada. It appears from the

book that he was the minister of peace and war to Udayaditya,
the governor of the Banavasi Twelve Thousand, and he related

the story to his brother who was an envoy at the court of the

same governor*. It seems almost certain that he was the same

Nagavarmacharya, who is mentioned in an inscription in the

Shikarpur Taluqua as a dependant oi Udyaditya '\ lie also

seems to have been the poet who composed the !!a!si ir^oiptioM
of Sivachitta 4

.

Harivarmma was another poet that lived about the same

period. It is evident from the Knppatur sasana of the Kadamfcj

Klrtti-deva that he lived in the reign of this monarch and possi-

bly at his court".

The inscriptions also give us the name of a poet, Chandra-

raja, who apppears to be the author of the MaJana-iihika. He wus

patronised by Machi-raja, the governor of Santalige, under the

Chalukya Jayasiihha". ft i^ obvious from his titles that Chandra-

raja was a Brahman, for he calls himself Vipraktilalalamam,

Dvijabodheirajam and Mamunindracharam ".

In an inscription at Haveri, we find the name of one Naray.i-
na-deva of the Visvamitra gotta. He asserts that he was praised

by other poets, from which we gather that he was a poet of M>me
renown".

E. C. t VII, Sk, 136. Cf. Narasimhacharya, Rarnataka-Kavt-Charitc, I,

pp. 83-87.

Narasimhacharya, o. c., p. 87.

.CM VII,Sk, 129.

Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadawba Kinj>s of Goa, J.B.B.R.A.S.,
IX

; p. 286.

E.G., VII,Sb,2G2.

Jbid., Sa, 109.

7
Narasimhacharya, o. c., p. 90.

1 F;om an ink impression*



CHAPTER VIII

Architecture

Indian architecture affords the student of history a

division and classification of buildings as complete perhaps as

(he architecture of the west, It is a matter of considerable ease

to differentiate between the Greek and the Gothic styles, it is

easier still to distinguish between one kind of Indian buildings
from another in order to classify them under a particular deno-

minational i,;,niv.> such as the Kadamba style, the Chalukya style,

the Hoysaja style or for a matter of that any other style. Works of

; ( rt are not entirely the result of inspiration. Art seeks and follows

set principles and \u\e^ and the artist assiduously attempts to

link the canonical i tiles of the past with the progressive ideas of

the pies^,nt. This gives rise to different schools and styles <f

architecture. Dr, Jouveau-Dubreuil in his Dravidian Architecture,

remarks:
i;Works of art indeed are not made entirely at random

from inspiration; there are almost always discoverable some
methods, principles and irrevocable canonical rules. Whatever

may be the originality of a work, it is connected with contempora-

ry works; it is explained by anterior works. The author belongs to

a school, the work belongs to a style"
1

.

It is our object in this chapter to define the different styles of

buildings prevailing in the Dekkan and classify them according to

principles governing a particular school or style.

Indian architecture has been presented to the student of

history in a manner that appears even to a casual reader to be

erroneous. Both the earlier writers and the more recent ones have

alike classified the monuments of the most divergent types under

one and the same denomination. Mr. Fergusson, writing in the last

quarter ot the 19th century, included the temples of widely dif-

ferent construction under the general but wrong nomenclature of

1

Jouveau-Dubrcull, Dravidian Architecture, p. 2.
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Chalukya architecture. Even a present day scholar like Mr.

Cousens, has not broken loose from the traditional terminology, for

in his work on Chalukyan Architecture he includes several temples
which are far from being Chalukya.

To the late Rev. Fr. A. M. Tabard, President of the Mythic
Society, Bangalore, belongs the credit of creating a new denomi-

nation to name the style of the structures which had come within

the range of his observation, viz. the Hoysala temples. These

were monuments quite different from the Chalukya shrines not

only on account of their historical origin, but also from the point

of view of their method of construction.

Now on examining the temples spread over Karnataka, one

comes across several buildings which bear similarity neither to

the ones now classified under Hoysala, nor to those styled as

Chalukya and perhaps built by the monarchs of this dynasty.
The different styles one notices in these edifices are distinguished

by some peculiar characteristics of plan and execution.

The earliest style of which specimens are known in Karnataka

was what we propose to call here the Kadamba style. This

distinction is not arbitrary, for, as we shall show later on, the

buildings classified under this style have few things in common
either with the Chalukya or with the Pallava styles. This will

be quite obvious if we examine the temples built by the Chalu-

kyas and now existing in the country that came immediately under

their rule. We may then contrast the principal elements that

constitute the Chalukya style with the main characteristics of the

Kadamba. This investigation will also lead us to examine the

Pallava style and to contrast it with the Kadamba in order to have

a clear notion of the latter.

The Chalukyas emerged into prominence in the latter half of

the sixth century and held the field in the Dekkan for abc ut six

hundred years. Their principality consisted of north Dekkan.

It is natural that they found here many temples built by the Ka-

dambas. But when they themselves started to construct monuments

they introduced into the existing style new features brought from

the north 1

, which eventually became a distinct style by itself called

here the Chalukya style of architecture.

The earliest monument that was built in this style seems
to be the temple of Durga at Aihole. "It is unique*', writes
Mn Cousens, "in that it is built upon the lines of the apsidal

Their capital being close to Northern India.
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37 Degamve. Detail of the abo



38 Degamve. Sri Kamala-Narayana Temple. Entrance to the

Garbhagriha
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cave chattya of the Buddhists, the position of (he shrine being that

of the dagaba\ and, like its prototype, two rows of columns sepa-
rate the body of the hall into a central nave and two side aisles

01
.

These two side aisles were joined at the back of the shrine in a

curve, following the absidal shape of the monument, and formed
the pradakxhina, or the eircumambulatory passage around the

shiine. Another important feature of this temple is the northern

type of lower with a curvilinear outline, but marked with horizon-

tal stages, showing the influence of the Kadamba style, These

stages are no doubt also to be seen in the northern kikharas but

they are extremely narrow, and not so clearly defined as those

uf the Kadamba tower. Again a careful examination of these

stages reveals their tooth-like projections which are the motifs of

ornamentation of the later Kadamba vimanas.

Hence it becomes apparent from the above description of the

Durga temple, that during the early period of the Western Chalu-

kya regime, the temples were built in a style that embodied three

distinct elements belonging to three different styles of architecture.

The apsiclt'l form and the pradakshinu were evidently borrowed

irom the chaitya of the Buddhists. The curvilinear tower was like-

wise imitated from the northern sikhara and this again was modi-

tied by the horizontal stages of the Kadamba vimana. These three

features, therefore, constituted the main ch'tracteristics of the ear-

ly style of the Chalukyas. In course of time this style was
further evolved and revolutionized to a certain extent; for as the

Chalukyas came in contact with the Pallavas, they were influenced

by the architectural style of the latter. Accordingly they often

adopted the Pallava gopuntm foi their buildings instead of the

northern slkliaras. By a natural process of evolution the apsidal

form about this time gave place to the rectangular shape and the

prudnkshinS, which once formed the passage round the whole

building, was now shortened and restricted to the shrine only.

Among the monuments that may be classified under the later

Chalukya style are the Sangame^vara and the Virupaksha temples

at Pattadakal. The Viiupaksha temple is by far the largest and the

most important of these edifices. It stands in an enclosure, 224 ft.

long and about 105 ft. broad. This court was surrounded by small

shrines or cells, some of which are still visible. The temple con-

sists of the sanctum containing the linga, "the spacious pillared hall

CotiBens, Chalukyan Architecture, p. 38.
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with its porches, the Nandi pavilion befoie it, sheltering the Sull

of iva, and the eastern anc1 western courtyard gateways, linked

up by the engirdling walls". The cella is surrounded by a

pradakshina with three niches in the passage, To this is attached

tiie mandapa or hail which is tims distinct from tiie shrine. The
former is 50ft. 8 in. by 45 ft. 10 in. in measurement, and its roof

is supported by eighteen massive cubic pillars, in the North Hin~

du style. They are arranged in four rows irorn east to west, th?

two central rows having five pillars in each. The
j
illats are all

of one pattern, differing only in sculpture. 1 hey are each of oi,e

block, without bases, but crowned by a roll bracket-capital. The

mandapa is lighted by twche pierced windows. The tower of

this temple is pyramidal and ornamented with the simulated ceils,

exactly like the one i the Kaiiasanatha or Rajasiriihesvara temple
at KanchT*.

The Sangarresva-.a temple is now much dilapidated, but unite

similar in plan and detail 10 the Virupaksha temple. It is smaller

and not so carefully finished. It is older than the Virupaksha

temple by forty years, having been erected in the reign <>1 Vijaya-

ditya*. It cannot be said definitely when the Pallava features

came to be introduced into the Chalukya architecture. The
relations of the Chalukyas \vith the r'jllavas date fiom the time

nf Pulikesi II in the beginning <;f the 7th century A.D. From the

records of Pulikesi II it is ascertained that he attacked tiie Pallavns,

whose leader \\ahendravarmma 1 was compelled to lake refuge

behind the ramparts of Ranch! . In u42 A.D. Pulikesi II was defeat-

ed and presumably slain by the PJiavas und^r Na.-a-iihhavarm-

ma I
4

. Vikramaditya I (615-680), son of Pulikesi, retrieved the

losses sustained in the reign nf hisfathei, and captured the Pallava

capital KanchTpuram . His so,. Vinayaditya al^o had dealings
with the Pailavas '. Vikramaditya II repeated the exploit if hi ,

^reat-^randfathes Vik'amaditya I and occupied the city of Kanchi.

It is possible that in the course of their relations with the Pallavas,

Fei^usson, History uj the Indian and Eastern Art, pp. 353-335. Cf.

Cousens, Chaiukyan Architecture, \)f>. fi\-ffi\ Cousens, Architectural

Antiquities in Western India, p. 23.

C;. Fcrgusson, I.e.; Cousens, Chalnkyan Architecture, p. 60.

Cam. Di:sa inscriptions, p. 557, referred to by Fleet, Kanarvse Dynamites,
p. a^O.

;'./., ill, p. 280,

South Indian Inscriptions, l
t p. 145.

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Kanarew Jntctiptwns, LA., V), pp.87, 88,
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the Chalukyas developed a taste for the Dravidian style. The
Vakkaleri grant tells us that Vikramaditya refrained from destroy-

ing the Pallava capital and acquired great merit by granting gifts

to the Rajasirhhesvara temple. He was so struck with admiration

at the sculptures he saw there that he overlaid them with gold
1
. It

is also clear from other sources that he induced some prominent
architects to return with him to his kingdom. Thus one of two

inscriptions on the eastern gale-way of the above-described

Virupaksha temple at Pattadakal records thai the builder of this

temple was "the most eminent sutradhari of the southern country"
1

.

It is not unlikely that in welcoming these architects Vikramaditya
followed the example set by his predecessors. This perhaps
accounts for the construction of the Sangamesvara temple in this

style during the reign of his father Vijayaditya.
These facts lead IT* to study the Pallava style though briefly

in older to differentiate the Kadamba monument^ from all the

other styles of South India.

The representative monuments of the Pallava style are the

rathas and caves of Mamallapuram, the temples of Kailasanatha and
Vakuntha Perumaj at Kanchlpuram and the Tiruttanesvara temple
at Tiruitaui. The rathas arc monolithic temples cut from a series

of boulder-like granulitic outcrops on the sea shore. They belong
to the fir t halt of the 7th century, and though they differ trom one

an-ither l\ <>hape, thei: style is the same. It may rightly be sup-

posed tha; they represent contemporary types of structural build-

ings, We prop isc to -ive here a b;ie<: description of each of these

monuments.
The Draup >di ratha is a small panastila 11 feet square with a

LUivilinear roof like the modern Bengali thatched cottages and

brick temples. "The form", says Mr. Cooniarv.vamy, "is without

doubt denved fiom bambo i co istiuctiun, and oceurs already in (he

snail sin me represented at the iefi end (ob,erse) of the Ka{ra

MjunJ tonmi architrave, M l,of the Mathura museum" a
. "The

square rathas'' remarks Dr. Ferguson, "are the originals from

which all the vimonns in so, ihen India were copied, and continued

to be copied Dearly unchanged t<> a very late period
1

' 4
. The Arjuna

R.cc, The Cholutyis and Pallava^ I.A., Vlll, p. 2^; E,l t IX, p. 206.

Flee% Sanscrit and Old Kanarcse Inscriptions, I.A
t
X, pp. 170-171.

Coomaraswamy, History oj Indian and Indonesian Art, p. 104. Cf, Vogel,

Caialopue of Ihe Archaeological Museum at Muthura, pi, XXV.
Frfifu*on, Histotv oi India and Eastern Architecture. 1. DO. 330-38.
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ratha illustrates the simplest form of the Pallava temple, like the

small rock-cut shrines at Uiuiavalli
J

. The Bhima, the Dharmaraja
and the Sahadeva rathas are perfect types of Pallava architecture.

They were curvilinear shaped roofs of three tipper stories orna-

mented with little simulated cells or pavilions called pancarams
which became the distinguished feature of the Pallava style. The
front of each of these cells, with iheir connecting links, is adorned

with the i'/7a//ya-window niches. The first is an oblong building

having for its roof an elongated barrel vault; the second is sur-

mounted by an hexagonal dome; and the third, which has its hack

in the apsid.-tl form, resembles tht- older structural apsidai chaitya

halls. The Ganesh ratha is the most nearly finished of all, and

gives a fair idea of the fmm taken by these oblong temples. It is

in three stories adorned with tine designs, and thu form of its

gopurams became afterwards characteristic of the Pallava architec-

ture. The roof has a straight ridge decorated at the ends bv Saiva

trisulas, and similar emblems crowned the dormer windows.

The ridge is ornamented by nine small pinnacles ''. In matter of de-

tails, may be noted capitals without palagai <>r ahacus, but with

bases representing Vyalis o* conventional HOT-, brackets plain ot

horizontally fluted, roll cornices with chaitya window niches en-

closing heads or figures without a crowning kirttitnukha. and

makara-toranu lintels
:

.

The structural temple of the type <>t Kailasanatha i.r Rajesvan
at Kanchi. date from the Beginning of the 8th century. This sinine

with its pyramidal tuv/er, "rnamr"ted with pancornm^ has a flat

roof with pillared manJapa and is surrounded hy a peristyle consist-

uig of a series of small cells that luok like th- raihas. But here

the Pallava style is still more devolo;vd a;)d elaborate, a

fact which shows th : influence of the Lhalukyas. The \imnna "on-

t.-iining the usual linga is surrounded -js in the Chaluky^ tcinplo^
bv ;i pradaksHiiw; b.it around it arc even small attached shrimt>

with large Nandis between them a feature not common in the

Chalukya architecture. \Ve have traced thv origin of tht^ prtt-

dakshit]a whilst speakisig abut the ^ichitcctural style of the

Ch-iiukyas. It r- not difficult t acc-nmt for the pnseiue of this

Longhurgt, Pallava AfLhitccturc, Part J, p. .K).

Cf. Ferguson, History oj India and Eastern Architecture, I pp. 330-138.

Cf. Ibid,, I, p 332; Coomaraswamy, History <>f Indian and Indonesian

A//, p. 104.
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unique Chalukya feature in the Pallava monuments. As the Cha-
lukyas borrowed the pyramidal gopurams from the Pallavas, the

latter profited by their contact with the Chalukyas and adopted
the circumambulatory passage. Characteristic details in Pallava

temples include the vertical median band on horizontally fluted

brackets, the abacus as the uppermost element of the capital and
the rampant lions supporting the pillars sometimes provided with
riders *.

Having determined the distinguishing marks of the Chalukya
and the Pallava architecture, we may now proceed with the exa-

mination ol the style of the buildings to which the name of Ka-
damba has been affixed.

The early Kadamba temple was naturally derived from the pri-
mitive structures . f tin* Andhrabhrityas, the dynasty that preceded
theKadambas as rulers of Karnataka. But with the march of time

this style was so modified in it; development by the later Ka-

damba temple-builders that it eventually attained a separate style
at their hands. The evolution from the primitive style to the Ka-

d iinba styk seems to h:ive been a natural process, and was never

influenced by the Pallava or the northern models. This is clearly
evidenced by the later Kadamb't monuments, which while employ-

ing miniature towers of the north Hindu and the Pallava types as

<< decorative detail to adorn the columns and the niches around the

temple-walls, yot always have their vimanas built in the Kadamba
-

tyle. (P!s. 32. 39) This s'ra-ige phenomenon is to be accounted for

by tin* traditional conservatism of the Hindus, which made the

maste. -masons construct always according to the methods ot

their time with the motifs which had been transmitted to them by
(heir ancestors. They could make use of the Pallava and the

riMithern towers for the pur >ose of decorating the building, but to

substitute this exotic tower for their own vtmanct consecrated by a

1 mg line of master architects believed to bo divinely inspired, was

to-, revolting a sentiment f*r the builders.

From the lemains that have escaped destruction at the hands

of time and the \andal, it may be supposed that the earliest of the

Kadamba temples did not radically diiler trom the Amlhrabhriiya

structures. The oldest monuments seem to be at Haisi, the old

city of Palasika, which is often alluded to in the inscriptions.

(PI. 26) There is a Jain bastt at this place, which is probably the

Cf. Coomarswamy, History of Indian and Indonesian Art, pp. 104-105.
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one said to have been built by the Kadamba King Mrigesavarmma,
who lived in the fifth century of our era 1

. The temple is simple,
verging almost on the primitive. It consists of the garbhagriha
or shrine, and an open suklwnasi (vestibule hall), but without the

mandapa in front. It is noteworthy that the sukanasi is wider
than the garbhagriha. The walls a<e made of big boulders of

granite roughly hewn and piled up in a vertical position.
It would seem from the above description that the Kadamba

temples were an improvement on the Andhrabhritya structures.
The latter, we may presume, were like al! ancient monuments, mere

halls, as yet not separated into partitions. With the rise of the

Kadambas, however, the temples came to consist o; two distinct

parts, namely the gatbhagriha and the sukhanasi.

In the; Saiva temple at Talagunda the Kadambi style is fur-

ther evolved. The temple itself looks more ref.ned than the ;aina

basti at Halsi. (PI. 2) The size of the masonry is diminished,' and
we no longer find the heavy Cyclopean blocks as used in the latter.

The stones of the walls are -monthly cut, but tpey resemble those
of the Jaina basti in the naldness of design. The ni'lars, which are

either squaie or cylindrical monoliths, arc here slighlly ornamentel
with geometrical designs, and have the dvarapulakus sculptured on
them at the bottom. The pilhrs have no base, no; tie corbel nor the

abacus. He:<ce the archit:ave is suppo-ied on the bare top. The gar-

bhagriha had no window- but only one d<-o; way. The ii; tel of this

door is carved with v>me flora! di sign , peculiar to later iCadamba

buildings. In the middle ol the iin-el is t'ne dedicatory hlock on
which is carved the image <-f Cunapat, tlv.is indicating that the

divinity
(

in the temple was originally, as it is now, some representa-
tion of Siva. I: the piesent case it is t e 1'iiga whi;h -s placed i i

the middle <f tht- garbhagriha
The next edifi . that mi^ht p^rha r s ive usso:r.c idea o* ti.c

Kadamba style at ih'v earlv period, is the s roup of tempL-s ai

Kadaroli built :n t u: bed of the Maiaprabha. (Pi. 27) They ,re

similar i/ construction to the Talagunda temple describe i abo* e.

Their plan is Dimple. They are small square huildi;,>s, e^chsur-
iriMiMted by a tower wiih tin- kdla^ha onto,. This t>wer is a

perfect pyramid marked with ho>izontal sta^^ thai have tne

appearance of steps. These sie^ s are quite plain
The Hattike^vara temple at Halsi shows a further develop-

t, S'anxnt and Old Cu/urwc Inscription*, 1. A , VI, p.
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ment in the Kadamba style. On either side of the doorway thert

appear for the first time thos^ perforated screens or pierced stone
windows that later on became a permanent teaiure of all Kadamba
temples. Some modifications are also noticed at the top end of
the pillais. Unlike the columns in the temples described above, the
aruhitiave in this temple is nut supposed on the bare staff but by
thw v,a h iia* consisting of the abacus and the corbel. The Nandi
and thr bases of pillars that arc to be seen in iront of the temple
make it manifest that there was a mandapa attached to the shrine.

We see a further development in the pillars at the Kalle^vara

temple at Halsi. (PI. 29) They are here divided into cubical and

octagonal parts, and were most likely crowned by the capital. The

temple consists of the gaibhagrtha and the sukhanasi, to which the

rnuktiarnandapa is added,

In the Suvainesvara temple at Ilalsi the pillars are of two dif-

ferent pattems. Along with the type described above, we also

hnd ti.e round and square shafted columns.

The monuments at Yalavatti, namely the Hindu temple and
the Jaina ha.iti, are important as they mark a further stage in the

tvoLition of the Kadamba tower. The horizontal stages, one notices,

are unlike those of the earl\ gopurams. They are for the first time

divided into recta-i,,ular parcllJopipeds; but as yet they are unco-

vered by ornamental details. The Hindu temple had a mandapa
in fiont, hut as It is in a dilapidated state, no more details can be

gathered MS regards the Kadamba architecture at this period. (PI.

30) The Jaina temple on the other hand is well preserved and

vonsists of a cella, a vestibule and a porch. (PI, 31) The porch is

supported by cylindrical pillars, which have the abacus and a

plain capital. It also has the overhanging eaves, a feature noticed

lor the first time in the Kadamba buildings. Another new

featuie is that the walls of this temple have a hoiizontal band

running in the middle, on which aie carved a few geometrical

designs. These structures probably belong to the later Kadamba

period, for they diner very little from the monuments built in

the time of Jayakesi II, the Goa Kadamba King.

The Ramesvara temple at Halsi shows another motif that was

developed at this period. (PI. 28) The tower, which does not

in any way differ from the earlier gopurams described above,

has now a projection added on to it, having in front an arch with a

simulated cell. The horizontal stages of the gopuram are also con-

tinued along this projection. As may easily be observed, this

featuie was not borrowed from the Pallava gopuram, for there is
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not the slightest resemblance between the simulated cells of the

Hallavas and this new feature seen in the Kadamba architecture.

The Varaha-Narasimha temple at Halsi shows further evolu-

tion in the Kadamba architecture. (PL 32) The paraJlelopipeds in the

stages of the tower are here mure numerous than in any of the

above-described temples. But as these stages are not so minutely
divided or marked with a profusion of ornamentation as in the

later temples, the vigorous and purposetul lines of thu tower are

still maintained, and do not cease to attract the eye of an observer

from a distance. The tower projection has now three windows
instead of one, one on either side and one in front. The tower

is arranged in eleven tiers. On the tenth tier there are four panels
each crowned by a kirttimukhu, or the grotesque face of a monster,

apparently a lion. The sukhanSsi which is surrounded by walls

is lighted by pierced stone windows insetted above the overhang-

ing eaves. (PI. 33) The roof appears like a terrace, and the eaves

are supported by pillars. Each of the latter is now raised on a base

and consists of two cubical parts and one bulbous section. Th-

circular portion is marked with three rows 01 ring*.

The perfection of the Kadamba style was evidently reached

in the rif Kamala-Narayana temple at Degamve. It is a typical

example of a temple built in the Kadamba style, which l:ad come

under theHoysaja influence. From the inscriptions in the temple
we learn that it was b'iili by Tippoja, the architect of the god

Banke^vara, at the
f

command ot Kamala-devi, the Queen of the

Uoa Kadamba King Sivachitta
1

. It is thu.- one ot the latest Kadam-

ba temples built in the middle of the 12th century.

The temple is situated in the centre of the village. The build-

ing is rectangular in shape and consists of three cells with a pillai-

ed hall running from north to south, in front of the shrine^ on the

west side. The central cell extends into the- hall in advance of the

other two. Each of these shrines is divided into two parts, namely,

the garbhagriha and the sukhanasi. The frames of the doorways
of the sukhanasis are carved with creepers. The pierced stone

windows surround the doorway and are more ornamented than

any in other Kadamba temples. (PI. 38) The door-frames of the

garbhagrihas. as in all the Kadamba temples, have the dedicatory

block with the image of Gaja-Lakshmi, and the two pendant nails

Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to fhc Kadamba Kings of Goa, J.B.B.R.A.S.*

IX, p. 275.
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on either side of this block. A new feature which is noticed in

these doorways are the five nails on the torana, between each of
which there is a rampant lion, thus having in all four lions.

The first cell contains the image of Narayania with the ten

incarnations carved on the halo. The second has the icon of

Lakshmi-Narayaija. Lakshmi is here represented as being seated on
the lap of Vishgu, with the ten incarnations carved on the prabha.
Oaruda and Maruti are standing on either side of this image. The
third shrine bears the image of Katnala with two attendants on
both sides.

The walls of the temple are adorned with niches having
pilasters surmounted by gopurams in the Kadamba style, with the

kalasha. (PI 36) On the parapet surrounding the mukhamandapa
the following friezes are sculptured from bottom to top: (1) pillars

with rearing lions between them; (2) gopurams surmounting these

pillars, and having dancing girls in various poses between

them; (3) beautiful scroll work on top. (PI.37)

The pillars are of three different kinds. (PI. 35) They are very

artistically executed and of complicated design. They are raised

on the bases and crowned by ornamented roll brackets. The eaves

of the temple are supported on pillars adorned with madanakais or

bracket figures, of which all but one have disappeared
1
. The

ceiling has three pendant lotuses, These are grand pieces of

artistic workmanship remarkable for richness of ornamentation

and elaboration of details. The last two features with the multi-

plication of shrines noted above show that the Kadamba style was
at this time influenced by the Hoysala architecture. Hence we

may regard this temple as belonging to a stage of transition.

Another temple that may be classified under this style is the

Lakshmi-devi temple at Dodda Ouddavaj ji. (PI. 39) This is a Hoy-
sala temple which was influenced by the Kadamba style. However

the fact that it was built in the reign of the Hoysala King Vishgu-

vardhana, and that it bears the Hoysala crest in front of the gopu-
ram have led Rao Bahadur R. Narasimhachar to believe that it

is an example of Hoysaja architecture *. But it possesses so

many distinguishing elements of the Kadamba style, and so

singularly lacks those of the Hoysala that it can by no means

be classified under the latter style. The most striking thing one

i Fart of another of these brackets is still to be seen in one of the niches

Inside the mandapa.
Narasfmhachar, The Lakshmictcvi Temple at Dodda-Goddavalli, p. 1.
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notices about this temple is that unlike the Hoysaja towers its

vtmanas are not marked with ornamental details. Fuither they are

shaped like perfect pyramids as those in the Kadamba temples,
and are marked with the horizontal stages, the bold outlines of

which greatly attract the eye. Finally it is not built on a raised

platform as the Hoysala temples. Among the details in this temple
that are also common to the Hoysala sluines are the elaborately
carved doorways, flanked by Vaishnava door-keepers, the ceiling

with the lotus panel and the multiplication of shrines.

It would appear from the above that when the Hoysalas rose

to power, they adopted the Kadamba style for their buildings.

But in course of time this style was so modified by the Hoysala

temple builders that it eventually lost many of its old features, and

acquired new ones in their place. The evolution was fairly rapid.

Probably the Kadamba vimana was the first to be modified. Its

parallelopipeds were decorated, new ornaments svere then added

between slabs. Some of the parallelopipeds in the meantime

were enlarged and frequently crowned with klrttimukhas. At the

same time the tower, accomodating itself to the gradual clianpe

of the plan of the garbhagriha from the square to the star shape,

assumed a fluted appearance, though often hidden below a gorge-

niiah' profuse ornamentation. The result was that (he original

pyramid of the Kadamba tower became in a few years a pointless

cone. The kalasha that once crowned the Kadamba vimana

was now s -bstituted by the Hoysala pinnacle. The doorways
were flanked by dvarapalakas and the frame itself was so elegant-

ly carved that it came to assume a different form from its Kadamba

original. In some of these temples the perforated screens, that are

always found on either side of the door-way in the Kadamba

temple were shifted to occupy different positions in the walls, and

finally were placed round the mukhamandapa. These are m
brief some of the Kadamba motifs that were developed and perfect-

ed by the Hoysala architects.



CHAPTER IX

Sculpture

It is not possible to write an exhaustive treatise on Kadamba
*
iconography. As most of the Kadamba shrines contain only the

liiiea, the material at hand is not sufficient.

One of the oldest Kadamba icons seems to be the one of Durga
at Jambehalli in the Sorab Taluqua. (PI. 40) The inscription in

fnmi of the temple of this goddess records that the original shrine

was built by one Kannamma, in the reign of the Kadamba King
Santivarmma 1

. This temple is now entirely destroyed, and the

image is sheltered under a square shed. But there seems to br

no doubt that this image was the original, for it exactly resembles

the sculptuie of Durga carved on one of the walls of Cave No. 1

of the Badami caves, which were finished at about this period by
the early Chalukya

4
*. (PI. 41) The only important difference between

thetwoimage> is that in the Badami figure the hand holding
the chakra rises next to tiie trisula on the top of the spear, while

the Jambehalli image is ve;y handsome and much more artistically

executed thas the one of Badami. The charming face of the goddess,
the graceful inclination of her head, the ease with which she holds

the emblems and the tail of the buffalo, the shape of this animal's

legs, and even the action of tnrustingthe spear into the neck of the

buffalo alike manifest a high degree of artistic skill in the sculptor.

Among tho other images of the Kadambas are those at Halsi,

Degamve and Hangal. These statues always have a pointed

carved tablet or an arch at the back, crowned with a kirttimukha.

The image of Lakshmi-Narayana at Halsi is remarkable for the

majesty of its pose and the elegance of its carving. On both the

sides are carved two pilasters which are surmounted by the pra-

bha which bears on it the representations of the ten incarnations of

* E.G., VIII, Sb, 44.
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Vishriu. Lakshmi is seated on the lap of Narayana and there is an

attendant standing on either side. The image of Vishnu in the

Madhava temple at Hangal within the Hale-Kote has an

inscription on the pedestal which gives the date when the image
was finished. The inscription runs: "May victory attend, May
great auspiciousness attend on the flower pedestal of the image
of caused to be made on the 10th day of the bright fortnight

of Vaisakha of the Vibhava, the 71st (probably) year
1 ' 1

. This

date probably refers to the Clialukya Vikrama era; for the

Vibhava Samvatsara being the 73rd year of that era, the date

would seem to nearly agiee. The image had four hands formerly,
but one of them is now broken. As usual it is flanked by two

dvarapalakas one on either side.

The Kadamba images of the gods are both in the static and

the dynamic poses. The one oi Dur^a, described above, is in the

usual crystalised dynamic pose, the goddess being always repre-
sented as killing the buffalo. The other two images are in the

static pose. On the ther hand the ti^ures on the madanakais
and the dancing girls sculptured on the Degamvc temple are

always in the dynamic pose.

The viragals and the satikals that are iound in Karnataka,

falling in the Kadamba period, may also be included in this

note on the Kadamba sculptuit. The formei are remarkable for

the great energy and vividness of action with which they depict

the war scenes, those jf Hangal being the most notable. (Pis. 23,

24) The satikulsart memorial tablets erected to commemorate those

women that committed sati on the death <*t then husbands. These

stones are a great auxiliary to the historian, as they give a coi-

rect idea of the art of warfare and ihe social customs prevailing

in those days. They are fully described in the chapter on social

customs -.

A word is to be added at the end of this chapter about the

school of sculpture developed in Southern Konkan under the Goa
Kadambis. The few specimens that have been p:eserved are so

remarkable, that they deserve a special mention. This school is

characterised by the beauty of the grouping of the different figures
as well as by the vividness of expression. Both things may easily

be seen in the panel of the time of Jayakesi II found at Orlim.

* Appendix, III. No. 18,

Cf, ante, pp. 275, 277, 278, 280.
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(PI, 12) The image of the King boldly projects in the centre of the

panel brandishing the sword with the right hand in a menacing
attitude. The soldiers engaged in the fight are seen here and

there in a harmonious metee, while at the feet of the King the two
defeated chiefs acknowledge the might of the descendant of Guha-
lla-deva. This battle scene, so vividly represented, offers a good
contrast to the home scene, represented on the top frieze where
the King and the Queen are depicted as being peacefully engaged
in conversation surrounded by some attendants.

The same characteristics may be noticed in the group of

elephants round the image of Gauri, which was found at Chandor
and which is at present in the Museum of the Indian Historical

Research Institute. It is usual to find a couple of elephants in

attendance next to the images of Gauri 01 Lakshmi carved on the

lintels of the temple doors. In this piece of sculpture, however,
the sculptor has carved four elephants, two on each side of Gauri,

and all of them in such natural poses that the sculpture looks like

the repiesentation of the animal life in a forest of Karnataka rather

than a sculpture of Gaja-Gauri in the ordinary conventionalism

The sculptors of Goa were moreover prodigal in decoration

and details. In confirmation of our statement we may cite the

instance of the colossal statue of Bhairava (generally called

Betal) which is lying on a well near the village church at Betal-

batim, Salsetto. This statue in .spite of appearing nude, has its

loins covered with a filigree band with hanging bells; and on its

stomach a huge scorpion is so skilfully carved as to convey the im-

pression of being inside, The hu-e Nandi found by Fr. Heras at

Chandor during the exe.ivations of May, 1930, and the smaller

Nandi of Pillai, now in the Museum of the Indian Historical

Research Institute are ajain striking examples of tiiis richness of

decoration. This school of sculpture, which made such remarkable

progress under t
; ie Goa Kadambas would appear to have

influenced the Hysala seulptois, who piodueed the most beautiful

specimens of images y known in Southern India.





PART VIII

Kadamba Geography
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42 Halsi. Image of Lakshmi-Narlyana, in the prakara

of the Varaha-Narasimha Temple.
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CH A PTER I

General Description

The inscriptions in Karnataka that have been discovered give us
a geographical description of the country. The ancients seem

to have thought of India in terms of an island and accordingly
named it the ocean girdled Jambudvipa

1
, In the centre of this

island there was Meru, south of which was the pleasant Bharata-

varsha, of which Kuntala-desa formed a province
2

. Mount Meru,

says another record, was like a stalk for the lotus
3

, in the most

beautiful Jambudvipa
4

.

Karnataka was described by these geographers as a country,

south of Sameru (/". c.> Meru), through which flowed the Kaveri

river clothed with woods on both the banks ". We learn from one

of the inscriptions that to the east of the Karnataka country was
the mountain called Nancli, very lofty and impenetrable, with only
one path, filled with champaka, asvattha, naranga, and tamala

tices ''. The country was filled with prosperous people and decked

with bright flowers and the honey-sucking bees 7
.

Kuntala-desa in Karnataka was an ornament to Bharata-var-

sha \ being the best and the most beautiful of all the lands, Vengi,

Kajinga, Vanga, Magadha, Andhra, Kasmera, Langala, Nepa|a,

Varala, Malava, Maharashtra, Aryya, Saurashtra, Kerala, Kam-

bhoja, Turushka, Pandya, Maleyala and Dravila'
1

. It was resplen-

dant "with myriads of people, practices of virtue, agreeable

* E> C., V, Cn, 197; VII, Sk, 197; VIII, Sb, 28, 152, 179, 270.

2
. C., V, Cn, 197.

>
. C., VII, Sb, 28.

*
Ibid., Sb, 179.

*
. C.,IV, Yd, 54.

. C, X, Cb, 32.

' E. C., VII, Sk, 197.

E. C., VIII, Sd, 138; VII, Sk, 100, 179, 197, 24<

C. C., VII, Sb, 138.
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occupation, breams of tiie (IIMC) .^M-.liii.-ciUs. pleasure i^:rdens,

lovers, splendid tanks, full Inins beds, ijildrd boats for

festivals, glijtjka $t;ii;nus< ;v SM ^.- is . Mr i mma and

mines of enjoyment, nhvts whuli - -re as if r ^ . d -^ IVL-I-

coiiu- had returned neie. -n .'.coM:ii o; ih j K-.ti n >>; ;V.-'iis

groups of 1! e lotus face ;
< of beauti u : \\tM.-i-ii i ,i > i m nn

griJHit.x, iidtfitrtiSi kiieJa:;, kjii'\\inux. ^/Ji///,7\^ u />//. -uklni.^ pa-

to*, nattarws and rajadlianh'
9

*. Other inso p'io .s ^inii^a'
j

ii to

ihe curls of the ! u!y earth V and r hue t -a: a h,.> ti e Sa-'iya

moimiains n liei bi\ast-, ,-,.oni d \viih th s i:ii,: . Ian- . ;ii'

Tunga, 'n \viiich are the Sp -.t-ka and "-aer nrf nt>;

The in-cri'otions ai^o descr be the ^ana\ asi-nad
'

!< \vrs rec

ko n.'ed". says one of 5 hes. reeor. s
*

s tli *. re i-\- ! u> |ain
i u

^v'i
;

;a"
4

. "It was I'ke ihe tace u the !a y ea th" ^avs uothe- .

"It was an ornam>j.;t
J

<> Van.v, > \ aJ s a tiii ,; Pi a ly an ept

graph at Udn iver- th t

'

Ba avasi ^oum v ,, ^ ki a mi ,

i of en-

joyment"'
1

.

The in^crip'.if s als -/nab! s t or'n n i e-s f the vxi nt

t Jr kingdo-ji ! : .e K./.iin as \P
j;

ih.- itkrmi e.U'd.s nf

tlu-ir-uie alter studyuii; th. i; '^ra; -,a! s-.uaio;, oi ,c ;
1 -res

aienti ned : t .se , jM^r.r h-ca. iecor , h s v, e ,,r. i ! i,

ih; i . aLjjm^ in'Cr;j>f' -n ; iar .Maynra- r*i7 - , v >

i i v sled \viih

t::e s-'Ve ei'< :y "f a provaic. b'.un ^
!*> tli A raw a 01

\\'es-er Oc\J 'H and tl)-. i'

; ehara ,h Tan a h t -i.,) ,^ A 1 ai^

:n nt o j ,

:

!.iu
i rec-id l Mayl.av r-ii , t. ai in b en f r .lij;- i

to Ii lit by .,} vt. H. i\n^ ma iyen -,.t! . c ^

i a, n unes t A'o .1

ra a-id ;nau. vhich w ;;e ihe n an-j f
'

-\ o ^ nic . urary stales

*vhi','h
j
'Oba !. i-srinc- t .e m>n ,

: fi a;^i s "t r bou,; i ; s

r. pectively .

During UK- lorij* r -1.-1! of jxavivar;
1

!! J: a the *c. -t naj l./'i-s <{

the i\a'irimba : mpi,e were tun r extended b> 'i). a

1 y .C. f Vii, *k t -y/.

/:. C. f Vii, ik',225.
-

r. C., VIII. bi), i /.

7 E. /., Viil, p. J--; L\ C., vil ~'X i7i*.

A the n-uijJt!0!i ,t, '.-a r v; i ; c

p

,c IMI..IU is, a j , s j? ^ndo^b cdlv
rch-r t-j 'i ,';:',,;' ^ o; H.'TI-

'

c <,-r oit a^.u l/jtt. 1 with Uic

'>i M yuiasarm:i:id ur jt * lk c ->. In mifu jiatc MK e&bor*.

iyc-ngar, vcma^f///i a. C/w^urfl.aj
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in*-" 'eirit --ries. '; lie refeieuee in the grant of Ravivarmma to tv o

hamk-ls VLJkava ,,nd Mii'l;; i J- ^ to Talakud, the new capital of

t'ie G mgas ,ho*vs th;t the Kad;m>a-> had at this tiirt j made
considi . abb vncioachnient- n the '

ranga territories
1

. Tin's may
be ^on.-i.'.-re

'

to bv the g,.aiesi extent of tne Kingdom a< the

"'Cig'
! .t <-f it gl ry.

In the lOth ceniii y , lKi n th.* K -.1 .mbas -n'urgcd as julers

fijy h- i
! vji'i u te rilor'vs tm . r th-/; ! *'?e. "i he .nap shov/ing

ti',;- do.-;inio';s t ah *f th^ fonr Dynasties rf iho Kadan:bas

niak- s i c ea t I I adam ?a> ot Oo; 1

\i elit a pan ->f Konkana;

thov:* !i"\n^al
f h !,i- v^i r we!ve Thousand, the Hangal Five

H ndrv , .-M'! i'-'j r M-MI !red- the ;

%

r oh -
1

! Relur, proh ;

biy

;;u iO",iurv :w im: 1

-d .' in M-nnia a'-ad; the Ka -ainb?s of F^a-

' !. ,V:iv;' ^"'iMri T ;e Ki^-imba <-f Ha- 'jal always
ha

'

ilu llrin a! Pi/e -, d and the Ba avas ;

i 'vive Th-j'i-

>, nii JiiuU-i i!i :.'
tn

! . -nvc Piv. Hnn.-r d '.vas at
! incl'^Vjd

r
'

e i k" .d
*

'o i v " oh :i i; di nnt f -r p'
v

t f tiieir

\ :i">iv Ti- "'ad in -^ of ("10- at the a- rv nf ^ ir gr-'.-tness

;
. ;; h^ji' :

' ^ -, ii Mas! Tw Ivc Thou an-
*

c Konkana

/'in iiMn-.ti 1
. .heK rdik; ir

! "i a
'

a ar.d a Quaa,fr the Hnive

F:vcfi HUH.".?, t "Vd jr '-Tie T'-:!i y. i civ ('aroli Tlrr 1

t"- I', a

! h r thr* I* .!-il;v.i.^ 't* !'h \ and the K> nt-ka)- Thirtv.





CHAPTER II

Geographical Lexicon

Besides
the name oi the country and districts, the epigraphical

recoidsalso contain many names of towns and villages included

in the Kadamba kingdom. These names will be seen in the fol-

lowing table l
;

For convenience bake other place names mentioned ui the Kadamba

inscriptions, though n.i helonciny to ilic Kadamba dominion*, ha\e

been included in tln^ talMc
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<jf Plac s Identification

A'nbalfir AMur, chief iuwn of the Kod

Taluqua in the Phanvar District

(r. /., V, p. 21 'K In the time of

the Kad oib >s it was r'diuied

:n tiie Naj; rkh.mda "evenly
</f.c\ \ V Nk, 253; F. /., > ,259).

A :
^'

.^i in ; e !) ar , ; r District.

'

l

!a .uinde t, h ; ef i>wn

f , ,1" , '.! >t he s -I)-
1 iiam* v

,

:

':
'

:

'

'

;r'^ u>n. ion 1'he

\; :i f th Indian Atla , S'.tet

\\> -", I 'I
1 )7 .^ , !o iZ. 7^, S

X~' r>
I'- .'a

?
. t ''L' i h', il. it \V S

i'
, , , ttuu 1 oin- where

v! c\ !i Ti <: al ami <anka. ur.

Al rn A \-illa..'
1 ab"ii! 3 nr.les in a

b -)5-e fr.-in Manual.

A'an fi. !h' P sen" I --n --CCIPS a* Ben

,eu i n ;he Tavanad; hobli,

S ' ab ! alu ,u--.

Aiiila'fi.f V 1 '-
1

' ^ e -^ -ni!e t> the east

oi Bafika ur Dh.,:wai histiict.

Ap<d:^ii';i '!'( s ripti<> !> I'sund at

BMrek' r -a <n '.he v .an^-'a^utii

I!M!>; -,'-rah Tain jua.

Anniger-- "nf^^er. i,i '^.riwalgunJ 'I al-i-

.(!!.,,

A ;j;r ;i
A' t

'1 he ins*, ijiti" . is a: Kfldh

sa-ne hobli,



Remarks

T'R-re we iv a S va ,-nd a

:v
i

njplc. : kviii (
:i i'lun-s's

truvtrsy wiii; tii, 1,-ina-,

Reference

/- /., V, jp. ,'to /5:\ *,'*,

: 3 , ''4,
:

_>9, /:.^ .. VI

21*
1

/.

A, . en-ix r III, K'.;. 7.

/ /. V, p. 24 .

J.i-.. !; No 17.

i-en, i ,1:1 N- -. t /.

It w.i^ tiie C'iief to\\ ri of i a-

Belvol;- i h oe llunu.eu.

Araga was /. kainraiia pf the

asi Tvvelv^ 1

'I lions mi.

-. C., VUi, ^b n^

. /, X11L -. 4.

<; (.. vii, MI. '
(

'.
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Names of Placet Identification

Arakere

Arsibldi

Avaretika vishaya

Bada

Bauavasi

Arakere is near Narendra, a

village in the Dharwar Taluqua.

The ancient Vikamapura, a

decayed village in the Hangal

Taluqua, Dharwar District.

Bad, 3 miles north-west of

Barikapur.

10 miles to the south-east of

Sirsi, Sirsi Taluqua, North

Kanara District.

Balipura

Belagami (or Baliigavc)

Fielagami, in the Shikarptn

Tali.qua. Shimoga District.

Ditto

Balura

Bandhavapui.'t

Bandanike

Balur, 3 rniies south of Han-

gal, on the high joad.

i Not yet indentified. Dr. Fleet

I suggested that it was perhaps
: Bandhole in the KrishnarajpSt
1

Taiuqua, Mysore (. /., V, p.

235, n. 2).

Bandajike, in the Shikarpur

Taluqua, Shimoga District.
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E. /., XIII, p. 319, 324

. /., XVII, p. 21, 23.

*
*

;

E. /., Ill, p. 52.

*
*

*
Appendix, III, No. 17.

It was the capital of the early j Appendix, III, Nos. 7, 9, 13, 15

Kadambas, one of the capitals : 16 and 19.

of the Kadambas of Hangal, and

the chief town of the Banavasi

Twelve Thousand.
j

The capital of Chatta, the first

King of the Hangal branch of

the Kadambas.

Agrahara city. Also renown-

ed for the five mathas and

several brahmapurls.

Kadamba Soine^vara of the

Nagarkhanda branch was called

"the supreme lord of Bandhava-

pura."

This seems to be the capital

of Bommarasa, who was the

founder of the dynasty of the

Nagarkhanda Kadambas. At

this time it was the capital of

the Nagarkhanrla Seventy.

/. A,, V, p. 18.

E. C., VII, Sk, 120, 100, etc.;

Appendix, III, No. 17.

E. C, VII, Sk, 197; E. /., V,

pp. 235, 236.

E. C., VIII, Sb, 346.

E. C, VII, Sk, 236.
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Bangalia

Bankapura

Basaur

Basaviira One Hundied and

Forty

Bengal

Bankapur, the town which

gives its name to the Bankapur

Taluqua, Dharwar District The
ancient town, Hale-Bankapur,
lies nearly 2 miles south-by-
south-west from the modern

town.

Basaruru, in the Sorab Talu-

qua, Shimoga District,

An administrative dhision

with Basvapur as its head-

qunrteis, about 14 miles to the

east of Dharwar.

Bayalnad

Belgali or (Belugali)

Beluvami

Belurapalli

KM haps Yay,inad, commonly
called Wynad or Wainad. (EC,
IV, Introcl., p.' ;*).

BtlgiJee or Belgali, a village

in the Bankapur Taluqua, four

miles north-west of Shii^gaun.
Or a village 7* 2 mile ;

> north of

Hubli.

Probably the present Be'va-

tti, a small village eight miles

north-east of Hangal.

A hamlet probably attached

to Hosavolalu, in the Heggade-
Devankote Taluqua, Mysore
District
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Trade relations with Goa.

This town was the capital of

the Bankapur Kadambas. In Ap-
pendix HI, No. 17 it is called

the oldest city. It was built by
Barikeyarasa. Cf. ante, p. 83.

Archivo, 1. c.

E. /., XII, pp. 174, 168;

Appendix, HI, Nos. 8, 17.

It formed a part of the Bana-
vasi Twelve Thousand. I

i

It included the towns of De-
;

vageri, Kolur and Knjenur. It

also seems to have been some- j

time a division of tiie Edenad

Seventy (E. C., VIII, Sb, 359).

'

j

Also Bira - Bayal - nad and <

Chagi-Bayal-nad.

E. CM VIII, Sb, 213, 359.

E. /., XV, p. 333.

E. C, IV, Hg, 56, 77, etc.

*./., VII, pp. 212, 214.

Appendix, 111, No. 17.

We suppose that BelurapalU
was a village attached to Posa-

volalu, because the viragal says

that Harima attacked and bes-

ieged Posavojaiu and its hamlet

Sogapalli (Sogalli), when So-

vayya released the cows of

Belurapalli, which must have

. C., IV, Hg,7l>.
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Belvadi

Bejvola

Bennekallu

Beppatti

Bharangi

Biraur

Perhaps a village near Kuda-
lur, perhaps in the Devanagere
Taluqua.

Most probably in Ron Talu-

qua, Dharwar District.

Bcnnikul, five miles south-

east from Kukkanur in the

Hyderabad State.

Behatti in the Dharwar Dis-

trict, probably close to Laksh-
me^var.

Bharangi, Sorab Taluqua,

Shimoga District.

Birur near Kadur, Kadur Dist

rict.

Chandraguptapura

Chandrapura

Chandragntti. Sorab Tahiqua,
Shimoga District.

Charulor. Salsttte, Ooa.

Chadrapur

Chipalona

Daravada

Chandavar.Honavar Taluqua,
5 miles south-east of Kumta.

Chipiuu, Southern Konkatj,

Rathnagiri District.

Dharwar, the capital of Dhar-
war District,
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been another hamlet.

# *
*

Reference

E. C, XI, Dg, 32.

Three Hundred District witli

Naregal as capital. Hence in

Ron Taluqua.

E. /., XIII, pp. 53, 40;

XIV, pp. 365, 366.

E. 7.,XIII, p. 40.

E. /., IX, p. 201.

# *
*

In the Kabbunalige-nad in the

Banavasi Twelve Thousand.

E. C, VIII, Sb, 325.

E. C., VIII, Sb, 59.

The early capital of the Ka~

dambas of Goa. The inscription

says that it excelled the city of

the gods.

Trade relations with Goa.

Trade relations with Goa,

E. C, VII, Sb, 79.

Appendix, III. No. 1,

Archivo, 1, c.

Archivo, 1. c.

E. /., XIII, p. 3 16.
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DhulKvar

Donavura

Doravale

Dulucas

Edenad Seventy

Edevolal

Identification

Dolle^var, on the Canal,
about 3 miles south-east of

Hangal.

Donur, in the Bagewadi Talu-

qua, Bijapur District.

Probably a hamlet near Man-

I
galur, in the Chandragutti
hobli, Sorab Taluqua, Shimoi^a
District.

Not identified.

North-cast of Banavasi (E.C.,

V1I1, Sb. 571).

North-east of Banavasi.

Elamballi

Ekkaddhaharam

Qafldda (Gauda)

Gedeya

Ginnalagundi

Gogavt

Elavala, since the inscription
occurs at this place.

i

Probably a village in the

vicinity of Talagunda, a^ the

village was granted to the

temple at Talagunda.

\ Bengal.

A group of 12 villages.

The inscription is at Haya in

the Sorab Taluqua, Shimoga
District. But the place cannot
be identified.

;
Gogaw (Indian Atlas, sheet
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*
*

*

Reference

Appendix, HI, No. 17.

*
*

*

A grant was made by Ka-

damba Chatta to a temple at

Mangalur.

Trade relations with Goa.

Edevolal-vishaya belonged to

the 'Alupas (LA., VII. p. 303).

This was a Seventy District

including Kyasaniir, and was

usually reckoned a^ forming

part of the Banavasi province.

* *
*

E.I., XVI, p. 74.

B.C., VIII, Sb, 465.

Archive, 1. c.

B.C., VIII, Sb, 213, 359.

E.I., XVI, p. 281.

B.C., VIII, Sb, 384.

E.G., VII, Sk, 264.

Trade relations with Qoa. Archive, I.e.

* * B.C., VIII, Sb, 477; ./., XI, p. 5.

* * B.C., VIII, Sb, 306.

Ekanta-Ramayya was gran- E. /., V, p. 257.
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Ookagt

OGkarna

Gopakadvipa

JGove, Gopakapattana, Gopaka-

puri, Gopakpur

Gurgera (Gurjjarra)

Hallihala

Identification

No. 42). 17 miles south-south-

east from Ablur in the Shikar-

pur Taluqua, Shimoga District.

Mysore (Cf. ./., V, p. 244).

Gokak, in the Belgaum
District.

Gokarna, about 10 miles north

oi Kumta. North Kanara District

The island of Goa

(ion Velha, called inKnkani
Orlem Goem.

Gujarat.

Htjllihala, in the Dharwar
District.

Hannihalli

Hanungal
(See Panungal)

Heggavadi

Ilirimatay

Hosanad Seventy

Honnali, in the Shimoga
District (Rice, Mysore 11, p. 345).

Hangai. the capital of the

Hangal Taluqua, in Dharwar

District.

Probably a village near Na-

rasipur, in the Hegyade-Devan-
kote Taluqua, Mysore District.

It cannot be identified. It must

have been a small village in the

Hangal Taluqua,

A kampaija of Hangal Five

Hundred. The town cannot be

traced.
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| Reference

ted the village by Bijjala, in

the Sattalige Seventy, of the

Banavasi Twelve Thousand.

Akka-devi laid seige to this :

/;./., XVII, p. 121.

fort. !

A famous place of pilgrimage.
;

Appendix, III, No. 1.

Trade relations with Goa. -

Archive, I.e.

*
*

*
'

Appendix, III, No. 2.
i

i

Capital of the Goa Kadambas. E./., XIII, 309; J.B.B.R.A.S., IX

! p, 283; Archive, 1. c.

*
*

*
Appendix, III, No. 7.

The Hnnnihalli Twelve was
;

E.C., VII, Sk, 117.

a kampana of the Banavasi

Twelve Thousand.
;

It was the principal capital I. A., VIII, p. 23; E. C,, VIII

of the Ilangal Kadamba kin^s. Sb, 325; E.L XIII, p,13; Appcn
dix, III, Nos. 7, 9, 13, 15, 16, 19

The inscription is at this .C IV, Hg, 50.

place. Bichgaunda is said to

have rescued the cows. i

i Appendix, 111, No. 17.

E./., V, p.259.
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Hayve

Identification

North Kanara.

Hire-Magudi

Huiambi Seventy

Hull

Huligere

Huppavadayavara

Inde^varagiri

Inguna

Hire-Magudi, in the Sorab

j
Taluqua.

i

J

Hullambi about 4 miles north
!

of Kalghatgi.

!

Ab.<ut five mik s east of Sa-

undatti, Bel^aum District.

Lakshmesvar. (Ct. Fleet, Ka-
narcsc Dynasties, p. 304, n. 6).

Veiy probably a village cl<se

to Mangurdi in the Dharwar
Taluqua.

(?) Bankapur.

C'>uld it be the village of In-

gunige in the Nizam's Domini-
ons, where ar inscription of

jakkala-devi is foupd? Fleet,

Kanarcse Dynasties, p. 448, n. 6.

Itipalji (?) In the Hannihtijji kampa-
na. (See Hanihniji)

Jaragur
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Reference

* *
!

E. C, VIII, Sb, 468. Cf. Fleet,!

|

Kanarese Dynasties, p. 282, n.
2;|

;
Rice, Mysore and Coorg, p. 21.

.C., VII, Sb, 414.

Appendix, 111, No. 7.

Appendix, III, No. 6.

./., V, p. 243.

* *
Appendix, III, No. 5.

Since there is a sanctuary of

Inde^vara.
./ XVI, p. 74.

E. C, VI, Bl,245.

Fight between the Kadamba

troops and the Santara army-
The besieged town >>eems to

have been in the ^antali-e One
Thousand,

Itipalli in the Honnihalli kam-

pana. The inscription exists at

Bejagami. Hence the village

must be in the neighbourhood
of this town.

Perhaps an agiahara village;

E. C, VIII, Sb, 141.

E.C.,VII, Sk, 117.

E. C,VI1I, Sb, 465
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Identification

Jayapura

Jayantipura

Jiddulige

Kachchavi

Banavasu in North Kanara.

(Sec Banavasi)

Probably Jedugui identified

with Jedda, in the Sorab

Taluqua, Shimoga District.

(?) In the Hannihalli kampa-
i.a.

Kadale

Kadalcik.'ilim

Kadar.t -illi (o: K.i'i'

Kadavala

K?ilavania

f the Ikl-aiim District.

KaLiiij,!- ni Kaliniar, a t<wn

wil 11 a well-known hill-fort in

,

tlu Baiul.j District, Bnndel-

i
khand.

(?) May peihaps be iik-ntificd

I

with Kail,iili village in the
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in the neighbourhood of Manga-
luru in the Sorab Taluqua of the

Shimoga District.

A village perhaps in the vici-

nity of Kirttipura.

Banavasi the capital of the

early Kadamba kings.

Reference

E. C, IV, Hg, 58.

E. /., XUI, p. 300.

E, C., VII, Sk, 236.

As the inscription is found at

Bejagami, the village is most

probably in the vicinity of this

town.

A place in the Heggade-De-
vankote Taluqua, Mysore Dis-

trict, since the inscription is

found there.

Copper-plate found at Hire-

sakuna.

The record is at Kittui, Heg-

gade-Devankote Taluqua.

The Kalachuryas styled them-

selves "lords otKalanjata, best

of towns 1

'.

This village was divided into

three pans, which were gi-

E. C, VII, Sk, 117.

E. C, IV, Hg, 56.

E. C., VIII, Sb, 33.

E. /., XIII, p. 319.

Appendix, III, No. 21.

E. C, IV, Hg, 56,

Appendix, 111, No. 10.

I. A., VII, p. 38,
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Kannevola

Sampgaon Taluqua, Belgaum
District.

Kapardikadvipa
(or Kavadi-dvlpa)

Noithcrn division of the Kon-
kan.

Karagudure

Kauvalageri

Kennele

Kargudari, Hangal Taluqua,
Dharwar District.

Kowlgcri (Bombay Survey
Map) or Kowlgeeree (Indian

rO, Dharwai Taluqua.

Perhaps in the Dharwar Talu-

qua, Dharwar District.

Ketapada

Keheta (or Kheta^rama)

Kikki-nad

KIrttipura

Kirusarhpagadi

(?) A village in the neighb uir-

hood of Tadai;ani, where the

inscription exists

(?) Probably a villag near

, Halsi.

Kikkere, in Mysore. (Cf.

Rice, Mysore, II, p. 296).

Klrttipur in the Heggade-De-
; vankote Taluqua, Mysore
,

District
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ven, one to the god, one to the

community of ascetics of the

vetapata sect, and one to the

Nirgatha sect.

The record is in the He^gade- E. C, IV, Hg, 56.

Devankote Taluqua.

Name was derived from Ka- E. /., XIII, p. 309; Fleet, Ka

pardin I, the ancestor of the i- narese Dynasties, pp. 5J3, 347

laharas of Thana and those n- 2.

parts. |

*
*

*
/. A,X, p. 254.

*
*

*
E. A, XIII, p. 316.

The reason is that all the E. /., XIII, p. 316.

p'acts mentioned in this record

are in the Dliarwar District.

*
*

*
E. C., VII, Sk, 66.

A village granted by Kakus- /. A., VI, pp. 24, 27.

tha to Srutaklrtti.

*
*

* E. C, IV, Hg, 56.

* * E. C., IV, Hg, 56.

A District composed of four J-B.B.R.A.S., IX, p. 303.
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Kishkindha Hills

Kisumangnjam

Kisukad

Kisuvolal (See Kisukad)

Kittadiyur

Kislikindha "is a small hamlet
in Dharwad, on the south brink

!
of the river Tungabhadra, near

! Anagandi three miles from Vija-
I yanagara." (Dey, Geographical
'

Dictionary of Ancient and Me-

;

diacval India, pp. KK3-101),

Kusugalla,
District.

the Dharwar

Kisukad Seventy, says Dr.

Fleet, was a small district of

which the chief town was

Pattadakal, the ancient Kisuvo-

jal and Pattada-kisuvolal in the

Badami Taluqua, Bijapur Dist-

rict.

Kittur (or KTrttipuia)

Kudmala

Kodanallur

Kittur, Huggadt--De\ ankote

Taluqua, Mysore District.

(?) Kodagere, Belandur hobli

Shikarpur Taluqtia, Shimoga
District.

Kodanhajji attached to Ben-

nahalli, Belur Taluqua, Hassan

District.
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towns. The inscription that

gives this information belongs
to Sivachitia.

KNhkindha comprises the /., /

hills on the opposite side of the

valley separating it from i lampi.

In the Bflvula Dislik't /:'. A, IX, p. 2ol.
(

j:

54

^
x

/f. /., XVII. p. 123; tf./., XV, p. 78.|

/. ,1., XXX, p. 259.
!j

Inscription menti'ns r. '\enik- /?, ("., IV, H^. 5(5.

for the temple of this village.

Th- inscription i:- in He-gade-
Devankote Talnqua.

The capital of the Kaj.ilnad K C. IV, Hg, 5u
Kadamba^, a \eiy ancient city.

*
*

*
K. (\,VI1, Sk. 29.

/:. r. V HI l
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Kodavalli

Kogali-nad

KukkanuMi Kukkanfu lies in the south-

west corner uf the Nizam's

Dominions, rb.'Ut 20 miles to the

east of (ktdag. DharvvjrDlstrict.

Koja-nallur. (See Kadanallfh)

Kolhapui C ipital of ihe Kolharur State

(Cf. Kthnian^ar, Idt'nlijL\itwin*J

Koliiapur / : B r
';lwiiipiiri. Th^

lian, XV, pp. 8-11).

Kolur Kolfir, one mile to the eaM
from Karagi, Dharwar District.

Konntapukam (?) A village close to Mala-
valli.

Koiii/iiiagarani

Kfmknn The present (ioa territory.

Kontakuji Thirty (?) Kuntt.nahashalli, a small

village 2 miles north-east of

HangaL

Kote

Kudalur A village in Channapatna Ta-

Itiqua, Bangalore District
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Village perhaps close to Kup-

pagedde, where this inscription

exists. Kudavalli was included

in the Banavasi Twelve Thou-
sand.

Perhaps corresponds w i t h

Huvina-iiadagalli Taluqua, still

khown as Kogali.

Reference

E.C., VIII, Sb, 179.

E.C., XI, Dg, 121.

./.. XIII, p. 40.

In t

:

'C \ i$ ; i,<y<i of Vallavi.

Famous -s a pU-.ce o; piigii-

mage in tiie Kadmnba period.

/T.C., VI, p. 19.

Appendix, III, No. 1,

! he n-C'ird exM^ a! Mal.iv.i

ill, a village in th Siukarpur

Taluqua.

Appondi,\, III. No. 8.

/:. C, VII, Sk. 2H4.

I iscription i^ at Malavajli. I-.C., VII,Sk. 264.

Principality ui UK- Kadainiias
(

Appendix, II, No. 1; Archivo.j]

ft
* 1 . /T. i ^.

uoa.

A karnpana.

1, c., etc.

./.,XIIK p. 317.

ity.

E.C..IV, Hg,56.

E.C., XI, Dg, 32,
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Identification

Kundarag\

K until

Kundatanukain

Kurulfs; (u, Km; i-n]

Kurole

KuIenFir

jlumojambika. (See

Kimdarage, Ye Ha pur Talu-

qua, North Kanara.

NaronJra a village, in i)iai-

v, a r r.iLii-ua, Dharwai Di-tricv

tuaic'i -x ar tlu- /yi. ; uad ft mu
Dnai war lo BeSgaum. ;b'>ut 1

_.

r.tiks Hrth-\v\st-l)y-m>rtli from
Dharwa . (/;'. /.. XUI, p

K ulSirii: , i\arajyi "I" a I u q u a,

i >hai war 1 ^strict. (> miles ?i< 'rth-

\\ cst 'f Haveri.

K^ipp^y^ d'M 1 ^rai> Taliujua

Ivi; i^'iirar, >orah Ta

S- .11 them (i:ii:rai

Lanka

kk.g-;j;di i. ft miles south-east

of ja^,ag in the Dharwai Dist-

rict,
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Kumiarage Seventy. ./., VII, p. 212.

Kundi Three Thousand Dist-

rict. Hereditaiy territory of the
|

Rattas consisting mostly of a
|

great part of the Bel^aum
District with Saundatti for its

j

capital. j

i

The inscription is at Malavalli

E.I., XIII p. 18.

E.C, VII. Sk, 264.

KuiidurFive Hundred lorm- / :;/. t VII, p. 212; E.7., XIII, pp,

i'd part of Palasigc Twelve; L'9?O16; ./., XVII, p. 9.

Thousand. K'yal residence o'

the Kadanibas of tjn,,.

In Edenad. E.C, VIII, Sb, 58.

./., XV, p. 329.

E.G., V11I, Sb, 179.

.C, Yll,Sb,377.

Tr.ide relations with ( ioa Arcluvo, 1. c.

Appendix, HI, No. 2.

Appendix, III, No. 2; ,/.,X,

p. m\J.B.B.KA.S., IX, p. 272.

. A, XV, p. 350.
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Lunke

Madava

Identification

A place near Molakalpur,
Molakalpur Taluqua, Chital-

droog District.

(?) A village near Mangajur.

Magaii

Malav/iUi

Malaya Country

Malchere

Manali (or Mannali)

Manj/aluru

Maijgundage

Maijikyapura

a* a

(?) Mak'J about a mile from

R-itihalji, \vhee the inscriptio:i

is found.

Malav.]ji.Shika: pu
S Mmoga District.

The Western Gha' K

g.ilu;
1

. in the S>rab Talti-

qua, S^imoga District.

Mangundi, a village o;. the

Dhai war-Kal^h.itgi r-ad, miles

s<<uth or Dharvvar.

f'robably Maiu-.undi.

(?) I'erhrtpas near Aialavalli.

Mavade

Mareyavada

Masavadf

Marevad, aboi^t 5 miles east-

by-nort
;

i from Narendra (Cf.

E. L, XIII, p. 320).

Masavadi One Hundred and

Forty kampaga may be located
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It was the chief town of Lun-

ke Seventy.

Kirtti-deva makes a grant to

the local temple. The inscrip-

tion is in the village of Mantja-
lut.

In inc Husanad Seventy.

liu- ChaiJ Bayal-nad.

The inscription is at Mala-
valli. It records a grant to ri-

Nagadatta.

Reference

E. C., XI, Mk, 41.

E. C., VI, Sb, 465.

Appendix, III, No. 20.

. C., VII, Sk, 225;

E. L, V, p. 259.

Appendix, HI, No. 7.

E. C., IV, Hj., 56.

E. C., IV, llg, 5o, 71.

E. C, VII, Sb, 465.

Appendix, III, Nos. 5 and 6.

Appendix, III, No. 6.

. C., Vli.Sk, 264.

LA., VI, p. 32.

*
*

*
E. /., XIII, pp. 320,324.

As there is the 'ncntion of the E. /., XV, p. 78.
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Identification

in the Dharwar District.

Matrisarit

Mattige

A river that cannot he identi-

fied.

Mavinahc-illi

Mirinje

Mogalur Viiu;ur or AUillur, near Tala-

kad. capital >f the Talakad

a, Mysore District.

M<>rami>ika

Muvagu

Mudagod.

i, llhas, Goa.

(?) A village piobably in the

Shikarpiu Talntjua, Shimoga
District.

Alugada.

Malkavn.

A village very probably close

to ManguQdi in the Dharwar

Taluqua. But it is not mention-

ed in the modern maps.

A hamlet at a short distance

from Talakad, in the Mysore
i
State.
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ancient Dharmapura or Dam-
bal, the kampana of Masavadi
One Hundred and Forty may
be locatad in the Dharwar
District. Dambal is about 13
miles south-east of Gadag,
Dharwar District.

The inscription is at Kittur in

Heggade-Devankote Taluqua
Mysore District.

Th

garni

inscription is at Bela-

Present Miraj, Southern Ma-
ratha country.

The kingdom of the Kadam-
bas under Ravivarmma extend-

ed as far as, or further than,

Talakad, as it is evident from

this grant.

The name appears in the in-

scriptions of a village contiguous
to Malavalli, in the Shikarpur

Taluqua.

Reference

/ 4., VI, p. 25.

E. C, IV, Hg f 56.

E.C., VII, Sk f 117.

E. /., XII, p. 290.

E. /., VIII, p. 147.

Appendix, HI, No. 2.

E. C, IV, Hg, 56.

E. /., V, p. 259.

Appendix, III, No. 5.

This shows the extent of

Ravivarmma's kingdom.
E. A, VIII, p. 147.
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Mtiltagi

Mugunda

Nagarkhanda

NagavaJH

Naregal

Narendra

Nareyagal

Identifications

1 A hamlet near Talakad, in

the Mysore State.

Didgur, in the Karajgi Talu-

qua, Dharwar District.

A collection of villages to

the east of Banavasi with Ban-

danike as capital.

! A village fourteen miles north
1 -east of Hangal, Dhaiwar Dis-

! trict

A village

District,

in the Dharwar

Naiegal, 10 miles south-east of

Ron, Dharwar Distiict, the chief

town of the Nareyanga! Twelve.

NavilQr (or Navalur]

Nidugundige

Nirali (or Nirili)

Navlur or Nowloor.

miles east of Dhaiwar.

two

Nida^undi, a village 4 miles

south-south-west of Shiggaon.

I head-quarters of the Bankapur
j Taluqua, Dharwar District.

A village in the Hangal Talu-

qua, Dharwar District, ll
1

/*

miles to the north-east of Han-

gal town.
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*
*

* E. /., VIII, p. 147.

Mugunda Twelve was a Kam- . /., VI, pp. 251, 252, 253.

pana of the Banavasi Twelve
j

Thousand.

* *
*

The insciiption is at Elevala

in the Sorab Talaqua, Shimoga
District.

E. /., V, p. 259; E. C, XI,

Dg,35;. C., VII, 236, 225;

E, C., VIII, 384.

E- C, VIII, Sb, 384.

Appendix, III, No. 17.

E I,, XIII, p. 298. Appen-
dix, 111, No. 4.

Chief town of tlio Nareyan^al
Twelve. :

Appendix, 111. No. 17; E. I.,

XIII, p. 40

Nidagundige Twelve, a kam-

pana nf the Hangal Five

Hundred,

./., XIII, p.316;

Appendix, III, No. 6.

E. /., VII, pp. 208, 212;

. /., XIII, pp. 15, 175;

Appendix, 111, No. 17.

Appendix, 111, No. 17; . /.,

XVI, p. 66.
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Niralgi (or Nirili)

Nilgunda

Identification

A village in the Hangal Talu-

qua, Dharwar District.

Nilgunda a village of some
size in the Harpanhalli Talu-

qua, Bellary District. It is at a

distance of seven miles from

Harpanhalli.

It was probably situated in

the vicinity of Dharwar,

It must have been a very
small village which has new
been absorbed by some other

village.

NIrusagara

Nuggiahalli

Pakuvadi

Palambi (or Belgajambi)

Palasige (or Halsi or Halasige) Halsi. Belgaum Taluqua,
, Dharwar District.

Palasika

Pajjavura

Halsi.

Palmadi

Paygaleya-kote

Panungal. (Sec Hanungal) Hangal, head-quarters of the

Panhala, a hill-fort 12 miles

north-west of Kolhapur.
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*
*

*

This was included in the

Vikkiga Seventy.

Reference

E. /., XVI, p. 66.

E. /., XII, p. 143.

* #
*

Appendix, III, No. 5.

Appendix, III, No. 5.

The inscription is at Yaclur

in Coorg.

The Palambi Seventy was a

kampana.

* *
*

Another capital of the Ka-

dambas of Qoa.

Some village forming part of

NidaLumdige Twelve. But now
it cannot he traced. It must be

in tiie Dharwar District.

The inscription says it was
in the Sendraka vishaya.

E. C, IX, Cg, 57.

/. A, X, p. 254.

Appendix, III, Nos. 5, 6, 4.

/, A., VI, p. 24.

E. /., XIII, p. 169.

E. C, V, Bl, 245.

E. / XV, p. 78.

Panungal was a Five Hundred . A, XIII, p. 31.
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Names of Places Identification

Hangal Taluqua, Dharwar Dist-

rict.

Pandiat

Parafura

f^averi

Penbasaaru

Perbajji

Perur

Pindiana

Polalgunde

I Probably the old kingdom of

i Puanit in Arabia.

1

(?) Somewhere in the Dhar-
war Taluqua.

Haveri, headquarters of the

Karajgi Taluqua, Dharwar Dist-

rict.

Habsur. in the Dharwar Dist-

rict.

Hubballi, in the Dharwar Di-

strict.

llt-rur, Hungund Taluqua, in

. Bijapur District.

I

Not identified

(?) Holal in the Belfry Dibt-

Po!alur(or PnralDror Bnhat-

Poralir)

Devajeri nr Devai;t*re, 6 mik^

wjst-i^y-south of Karajgi, in the

Karajgi Taluqua, Dhai war Dist-

rict,

PoLtmhi

Posavolalu

Palatubi s.tine as Halambi.

It was an administrative unit

now in the Heggade-Devankote

Taluqua.
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j

province. It was the hereditary

kingdom of the Kadambas of

Hangal.

Mentioned by the great papy-
rus Harris, pi. 77, vv 10 ff.

Reference

* *

Archivo, 1. c.

LA., VII, p. 36.

Appendix, III, NJ. 19.

./., IX, p. 201.

E. /., IX, p. 201.

/. A, XVII, p. 271.

; Archivo, I. c.

It was a kampatja consisting ; E. A, XIII, p. 323.

of thirty villages. ,

!

The inscription at Devagere /. ,4 M XI, p. 70; L A., VII, p. 35;

(E. /., XI, p. 6) speaks of this E. /,, XI, p. 6.

village as Pojalur. Hence this

must have been its ancient
;

name. i

* *
*

The inscription is at Sagalli 1

in the Heggade-Devankute Ta-

luqua. Another inscription at :

the same place says that it is in

Blra-Bayalnad.

/. /!., X, p. 256.

E.C, IV, Hg, 56, 79, 80.
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Pottiytir

Pramara

Identification

Hottnr, a village in the Bah-

kapur Taluqua, Diiaivvar Dist-

rict.

Malwa.

Premara (?) Tuni;abhadra.

Pustta Pishfapura, now Pithapuram,
on the east coast, Godavari

District, Madras Piesidency.

Qheat Probably the country of Quiti
in Arabia.

Queralla (Kerala)

Raktapura

Ramesvar

Sabbi

Sagara

Malabar.

Laks!iniesvar
f Taluqua tuvvn

in the State <>f Miraj (Jr.), includ*
* d i,i the Dharwar District.

Cabo de Rama, Snuth ^f Goa.

Now associated with Unkal,
Hubli Taluqua, Dharwar Dist-

rict.

Sagaie, Heggade-Dcvankt^te
Taluqua, Mysore District
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* * E. /., XVI, pp. 73-76, 78, 82-88,

Pramara is the reading of Mr
Rice. He supposes thai it was

Malwa, ruled by the Paramaras

(Cf. Luard-Lele, The Parama-
nis of Dhar, pp. -1-6).

Premara is the reading of Dr.

Kielhorn. He supposes that the

eastern boundary of Mayura-
varrnma's kingdom was the

Tungahhadra.

Trade relations with Goa.

This city is also mentioned in

the Allahabad inscription of Sa-

mudra-Gupta. (Fleet, Gupta Ins-

criptions, p. 13, v. 19.)

The sea of Quiti as mentioned

in the great papyrus Harris,

pi. 77. vv. 10 ff.

Trade rplations with Goa.

/:. C, VII, Intro, p. 8; Sk, 176.

7:./., VIII,

Archive, 1. c.

Archive, 1. c.

Archive, 1. c.

E./..IX, p. 201.

!

Mallik Kafur built a mosque
|

Ferishta-Briggs, I, pp. 373-373

after reaching this point.

A contiguous village which . /., XII, p. 323.

has become absorbed in Unkal
j

(. /., XIII, p. 319).

Farmers of Sagar were
witnesses to the grant.

E. C., IV, Hg, 56.
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Sahak

Saharu-nad

SambiitrMiad

Sang;iiir

Identification

(?) In the Shikarpur Taluqua,

j Shimoga District.

A town about 20 miles north-

east of Ratnagiri.

Sunyui, in the Karajgi Talu-

qua, Dharwar District.

Samkalm

Sa< t. ILL 0: . Thousand

; Snnikunur, 2 miles south-

, south-east of Sudi.

This was a province made up
' nf One Tl'ousaud villages in

the south of the present
Shimoga Distiict. The chief

town cannot be traced.

Satornahila

alig'v- Seventy

Satti

Senavnlli

A village mentioned in one of

the ;Manguijdi inscriptions,

I)harv/ar Taluqua, which can-

not be identified.
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One of the group of villages

granted to Haridatta.

One of the districts under the

Belur Kadambas.

Trade relations with Goa.

It was probably one of those

villages forming the Mugunda
Twelve Thousand kampana,

Reference

E. C., VII, Sk, 2f>4.

-C., IX, Cg, 57; I, No. 57.

Archivo, 1. c.

E. A, VI, pp. 253, 252.

E.L,XV> pp. 76-77.

E. /., XI, p. 5; E. C, VIII, Sb,

7; VII, Sk, 191; Appendix, III,

No. 19.

The inscription is at Tada-

gani, Udagani hobli, Shikarfjur

Taluqua, Shimoga District. Sa-

tomahila was probably :\ vil-

lage close by, <>r a kumpana of

one hundred villages as the

name implies.

This was a kampana o? the

Banavasi Twelve T

E. C, VII, Sk,ti6.

/;. /. v, p. rj.

.X. Hi, No. :>.

In the HanihalH kampana,

The inscription is at Bela-ami. ;

E.C., VII, Sk, 117.
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Sendraka-vishaya

Setu

Shivapur

Sidani

A province to the south-east

of Banavasi.

Ramesvaram.

Not identified.

(?) Kutury, in the Sorab Talu-

qua, Shimoga District.

Sidhakedara (?) Probably in the Karaj^i

Taluqua, Dharwar District.

Sidhagiri

Sigunur
Sivunur

Siddapur (?), Rod Taluqua,
about 2 miles from Ratihalli,

where the inscription is found.

Jigalur or Jigualur, in t'r.e Run

Talnqua.

Simbualla (or Simhala) Ceylon,

Sindabur Chandrapur, /. e* Chandor,
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The part of Karnafaka ruled

over by the Sendrakas.

The viragal is atKaturu. Per-

haps Sidini was the old name
|

of the Kuturu village, or it may
be an obscure hamlet near Ku-

turu that formed part of the

Edenad kampana.

The plates were found at

Devagiri, in the Karajgi Talu-

qua.

Reference

E. C., V, Bl, 245.

Appendix, III, No. 2.

Archive, 1. c.

E. C, VIII, Sb, 221.

. C, VIII, Sb, 221.

/. A, VII, p. 34.

Appendix, III, No. 20.

Identical with Sivunur. The

only objection to the vi^w that

Sigunur or Sivunur was Ji^alur

is that Sivunur had on its south-

west and west a
4t

^reat river,'
1

per-balla, which seems to point

out to Hirahalla a tributary of

the Malaprabha; whereas Jiya-

lurlies on the western side of a

branch ol the Malaprabha some
little distance to the east of the

HirahaHa (E. /., XV, p. 87).

Sivunur was a kampana of

thirty villages.

Goa had trade relations with

Ceylon.

Mentioned by Ibn Batuta as

E. / XV, p. 334.

Archivo, 1. c.

Defremery-Sanguinetti, Voya-
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Sirii;uppe

Siviur

Sivapuia Bharang
1

Sogepajii

Somapatti

Identification

Salsette, Goa.

Sirigupa of .the Indian Atlas

sheet 58, about 2 1

/, miles E.S.E.

from Sudi (./., XV, p. 76.)

Bharangi, Sorah Taluqua,

Shimoga District.

Sogalii, Heggade-Devankote
Taluqua, Mysore District.

Sonnali ev ;ura

Snitiv.shtra

Srlparv.it

Sthanaka

Sthan., kun.ii

Cannot be traced in the mo-
dern maps.

Very probably a township
near Man^undi, Kathiawar.

i *

Srisa'lam, modern Srisailu,

i:i the Karnul District. It is

situated wtst of .the E:astem

Uhauts between them and the

river Krishna. </;./., VIII, p. 28.)

Thana, headquarters of the

Thana District.

Talagunda, in the Shikarpur

Taluqua, Shimoga District.
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the capital of the Goa kings.
[

ges d'Ibn Batoutah, IV, pp. 106-

108; Gibb, Ibn Battuta, p. 2 H.

The viragal is at Santapura,
Sorab Taluqua, Shimoga Dist-

rict.

Sirivuru is described as a

camp.

It was called Sivapura Bha-

rangi probably because of the
;

temple of Siva (Mailikarjuna).

A hamlet in Posavojalu in ;

Bira-Bayalnad.

One of those villages that

were granted to Nagadatta by ,

the Kadamba king. Inscription

is at Malavalli, Shikarpur Ta-

luqua, Miimoga District.

Appendix, HI, No. 5.

*
*

*
Archivo, 1. c.

Mayuravarmma retired to Sri- /T.A, VIII, p. 28; Progress

parvata, where he -rew power- ftcpoit, 1914-J5, p. 99 ff;

fuL

'

! E.I., XV, p. J35.

E.I., XV, pp. 76, 77.

E.C., VIII, Sb, 445.

.C, VIII, Sb, 325.

E.C., IV.H-,79.

K.C., Vll,Sk, 214.

Capital of the Silaharas of

the northern branch, visited by
Shashtha-deva II.

Famous for its agrahara. The

important inscription giving

./., XIII, p. 300;

AppendiA, III, No, 1.

E. C. VII, Sk, 176.
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Sudi (See Sundi)

Sundi

Sullam

Suras htra

Tadakodu

Tadavanale

Taji

Talvananagara

Talaguppe

Thanem

Tilivally

Triparvata

Turugare

* #
*

Sudi in the Ron Taluqiia,
Dharwar District.

Sulla, Dharwat District.

Saurashtra, Kathiawar.

Tadkod f in the Dharwar
Taluqua, Dharwar District.

(?) Tadagani, in the Shikar-

pur Taluqua, Shimoga District

A place in Arabia.

Taiakad, un the Kaveri.

Talaguppe, Sorab Taluqua,
Shimoga District.

Thana, the administrative

head-quarters of the Thana
District. (See Sthanaka.)

Tileewulee or Teelowly, Ban-

kapur Taluqua, Dharwar Dist-
rict.

Halebid, Beliir Taluqua,
Hassan District.

Uchchangi Uchchangi, near Molakalmu-
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the account (if the origin of the

dynasty was found here.

* *
*

It appears as the rajadhani \/,, XV, p. 73
of the KisukacI Seventy.

It was one of the villages in E I.
y IX, p. 201.

the kampana of Belvola.

./., XIII, p. 300.

E.I., XIII, p. 320.

*
*

*

E.C.. VII, Sk, 100.

Appendix, III, No. 2; Archive
I. c, Cf, ante, p. 172.

/?./., VIII, 147,

E.G., VIII, 319.

./, XIII, 3(K),

/., XIII, p.M.

i

:or the identification of, ante, /^ y|j p 34

pp. 37-38.

Akka<devi was ruling the Ki-
/ y^\j 1^79^

sukad, Masavadi and Turugere
Districts.

This was the capital of the E.C, XII, Dg, 32.
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Udharc

370

Identification

ru, Molakalmuru Taluqua, Chi-

taldroog District.

Ugura

Unukal

Ustugrame

Not to be found in the modern

maps.

Urikal, on the high road from

Dharwar to Hubli, Hubli Talu-

j
qua, Dharwar District.

Now associated with Kadaroli,

Sampgaon Taluqua, Belgaum
District

Vaijayanti Banavasi, Sirsi Taluqua,
North Kanara District

Vallavi-vishaya Ballavi (?) name of a town in

Tumkur District, Mysore State.
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Kadambas of Uchchangi. Mr.

Rice says that it was not the

well-known city south of Bella-

ry. (Rice, Mysore and Coorg,

p. 26).

On the bank of the Tuhgabha-
dra. (E.C, VIII, Introd., p. 9.) It

was probably an outpost of

Hangal. According to one of

the viragals it was in Edenad,

a province to the noith-east of

Banavasi. We might say that

it was either in the Kod Talu-

qua, Dharwar District, or

Devanagere Taluqua, Chital-

droog District.

LA., VI, p. 31.

E.C, VIII, Sb, 58, 176,439,468

Appendix, III, No. 5.

E./., XIII, p. 317.

Which is associated with^Ut-

sugrame, Kadaroli was probably
a contiguous village into which

Utsograme was afterwards
absorbed. (E,/., XIII p. 319.)

Capital of the Kadambas of

the first dynasty and hereditary

province of the second. Earliest

mention of VaijayantMn the

Kadamba records is in the Ma-

lavalli pillar inscription.

./., XIII, p. 323.

./., XIV, p. 167; E.C, VII

Sk, 29; E. /., VIII, p. 147; E.C

VI, Kd, 162; E. C, VIII, Sb, 33;

E,C, VII, Sk, 264.

./., VI, p. 17.
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Velliapura

Identification

Vclim, Salsette, Qua.

Vasantavataka

Veimullic

Vellanat^n

Probably a port of Arabia,

not identineJ.

*

T'.)!>iil>ly
a po. i o,{ -he Tatiiil

voa i.

H^'v^Ui. Ivo 1 alu
r

ua, Dlur

\;M
r

>isnict. lii.-, the i/latc

Vehirame

Venugrama

Verok

Vijayapin/

Vikkic

Bcli,
rainn, Iv.adquaitcrb of

the BePaum District.

Ditto.

Vatka, Salsdie, Ooa.

pjo^ahiy a t^wn ;it*ai Man-

gtinfj, I)harvar Taluqiia, It

can,;ut be tracjd in the maps.

(.-') Biklvi.atii, () miles sniitli

of Niigtnv.ja, Hdipanilivijli 1 a-

hujua, Bellajy Distiict.

Za.ixibar (probably n the

Sd:Se of Ilk whok of the Eabt

of Africa),
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Administrative head-quaiters

of the southern division of the

Ooa Kadamba kingdom.

Suddhikundara District. One

of the District of the Kadamba

kingdom of the first dynasty.

* *

Three Hundred District with

Nare-al as capital. Hence in

Ron Taluqua.

Reference

Appendix, HI, No. 3.

I.A., VI, p. 3K

Archivo, I.e.

Archivo, 1. c.

./., XIV, p. 365.

./., XHI,p.319.

E./..XII.P. 18.

Appendix, III, No, 1.

Appendix, III, No. 5.

Vikkig i Seventy formed a part

of Kokkali Five Hundred. The
|

chief town cannot be traced.

Trade relations with Goa*

./., XII, pp. 143, 147.

Archivo, 1. c.
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44. Seal of the Chikkulin Copper-plates of Vikramendravarmma TI.

(
' M ILIUM! M/r

)

\\\ knul |u million nil In ( ui,n , \LuiiM-, ( ,n\ 1-1 unn nt MUM- inn

V"V- :/
/

45 Seal of the Bennahalli Copper-plates of Krishnavarmma II.

(i )j iL'jli.il ^i/r.)

huh in I lisimu ,il Jv'cscau It Institute, M. \.\K'i 'h ('Mrm'. 1 Jinnh.i



46. Seal of the Marcella Copper-plates of Shashtha-deva II

i(Hi-Jli.,il M/t.)

i'.<i'.-'i' Mi-ti-; 1 1 a I Kc -,1 ,ii. h In-lit ',n<
. M. \.i\ in '- I ..lli-ji , r.i.mli,i\

47. Seal of the Panjim Copper-plates of Jayakcsi I

I '! 1 !'
'

i -I I
-. ', h t,t M i, -; \.,.v i, i

( ,,j|, ,, |',,,m l M x.



Th Kadamba Lion

1*he
dynastic symbol of theKadambas was the lion. It is possi-

b^v that they borrowed this from the Pallavas, who also had

this sign f >r thvir national emblem l
. The reason for this assump-

t! n is that the Pallavas, as has already been noted % were at least

for some time the overlords of the Kadambas. It may incidentally
he observed that the dynasty of the Vishnukurjdins also had the

l.on for their symbol
J

,
and it is not improbable that the Pallavas

borrowed it from tuem.

Tie iinn found on the seal< of the Kadambas is exactly simi-

Lr to thos>, on the seals of the Vishnukundins and the Pallavas.

The Ciiikkulin plates of Vikramendravarmma II of the Vishnuku-

i.idin dynasty are very interesting from this point of vie\\. The
e .1 represents an advancing lion with its right fore-paw raised,

its neck erect, mouth wide open and the tail twirled round 4
. (PI. 44)

Thi: ^eal is analogus to that of the Ramatlrtha plates but with

r:e different that the tail of the lion is swung over the back so as

to enu i" a loop \ Tne lion on tiie Pallava coins, the fascimile of one

of which is given by Dr. Smith, is also similar to the lion of the

latter plates'. Now the figure on the seal of the earliest copper

plate, in fact the earliest inscription, oi the Kadambas, namely
that of Kakustha is according to Dr. Fleet "appaiently a dog'

17
.

But the word 'apparently' seems to imply a doubt Indeed we
cannot explain the appearance of the dog on a Kadamba seal.

However the pose and posture of this animal aie so similar

Cf. Cousens, Chalukyan Architecture, p. 63.

Cf. ante, p. 15.

Cf. E. /., IV, p. 194.

Ibid., pi. facing p. 244.

South India Epigraphy, 1909, No.m
Smith, Early History of India, pi. facing p. XII,

Fleet, Sanscrit and Old Canarcse Inscriptions, I. A., VI, p. 23.
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to those of the posterior Kadamba kings, that there seems to bt

no doubt that this figure was intended to represent a lion.

The seals of thejcings of the early dynasty do not always bear

the lion. Some monarchs have their names inscribed on their seals *;

but the seal of Mrige^avarmma bears his own effigy*. The records

of the later Kadambas on the other hand always refer to their dy-
nastic emblem. Itjs interesting to note that the lions on the seals of

the copper plates of Shastha-deva II and Jayakesi 1 of the Kadam-
bas of Goa 3

, (Pis. 46 and 47)>and the one on the lithic record of Klr-

ttivarmmal, the Kadamba king of Hangal\ exactly resemble the

Vishnukundin, the Pallava, and the early Kadamba lions. (PI. 45)

The lion was later on employed as a decorative motif in the

buildings of both the Kadambas and the Hoysajas. Round the mu-

khamandapa of the Degamve temple for instance there are many
rearing lions; similar lions are to f e seen on the goputam of the Ski-

dhesvara temple at Haveri built in Hoysala style. The Hoysala

temple at Belur and the one at Hajebid are othei sti iking instances

of the same. The former has two lions facing each other over the

main entrance in the same pose as the two lions of the old entrai.ct

to the compound of the temple of Madhuke^vara at Banavasi. Simi

lar lions are seen in endless procession round the zock of the Hoy-
<alevara and Ketare^vara temples at Hajebid and lound the tempk
at Belur. (PL 48) Among the lions of these caivings, one occasionally
traces the ima^e of Saja with the dagger, represented as killing

one of them. In connection with this it is interesting to notice

that the animal killed by Saja in the different sculptmes of the

Hoysala crest is not properly a tiger as related in the insciiptions.

but a lion, as the mane evidently declares. Now the >tory of Snja

killing this beast and the representation of the same in the Hoysaja

temples cannot be traced before Vishnuvarcihana's rugn. Hence the

representation of Sala killing the tiger, which is properly a lion, may
be a symbol of the victory of the Hoysalas over the Kad,unba race.

The Kadamba lion probably also accounts for the existence of

the klrttimukha in these structures. According to Di. Jouveau-Du-
breuil the klrttimuka made its appearance in the Ganga-Paiiava
aichitecture of the 9th century on account of the natural evolution

*
Ibid., pi, facing p. 25; VII, pi facing p. 32.

*
Ibid,, pi. facing p. 36.

> Appendix, III, Nos. 1 and 2.

4 See the sitasasana at Banavasi published in L. I., XVI, p. 353.
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49. Gold Coin of Baghiratha.
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of the design in the kudu of the caves of the Aokan period '. But

he does not explain how this design appeared in these buildings.
Nor does the great Dutch archaeologist Mr. J. Ph. Vogel explain
the origin of the kala-makara, as the klrttimukha is called in Java,

though he seems inclined to regard it "as an effigy of the terrible

godKala"*.
The simplest and the most direct explanation seems to be that

the Kadamba builders adopted this as a motif from the Kadamba
lion. This motif perhaps was parallelly developed in the edifices

of the Ganga-Pallava style, for it will be remembered that this was
not a new design for the south -Indian sutradharis of the Eastern

Coast, since the Pallavas and the Vishnukundins before them had

already used this animal for their dynastic symbol.

1

Jouveau-DubreulL Archeologie da Sud de Vlnde, I, p. 61.

* Vogel, The Relation between the Art of India and Java, p. 60.
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Kadamba Coinage

Several
inscriptions refer to the coin '

current in the Kadamh;<
dominions, Unfortunately no inform Ji-Jii is obtainable from

the.-e records as it-gards the coins i sue/ by the early Kadambas
of Banavasi, and what is m<st -inking is that o a, tempt has

hitherto been made identity any anck-nt coin louml in K^rna-

taka a'- a com issued by M iyfiraarmma or his suece -ors. i'h s

would lead one to the wr- g Corel. si :i tha' the early K d.iinbas

had n< cur.-ency ^ystun. I- i-ci the coin *>f tr-e
1

a!la\-as ..n,
!

the Cha'uky^iS, w:;o weie the C 1

-ntefuporar-.s of the early Ka^ ainba

kings, are known to n laiism.ttists and theref"re ;he e i no reas -n

for denying this royal privikge { the e*ir!y Kadambas, As ;i

matter of fact among the ;oi:ts, ^/. have bee.; able \>i Lu ntify. theie

are a few which can be attributed ;o s '-n-j of th.s king-. These

coin:* will be found in the list a the , nd < f this appendix.
As regards the latei dyna ties tiie coins mentioned by tue ins-

criptions are the following:

The earliest Kadamba c-'in referred N ni th- epigraphii'al re-

cords is that of Niti-maharaja, ::- "f t

1

e Kin s of the Bvl;, 1 Ka-

damba branch, who live,: s .me 1

*-
1

re about the ,irst quarte, (f thi

llth century. Wele'in f im the ixcord that ;'t the time of the

demise of Blcha^aund;;, Niti-maharaja gn:'tcd one pana to each

of the Brahmans 1

. This L -in was ;n use even a century later, as

can be made out from a Chalukya :;rant <;f 1 i 12 A. D. *

Hera-dramma^ seem to be anotlier species which were com-

mon in the time of the early Kadambas. The record that brings
this to our notice is assigned to A.D. 991. We are informed that

i E. C.,V, Mj,53.
*

./,, X1H, p. 58. The coin was U5ed down to Vijayanagara times.
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when Katya performed the self sacrifice, the king granted 24

tiera-drammciSi while washing the feet of the Brahmans there 1
.

Gadyanas were the type of coinage that gained currency in

the 1 1th century. They are frequently mentioned in the Goa char-

ter of Jayake^i I*, and the above-mentioned Chalukya record 3
.

The latter record further informs us that they were gold coins.

An insciiption of the Belur Kadambas shows that they were also

common in their dominions
4

.

The charter of Jayake^i also mentions a coin of smaller value

named in the Portuguese translation drachma. "Whatever

merchants", so runs the record, "should come (here) from any
part or cities will pay every time two coins called gadiannacas;
the ships coming from the Malay countries will pay each of them

every time one ga
: iannaca coin. The paranguese or palias com-

i,'/, from the same country will pay cac'i five diachmas, which are

also coins" :

. 1'hesc d.achmas are doubtless the drammas spoken
ol t.'jove.

The Kuppatu, g'mt of Kirttiv.irmrna refers to a coin

c.'lleJ lionna, whioh was t;ie current coin in the Hangal Kadamba

kingdom in -he 1 1th century. \Ye a,e told : n the record that Mala-

1,-s-devi, 1 is Que-.-n, 'nought t'ic ian 1. specified in the grant from

the Brahman-, for a sum of 50) honna-A
In tlv hu'Ifth tvniii y we hear of a coin called nishka in the

inscription of the Goa Kadamba King Vtehnuchitta. We learn

fro;n the record that the omajients of the god Nara^iriiha valued

at :>90fl.
;
s//Av:7 wet\ stolen by Padmanahha 7

. Huga, which is also

motioned in the O'.a records, \vas another coin that was used in

ih ; s period \

FLinlly a coin named kodevana is referred to by the Kargudari

inscription oi" Ta.la/M of bangal, It was apparently stamped
\vith til;- divice of an umbrella 5

.

.C,,Vlil, Sb, 482.

Atchivo, 1, c.

E.I., XIII, p. 58.

f.C,V,Mj, IS.

Archive, I. c.

E>C., VIII, Sb, 262.

Fleet, Inscriptions Relating to the Kadamba Kings of Qoa, J.B 8.R.A.S. *

IX, p. 286.

Ibid., p. 309.

fleet, Sa.iskrli and Old Canarese Inscriptions, LA., X, p. 254.
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The following list will give the Kadamba coins we have been

able to trace not only in the catalogues of several collections but

also by personal observation.

Early Kadambas

Elliot gives two gold coins which may be assigned to the early

dynasty of Banavasi*. The first with the word bhujam on

the obverse strikingly resembles the Pallava and Chola coins of

the period. Besides the word Sri and the rough figure of a lion in

the centre there is the representation of an ankus, which is to be

found in the Kadamba coins of a much later period. The reverse

however is plain.

The second coin shows on the obverse a padma in the centre

with four punch-struck retrospectant lions rount it The reverse

has a scroll ornament within a circle of dots. Both these coins

were found at Sunda.

The Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society possesses
four gold coins of almost the same type. They all bear four or

more lions punch-marked on the obverse. The reverse has some-

times a scroll ornamentation and sometimes a star or a padma.
Three of these coins were found in the Bijapur District

Lately a treasure trove of Kadamba coins was found in the

Satara collectorate. We have been able to examine these coins

by kind permission of Mr. Q. V. Acharya, Curator, Archaeological

Section, Prince of Wales Museum of Western India, Bombay.
The coins were read by Prof. K. G. Kundangar. Five of them bear

the Kannada inscription ti (Vira). This may easily be a mistake

for da (Ravi), committed by the die maker. Such faulty inscriptions

are also found among the Vijayanagara coins. Four of these

coins of the Satara treasure trove bear the inscription Skandha.

No Kadamba king of this name is hitherto known. At the

present stage of our research, we may do no more than suggest
that the inscription is a mistake for Kanga.

In the coin Cabinet of the Indian Historical Research Institute,

St. Xavier's College, Bombay, there is a similar gold coin with

several lions bearing three Srl's and the name Baghi in Ha|e-Kan-
nada. This is an abbreviation for Bhagiratha, one of the early

Kadambas of Banavasi. The reverse of the coin is plain. (PI. 49)

Elliot, Coins of Southern India, pi. II, No. 66, 37.



50. Gold Coin of Jayakesi II.
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51. Gold Coin of Jayakesi II.
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One of the coins of Elliot, not classified by the author, seems

to be that of Bhaglratha's successor, Raghu. The coin bears a

punch-marked lion. On one side the Devanagari inscription reads

Kadamba. On the opposite side, another short inscription has

been read as Ra, the first syllable of Raghu's name. On one

side of this short inscription, there is a discus and on the opposite
side there is a conch l

.

Goa Kadambas

iie Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society possesses

several coins of this dynasty. One of them has a rampant lion,

looking to the front, and before liis mouth, the word Pramodha,

namely the cyclic year of coinage, in old Nagari. The inscription

on the reverse reads as follows. '^ri-Saptakotisa-labuha-vara-

vira-Jayakesideva-Malavaramari" (The brave Jayakesideva, the

destroyer of the Malavas, who obtained boon from the holy Sapta-

koti^a). This king evidently is jayakesi II, who defeated the

Malavas*. (PI. 50)

The coin cabinet oi the Indian Historical Research Institute

possesses another coin of this King bearing thi same inscription

but struck in the year Vijaya. (PI. 51)

The Indian Museum, Calcutta, has a similar coin, the inscrip-

tion of which is not clear in the last two lines. Yet the syllable

kc is quite doubtless. Hence the coin is attributed to Jayakesi III.

No reason is given why this King is preferred to the second of the

same name. The inscription in front of the mouth of the lion

reads, according to Dr. Smith, }ana\ Dr. Fleet read /ana
3
; but the

true reading seems to be lana. Could this be the cyclic year Anala,

which is often given as nala?

By the kindness of Senhor Ferrfto of Mapuga, Goa, we were

able to examine another coin similar to the previous one, bearing
on the r -verse this inscription, "&ivachitta vlra-devesvara Mala-

varamari". On the obverse there is a lion to the left with a ball in

his mouth, within a circle of dots. In front of this there is the word
Kilaka. viz. the cyclic year.

Anothei similai coin of this King is found in the coin cabinet

or the Research Institute. The obverse has the word Plava, which

ibtd., nl. il, No. 60.

CL hliiot. o. c. f pi. ii, No. 71.

Smith, Catalogue of the Coins In the Indian Afctarum, Calcutta, I, p. 314,

pi. XXX, No. 5.
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correspond-; to the 35th year of the cycle, surmounted by a swastika.

The reverse has the name of sivachitta repeatad thrice both in

Nagari and in Hale-Kannada. The lines of the two scripts aie

alternately in Nagari and in Kannada characters. This is a unique
feature in all the Kadamba coins known hitherto, which may throw
some Ikht on the origin of the Kadamba family. For it shows that

the \trnacubroftheGoafamiiyoftheKadambas, was the Kanna-
da language. The coin was bought at Goa Velha, the site of the

ancient capital of Sivachitta himself. (PI. 52)

The Indian Museum, Calcutta, possesses a silver coin totally

dif-erent f.-um the specimens described above, which is attributed

to Vishnuchitta. Yet the name of this King is not clear in the ins-

cription iv the reverse, which apparently reads as follows: "a-
^aka gu chitta devah." It might also belong to Sivachitta. On
the obverse there is a rampant lion with the sun and the moon
above and some undecipherable characters below 1

.

Two specimens ot i:Jliot'::> coins bear the name "Soyi-deva or

Sova-deva", apparently a new king who lias been identified by us

with TribhuvanamalKv. Both have a lion to the left having a ball

in his mouth. One of them has the name of the cyclic year Ba-

hudhanya which corresponds to 1218-19 A,D. The inscription of

this coin reads:
u
Sri-SaptakotIsvara-charana-labdha-vara-vira-

SoyTdeva". viz. the brave Soyi-deva who has obtained boons

!rom the feet of the holy Saptakotlsvara. The other coin could

not he read by Elliot. The inscription nevertheless seems to be

as follows: "Charna-devashashtha-Sovadeva". This would im-

ply that Sova-deva and Shastha ruled conjointly for some time 3
.

The Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society has seventy-
five small coins with a lion on the obverse that seemed to belong
to the s.ime Goa Kadamba dynasty. The reverse is plain. They
belong to a treasure trove found in Travancore and they are similar,

though smaller, to the $>ol<i fanams published by Elliot
4

. They
are perhaps the coins named tare in the Goa ehaiter of jayakesi I.

There are besides two small coins of the size of the Vijavana-

gara varahas, with the insciiplion Mimrilavar^rrjari on the reverse.

This seems to have become a hereditaiy little of the Kadambas of

1
li^d,, No, 6. (In this plate thiV coin is marked as bHn^ of fc'old, whereat

In the catalogue it is classified as a ^flver ^oin >.

* Cf. ante, p. 206.

* Llliot, o. c. pi. \\ t Nos. fi8, 69. Cf. ?ntc, p. 1**}.

*
Ibid., Not. 72, 73.



52. Gold Coin of Sivachitta.
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53. Gold Varaha of one of the Later Kadambas of Goa.
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Ooa, after they subjugated the country of the Ghauts. Consequent-
ly these two coins are to be assigned to the later Kadamba kings of

Ooa. In one of them, now in the possession of Senhor Ferrao, the

lion shown on the obverse is tied up to an ankuL The lion of the

other has an umbrella in front. This second coin belongs to the

Viscount of Pernem, Goa. (PI. 53)

Two new coins of the Kadamba Kings of Goa were lately
added to the cabinet of the Indian Historical Research Institute.

They arc two very small gold coins, probably half-pa/zas, bearing
the usual lion to the left on the obverse, and Siva's tri&ula on the

reverse. In front of the lion there is also another small trisula.

These two specimens were found at Chandor, the old Chandrapura,
in January, 1930. (PI. 54)

Hangat Kadambas

Two
coins belonging to the Bombay Branch Royal Asiatic

Society are to be attributed to this dynasty, as they are totally
different from the Goa coins. The obverse has a recumbent lion

to the left, looking backwards with a Kannada legend below,
which has been read as Sarvadhari*. This is the 22nd yea i of

the cycle corresponding to 1168-69, 1228-29, 1288-89, etc. The
reverse has a scroll design with swastika. These coins are very
thin.

Of the same size and thickness is :\ coin published by Elliot

The reverse is the same as the preceding coin, b"t the obverse

has a figure of a crowned Hanuman squatting to the right, with

the Kannada word Nakara below. The word pnbably refer^ to

the god Nakaresvara at Bankapur*.
The coin cabinet of the Indhn Historical Reseaich Institute

has a similar coin, obtained at Belgaum, the only difference being

that the figure of Hanuman is bigger and the characters of the

word Nakara are smaller. The representation of Hanuman on the

Hangal Kadamba coins is easily explained by the fact that their llag

symbol was the monkey god, as their inscriptions testify. (i'L 55)

Belur Kadambas

Elliot
published three pieces of copper strikingly similar

but totally different from the coins mentioned above. As one

< ibid. No. 70.

* Ibh'., N->. 78.
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ol them was found at Mysore, we have attributed them to the

Kadambas of Belur. One has the lion looking backwards, but on

the other two there is a lion passant and regardant. On the reverse

there is apadma or a geometrical pattern '.

Importance of Kudamba Numismatics

The examination of these coins is of the utmost importance
for South Indian Numismatics. The Kadamba coinage marks a

definite step from the ancient punch-marked pieces of gold current

all over South India, to the modern coins differently struck on the

obverse and the reverse. This departure in Indian coinage began
in the time of the early Kadambas of Banavasi, for some of their

coins have different designs on the reverse. But this change be-

came more pronounced under the Kadambas of Goa. To these

Kadambas also is to be ascribed the pattern <f South Indian

varahas, which became so common in Southern India under the

Vijayanagara Empire and even adopted in part by the East India

Company of Madras. Indeed they were the first in reducing the

coin from the big thin size of the early Kadamba times to the small

thick type of the successois of Jayakesi If. Moreover they adopt-
ed the custom of writing the inscription in parallel lines on the

reverse, ;. custom followed by the Vijayanagara Emperors by the

Mysore Rajas and by the Nayaks of Iki-ri in the popularly known
fkeri Pagodas.

1 ibid., NUV ';rv77,



54. Gold Coins found at Chandor.
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55. Gold Coin of the Hangal Kadambas.
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Unpublished Inscriptions

No. 1

Marcella Copperplates of Shashtha-deva II

Found at Tivra, Ponda, Goa, by Shastri Bhavaniskankar Sukhtankar,

and translated by him ; now in the Museum of the Indian Historical

Research Institute, St. Xavier's College, Bombay.

Text

Y155 I
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(ft) q:

1st plate. He who had attained the three objects (viz. Religion,

worldly objects and desire) was well-known as Kantdkachdrya.

His fame like endowed kings went ever beyond the seven seas. He had

installed many distressed kings. He was truly named on account of his

affluence and prowess.

From him was born by (his queen) (named) Nayavyadevi, the best of

sons, (named) Sri Ndgavarmd of holy deeds, who was the best of kings,

who was like the King of the gods and who was the receptacle of prowess,

magnanimity and considerations. He had studied all scriptures, the

Vedas and political science, he was the abode of (all) the literature and

science and was endowed with all the qualities. He became the foremost

of the kings on account of his accomplishment of the three objects (viz.

Religion, worldly objects and desire).

In knowledge he was like the preceptor of Gods, in architecture he was

like Vishwakarma (i.e. the architect of gods) ; his conscience was pure
like Vyasa and he was beautiful like cupid. Ndgavarmd, the lord of the

earth, whose fame was known throughout the world, and who had no

equal, deserved praise even from the kings. He begot by his queen

Mdlavyadevi of uncomparable merits and who was exceedingly beautiful,

the son named Guhalladcva, who could be compared to Arjuna and who
was famous throughout the world.

He by his mere fists killed a tiger whose jaws were like those of the God

of death. On account of his desire to conquer the world, the only

survivors that remained in all the quarters were the guardian gods of the

(eight) directions. His famje is even now sung by multitudes of beautiful

wives of the gods. The king Guhalladeva, the husband of the queen

Jiravyadevt, was like the god Rudra.
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He, who had surpassed even the prowess of the god Indra, by his

spreading fame, protected the earth by rendering it free from fear of

anybody and by bringing it under one royal umbrella. He was an ally of

the Kings (reigning in countries) extending to the sea ....
2nd plate. His fame, in the form of the travelling swans in the sky,

creates an impression in the mind of the people that there is a rainbow.

He with his drawn sword on the battlefield severs the hard and massive

heads of the innumerable elephants of the kings to the consternation (of

those) in the battle.

The chatak bird in its open beak at once caught the pearls ... of

the enemies thinking them to be rain-drops.

The brave king Shashtha is alone victorious in this world. He brought

the kingdom under his control without so much as lifting his arm with a

flourishing sword, without contracting his eyebrows and without drawing
his straight bow.

The king's consort who was adored at the coronation was named

Akkadevi who was as the goddess Girija of Shambhu. In her he begot

Guhalladeva, who was possessed of prowess like that of Sun god.

He was the ornament of the race of the Kadambas. The atoms of dust

from his lotus-like feet were playing on the rows of the heads of

the humiliated kings of the seven Malayas ; the chowries were wafted

over him by a multitude of beautiful women.

Like a sovereign he spread his splendour by bringing the whole earth

under one royal canopy. He who was like the King of Kings and like the

god Siva among his vassals was the recipient of great honour.

In the large village called Ambaramangala in that country, resided

Shadhurajachandra who was honoured by the Brahmins, who was the

ornament of the Maraiyabhattas and who adorned the family called

Shatyayanotsava .

He having reached Chandrapura which excelled even the metropolis of

the gods, fixed his abode in Sri Dharak-

He was like the moon to his lotus-like race and he protected the whole

of Konfyan by his qualities which were in accordance with the smritis.

3rd plate. That King who was the foremost of the politicians

received great honour.

He begot by his queen, who was endowed with all the qualities, and

who was famous in the three worlds as being devoted to her husband, a

son called Sri Shashtharaj* who was the one friend of the whole world.
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He who was called Shashtha was the lord of the earth which has for its

girdle the four seas. His foot-stool was kissed by the rays emanating
from the crowns of all the kings and his quality of bravery was increased

naturally* He was the temple of all the lores, he was the only resort of the

qualified persons, he could discriminate truth, he was a good examiner of

the Vedic words, he was well-versed in Logic, he was the great poet among
the poets, he was the foremost among the politicians, and he was the

leader of those well-versed in the Puranas.

He takes a bath in the waters of the Ganges every day, being praised by
Brahmins who are like the god Brahman ; He freed the whole world from

poverty by giving people gold as gift at the time of the morning rites.

He went to holy places and gave gold as gift in various Vedic rites ; he

gave great gifts to hundreds of learned persons.

He worshipped the god Gokarna with gold, and he worshipped the

venerable Bhagavati many times. He always worshipped Mahdlaxmi by

going to Kolhapur. He worshipped the god Some'svar by going beyond

the seas, and he showered crores of gold (coin) by going to Sthanak*

Ndrdydna

4. Aditya-wife-Areva.

Aditya-wife-Areva

Govardhana Gopal

Narayan Pattawardhan was given the copper-plate by the king Guhalla-

deva.

Chhadham, Devana.

Shashtharaja, Govinda.

Shriyapai, Damapd, Mavpai.

Mahalla, Khallapai.

Sallapai.

Verak (name of the place).

Sahavai (name of the place).

Betagi (name of the place).

Chaitra Shudha 15th, Shake year 960.

Thursday.
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No. 2

Panjim Copper-plates of Jakesi I

Found at Panjim, Nova Goa, by Rev. Fr. H. Heras, SJ., and trans-

lated by Shastri Bhavanishankar Sukhtankar ; now in the Museum of the

Indian Historical Research Institute, St. Xavier's College, Bombay.

Text

I n l

I
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Translation

A bow to the Great Varaha (hog).

Let the nostril of Vishnu who in sport became a hog protect you

(the nostril) which was entered by the lord of serpents who was weary on

account of the poising of the earth.

The man renowned as Trilochanakadamba who had no enemy equal to

him, whose prowess was incapable of description and who was exceedingly
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brave, was born on account of the falling at the root of a Kadamba (tree)

of the discharge of Shambhu'e sweat produced on account of the battle of

destruction with (the demon) Pura.

Therefore this line of the kings, whose merit and knowledge were pure,

and whose prowess had thrown into the background (all) that had been

acquired by the Solar and Lunar line of kings came to be known as the

Rising Kadamba. In it (was born) the famous king Guhanna, the long-

lived, who was the meritorious Varaha incarnate for supporting the

earth, whose fame had reached the heaven, whose Gotra (family) was

pure and who was like the moon to the lotuses in the form of all

the enemy kings.

Who was the resort of the Pallava (Kings) who were frightened on

account of the gaping mouths of the jackals howling cruelly in

their revelry of having tasted the juice of the besieged bodies ; whose

victory is still proclaimed by the battlefields, fierce on account of

the arrangement of a multitude of skulls of the haughty kings in

the surrounding regions opposed to him.

I imagine that (the goddess) Durga does not leave the skirts of the

Himalaya mountains, though she has the following of an army of Bhutas

and though she has her sword drawn, on account of the groundless fear

that the beast which she rides will be killed (which fear) is produced on

account of his fame that (he is) the destroyer of tigers.

I imagine that on account of all the three worlds being rendered white

by his fame which surpasses in lustre (even) full noon (the goddess)

Girijd does not still embrace (the god) Girish with the suspicion of his

being a stranger on account of the deep dark spot (on his neck) being

eliminated.

From him was born a son, the lord of the earth encircled by the four

seas, whose fame was pure and honoured
; and who, though he was the

first among a multitude of the donors, was made famous by the name

Shashtha (lit. the sixth) by ignorant astrologers.

He whose deeds followed his words, gave a new meaning to the

injunctions and the interpretation of the Puranas which had become

old.

He practised the severe vow of an ascetic and controlled now the earth

without any trouble. It was indeed a miracle that he controlled together

a pair of infatuated elephants.

The travellers who came for wealth to him by every road from (near)

the eastern ocean, from the skirts of the Himalayas, from (near) the

western ocean and from the Setu which is the banner of the valour of the
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King of the Solar race, and the other travellers who went away with their

desires satisfied by him, filled all the roads and left no space for others.

I imagine that the sea, though it is filled by the white waters of the

Ganges, was conquered by his (i.e. the King's) deepness and assumed

paleness on account of him who was famous for his battles and good
qualities.

From him, who was of a contented disposition, was born a son (named)

Jayakesideva, who was the one leader in exterminating the kings and who
was an enemy of the saffron marks (showing that the women's husbands

were alive) of the multitudes of the queens of the enemy kings who were

at war (with him).

His enemies collected in the bowers on the Kishkindha hills, frightened

on the account of the victories obtained by him in battles with his mighty
arms, hear of his faroe which took away the pride of the Sodha and the

haughty Rasdras, which killed the pride of the best among the Latas and

exterminated the Chaulas and the infatuated Pallavas.

The armies of him who is victorious, daily drink the water of the Ganges,
which is muddy on account of the trampling (the armies) which bear an

incessant war-cry and which march from the skirts of the Himalayas up to

the sea why describe at length the routings made by him of the kings of

the great island on the opposite shore ? I think even the Lord of Lanka

(Ceylon), the chief of the demons, does not sleep at ease (for fear of hirn)

who has overspread the sea with his fleet, who with the reverberations of

the splashes of his oars has made the sky noisy, and who has routed his

enemies by hundreds of sharp arrows discharged from his strung

bow.

While he who is the first among those who know politics is supporting

the earth up to the seas alone, the subjects gave up (their) fear from the

five (elements).

Knowing that his eyebrows were occupied by Padmd (the goddess of

wealth) and his mouth by (the goddess of) speech, the Goddess of Victory

embraced his two arms as if in jealousy of them.

The Kdtantrins who were his enemies really became the followers of

Kdtantra (a grammarian) when having taken to a life on the hill forts

they began to sing songs (composed) of good words. His whole wealth

was the compassion that he showed towards the poor. As he has not given

in charity that (compassion) he is a miser as well as a generous person.

Then there was (the king) named Aliyam, the peaceful, born in the city

of &ri-Vaimulya, belonging to the line of the Tajiyas, whose navy was

his wealth.
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To him was born a son named Madhumada, who was the delight of the

eyes of the people like the full moon.

To him was born a son named Sadhan, the mighty, who in the matter

of protecting the realm of Keshiraja became his equal.

The charity of him who was wise, was the remover of the troubles of the

afflicted, his strength was the destroyer of the enemies, and his character

was the attractor of the minds of the good.

The village Laghumorambika with its beautiful surroundings is famous

in the country named Gopakadwipaka*

It was barren and connected with the dilapidated Ganvadak* That

village named Morambik^ was given by Keshiraja who was the enjoyer of

the revenue of the king by an arrangement with Chhadhama* the silent,

with the consent of the ministers, without any price.

In the Shake year nine hundred eighty-one and (the Samvatsar year

named) Ki^drin, in the dark half of (the month of) Ashadha, Monday, on

the eight day.

For ten consecutive years beginning from the year Vi^arin thirty

Nishfyas (otherwise) called Tairavas should be taken, from the year Saamya

thirty-five Tairavas should be taken. In this village the King should

take Gadyanak<*$.

On the eastern side there is a famous grove of tall cocoanut trees, on the

south there is a range of mountains which is encircled by water as well as

rocks, on the boundary further on is a range of rocks.

On the western side and the southern side there is a trench dug out

near the skirts (of the village). Further on there is a range of rocks which

puts a stop to the disputes about boundaries.

The field named Kundanavan which is very famous is its western

boundary. The eastern boundary is also well-known .... near it is

the river bank.

This village also has a ditch around it . ... there is a marshy land

which yields two crops.

In this village which will have its wealth of crops, if any old owner of

this village, owing to his follj , raises any dispute relating to the area of the

village, the saline soil, the hillocks or the ponds

Thus this village which has its boundaries known, and which is full of

good trees and creepers, should be enjoyed by his sons and (other) lineal

descendants up to the end of the world.

If any King, owing to excessive greed, gives trouble to this village

by raising the accepted (fixed) revenue, he, the false one, will become fit

for hell.
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No. 3

Raya Viragal of Jayakesi I

Found at Raya, Salsette, Goa, by Rev. H. Heras, S.J., and deciphered
and translated by Professor K. G. Kundangar ; now in the Museum of

the Indian Historical Research Institute, St. Xavier's College, Bombay.

Text

ti
tredrf^ ttofotf?fc rf^Frf titi SJ^F era.

v.

Trans/a/ion

On Monday the Sarnkramana day the 14th of the dark half of Jyestha

Vin dhikitSanivatsara 993rd year of the Sakayear in the reign of Kadamba

Jayakesi who had attained the titles Panchmahasabda and maha-manolalesa,

Gobbarasini, the champion of lord Bhupa of Valliyapura, fought and

died ....
The victor attains land, the dead one also is united with heavenly

damsels.....

No. 4

Dharwar Inscription of Jayakesi II

Inscription lying in the Museum of the Karnatak College, Dharwar.

Place of origin unknown. Deciphered and translated by Professor K. G.

Kundangar.

Text

n. a?
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js>. 5$rioi>do$

si. S^F vsicSafc goto riod^dd ?sS ?fo
i

.
rt>

n edd -v^^ort d
*

rv*.

^cso voo w ................ d

^ ^^aojo ...........

ofoo ^dirfejo o3^0c5 rf v ^o ............ r(^o3^ zodrt
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OF.
*rcri$?8!3j a?fcz5!3j

rioask

w erusd

rt OH

rfdo ririwsada sjrad; rto

do o^^odci fcjDttorido ^a^do go o rfo

............ aS.... dodo SD....

May the Goddess Mahalaxmi be propitious ! A bow to Sambhu
whose lofty head was beautiful on account of the Chamara in the form

of the moon and who was the prime-pillar at the beginning of the town

of the three worlds.

Hail ! On Friday the 8th day of Jyeshtha Kshaya Samvatsara the

43rd year of Kadamba Jayakesi-deva the dignitaries and the loaders of

the Agrahara of Huppavalli having assembled and having consecrated

the image of Maha-Lakshmi granted with all salutations the paddy lands

and .... for the offering of food for the Goddess. The

boundaries are .... The grant will be maintained by ....

Hail ! While the glorious king .... was ruling over Halasige,

Dharwar, Narendra, etc. Pattanadasetti . . . , the physician Koti-setti,

Sasanisetti granted one satteya of paddy from the income of the town and

for the everlasting lamp nine pavas. The gentlemen of the town granted

in the presence of the leaders of the town .... for the Chaitra

worship of the goddess.

Y 155-3
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No. 5

Mangundi Inscription of Jayakesi III

Inscription originally from Mangundi, Dharwar Taluqua, now

lying in the Museum of the Karnatak College, Dharwar. Deciphered

and translated by Prof. K. G. Kundangar,

Text

v. ^ccr^rsTiCo toco toc

d^Fw:c Cssj sxcspbcCtfMC ^dc,

&.. Jiirt^rtjscd^c

<^t- 'V v
|; o-> !; ^f 3"t Ow j fw ^ v^i C J& ^ J

!i ou H u> o ?f"o *5w S3 roe
'ly -> *'J X.)

r. d:

no. ^:T:I^W F5rfjs/^j >; w so rud
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No. 5

Mangundi Inscription of Jayakesi III

Inscription originally from Mangundi, Dharwar Taluqua, now

lying in the Museum of the Karnatak College, Dharwar. Deciphered
and translated by Prof, K. G. Kundangar.

Text

n.

09-3 ok

a.,

eoco ^

&jC ^do,

r.

no.
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no. rf ii ^os^^o^ofi rf^c qbttcJociao

03. siraari .................... sd c5?otew rid

3jdon

o 11
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ov. sJor? i^o Ibo^^^rf ^oc s^Dod^oD^o^ srodo

02.. ................ TJo^tf rfocSrtwdrt ijs^zprfod^cs^rfrto ii ^ n

n

or.
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jn.
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eojio d
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don

wcrfod^o

sir.
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rtorioeso
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& ^5^63,
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too

rtoo

rtodo^sddodo

c5?o50rt ............ do^odd

^

Y 155-4

dd
aSriofiak sjpo^*^ ^o^ tjS^d ?^ e*
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^n"s>^o?3ao^

e*



A\ 9 _~
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rioodrtofc^rtod

o e* ^

aoe>ris|pod

a5?*ort

rf^rs

Translation

1. An obeisance to God Siva. A bow to Sambhu whose lofty head

is beautiful on account of the chowry like moon and who is the prime-

pillar to the beginning of the city of the tbree worlds.

2~4. Hail ! While glorious Tribhuvanamalla-deva was ruling his

victorious kingdom with its increasing prosperity till the sun and the

moon endure, Tribhuvanamalladeva the asylum of all the universe,

the lord of the earth, the great lord* of lords,*the supreme lord, the great
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holy, the ornament of the race of SatyaSraya and the ornament of the

.Chaliikyas. y

4-6. G>ntaining many great and bright charitable persons praised

by many in different ways, containing penance forests of great fame,

containing brave warriors shattering the pride of the mountain kings

(Malavari bhuparam ^darpamurod-ikkuva) the country of Palasuge is

beautiful like the desire-yielding tree.

6-7. That country was ruled over by many kings having conquered

the worst enemies of his earth. Were these kings ordinary ones ?

7-8. In that such dynasty : Lord Kavadeva was killing the enemy

kings, was protecting the terror-stricken when they fell at his feet, . . .

Swachitta Vlra Permadi was adorable to the earth ....
9. His brother, famous on earth, of pure conduct was Vijayadeva.

What king on earth equals him ?

10. His son was king JayakeSi praised on the earth. He bore the

earth on his right arm. It was not so protected by any king in former

times.

1 1 . That king thus ruling the earth by the power of his right arm,

protecting the enemy kings, who submit him, conquering the enemies

who opposed him by their pride of valour and was ruling (peacefully)

in entertainments of happy conversations, the King, who had obtained

favour of God .... the emperor of Kohkana (Konkana Chakravarti),

praised by the devotees of Hara, the emperor on the throne of renuncia-

tion (tyaga-simhdsana chak^varti), etc*, the titles which he obtained.

13-15. And Like the adament to God Indra, like . . . . to

Akalanka Rama, like the great lustrous eye to the lord of Girija (Parvati),

like Partha (Arjuna) to King Panqlu, like Karna to the Sun God. He

great, Vijradeva, the great meritorious, was born to king Jayake^i, who

had conquered the earth,

1 5. And in Hul.ambi seventy in the country of the holy Ksatreya . .

15-17. Manigundage was always beautiful excelling .... on

the earth with its flower lakes fed by mountain springs satisfying the

eye, combined with the groves of trees bearing fruits and flowers,

flowing canals and immeasurably vast forests.

17. The line of ascetics, the holders of all .... was thus :

18-19. Sivasakti shone iorth,to the eye like a desire-yielding tree to,

the seekers of shelter in him. He was living there with a pomp which

said,
"

Madana, (God of love) conceal your pride, don't be proud of

your indiscretion henceforth ....
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19-20. Tliis great ascetic Siva&kti the ornament to the earth, the

emperor of religion, the enemy to the pride of Smara (The God of love),

versed in- all the lores, the beautiful (moon) .... to the ocean

of good conduct ....
21-22. The son of this great sage, praised by the words at his lotus

feet, possessing all greatness, possessing all pomp, with his firm mind and

pure actions, possessing .... next world, possessing virtues, was

praised by the people on earth ....
23. Who will equal him in prowess and pomp ? . . . .

24. The great sage, . . . , having attained in penance in the vicinity

of that great sage, having defeated Kantu (the God of love) ....
25-26. To Chandrabhushana the best air ong sages, who was the desire-

yielding tree resorted to the earth, whose auspiciousness, religious,

observances, and maintenance was praised by ascetics, and who was

praised by men and Gods along with the lord of Girija (Parvati) ....
26

26-27

28-29. When that great sage Chandrabhushana was asking God for

his eternal happy sleep after doing his duty and becoming famous . . .

30. The merchants of the place assembling spoke,
*'

To select a man to

own the holy throne and also the wealth we must give a garland of flowers

in the trunk of an elephant. The man round whose neck the garland is

put by the elephant will be his successor/' The sage resented this . . .

31-32. The Settis of four towns and from the Patils, the

devotees, Kavanasetti, the son of . . . . sefti .... according to

the promise 30 houses and hundred-fold .... Koyalidas with great

joy.

33. A bee in the lotus of the feet of Hara, from the store of virtues and

firm lustre he was styled the incarnation of merits, the man of pure conduct

, . . . was famous.

34. These and the gardeners .... having united out of respect

(for the sage) gave him thinking that he was equal in beauty to God of

love, an invitation with great pomp.

35-36. How great are the three hundred people of Ugftra ? Having
obtained .... they do .... Having found the underlying

principle of giving honour to the worthy .... they go to the end

of this vow.

36-37. They worship the pair of feet of Uguresvara out of devotion.

The three hundred of Ugura, the resort of innumerable virtues are

depicted ....
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37-40. They arc famous on the face of this earth with the pride of

beauty of lusty Ananja (God of Love), with their good conduct and truth-

fulness, with their charitable deeds done enthusiastically, with their great

prowess . . . . , and noble on account of many reasons . . . .

41-43

43-44. The noble minded Chavurwja Gamun^a is praised by the

people on earth on account of his great lustre, his mode of speech and

action, fame for his good conduct, his valour, . . . . , purity

attained in looking to the welfare of others.

45. Thus all these devotees .... in the houses of merchants

throwing into the background the audience all at the order of Chandra-

bhushanadeva, ....
45-48. Hail ! On Wednesday the eighth day of the latter half of Pushya

of the Cyclic year Dundubhi the 16th year of glorious Jayakesideva,

Kaliyuga Samvatsara being 4289 for the reason of Uttarayana Sarhkramana

Chavuncja Gavun^la having washed the feet of Chandrabhushanadeva,

the preceptor of JaycJ&ii of Manigundage the hero of the three worlds

(tri~bhuvana Vira), with the pouring of water granted six matters of land

to the west of tamarind grove ....
48-50. And on the full-moon-day of Falguna of the cyclic year

Rudhirodgari the hundred people of Manigundage having washed the

feet of that Chandrabhushanadeva granted all the money ....
with the usual pouring of water for the holiday of Chaitra.

50-51. And the 504 people of Manigundage, having washed the feet

of Chandrabhushanadeva granted with pouring of water all the

money ... for the holiday of Chaitra.

51-52. The amount of his share and all his acquisitions in future were

granted to Chandrabhushanadeva by Kavanada Vinayaka with the pouring

of water after washing his feet.

52-53. And the three hundred people of Mugada granted hoga to

Chandrabhushanadeva, etc., for the holy (pavitra) holiday.

53-54. And the three hundred people of Huppovadayavugara granted

hoga to Chandrabhushana, etc.

54. And the three hundred people of Nuggiyahalli granted hoga to

Chandrabhushanadeva, etc.

55. And the three hundred people of Satti granted hoga for the holy

holiday to Chandrabhushanadeva, etc.

56. And the three hundred people of Nlrusagara granted hoga, etc.
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57-58. Thus the people of other villages having come* to see the

celebrations of the holiday, having seen it, and having eaten the food"

favour of the dirty , the leaders in the seventy villages granted hoga
for the welfare of their house, line and living.

58-60. The thousand people .... from nand-gopa, Sonnaligeyar

pura, Vijayapura, etc., having come to see the holy holiday and being

happy at the sight of the observance promised the yearly grant of a Visa

per hera (i.e. one gunny bag of 32 seers of .corn), a visa on every animal

load, to Chandrabhushanadeva having washed his feet and pouring water.

61. And the oilmen guild of Manigundage granted to Chandra-

bhushanadeva with the pouring of water one tablespoonful of oil for each

oil-mill operation and one tablespoonful of oil for a had to be sold by
the outsiders (here).

62. Know with delight the three hundred as the protectors of the

seeker of shelter, the bees at the lotuses in the form of the feet of Hara

and Hari, and the matchless heroes on the earth.

63. For the (observance of the) holiday in Chaitra one part, for the

(observance of the) holy parva (holiday) so many parts, and a part to

So kali were granted to Chandrabhushanadeva with the pouring of water

having washed his feet.

64-65. And the hero Binnaya nayaka the humble setti of Manigundage

granted to Chandrabhushanadeva, having washed his feet, with the pouring

of water of a piece of land .... Kambas in area, beyond the

tamarind tree, adjoining the lake near his grant land.

65. Hail ! On Monday the 13th day of Sravana the dark fortnight

Prajapati Samvatsara the 36th year of the glorious Vlra-Jayake5i of the

glorious Kadamba race when 4296 years of the Kaliyuga had passed.

66. Narasimha Pattavardhana obtained from Kala-mahadevi at the

time of her observance of a religious vow .... a paddy land bringing

in an income of four cart-loads of paddy, below the lake of Kuru(Ja of

Manigundage.

67-68. This land was brought of his fpur sons MahadSvapa his brother,

his brother Tikayya, and his brother Vishnudfcva, by Achayya and

Tippaya the sons of Bommaya Joshi of Manigundage.

68-69. Tippave the wife of Tippayya renounced her claim in favour

of her brother-in-law Achayya for the debt her husband had incurred into.

69-70. The boundaries of this land: To the east the road of

Huppuvalii, to the north the road to Huppuvalli ; to the south tableland

to die north Araliya-godde ; to the west the rising ground of

(lake).
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71-72. That Achaya, having received from Chandrabhushanadeva the

worshipper-of the glorious Gramesvara God of Manigundage, a sum of

Lokkiya priyasraheya gadyana 52, granted to purchase gift to Grames-
varadeva the land within these four boundaries, and the house of two

cubits (?) outside the house of Aluga with the present and future incomes

and also with all the increase.

72-73. Hail ! On Vacfclavara the fifth day of the dark half of Magha
Bhava Samvatsara the 39th year of the glorious Vlra~Jayakeideva of

the glorious Kadamba race .when 4299 of Kaliyuga had passed.

74-76. From the land obtained by Isvarabhatta from the prosperous king
of Boramanhalli, the land bringing in an income of nine cart-loads of paddy
the two parts of .... and the fallow land near it, its boundaries

to the east the road adjoining the village Bommanhalli and the rising

ground adjacent to it, to the south the brook to the north of Bommanhalli

and the cart road coming from the boundary ; the western boundary
the fallow land of Kariya Ramanna and to the north the land of Yallana-

halli its southern boundary ....
77. In the boundary of the house near that land the back yard marked

by boundary stones on the east and west, to the south and north.

78-79. Chandrabhushanadeva having paid a sum of Priyasriya Gadyana

purchased of Isvara-bhatt-opadhyaya the house and the land with the

present and future income and also all its accompaniments* The purchase

money was advanced out of charity by Kuriyaggana, and Hulugula

Kallamma.

80. On Thursday the 5th day of the first fortnight of Sravana Dhatu

Samvatsara the second year of Vajradeva of the glorious Kadamba race.

80-81. The Brahmans of Manigundage, who had the right of main-

tenance granted a tank of the name of ... Haranya .... to

increase the income of that Siddhesvara gramadeva Kke the maintenance of

the Brahmins, to Chandrabhushanadeva the preceptor of Siddhesvara

of that place.

82. Like the maintenance of the Brahmins, the right of a share in the

income was granted to the Brahmins taking it to be the right of Chandra-

bhushanadeva. And the three hundred people of Manigundage granted

the crop for the observance of the Chaitra performance of the glorious

Siddheivara God.

83. The five hundred and four granted to Siddhelvara one haga for

each group of twenty and one haga for a holy observance ; and granted

one hana . . . .

84. The four hundred granted the right of one Visa on every heru

of betel-leaves. Devayy* and Chandayya.
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No6

Mlngitndi Inscription of Jayakesi HI

Inscription originally from Mangurwji, Dharwar Taluqua, now lying

in the Museum of the Karnatak College, Dharwar. Deciphered by

Prof. K. G, Kundangar.

Text

o, T
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Translation

1-5. Hail I Victory and prosperity I May Parsvanatha give us

the desired objects as long as the sun, the moon, and the stars

endure. . . .
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5-8. The ocean with its great roar, with its waves caused on account

of the whirling fish escaping from the clutches of crocodiles and serpents,

encircled with great pomp Jambudwipa spreading over all the quarters

as if it attained great religious merits.

8-11. The country of Kuhtala is shining like the waving hair

of Bharata Laxmi beautified by crest jewel shining near the Meru

mountain, and appears beautiful like the gold necklace of the kings of

Jambudwipa encircled by the ocean, praised by the people on earth.

11-12. The famous Palasige province, the house of happiness to the

people, is seen, with its cities, towns, villages and hamlets like the

dallying lotus.

12-13. The city of Manigurujage, beautiful like the crest jewel to the

circle of this famous Palasige country, was thus pompous :

13-15. The goddess of that town had for her hair the walls of

lapis lazuli, had for her eyes the lotus- like windows, had for her upper

garment the fluttering banners, . . , .the Jain temples, had for her

ear ornament the blue lotus-like .... had for her round face the

reflection in the ditch (surrounding the fort wall) ....
16-18. The reflections of herds elephants moving in the streets of

that city in the brightly polished marbles of the walls of rows of houses

appeared like the painted elephants.

19-20 The God of love was happy in that city on

account of the arrows of eyes on the bows of eyebrows of Yavana

ladies ....
20-21. That city is the abode of the Goddess of beauty. Its

description is impossible even for Sesha (the serpent lord) with his many
tongues ; what can people do with their one tongue ?

21-22. The lord of the city, the ocean to jewels with best

characteristics .... earth, and the moonlight to the night-lotus.

22-24. The brave king Permadi, whose feet were worshipped by
water of rays proceeding from the jewels set in the crowns of kings, who
was beautiful on account of the dancing creeper of his fame in all the ten

quarters, who was like the black cobra to the proud inimical kings, who
was famous for the valour of his arms and who was very kind, shone

forth.

24-26. To him the ocean of the army of the enemy appeared like the

sea-water in the cavity of hands of Agastya born in a pitcher, which was

wonderful like the ocean whose water was scattered by the wheel

(of Vishnu) when killing the great crocodile ....
His brother,
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26-28. It is wonder in this world that he alone is the hero, the sun to

victory, who kept safe in the cage of his arms the lady earth of the enemy
kings, and the goddess of heroism ....

28-30. The Lady Fame of JayakeSi is laughing with a remark that

can that Moon be equal to me? For, he is first swallowed by Rahu,
then disgorged by him in a cough and then he is worn on the head by
God Sankara. So he is a coward ....

30-31. The goddess of heroism, having subdued the multitude

of kings surrounded on the field of battle, restored to the post of the

arm of Jayakesi the abode of the Goddess of Victory.

31-32. Manikyapura is shining in the country protected by the

brave king Jayakesi, and is superior to the best of cities of Indra

(Surapati).

33. The genealogy of the preceptors of the Jaina temple of the

city :

33-34. Ekaviryacharyar is meritorious, very learned, belongs to

Yapaniya Sarhgha, is worshipped by the world and is the moon to the

ocean of wonder-working power. His son,

34-37. Is it necessary to praise .... the best among sages, who
is the very ocean of kindness, who is firm in his religious observances,

. . . . His disciple.

37-39. Is Bahubali the best among ascetics, the lord of religious

observances an ordinary man ? Bahubali the mirror to the line of the

famous Yapaniya (Samgha), . . . , the saffron mark to the Kameya
Gana, the powerful arm in the matter of protection of religion, and the

ornament to the Lady of Learning.

39-42. The great sage Bahubali-siddha-saiddhantik-anta is the

first among the religious observers, he is modest, he has thousands of

thickly set branches, his knowledge is the foliage, he is a man of good

conduct, . . . . , he is prosperous, his wealth is his fame, . . . . ,

42-44. The earth is the flower lake, the moonlight and sunshine are

the water . . . . , people are the aquatic beings, . , . .

The local lord of that Manikyapura country :

44-45. Tippogonda the foremost in the Kanuga line is wise, learned,

. . . and of incomparable merit.

45-46. The four cities in the Palasige country are shining like the

four Purusharthas in the four oceans ; the four Samayas, and the four

Yugas.

47. The towns there are such :
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47-48. The pomp of the city of Manikyapura lies in its people engaged
in giving four kinds of aims, well behaved, praised by the three jems,

intent on the welfare of others.

48*49. Maniguncjage with its thousands of jewels, with its fame

spreading to the ends of the four quarters, with its virtues and merits,

is shining on earth like the Mohana mountain with its wreath of jewels.

50-62. Hail ! From the twelve paddy land at Mani-

gundage of Isvara Pattavardhana of Hull, who obtained it of Jayakesi on

Monday the 7th day of the dark half of, Chaitra in Yuva Samvatsara the

9th year of the prosperous (reign of) Sivachitta Jayakestdeva when 4288

years of Kaliyuga had passed Tippagavun<Ja the local lord (Patil) of

Manigundage, Satayya Masanisetti, Chinnageika Ketasetti, and all the

worldly people having got consent of that Isvara Pattavardhana and his

son Nara (yana) deva, and having purchased of them at a cost of 1205

Lokkiya priyasraha Gacjyana the land of the Khandis at the south

western corner of Baoimonahalli, Pangarige .... with its ownership of

every kind, and the house 14 cubits length in its neighbourhood bounded

by the backyard of the house of Chaun<$ana on the west, on the boundary
on the west .... on the north, granted free of taxation, with all

obeisance and with the pouring of water to prosperous Bahubali Siddhan-

tideva having washed his feet for the .... sorts of worship, for the

partial repairs and for the purpose of giving food to ascetics on the aus-

picious day of the conjunction of Sankranti and Vyatipata Thursday the

I0th of the dark fortnight of Chaitra Yuva Samvatsara of the Saka era 1 138.

63-65. The boundaries of the land :

From Navaluru the brook, with the lake of Innaset^J to the south of

cart track going to the tank, the plain of Su!i with the tank on the west

from the rising ground on the east of that land, and with the meadow of

the land of Pailara Devanna on the north of the land which is to the west

of the rising ground on the east.

66-69. Hail! On Thursday the 8th day of the bright fortnight

of Kartika, Isvara Samvatsara the 1 140 the year of the oaka era at the

time of the meritorious story telling of Nandlsvara-parva the citizens

of the four cities and Bhaviset{i of Manigun^age Doniya Bammasetti,

Kotisetti, Lakshmisetti and KemmJse$ti arid chiefly the Thousand

granted .... Visas on every load (heru) of leaves to the Jain temple
of the city within the boundary of that place.

69-76. Hail ! On Va<Wavara (Monday) the first day of the bright

half of Vaisakha, Vishu Sanwatsara the 9th year of prosperous Kadqmba
Sivachitta Vlra Vajra-deva, the holders of Vritti land of Manigundage
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Sachchidananda-swarm, Narayana-bhatta Avadhani, Kesava Kuji,

Narasimhabhatta, Kuru . . . . ra Lakshayya, Vasudeva Upadhyava the

son of Sevanuru Mailarabhatta, Paduvayya of Muruga, Devanabhatta of

Hagaratage, the chief among all the Vritti holders, with the idea that he

should not walk on foot for fear of sin to be incurred in that, after the

Parane according to the rituals of Brahmins, having accepted (purchased)
the feet worship of one Honna, granted free of tax 9 Khandi paddy
land of Siddhesvara, 4 khandi land of Gramesvara, 3 Khandi land of

Bhojagesvara, and 3 Khandi land of the city Jinalaya, in all 19 Khantjis

of land under cultivation.

78-81. Hail ! On the auspicious day of the solar eclipse falling on

Sunday the new moon day of Vaisakha, Vishu Samvatsara the 9th

year of prosperous Kadamba oivachitta Vlra Vajradeva, the fifty families

of Manigundage Tadkoda Scisetti, Ummachiyer* Senisetti, Haddala

Kallisetti, Halamgereya Ramisetti, S< misetti and Kalliset^J of Nurusa-

t;ara, chiefly these people granted spoon of oil to the Jain temple of that

place.

82-84. Hail ! On the auspicious day of the conjunction of Uttarayana
Scimkranti day in the dark half of Pushya Dundubhi Samvat-

sara, the 16th year of prosperous Kadamba Sivachitta Virajayakesideva

when 4288 years of Kaliyuga had passed, the local lord (Patil)

. . . . Kanura .... of Manigundage granted one mattar of

meadow in the south eastern corner of his land to the city Jain temple.

85-86. The boundaries of this land : To the south of the mound on the

lung boundary of Chunda gaunda to the east of the tamarind trees of

Holaba, to the north of the lane going to the village of Kanagile on the

western boundary, and to the west of the lane going to Nirusagara.

87. Whoever takes away the grant made by himself or another is

born a worm in ordure for sixty thousand years.

No. 7

Hallihala Inscription of Chatta

The inscription is from Hallihala, in the Dharwar District. Deciphered

by Mr. S. M. Karajgi and translated by Prof. K.

Text
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Translaiion

A bow to Siva joined with power and giving auspiciousness, a bow to

Parvati and a bow to Ganapati who is ready at all actions.

Hail ! While Kahdharaja was ruling Banavase 12000, Kuhdharaja,

the great tributary, lion to the proud enemy, who was a goad to the

elephants in the form of the multitudes of enemies in the Kingdom of

Jayasimhadeva, the glorious Jagadekamalla, the asylum of all the worlds,
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the lord of the earth, the great lord of lords, the great holy, the saffron

work to the race of SatyaSraya, and the ornament of the Chalukyas. The
brave Vidyfidhara (Kuhdharaja) did not allow the circle of kings to excel

and surpass him in brave deeds, he alone was a warrior champion among
the great tributaries well-disposed, and for his emperor expended the

kingdom as far as the elephants in the quarters along with his fame.

Kuhdharaja who was the protector of the firm Laxmi of the kingdoms of

Chojas and Chalukyas, who was a thunderbolt to the race of the Kogalas,

who was the destroyer of Lomjika, who was an adament to Gurjara, who
was the destructive thunderbolt to the Chojas, who was annihilator of

the kingdom of Malaya, makes up his mind to grant Muggari, to pacify

the anger of the sage, and to drive away the lord of Kanyakubja to

mountains Himya (probably Vindhya).

The beautiful, virtuous, full-moon faced, Jayabbe the daughter of

Bammarasa and the adopted daughter of Rajamolla and the wife of

Kuhdharaja, was very famous.

Was it that the ladies, dazed at the beauty, charms, charity and grant of

Jogaladevi, and wishing to equal her gave the same charitable gifts, were

born like her, slept in the same craddle of her, and observed the same

vows?

While the great lady was ruling at Ajjadi

Brave Sudraka the direct incarnation of the former Sudraka, valiant,

the pith of the desire-yielding heavenly tree, the support of poets, versifiers,

disputants and eloquent speakers, became famous.

What shall I call the valour, and the heaps of wealth of the greal

charitable person who was a shelter to a friend to one who sought his

shelter, to one who helped him \vith money, to one who was with him,

and to those who are virtuous like a mango tree growing on the way in a

forest and bearing fruit and like the use of river water.

Being a chaste wife to that jewel of men.

On this earth this gem of woman by her beauty and virtues was famous

being called Savitri of the earth, the second Gauri the shining chaste

lady, Slta born in the Kali age, the direct goddess of virtues, and

Arundhati.

Sfcdeva, born of the couple as if he were the advent of their merits, a

charitable, a valorous, truthful, a disputatious person was the very god
on the face of the earth.
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Banavasi~dea is the body and soul shining with the pomp of 12000

The maintenance of this country is by him and

him alone and not by others.

Having slaughtered one and all that took away the grants in Malaya

country, obtained possession of the country by the valour of his arms,

when the kings of Malaya being panic stricken gave it over. When Sri

Kamadeva in whom all the virtues take resort, and who was a gem to the

dignitaries, read in Hemalambi Sarhvatsara 921 of the Saka era that

Sahadeva was the chief of Ajjaiji, he began the constructions of the temple
of Rudra.

Not minding to praise Hers and avaricious men, the cows and foxes in

the form of human beings and those have not had the kindness to raise up
the maimed, praise Sahadeva the truthful, the giver and protecter of

the learned and who is shining with pomp.

His brother is Rachamalla famous for his virtues, the lover of victory

and fame, an enemy to the surpassing enemy, and an enemy to those going

by the wrong path.

People on the earth say that Rachamalla is like God Sarikara, to the

enemies and relathes he is like Indra, to those who seek his shelter he

is like the desire-yielding tree come down to the earth from heaven and to

the ruling king he is like the philosopher's stone attained.

Shut up ! Don't praise the milky ocean that has given out salt, poison,

wine, etc. Is not the temple built by Rachamalla superior to ocean?

Having given over to his brother Rachamalla whose unbearable prowess
was brought on by luck, the rule of Ajjadi, Sahadeva honoured by the

king accepted the life of a setji at Banavasi.

Hail ! On the auspicious day of the summer solstice of Siddharthi 941

of the Saka era, the glorious Jogabbarasi the wife of Kuridharaja gave at

the request of Rachamalla, the headman, to Sahadevesvara with salutations

a black soil 6 mattars of royal measure, red soil 300 mattars, one paddy

land 50 matters, one garden for voluntary service. This setti of the

province Sahadevayya fixed red stones round his temple, for the repairs

of creaks, etc. granted 74 mattars of red soil.

The maintainers of this grant will attain increasing prosperity, strength,

long life and health.

The usual curses and blessings.

Kandarpa is the poet who composed the poems in the inscription.
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No. 8

Kolur inscription of the time of Mayuravarmma II

The inscription is in front of the Martandesvara temple at Kojur, a

mile from the Railway Station, Karajgi, Dhanvar District. Deciphered

by Messrs. G, Bengeri anc! S. M. Karajgi, and translated by Prof. K. G.

Kundangar.
Text
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Hail ! While the glorious Trailokyamalladeva, the asylum of all the

universe, the great lord of lords, the supreme lord, the great noly, the best

in the race of Satyasraya, the ornament of the Chalulcyas was ruling with

an entertainment of happy conversation.

Hail ! While the glorious Rajagurudeva, who had mastered self-control,

vows, his own study, meditation, retention, curbing the mind, penance
and concentration, who was a bee in the lotus in the form of the feet of

God lvara< who was famous for his enterprises, who was a desire-yielding

tree to those who sought his shelter, \\ho was protecting the seekers of his

shelter, who was true to his word, who was steady like the mountain IVferu,

who was bra/e though single-handed, powerful in overtures, who was
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an incarnation of Vira (Virabhadra), who was a crest jewel to the heroes,

who was a desire-yielding gem to his own race, who was a Kumara
to ,who was a rampart to the servants, who was well-

versed in singing, who had no anxiety of his enemies, who was a

preceptor to teach fixing the arrow on the bowstring, and archery in general,

who was a Dronacharya of the Kali age, who was well-versed in the science

of all the weapons, who was a Parasurama in archery, who was an AhjanSya
in destroying the hill-forts, who was pleasing to the three worlds,

who was a restorer of the race of the Kadambas, who had all the

praises, was ruling over the 12 towns belonging to Indrisvara of

Barikapura.

Hail ! The Manneya (a Darbaree) Kaliyammarasa of Bosavura 140,

who was famous on the face of the earth, who w?:5 born of the race of

Jimutavahana (Silahara) who was the sun to the lotus in the form of his

family members, who was an entertainment to the learned, who had

obtained favour of Padmavati (Maha-Lakshmi of Kolhapur) ....
who v\as a crest jewel to those who had attained the three (Jain) Ratnas

(Samyajnana, Samyag-darsana and Samyak-Charitra), who was a desire-

yielding gem to the servants, who was the sun by his valour, who was an

enemy to the haters, who was giving charity and honour to the poor and

helpless, who had a banner bearing the mark of a serpent, who was a

shining god, who was a pleasing personage to the young maidens, who was

a persistent hero like Rama, whose limbs were rendered yellow by lotuses

in the form of the feet of the people, who was a son to the ofher women,
who was lofty on account of all the virtues, who was a champion of his

maternal uncle, who had conquered his enemy and who had the right of

all the praises.

Hail ! The glorious Rajagurudeva gave to Mallikarjunabhafta who

had mastered self-control, vows, his own study, meditation, retentivity,

penance, concentration, etc. and whose mind was always engrossed in

religion, and to God Kalidevesvara of Kolur near the twelve towns, on

Sunday the fifth day of the bright half of Pau^ya in the cyclic year Parthiva,

the 961st year of the Saka era, when the sun was crossing the northern

limit, with the pouring of water and all obeisance .... ten mattars

of land.

Manneya Kaliyammarasa, who gave for the maintenance of a constant

lamp thirty houses, will maintain this grant. He who maintains this grant

will attain victory, pomp with an increase of life, health and prosperity.

After this are the usual verses of curse.
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No. 9

Fort Hangal Inscription of Taila II

The inscription is before the temple of Maruti, popularly known as

Havali Hanuman, on the right side of the road leading to the Halekote,

Hangal, Dharwar District. Deciphered and translated by Prof. K. G.

Kundangar.
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Translation

1 -4. Hail ! While the victorious reign of the glorious Tribhuvan-

malladeva the asylum of all the universe, the favourite of the world, the

great lord of lords, the supreme lord, the most worshipful one, the glory

of the family of SatyaSraya, the ornament of the Chalukyas was flourishing

with perpetual increase so as to endure as long as the moon, the sun and

the stars might last, the dependent on his lotus-feet.

5*8. Hail ! While the glorious mahamandalevara TailapadSva who
had attained pancha maha-sabda and the title Mahamandalesvara the

supreme lord of Banavasi the best of cities, he who had acquired the

excellent favour of the god Jayanti MadhukeSvara, he who had the perfume
of musk, he who was endowed with all the excellences such as . . . ,

name, etc. was governing Banavasi 12,000 and Hanumgal 500 with the

ownership external and internal income and obeisance.

9' 12. Gave to .... pandits with the pouring of water for

the giving of food to ascetics and for the offering of eatables to deities

. . . . near Hanumgal Aymini on the sixth day of the bright

fortnight of Chaitra in Plava Samvatsara, the 45th year of the glorious

Chalukya Vikrama varsha.

13-14. Land grant of 25 kambas on the stream .... by
. . , . Setti, and 25 kambas in the Southern valle>.

14-17 . . . . Garden of 15 kambas lower down the Bammisetti

tank on the cast, on the north and west .... the village boundary
. . . . of Malla five hundred and sixty-eight

. . . . This grant was made to supply sandal wood and burning

incense, and to supply clothes and loin cloth to ascetics, and it will be

maintained by , ...
18 giant will be maintained by ....
19-22. 1 1om the tax on pepper at . . . , on every one hundred

bags, .... on every one hundred LI&O and at 55 on every

one hundred bags of salt granted to god .... of Haiumgal 500,

one part to god .... one part to god .... and one part

to god ....
23-25. Those who maintain this grant without any breach will attain

the merit of giving away one thousand cows along with gold hoofs and

horns to Brahmins and ascetics at Kurukshetra, Varanasi, PraySga, etc.

25-26. Those who take away this gift (will incur the sin of the murder

of) so many cows and Brahmins at Kurukshetra, Varanasi ....
27. He who takes away the gift land granted by himself 01 by another

will be born a worm in ... for sixty thousand years.
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No. 10

Kappale~bhavi Inscription

The inscription is used as a stepping-stone at the Kappale-bhavi,

Halekote, Hangal, Dharwar District. Deciphered and translated by Prof.

K. G. Kundangar.
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Translation

On Tuesday the . . . day of the dark half of Jyeshtha (June) Virodhi

Samvatsara, the 44th year of Chalukya Tribhuvanamalla-deva.

While king Tailapadeva was ruling at his capital in happy and pleasant

conversation. Tailapadeva the mahamandalesvara, who had attained,

parichamahasabda, the supreme lord of the best of cities Banavasi, who
had obtained favour of Jayanti-madhukesvara, who had the fragrance of

musk, who was born of the three-eyed, who was at the head of eighty-four

towns, who had an eye on the forehead, who had four arms,

who had undertaken the horse-sacrifice famous in the world, who was

charming on account of the prowess of tying an elephant in rut to the

marble pillar fixed on the top of the Himalaya mountains, who was an

ornament to the race of the great Kadamba king and emperor

Mayuravarmma, who was producing the sound of the great kettle-drum,

who had the powerful and shining lion on the banner marked with a

monkey, who has given in charity gold to beggars, who was the cause of

victory on battle-fields, who was an ornament to the Kadambas, who was

an enemy to the opponents, who was the sun with his valour, and who had

conquered the inimical heroes of the tributaries.

The dependent on his lotus feet Madisctti having requested Tailahadeva

and having obtained permission for the grant, granted a piece of land free

from all sorts of taxation to Vamasakti Pancjlitadeva washing his feet and

pouring water. Here are given the boundaries and the area of the grant

lands.

Ma^isetti and Bhamsetti with the permission of Tailahadeva granted

these pieces of land free from all taxations to Vamesvaradeva, the

preceptor of the holy place of God Tambulisvaradeva with the usual

pouring of water after washing his feet.

(The second portion of the Inscription from line 23 . . . .)

While Tribhuvanamalla Bijjanadeva with all his praiseworthy titles

was ruling with an entertainment of happy conversation, Bijjanadeva,

who had attained parichamahaiabda, who was the Mahamandalesvara,
who was the great lord of the best of the cities Kalanj&rapura, who had
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his banner decorated with golden ...,*, who had the honour of

sounding drums and damaru, who was the sun to the lotus-like of the

Kalachuryas, who was terrific at the battle . . . , who was the sun to

the heroes, who was like the lord of Lunka in his valour, who was the

brother to other ladies, who was a hero in (destroying) the hill-forts, who
was like a lion in (destroying) the elephants in the form of enemies, who
had attained (supernatural) power peculiar to Saturday.

The dependent on his lotus-like feet, Kasapayya Nayaka and Enka

Nayaka of the family of Dakarasa joining hands with the prominent people
and the village accountants or clerks granted lands free from all taxation to

Vamasakti-pan<Jitadeva, the Acharya of the holy place of Tambuligesvara,
after washing his feet and pouring water, for the Naivedya to Baglsvaradeva,

and to give food to ascetics. This was done in the proximity of Rajaguru-

devarasa.

(The boundaries of the grant lands follow hereafter.)

No. 11

Dyamava Temple Viragal of Taila II

The viragal is in front of Dyamava temple, Hajekote, Hangal, Dharwar

District. Deciphered by Messrs. G. Bengeri and S. M. Karajgi and

translated by Prof. K. G. Kundangar.

Text

^rtrrf ^rf^o.

Translation

Hail ! Taila Naga, the brother-in-law and commander-Jn-chief of

Tailapa-deva with all the greatness and praises of bards, died having

succeeded in turning back the cows captured and .... fighting

a great battle-ship.

No. 12

Tarakesvara Temple Viragal of the Time of Mayuravannma in

The viragal is at the Tarakesvara temple, Fort, Hangal, Dharwar

District. Deciphered and translated by Prof. K. G. Kundangar.
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Translation

Hail ! Saurinayya-murti Nayaka, who had placed his lotus-like foot

on the heads of the multitudes of all kings.

At the request of the tributary Masana, who was the patron and superior

Nayaka, Basava of great prowess, for the protection of the titles of the boy

king Hemma mounted his horse to fight with Malla at the head of 500

cavalry of Tailapa. Basava drove away the besiegers with great vehemencef

struck to drive away the enemy, being angry conquered some of them,

and cut them into halves,

Brightening up the heavens with his presence and not desiring to stay

here, he went away to heaven accompanied by the heavenly damsels,
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No. 13

Kappale-bhavi Viragal of Kama-deva

The viragal is to the west of the Kappale-bhavi, Halekote, Hangal,
Dharwar District. Deciphered by Messrs. G, Bengeri and S. M. Karajgi
and translated by Prof. K. G. Kundangar.

Text

O.

2313^

o>

no.

on.
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Translation

On Monday the fifth day of the dark fortnight of Vaisakha Sobha (na)

kritu Samvatsara the second year of Somesvaradeva, Tribhuvanamalla

Narayana, the glorious Chalukya emperor.

While Soyya the son of the Commander-in-chief, the pros-

perous .... narya, having obtained possession of Hanungal,

and having encamped near Nandana, was fighting (with the enemy), the

(elephant) goad to heroes.

Hail ! While Kamadevarasa was ruling happily at his capital Hanungal,

Kamadevarasa, the Maha~man<jalesvara who had attained pancha-maha-

sabda, the supreme lord of Banavasi the best of cities, who had obtained

favour of Madhukesvara of Jayanti, who was great on account of his enter-

prises, who has the fragrance of musk, who had taken possession of eighty-

four cities, born of earth (under the favour) of Hara, who had an eye on

the forehead, who had four arms, who was shining with his banner on

which was displayed a monkey, who had an emblem of a powerful lion,

who was the sun to the lotus of the race of the Kadambas, who was terrific

at the battle-field, who was like God Vishnu to the demons in the form

of the proud tributaries, who was like God Mahesvara to Madana in the

form of the tributary in the (western) ghauts, who was like the lord of

Ceylon (Ravana) in valour, who was like Vainateya (Garu<^a) to the

serpents in the form of the inimical tributaries, and who was by the power
of his arms like Bhlma,

The dependent on his lotus feet..... who was a spear to

pierce the heads of the malicious Nayakas, who was a lord praised by the

people, who had a monkey on his head, showed his valour thus :

Moving on all sides on the battle-field, making pools of blood, died

bravely. Then he sported with the heavenly damsels.



_ AAQ _"""^
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All the heavenly damsels gathered together, caught hold of him lovingly

and carried him to heaven saying,
"
This is the son of Vayu, is beautiful*

brave and a champion."

With victory is obtained wealth, and with death are obtained heavenly

damsels .... Why worry about death on the battle-field?

No. 14

Tarakesvara Temple Viragal of the Time of Kama~deva

The viragal is at the Tarakesvara temple, Fort, Hangal, Dharwar District.

Deciphered and translated by Prof. K, G. Kundangar.

Text

aBjajDokortcS

o3oo$?to
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oa ....................

03. ....................

nei. ofo sresn)........ dp ........

Translation

. . . . ma Sahani of great valour was famous on account of his

father Kambaya Sahani, on account of his mother Holliyarhgane, on

account of his brother-in-law Kambaya Madhava Sahani, on account

of his brother, the lord Laxmana and on account of ..... the

(elephant) goad to the warriors.

Being born thus and being the abode of fame.

When king Kali Kala invaded the countries of the proud inimical

tributaries one after another for the conquest of all the quarters,

he immediately followed (the Kali Kala king) to take possession of the

goddess of victory who had followed another ....

No. 15

Tarakesvara Temple Viragal of Kama-deva

The viragal is at the Tarakesvara temple, Fort, Hangal, Dharwar

District, Deciphered and translated by Prof. K, G. Kundangar.

Text

w;-d;J?i
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Trans/a^on

1 . A bow to Sambhu, who is adorned with a chamara in the form of

the moon that kisses his lofty head, and who is the prime pillar at the

building of the city of the three worlds.

2-7. While the hero Kamdevarasa who had attained pahcha-maha-

sabda, and the title Maha-man<Jale^vara, the supreme lord of Banavasi

Y 155-9
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the best of cities, he who had acquired the excellent favour of the god

Jayanti-Madhukesvara, he who had the perfume of musk, he who

presided over eighty-four cities born of the earth, he who had an

eye in his forehead, he who had four arms, he who possessed the

noble signet of a lion which was made resplendent by the banner of

the chief of monkeys, he who was a jewel in the ocean of the family of

Mayuravarma, he who was the desire-yielding gem to (good) men, he who
was eminent for his enterprises, he who was the very pleasing Vasanta,

he who offers gifts (alms) to mendicants, he who was the sun to the lotus

of the family of the Kadambas, he who was terrific in battles, he who
was Bhlma in respect of the power of his arms, he who was Vainateya

(the king of birds) to the serpents of the intoxicated tributaries, he who
was speaking the truth and truth only, he who was the adamantine

rampart to those who seek his shelter, was governing at his capital of

Hanumgal with the recreation of pleasing conversation, the dependent

on his lotus feet Sahanaditya.

8-11. The great horseman, the sun terrific at the battle-

field, the head piercing spear to the malicious (tributaries), the neck

strangler of the desire-yielding gem to his family

12. Kamadeva. On (Tuesday the .... day of the second

fortnight of Paushya in Nala Samvatsara of Vikrama varsha

the glorious , . . .

13 champion of constancy ....
14. Dacoits having scaled the house with rope ladders ....
15

16. Having fought overcame the danger . . . .

17. Attained prosperity and the heavenly damsels . . , ,

No. 16

Hangal Viragal of Kama-deva

This viragal is on the left side of the road leading to the TarakeSvara

temple at Hangal, Dharwar District. Deciphered and translated by
Prof. K. G. Kundangar.

Text
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Trans/a/ion

A bow to Sambhu, etc. Hail ! While (the elephant) goad to warriors

KamaHevarasa was reigning with an entertainment of happy and pleasant

conversation at his capital Hanumgal, Kadevarasa who had attained

Panchamahasabda, who was a maha-mandalesvara, who was the supreme

lord of the best of cities Banavasi, who had obtained the favour of Jayahti

Madhukesvara, who had the fragrance of musk, who was at the head of

eighty-four towns born of earth (with the favour of) Hara, who had an

eye on the forehead, who had four arms, who was shining with a banner

on which was displayed the mark of a monkey, who had an emblem of

a lion, who was the sun to the sky in the form of the line of Mayuravarma,

the desire-yielding jewel to the mendicants, who was powerful in enter-

prises, who was entertaining himself in sweet talk and singing, who was

the sur to the race of the Kadambas, who was terrific in battles, who was



a Bhima in the power of arms, who was a Gariuja to the serpents in the

form of his enemies, who was Rsdheya (Kama) in truthfulness, who was

powerful in enterprises and who was an adamantine rampart to those

who sought his shelter.

The dependent on his lotus-like feet ;

On Tuesday the .... day of the dark half of A$vija of Nala

Sarinvatsara Sahana$tya .... the sun to the lotus-like race

of who was lerrihc at the battle, who a head piercing

sharp spear lo the malicious Sahanis, and who was a Garu<Ja to the

serpents in the form of Sahanis, the enemy of the Sahanis, who was a

sun to the soldiers besieging a fort, who was a shelter to the good,

who was a desire-yielding tree in his race, who was a Sudraka

in his battle with the tributaries, and who was born of the race of Patta-

Sahani ....
While the glorious Hoysala Ballala-deva, having come to Hanumgal,

and having encamped at Muttala-Keregeri, was fighting having marched

his forces of elephants.

The valour of .... Sahani is described thus :

Having fought on all sides of the battle-field, having spilt blood

profusely on all sides, and having exhibited the pomp of his valour and

the position of Sahanis, he died becoming the sweetheart of the heavenly

damsels.

Wealth and splendour are obtained with success in war and heavenly

damsels with death ; . . . . why, therefore, worry about the

death on the battle-field t

No. 17

Tarakesvara Temple Inscription of Toyima-deva or Taila I

The inscription is on the pedestal of the pillar (right side) on the way
to the Navaranga of the Tarakesvara temple, Hingal, Dharwar District,

Deciphered by Messrs. G. Bengeri and S. M, Karajgi and translated by
Prof, K. G. Kundangar.

Text
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On Thursday the 5th day of the bright half of Falguna of Vikari

Sanivatsara, the 5th year of the brave and glorious emperor of the

Kadamba race Sovideva, the elephant goad to the warriors.

When the royal preceptor Amaresvara-deva the worshipper of the

glorious (god) Nalesvara granted permanent maintenance to

Bommagaunda, the prosperous lord of the country and the sun to the

lords, to the god, the store of brightness, and the famous one in the village

of Gautfakeri, and to Piriya Bommagaunda.

Bommagaunda built a city there only having given the auspicious rice

of worship to Amaresvaradeva and joining hands with VagKvaradeva

the worshipper of Chikkesvaradeva of the ancient city of Hangal,

Chandrabhushanadeva the worshipper of Billesvaradeva,

Bommagaun<Ja obtained the maintenance of the village-headmanship

of Anebala along with its eight sorts of rights of enjoyment and ownership

in the presence of Virmasaktideva, the royal preceptor and the preceptor

of the glorious Nagaresvara of Bahkapura the oldest city, the worthies

of Nareyangal, the worthies of Nirali, the worthies of Beluvanti, the

worthies of Belugali. the worthies of Alflr, Ynagaunja of Hmmatayi,

BharaU-gauntfa of Balura, Viragaurrfa of Dholesvara,hennagaun(Jaof
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Harir&na, Yakkamagaun^a of Baqla, Kalla-gaun<Ja of Andanige, all the

people and pi/lufctrs of Ni^uguncji and of Anebala.

No. !8

Madhava Image Inscription

The inscription is on the pedestal of the image at the Madhava temple,

H&ngal, Dharwar District. Deciphered and translated by Prof, K. G.

Kundangar.

Text

o. &{

8c. s^o no si

v.

May victory attend ! May great auspiciousness attend on the flower

pedestal of the image of the god Madhava, caused to be made on the 10th

day of the bright fortnight of Vaisakha of the Vibhava the 71st (probably)

year!

No. 19

Haven Inscription of Taila II

The inscription is at the Siddhesvara temple at Haveri, Dharwar

District. Deciphered by Mr. S. M. Karajgi and translated by the Mysore

Archaeological Department.

Tcr/

35*5*10
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Trans/a/ron

Line 1 : Invocation to god Sambhu. Salutation to Sambhu, who is

beautiful with the fly-flap that is the moon kissing his lofty head and who
is the foundation-pillar of the city of the triple world.

Lines 1-3 : Invocation to god Siddhesvara o/ the village Pavara

(Haveri). May god Siddhelvara, beloved of Pirvati and whose lotus

feet are adorned with the heads of the chiefs of gods bowing before

them, beneficently grant, at all times, the desires of the four hundred

good Brahmans who are the lords of the village Pivare,
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Lines 3-4 : Invocation to god Indresvara. May god Indresvera whose
nectar-like feet are worshipped by gods, demons, men, Vidyadharas, and
Kinnaras confer all happiness on the Four Hundred,

Lines 5-6 : 6-9 : Praise and Titles of Chalukya king Somesvara.

King Somesvara, an ornament to the illustrious Chalukya race bore the

earth with valour as an ornament to his victorious arms : Be it well :

While a refuge to all the worlds, favourite of fortune and earth, maharS-

jadhiraja, paramesvara, parama-bhattaraka (chief lord), ornament to the

family of Satyasraya, jewel of the Chalukyas, the illustrious Sarvajna-
chakravarti (the all-knowing emperor) Bhul< ka-malladeva's victorious

kingdom was prospering to endure as long as moon, sun and stars last :

Lines 9-20 : Praise and titles of Kadamba king Tailapadeva, ruler of
the kingdoms Banavase, Santalige and Panungal. A dependent on his

lotus feet, an ornament to the family sprung from god Siva and earth

(see E. C. VIII Shikarpur 117), a lion to brave and haughty enemies, a

crest-jewel to the assemblage of kings, beautiful with the crest of the

monkey, and brilliant on account of various flags, an ornament to Kadamba

family, lover of the damsel victory, king Tailapadeva prospered praised

by the whole earth. Be it well : While the obtainer of the band of five

instruments, mahaman<Ja!esvara, lord of the excellent city of Banavasi,

obtainer of boons from the god Madhukesvara of Jayanti (another name
of the town Banavasi), having a natural fragance of musk, born from

Siva and earth, ruler over 84 cities and having an eye on forehead and

four arms (or consecrator of gods Siva and Vishau in 84 cities), engaged

in the performance of 18 world-famous horse-sacrifices, glorious on

account of rutting elephants tied to posts of crystal set up on the top of

the Himalaya mountains, an ornament to the race of Kadamba emperor

Mayuravarmma, having a musical instrument permatti sounded before him,

having the monkey flag and lofty lion crest, bestower of gold to suppli-

cants, ever victorious in battle, ornament to Kadambas, champion over

opponents, a sun in brilliance, worshipper of the feet of the illustrious

Tribhuvanamalladeva, destroyer of hostile forces, possessed of all these

and other titles, the illustrious Tailapadeva ruled over Vanavase

Twelve-thousand, SantaligenatJ Thousand and Panungal Five-

hundred (provinces) in hereditary succession from his grandfather and

father :

Lines 20-26 : Praise and titles of Pergade Nagadeva and Kesiraja, an

officer of customs and Ketanayaka, sunkaveggade (a minor officer of customs),

dependent of king Tailapa The chief minister of the mighty Tailapadeva

is the virtuous Pergga<Je Nagadeva. The chief of customs under him

is the pure-minded lord K&iraja. Well-versed in righteousness, and
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surrounded by the ever-spreading creeper of their fame they distin-

guished themselves in the world .... The learned Keiiraja

prospered along with the virtuous sunka-veggade (an officer of

customs) Ketanayaka, feared by the earth. Be it well. While possessed

of these attributes, the illustrious pergga^e Nagadevayyanayalca. was

enjoying by the order of king Tailapadevarasa, supreme authority

over perjuhka (major tolls), vatf^arSvula (chief tolls?) and birttpde

(a kind of tax called also bilkode in some inscriptions cp. Shikarpur 104

E. C. VIII) in Banavase-na$ in heriditary succession :

Lines 26-30 : Praise of Tenkanadn. In this earth surrounded by
numberless islands and seas, Kuntala (province) deserves honour by
the whole world. An ornament to Kuntala land is Tenkanad, dear to

the supplicants, free from harm, full of beautiful temples, and surrounded

by groves beautiful with lotuses in ponds. To the east and south of that

village The writer .... Four Hundred. (Here the text of

the inscription as sent lo this office stops abruptly, the stone being

mutilated.)

No. 20

Raiiihalli Inscription of Simghana

The inscription is on a pillar in the Kadambesvara temple at Rattihalli,

Dharwar District. Deciphered and translated by Prof. K. G. Kundangar.

Text

v.
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(On the lower part of the same pillar.)
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1 . A bow to Sambhu who is adorned with a Chamara in the form of

the moon that kisses his lofty head, and who is the prime-pillar at the

building of the City of the three worlds.

2-4, Ariyamalla became the prime minister of the reigning emperor

Simghanaraya who was a moon to the ocean of the family of the Yadavas,

and who was the enemy to the family of Kadambas.

4-6. That pre-eminent Malla, the store of purity and the meritorious

person, was born of Ariya Bamma just as Krishna was born in the Yadu

family.

6-8. Worshipful Honna-Bamma, the master of morals, Bhudam,

Khyatividam and Achalayya were sons born to him and his wife Rajave.

8-9. Of them Honna-Bamma, professing himself to be the best among

the devotees of God Siva was, with the favour of .... Mallinatha,

giving munificent donations to poets, disputants, eloquent speakers and

versifiers.
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10-13. Who on the face of this earth will equal in splendour Honna-

Bamma, who possesses in him something more than the worth of the

title of the emperor of Korikana, who is the great prince merchant, the

champion elephant, who takes delight in giving alms, who is the very bee

at the lotus of the feet of Sankara, who bears fraternal relations with other

and who is always free from every sort of doubts.

13-16. His minister the famous Alavayya spares the enemy that seeks

his protection with a fear on the battle-field ; torments the others who do
not yield ; pursuing enslaves them and thus defeats the army of his enemies

on the face of the earth ....
17. The prowess of his .... Gubbiya Kala may thus be

depicted :

17-19. This famous Gubbiya Kala diligent in attending to religious

observances was born of Majave, awe-inspiring on account of her virtues

and morality, delicate in her body and looking to the welfare of beings.

19-20. He being such, while doing his duty as a tax-collector requested

Murujavideva in connection with his gifts. The prowess of this sage

may be painted thus :

20-22. People are eulogising Murijavi-deva as a man free from sin,

as a devotee of Sambhu, as a conqueror of anger, as a man well-versed in

ail the lores and as a man endowed with the powers of curse and favour.

22-25. Hail ! Let great auspiciousness attend on the gift of eleven

(in figures) 1 1 .... Su granted by Gubbiya Kailaya with the

usual libation of water having washed the feet of ....
Murujavideva to maintain everlasting lamp and sandal (with) incantations

to Kadambesvara on San*krarnana day falling on the day of the lunar

eclipse on the 15th day of the bright fortnight of Ashaglha in Vilambi

Samvachhara the I16Ist year of the Saka era.

26. The southern piece of land granted with the libati* n of water to

God KadambeSvara ....

(The lower portion of the inscription on the same pillar)

1 . 40 Ka (Kambainarea) of land from his own enjoyment gift below

the Barbers' tank (to) Kadambesvara ....
2-4. Hail ! On Sunday the day of the solar eclipse the new moon day

,
, e month of Falguna Hemalambi Samvastsara, the famous finance

. . r washed the feet of Mfcrujavideva, granted wkh the libation of

water t
God M*11'1*'1* of Agniyamatha (Matha-School).
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5-11. Two mattars to God Mallinatha ; four mattars to the west of

the trunk-road to Siddhagiri and to the north of the three tamarind trees ;

one mattar at the north-west angle of Hosagere and to the east of

Mogganahalla ; one mattara to the north of basadi (Jain temple) land,
to the south of the trunk road leading to the temple and the pond of

KadambeSvara and to the north of land reserved for day feasts ; and two
matters and forty Kambas to the south of the land of Magari, to the east

of Brahmapuri-land, and to the west of the trunk road leading to Magari.

12-13, The School-house of God Mallikarjuna twenty-one cubits in

that very place oilman's house one, and loading bullocks thirty.

13-16. When Sanna-Mahadeva-nayaka was ruling Banavasi 12,000,

he with the libation of water and with all obeisance granted to God Siva
free (from all taxation) an everlasting lamp, sandal for the auspicious

worship and food of the said God.

17-19 ......
20-21. Of the two, gift and protection, the latter is superior to the

former. Heaven is attained from gift, but from protection is attained

the eternal position.

No. 21

Kadaroli Inscription of Guhalla~deva III

The inscription is embedded in a wall at Kadaroli, Belgaum District.

Deciphered and translated by Prof. K. G. Kundangar.

Text
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1-7. Hail ! While the victorious reign of glorious TribKuvanamalla

the asylum of all the worlds, the lord of the earth, the great Icing of kings,

the supreme lord, the most worshipful one, the glory of the line of

Satyasraya, the ornament of the Chalukyas was flourishing with per-

petual increase so as to endure as long as the moon, the sun and the

stars might last.

7-13. Hail ! While the glorious Maha-manc^alesvara, the dependent
on his lotus feet Govaladeva, who had attained pahcha mahi^bda, who
was a Mahaman^alesvara, who was the great lord of the best of cities

Banav&si, who was glorious on the surface of all the kingdoms, was ruling

in his capital Pal&sike 12,000 with the recreation of pleasing conversation.
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14-21. Hail I While the victorious reign of the glorious Mahaman^a-
lesvara, the dependent on his lotus feet .... deva who had
attained pahcha-maha-labda, who was Mahaman<Jalevara, the great
lord of the best of cities by name Gopaka, the head of the circle

of tributaries of the emperor Guha (k-deva)..... who had
obtained the favour of a boon from Padmavati .... was flourishing
at Kadaravalli with perpetual increase so as to endure as long as the moon,
the sun and the stars might last.

21-25. (Hail !) On .... of the dark half of Fal(guna) of

Bahudhanya Sarhvatsara, the 23rd year of the glorious Chalukya Vikrama
era was granted at the hands of . . . . of KsdaravalH a piece of

paddy land ....
26. The grant will be maintained by ....

No. 22

Orlim Inscription of the time of Jayakesi II

The inscription is on a panel of the time of Jayak^i II found at Orlim,

Salsette, Goa, by Rev. H. Heras, S. J. ; now in the Museum of the

Indian Historical Research Institute, St. Xavier's College, Bombay.
Deciphered and translated by Prof. K. G. Kundangar.

Text

Translation

In (Vi)kSri Sarhvatsara, the 36th year of the reign of Jayakei, Hatihaja

fought and died attaining success for toll.

No. 23

Prince of Wales' Museum Inscription of Jayakesi HI

The inscription is in the Gallery of Inscriptions of the Prince of Wales'

Museum of Western India, Bombay. The place of origin is not known.

Deciphered and translated by Mr. B. C. S. Sharma.
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Lines 1-3. Well, salutation to that Sambhu who is beautiful on

account of the fan-like moon kissing the head aloft ; to the pillar of

commencement of the city of the Trilokas. I salute God Sadasiva who is

ever free, who is the very essence of those hymns and letters which

are the ocean of learning. A bow to Siva.

Lines 4-7. While Tribhuvanamalla Chalukya (with the usual titles)

was ruling the kingdom of the world, his dependent,

Lines 8-11. Vira Jayake$i-dva, the strong arm

lord of the city of Banavasi, the obtainer of the

ments, the great man^alesvara, was ruling in ha

Goa, the kohkana district 900 and
Halasig^

wicked and protecting the virtuous.
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Lines 11-13. May God Kesava who is immensely happy on account of

laving Lakshmi by his side and .... grant all the wishes of king

layak&i.

Lines 13-15. The world calls this king Jekesi, a moon to the ocean the

Cadamba family, the great grandson of the pure Chalukyas, and his fame

enown all over the world, one who has acquired the kingdom of enemy

rings, with a host of needy people seeking the shelter of his generosity,

md one who has in life accomplished the ideal of the sacred sciences like

hat of Manu.

Lines 16-18 He extends protection to him who approaches

he King with the cry,
"

King, protect me !

"
Ardently devoted to the

vorship of Siva is this King of the Kadambas.

Lines 18-20. The world says of him that he constantly worships Sri

Saptakotfgvara who is the First Cause, Beginningless, who has the

Daughter of the Mountain by his side, and Ganga and the moon on his

lead, and he obtains from Him boons both high and low.

Line 20. To describe Halasige-na$ which is glorious and ruled by

ekesi.

Lines 21-23. The whole land of Halasige sparkles, is an ornament of

he entire world, and can, with its leaves and creepers, areca palms, mango
rees, citron trees, ponds adorned with vast clusters of lotuses, streams

md torrents, sandy banks and parks outside towns, be compared lo the

Bandana gardens of hea\en.

Lanes 23-24. That part of the earth is wealthy and beautiful for having

^een replete with cities and villages, hamlets and market-towns ; with

>eople in the towns always laughing and sight-seeing, singing and

slaying ; and with beautiful and well ornamented courtesans.

Lines 25-26. A stream lost itself in the limpid waters of a pool and

iowed on ; feeding on its water grew, heavy with fruits and leaves hiding

.he sky, creepers, banana plants, betel plants, cocoanut palm, citron,

sugarcane, and so on ; with all these, that part of the earth had produced,

[or its inhabitants, perennial spring.

Line 27. To describe Eleya Purbballi in this Halasige-na^ which was

.he home of so much plenitude and prosperity.

Lines 27-29. In a garden an areca palm inclined to a side from the

weight of its fruits ; here others looked level (with the ground) on

account of the fruits crammed on them ; there, a tree had shot its

tendrils out in all directions ; elsewhere tender bunches of pods decked

other trees.
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Lines 30-32. The leafy creeper had spread from tree to tree and

spread darkness underneath. Wandering in that darkness one lost his

way and reached the enclosure. Hearing his cry for help, carried afar by
the wind, the gardener came, cut down the leaves and in a derisive attitude

led him out.

Lines 32-33. With arable land, plots of castor plants, canals on one

side, and rice fields, the whole place, the great Eleya Purvadavalli looks like

a crown of gold.

Lines 33-35. May the scholars the world over always praise the

celebrated two hundred Brahmins of Eleya Purvalli who are well-versed in

the sacred sciences, masters of the several Vedas, experts in the arguments
of logic, comparable in their generosity to the celestial tree.

Lines 35-41. Well, the two hundred Mahajanas of the ancient Eleya

Purvadavalli who adhere to the pious practice of self-control, discipline,

etc., devoted to learning and its practical application, always occupied with

the six Karmas, whose body is purified by the bath taken at the conclusion

of the (?) seven Soma sacrifices, who are the devout followers of the

32,000 conventions, men carrying out their promises, punishers of evil

and protectors of the good, and who have secured the grace of Sri Murti

Narayana, met in conclave in Savithana, sent for the Kurimba Senigas

of Navilur in Chaugaum, and with their consent made a grant to God

Senigesvara for various services (agabhoga, rangabhoga, chaitrapavitra).

Its details are :

Lines 41-45. On the occasion of the summer solstice on Sunday, the

eleventh day of the dark fortnight of Pushya of Kalayukti, the twelfth year

of the Kadamba Vijayakesi's reign commencing in Kaliyuga 4288, all the

mahajanas granted free from imposts, a piece of land to the west of the

road to Unukel and south of (?) Brahmargapuri, and eight mattars, and a

construction for school measuring twenty-six hands long and twenty-

one hands broad, within the precincts of the temple.

To describe the tribe of these Kuriba Senigas :

Line 46. Born, in a mother who was a Kuribiti by caste, of basket

makers, these Kuriba Senigas came to be known in the world by the name

of Neremama (he ?) Svaras.

Lines 47-48. All over the world these Kuriba Senigas of that noble race

have restored Siva temples in all their details ; they have contemplated

charity and the sacred creed of Siva always ; they have shone by the

adoption of the celebrated conventions.

Lines 49-50. Why describe all this with the flourish of language and the

sciences? How famous in the world are these Kuriba Senigas of the
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pure Navitar family who kill enemies with bravery and skill and who

surpass Bhrigu ?

Line 5 1. All these KuriLa Senigas of Navilur chiefly, and other

people of Chaugaum came of their own accord and gave away to the God
whatever they could give with a generous hand.

Line 52. These Kuriba Senigas of Navilftr are the refuge of the needy,

and they rob enemies of all their pride.

Lines 53-55. To those who protect this grant will easily accrue wealth

and happiness, but those who destroy it descend to hell.

Usual imprecations.
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Dramila, King of, 75.

Draupadi Ratha, 307.

Dravida Country, 63.

Dravida King, 122.

Dravidian People, 9, 11.

Dravidian Style of Architect-

ure, 307.
-

Dravila, 118,321.

Dudha, 227,

Dudharasa, 226, 227.

Dulukas, 269.

Dumme, Battle of, 233 n. 4,

127.

Dummi, 155.

Durga, 316,

Durga temple, 305.
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Durvinlta, Oanga King, 55, 57,

58, 66, 69, 219 n. 2.

Duryodhana, 176.

Dvijabodheirajam, 302.

Dvyasharaya,\63> 184.

Dwara-Samudra, 188. Cf. Dora-

samudra.

Ede-Nad, 87.

Edevojal District, 77.

Edevolal Vishaya, 77.

Ekkalararasa, Mahamandales-

vara, 139.

Ekanta Rama, 253, 254,

Elariivalli Temple, 273.

Elase A^rahara, 29 ).

Elliot (Mr.), 200, 3ti2, 3H3, 384,

385,

Elpunuse, Forty Mahajanns of,

273.

Ereyammarasa, 82, 83.

Europe, Mediaeval, 300.

Fergusson (Mr.), 303, 307,

Ferishta, 158, 159, luO, 210,

212.213,214.
FerrSu (Senhor P.) t 384.

Fletcher (Colonel), 242 n. 1.

Fleet (Dr.J.F.), 51,58,64, 105

n. 3, 108, 116, 123, 146 n. 3,

151, 152, 153, 169 n. 1, 180,

249, 377, 383.

Gadag Inscription, 151.

Oaddemane, 64.

Gadyanas, 381.

Gajaganda Six Hundred, 124.

Gaja-Gauri, 317.

Gaja-Lakshmi, 312.

Gajapati Sivalin^a Narayana-
deva,242n. 1.

Ganapat,310,

Ganda, 283.

Gaijdaradavam, 238.

Gandda, 185.

Ganesh Ratha, 308.

Gnga Court, 82.

Ganga Dominions, 219 n. 2,

224, 323.

Ganga Era, 241.

Ganga Influence, 42.

Ganga Inscriptions 32, 44, 54,

57, 59.

Ganga Kings, 47, 55, 58, 59, 66,

68,76, 118,241.

Gangamandala, 97.

Ganga raja, 190.

Ganga-Fciilava Architecture,

Ganga-Pallava Style, 379,

Gangas, VII, 33 n. .'i, 48, 49,

54,76,82, J, S/
f 224, 228,

241,323.

Ganga Titles, 118.

Gangavadi, 127, 132, 221.

u:isgavadi Ninety-six Thou-

sand, 1*17, 120, 13J, 229.

Ga.i^ere, 101.

Gangeya, 97.

Gantjeya Sahayi, 143, l!iG.

Garuda, 149, 313.

Garude^vara, Ui).

Gautama Gan^c, 9,1

Genathi, 242 n. 1,

Gendavana, 149.

Gerrabozalu, 242 n. 1.

Ghauts, 177 n, 1, 169 ii. 1.

Ghauts, country of the, 385.

Ghats, Western, 66, 147, 168,

170.

Gheatta, 185.

Ginnalagundi Fort, 139.

Goa,62n. 3, lll t 160 n. 2, 168,

169 n. 1,172, 173 n.4, 174,

177, 185, 186, 197, 199, 201,
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208, 209, 210, 212, 213, 214,

215,233,203,317.
Goa Coi-iS, 385.

</oa Kadambas, VII, Vlil, 108,

I.'*?, 111, 147, 100, 107, 1 08,

!o9, 175, 181, 18-. , 1-8, 190,

1 ^ n. 2, i9k I'JS/J.^ 203,

^04, 210, 'dll,256n. I,3:i5,

;*>6.

tloa ! auamVM &c< ds. 8, 114.

Goa, Stu1: o:. IX.

GIM A V. liia, io5 11. *.

uudavari, 08, io-.

Gogavu Vili.ujC, ,io .

viokaiV i

:

ort, Io7.

Uokak rurt, i07.

'

a) .ar.^a, Lrd >f, 193.

i ;-";kani t
-; ai;oit . ev;i, 273.

<i 'icLn M.iuiitiin -,'Meru), 192.

(.iup.,k '.piiiv, 188. Sec i.ioa.

iiun ik^patiana, Ii9, 188. 211,

.ilJ, 283, ;,L-C O'.;t,

(i^ni-.atha, 242 n. 1.

i orava Kittii, ,
14 .

(} i rava ,',\uu:
f

! /3.

Oove, 17ls 19 i.

K J"vi:ida, Cl i\ 3, 65 n. 3.

ilovinda 1!!, 81, S3.

iuvinda IV, 8 :
.

*..rvin -a-dcva, 125.

(jf'vijidaraja, ."01.

GOvndarasa, Chalukya Otti-

cial, 1?4.

Oovindaswami, 49.

Uree v and Gothic Styles, 303.

Gtidicatti Inscription, 178.

Guha, 299.

Guhalla-deva I, King of Goa,
168, 169, 317

Guhalla-dcva II, Ki: g of Goa,
168 n.l. 170-172,173,176,185.

Gu.-aKa-devu III, King of Goa,
169 n. 1, 188, 189.

Guhaldcv, King, 172.-

Guihaiii Grant, 201.

Gujarat, 20, 64, 28;, 2^3.

Gujarat, Southen?, 78*

Guibar^a, Dekkan Staie, 214.

.;jiiunareddipura Hales, 55,

57,58.

Gunabhadra, Jain writer, 83.

Gunasagiua, 7^, 77.

dhipati, 1JJ,.

Gupta i^mpiie, 10, 21.

Gupta Inscripiions. 10.

f

.;ispt<:s, 12.

Gupta Suiiivat, 20.

Ginger, 283.

Guijara K:n;s s, 89 n. 2, llj,

185, 269.

'

Giitii, 119, 159,282.

Gutti Fon, 138, 152.

Hadadeyakuppa, M3.
1

i.-.davalu Duvarigobbarasa,
181.

Hadmaru, Nanjangad Taluqur:,

219 n. 2.

ilaga % 3; 1.

Haige Five Hundied, See

Haive Five Hundred,

Haihayas, 76.

H.'iiv'j Five Hundred, 97, 99,

105, 114,13-1, 19J, 193, 195,

323.

Hakaia, 134, 152,

Hale-Belur, 224 n. 1.
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Hajebid, 38, 220 n. 5, 224.

Haje-Kote, Hangal, 130, 316.

Haikur, 55.

Hallihal Inscription, 100, 101.

Halsi, 8, 20, 23, 30, 36 n. 2, 45,

47,48,49,50,52,72,133, 19J,

195,200,309,310, 315, 323.

Halasige Twelve Thousand,
151.

Hangal, 10H, 105 n.l, 107, 108,

109, 126, 127, 128, 131, 132,

133, 144 n. fi, 145, 147, 149,

153, 154, 156, 159, 104, 192,

193, 195, 196, 199,225, 229,

231,282,315, 316, 381.

Hargal rive Hunched. 105, 129,

131, 141, 146, 159, 192, 19o

n. 2,231, 323.

Hangal Kadambas, VII, VIII, 8,

]J-i n. 4
e 94, 103, 106, 135,

144, 145, 100. 163, 168, 184,

192 n. 2, 194, 195 n. 6, 202,

236, ;>2.>, 385 n. 4.

Hangalnad, 193.

Manual Kadamba Coins, J85.

Hangal Taluqua, 109.

Hanuman, Kv. 229, 5.

Hanui^al, 127, 128, 132, 14;:,

193. bet- Hanga!.

Han, 2Jo.

Hari, 191, 256.

Hari-Arasa, 234.

Hariga, Kadamba, 10?.

Harihara, Mysore State, 154,

155.

Harihara 1, Vijayana^ara King,

162, 163.

Hankesari, KadarnbaKing, 10,

117, 118, 229, 230.

Harima, 223.

Hariti, 40.

Haiitiputras, 66.

Harivarmma, Banavasi Ka-

damba, 32, 47, 48, 49, 50-52,

53, 54, 69, 70, 260, 301,

302.

Harshavardhana, b3, 65 n. 1.

Hatiikesvara tempi-, ;ilO.

Haveri, ;?02, 378.

Hayava, 146.

Hayve, 62 n. 3.

Hebbata, 41,44,
i lejjuiika, chief custom's duty

o; ( articles of trade, 26U.

iieinncliandra,Jaina Guru, 20,

21, 169, 109 'n. 1,256,277.

Hemma, King, 131.

Hcinrneyanay.ika, 151.

Moras, (!;ev H.), S. K, IX, 20,

214.

Hcra-Drammas, 3-SiJ.

Himmavat Mountain, 9,

Himalaya Mountains, 2:9.

Himakn nn Race, 248.

Hinayana School, 25'\

Iliri-C'iavati. 113.

iJirehadagalli ['lutes, 0.

Hire S;ikuna relates, 3J.

Miria-Magudi, i;>2.

Hiriya-Xayaka, 138.

Hitnahebbagilu Plates, 34, 45.

Hitteyaras;j, 226.

Hiticn Tsiang, Chinese Pil-

grim, (>2, 63, ()5 n. 1, 256.

Hombucha, 1,59.

Hounali Taluqua, 85.

Husaguijda, 156.

Hosavur, 292.

Hottur Inscription, 95, 104, 107.

House of Mercy, Goa, 269. 270.

Hoysajas VII, 10, 38, 125, 127,

128, 129, 131, 132, 133, 134,

135, 138, 139, 141, 142, 143,

144 t 145, 146, 147, 148, 149.
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151, 152, 154, 155, 156, 157,

158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 179,

190, 191, 194, 195, 201, 202,

206, 207, 214, 220, 223, 228,

233, 234,236,238,239, 261,

263,279,312, 314,378.

Hoysala Architecture, 304, 313,

314,378.

Hoysala Crest, 145, 378.

Hoysaja Style of Architecture,

X, 303, 304,

Hubli, 192.

Huna%21, 89 n, /, 248.

Ib.i Batuia, 161, ?!L\ 216.

Iconogiaphy, Kadamba, 315.

idugdd-heg^ade Madeyo, 149.

Ikeri ?'ayaks, 386,

Immadi Kadamba Ray.'i Vo~

deyn-ay>v., 223.

India, 160n.?
f
163n. 3,159n. 1,

247,321.

I.-.dir!, North, 65 n. 1, 304 n. 1.

India, South s{, 71, 307. 317,

386; Hi,tor/ of, VII.

Indian Antiquary 'The), 116,

hi'.h: n Historical Research Ins-

titute, St. Xavier's College*

Bombay, 213 ,i. 3, 214, 248

n. 4, 255 n. 3, 317,381, 385.

Indian Museum, Calcutta, 383,

384.

Indn, 41,83, 118, Irt8
f
18">.

lndravarmm,\-deva, 1-!41.

InJus 2il

Inguna Village, 53,

Itavi-Clialbmmn, 223.

Iridigc country, 172, 173 n. 4,
'

1^8.

Irivabedaiiga-deva, Hangal Ka-
"

damba, 88. 94, 95, 168.

Irivaoedanga Satyasraya, Cha-

inkya King, 96, 103, 113,

Irunguna, 154.

Isanasarmma, 77.

Isanarasi Pandita, 296.

l^apura, 129.

Isvarabhattopadhyaya, 290.

Itihasas, 200.

Ittagi, 292.

Jagac'ala Gangeya Sahaiii,

156,

Jagadekamalla, Chalukya Em-
peror, 33 n. 3, 60 n. 3, 133.

Jaga-uevn, Santara King, 138.

Jaga-deva, Zamindar of Tik-

kali, 242 n. 1.

Jaga-devarasa, Mahamandales-
vara, 139.

]aga-deva~Sahani, 293.

Jaina Ascetics, 34, 252.

Jaina Bastis, 35, 309, 311.

Jaina Gurus, 111 n, 6, 252.

j

?

aina Inscriptions, 252,

Jaina Matlias, 252, 291.

j.iina Parsva-deva Chaityal^

ay a, 294

jainas, 52, 85, 116, 249, 250,

253, 254, 257, 297.

Jaina Scholais, 111.

Jaina Tiruankara, 7.

Jaini ,111, 249, 258,

Jaitugi I, Yadava King, 151.

Jajahuti-Saatinatha, 115.

Jakkisetti, 132.

Jakkiabbe, 257.

{akkiy.ibbe, 85.

Jalasamadhi, 118, 257.

Jalla-Saraya, 156.

Jambudvlpa, 321, 322.

JanakaKing, 31.

Java, 150, 378.

Javanaisa, 88.

Javaneya-Nayaka, 143.
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Javelin Banner, 87,

Jayabbe, 99.

Jayabbarasi, 101.

Jayadhavala, 252.

Jayad-uttaranga, 120.

Jayakesi I, King of Oca, X,

103, 109, 110/111, 121, 169,

170, 171, 17o, 177, 1/8, 179-

187, 183, 1 97 % 2:^6, 277, 378,

331, ;>S-i.

jayakesi IK King of G'*a
f

1,13,

189, 1*0-197, 1US, .,01, 311,

31.), .-3, 3-U

Jayakesi III King of G--a, 17; n.

"l, 198, 200,20J,203-l'05,3s;

jayanta, 8,

Jayanti-Aiadhu'rceSi ara, 13 -.

Jayapun,. 221, 222.

Jayasiniha I, Ch:iliKy*'i l:mpcr~
or

?
3o n. 3, 51.

jaya^hiiha 11, Chali'loa Km-

jvror, 96, 97. 99. 1'U 1?>2,

103, 1-4, IV 7.

java^iiiiha 111, Chain!;, ., Km-

peror, 11 i21, i22, 123, I', s.

jayasniiha. Y- ?

va-Raj;j, 12

Jedda, S Tab Taiu^ua, 79.

Jin a, 25/i.

linasSna, 25.\

H-.endra, 34, . j. 49.

V ki-.:5va, \L.

\\ '.*\ :i, >', U'i, 3 ;.,, 3/8.
'

jnjfila-iic-, i, 2o.

Kai^brini or Kaji i River, 22)

n. L

Kadamba Chronology, 6872.
Kadamba Coins, V 1 1 I

T X,

380-386.

Kadamba Dominions 30, 75,

106, 152, 201, /50, 264, : 83,

291,297,:2on. 1. 3$0.

Kadamba Dynasty, VII, VIII,

JX, 6, 7. 9, 15, 16, 17,62,66,

70, 71, 85, 224, ?..2, 2,tf, 249,

257; Eastern, 242 n. 1; of

Ooa. M-\.

I\'adnmb.; Era 7 .

K. da:nba Fle-.t. I

1

'-'*,

Kadamba Fio\vers. (

.

KacJabalalu, 15--.

K;;damba Aichjtecti* ; i. 3 ^
,:l i, .jo.

Kadamba Aimy, 128, 143 n. 2.

Kajaiuba (k^ Tiphv. VIII, /21*

37"..

Ka 'fl,\}^z image , 3!u
K dam f \i in^r'pt,i>ns IX, ^

; . i, 1 4;, 4*1 45, 54 fit}, 7.?,

1.
,
i2

, '3!, 151, 157, I5S,

171. 18 s 193, I.y. 254, /6:>,

25 1

Kad ,ml>. ; on. VIII, "77-, 7 ,

Ka/a.ai -a 'lanualn, "/; . 70, 7.
,

."'-, -'.*, ;-'l.

K -.. mbarasa, !)?. 2^4. 22.3,

2'-;u.

\aifamb.,raya. Sc^ Ividnm^a

asa.

Kad.'Mnha Records. *o, 1> -\ 3.

! ,
;>3 n. /. Wi. l'SJ t 14'\

1 8. '.:*>".

K:idambas,Ml VIII. IX, , /,

n. 1,9, 10, 11. 15, 17, l(\ 20,

1'3, 3 n. 3
f
37, 38,39, ,0,47,

8 f 49, 51, 52,53,54, 56, 'Jj.

(il, 62 n. .i, b3, 70, 75, 76, 93.

D2, 105, l-'9. 1R 125 f 127,

128, 19, 131, 13/, 137, 138,

!;-5';, 141, !4.>, 145, 14Gn. 6,
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148, 150, 151, 152, 155, 157,

158, 159, 162, 163, 107, 168,

170, 172, 178, 180, 133. 188,

189, 200,203 n 207,2(s9,211 ?

212,215, 219,221,225, 232,

233, 235, 237, 240, 247, 249*

250,252, 251, 258,259,261,

264, 275,2/7,280,301, 309,

310, 3i:>, 32', 323, 377,378,

380, ;^6.

Kadamba Seal, 377.

Kadamba Style of Architecture,

x, 301,3^, 3;u, ;;io, 311,

312, 3D, 31 <;.

K'ad:;mba System of AdminL-
tr jtion, 258-1:71,

Kadamba Tree, P. LI 15.

K5 iaroli I ,9n. 1, 1A27?, M".

i.a.ijroli "hirty, 323.

Kadavala, 221,

K;.dpbises II. '2-8 n. -i.

i\aufir Taluqiia, 1 6, 250

Kaikeyu Princess, 3 ', 41.

Kaikeyu family, /<.

Kailas >. Mountain. ^.

K-.i-asa'jailM Tcm
;

ie atKanchi-

j iiir'i n, ,'/Oo, 3J7, 308,

^,ak i rasa, si.

Kakka I, 89.^3.

K:.kka!a-ileva li, 8*'.

KakustiMvarnima. li\ I"/, 2,>,

:4, ?*-:-; , 28,30, 32, ;^,;>7,

39, 4^,b2,71,'/2, 24'', 25;,

MM 377.

*KaLi, rcrribL' Uood", .79,

i<- Ubhtas, V6,

liiscriptio/.s, 142,

,.
K,jach:inMS,76, 115, 137. 138,

{.9.141, 142, 1-13, 144, U7,

?01, 202, 2^6.237, 23-.

K:tlala-dcvi,236,

Kalamttkhas, 250, 298.

Kalavanga, 35.

Kalenur, J)9.

Kaiidasru 20, 21,22.

Kalidasayya, 106.

Kaiiga Nayaka, 129,

Kalimayya, 113.

Kajinga/4, 118,240, 321.

Kaiivittarasa, 84,85,86,87.
Kalladi, 89,

Kallavana, 129, 296.

iCalla-ve^garJe, 156,

Kalles\ora Temple at Hal>i,

;n.

Kalyani, VII, 145, 183.

Xaina-.iev.i, Id amba Kin^ of

Manual, 1;3-148, 149, 150,

157, 180, 199, 203, 2:-6, :07,

J03, 202, Jl-J, 211, ::12, 214,

,215.

Kam;;~ lev;;, Pandya King, Ml.

Kasnala, ..-13.

Kamala-uevi, Queen of Siva-

chitta, K:id;moa King of

(ioa, 199,200, 26), 289, 290,

312.

Karnalasasri: f

a, .i5o.

Kamaparya, 301.

;.'amiipati, 2TJ >i. 1.

Kambhuja, 321 .

lCani[)ila, M4.

Kng;:gilo-vada, 114.

K.inakabbe-arasi,234.

Kananur, 2,.0.

Kana. a, District of North, IX,

10 n. 1, 193.

Kanarcse Brahmans, 17.

Kanaiese Country, 11,247, 272.

Kanauj, 65 n. 1.

Kancha Gavuda, 146.

Kan-lil. See Kanchipuran\

Kanchipuram, Pallava capital,
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8n. 1, 15,33,47,65 n. 1,80,

132, 183, 249, 255, 306, 307,

Kandavamma, 221,222, 223.

Kanga, 382,

Kangavarmma, 18, 19.

Kannamma, 114, 115, 315.

Kannara II, 85, 85 n. 2. See

Krishna II, Rashtrakuta King.

Kannayya, 29, 89.

Kannegala, 190.

Kannevola, 222.

K;jiita\achar\M, 167,

Kanthirava. 223

Kapaivikadvipa Lakh a ji
-i a

Quarter, 173 n. 4, 179, 18".

US 323.

K>p!i Btr vi, Han .al, 13o ". 4.

K ;\atiir. 29A

K,ip ,-gere, H .mi-.-t of Ban,: a-

si* 239.

Kap:;-M3ny ),/23

Krahata, "l h .

N'arajg, C>;r. S AU, X,

ICarajgi Ta'uq-M, , 7.

Kaiaras, Cui.-f f the. 1 18.

K, r ,iapaira. 7,:
,

Karava;! Chclu\\-yar;isi J.. ",

Kargambadu, 273,

Kar^U'Iari, 1^9. 12>,

Karih ihusige, 12.

Karna 1, 184. 2iJ<w77.

Ki:rna?a..a VII, VI1K ]). 28, 31,

W T ri.,. 6 ., ..0, 100, 118, 1>,
. 3, 3h7, 16ii n. *i-4^

,

252, _r,4, 253, 2.JI ,'77,

27'J, 28 ), 287, 295, 297, 2^9,

3*, .<' i, ,i<)9, 31'
,
317, , 71.

^0.

K ( '.rn;i! D:Stnct, 15.

Kanavir>u. 107,

Karttike\a, 16,

ICasapayya Nayaka, 237,

Kasmera, 321.

Kafya, 381.

Kaumarya, 298.

Kautilya, 279,

Kavadidvlpa Lakh and a

Quarter, 173 n. 4, 174, 175,

188, 189, 192, 193.

Ka^a-deva, Kadamba King of

Han gal, 146, 152, 153,

134-161.

Kavana, 144, 208,

K-ivanayya, 142, 143.

Kaveri-Muhatmya, 224, 225.

Kaveri River, 32, 321.

Kavyas, 300.
? ,ekavas 3\),

-
: 0. Sec Kaikeyc.s.

Kerala, 67, 80, 1 18, 222, 283, 3,M.

Ke.alas, 70.

K\re:;5n, 14n.

Kereiinjli, 120

Kesiga, 29A
Kesiinayya. 141, 142,

Kcsiraja, I3 f|
.

KUtalc?-dcvi urKajala-devi, 148.

t.nu, 138.

.jsa, Kadamha chief, 234.

Ketisefti, ;.3.).

rajadcva, 8').

Mpur. 193.

Kiiasa, 118.

KharepaLn Copper-plates, 188,

Khedi,2H).

Khetagrama. 1
J
3, 29.

Khetamaila, li'iO.

Khawja Haji, 158.

Kielhorn (Ikktor), 16, 44.

Kigga t
77.

Kikere. Mysore District, 222.

Kikki-nad f 221,222.

Ki!idakki-0aida f 222.

Kirtti-deva, Hangal Kadamba,
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112, 136,137-140, 143, 152,

236.

Kirttiga, 183.

KIrltiraja. See Kirttivarmma,

Hangal Kadamba.

Kirttivarmma, Hangal Kadam-

ba, 10, 107,108, 109,110-112,

121, 126, 184.

KTrttivarmmal, Chalukya King,

56,60,70,75, 291, 301,378-

Kiru-Kagamasi, 77.

Kisukad Seventy, 86, 102, 106,

113, Il4, 192 n. 2, 195,275.

Kisukal. See Kisukad Seventy.

Kittiipura, 220 n. I/

Kittiir, 203, 20-L

Kodalatlrtiia, 101.

Kodiya matha, 297.

Kud Talmjua, K6.
Kola r, 48,

K61ala-pura, 12J.

Kolli-Pallava-Nolamba, 8i, 82.

Kolliyarasa, 82.

Kombu Seven, 119.

Kon-u, 132.

Kondangeyur, Perggade o:, 85.

Kondarade, 134.

Kong-kin-na-pu-lo, 62. See

Korikanapiua.

Kongani-Mahadhhaja, 55,

Kongunapura, 02 n. 3.

Kongunda, Peaks of, (52 n. 3.

Konkan, IX, 110, 114, 147, 160

n. 2/168, 173, 174, 179, 180,

185, 1H8, 191, 193, 202, 207,

209, 210, 212,213,216,269,

283.

Konkan Nine Hundred, 172,

173 n. 4, 174, 192,198,323.

Konkan Nine Thousand, 201.

Konkaia, 97, 114,119, 189, 323.

S-e Konkan.

Konkana Chakravarti, 191.

Konkunapura, 62 n. 3, 63.

Konkanas. See Konkan.

Konkan, Northern, 196, 197.

Konkan Rashtra. See Konkan.

Konkan, Southern, 62 r, 3, 180,

316.

Kontakul Thirty, 192.

Koppam, 117.

Kdsala, King of, 118.

Kosigara Jayamalla, 84.

Kofi Nayaka, 156.

Kotisvara-pulasthaua, 111,

294.

Koaiga, Rashtrakuta King, 89,

98.

K6-viraja Raja-Kesari-varmma,
97.

Krishna I> RayJiti akuta King, 80.

Krishna II, Rashtiakuta Ki;jg,

84, 85.

KrisJina III, Rashtrakuta King )

84,86.

Kilhna-deva, Cc>vernor of

Konkan, 109.

Krishna lyengar (Di. M. H),

322.

Krishna River, 12J, 151, 110.

Kris;:navarmina I, of Banav asi,

3, 10, 29, 3'), 31, 1^,30,37-40,

15,59,69,70,71.
Krishnavarmma II, of Banava-

81,38,39,44, 51, 53-54, 55,

57, 58, 59, GO, 68, 69, 225.

Krishnavtrna. See Krishna Ri-

ver.

Krishn Naig (Krishna Nayaka),

159, 160.

Kshatriyas 3, 236.

Kshaya Samvarsa, 190 n. 1.

Kubja, 16.

Kudgcre, -M, J5, 10L
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Kulasekarankara, 196.

Kulottunga Chola-deva, East-

ern Chalukya Kim;, 183 n. 1.

Kumaradatta,49, 252.

Kumara Gupta I, 21 n. 3, 27.^
Kumara-KIrtti-deva, M a h a-

maydalesvara, 13S.

Kumarvarmma, Kin r;
of i ch-

cliangi, 36, 44, >:5\ 71, A,4.

KuniaM, 214.

Kumbi-e i huusand, < *.

Kumsi, 86,

Kuridala de\ i, : v.

Ki-ndama, 88, i-9.

Kunda-Laja, 23 J.

KundavariiimariSa, 7?.

Kund'ga, 9i>.

Kundangar (i'rof, K. (j.. A.

26o n. ^. 382.

Kuntakali .
j

hirty, >-3.

KuntakuIIi, 19J.

Kuiituia/ViiJ, :;, 4, :>. t>, i ;, 19.

0,25, 65 n. 1. li c>
t 239. 253.

25". 288, ,21.

KuntcJa-dcsa, >2I. See Kuiv

K ni .la, Emj-cror r. 191.

Ku,;t');iahas;;a!li, 1/1'.

Kuppatur Agraliira, ;-;>.i t ,11,

1 U, 238 J8
l

% 2:*2, 2 -J, ..94.

2..0, 1:97, 3' >2,: 81.

Kuppafur i arsva-D5\a-chai!-

ya.'aya, II 3.

Kiiram I'Lites, 6-1.

Kurchakas, 33, 2Su.

Kurgod, 298.

Kurnul, 10 n. I.

Kuru, 138.

Kushan Coins, 248.

Kuttur, 120.

Kuvalala (Kolar), 32, 48.

Kyasaaur, 84,84 n. 1, 86,

Lachchala-devi, 230, 278,

L'tchhavi-devi, 121,

Ladda, l'6';S 283.

Laita, 185.

Lajukas, 5.

L-ikshnui, 119, 191,301.

Lai,'Slnn..na, 120, 193,

I akshmana-Nripa, 302.

L iksiiinanri a, 1 18.

I.aksl p.iesvar Th.iee Huji

67, ^3, )3f> ;,. 4, 137, 284,

25, 293.

Laks-.mi. 121, JIG, ;iI7.

La\ih"in-^cva, 20j, ::0t\ 103

Lakshini-dcva 11, iCatt Maha
m..i>Lilcsvar,2>S,20 .

Laksiiini-ilcvi, 2-2.

( aiiti mi-! ^Irayaaa, 2 '2 n. 1,

;>i;{. :uo.

J.akiiia SiJdhai t<), .:i;7, 298.

i.an^ala, 321.

I.inka, 174, 17 .

Lankc, 1-X
Lala Kin^kun, s 18. i;s ;

f 2S :-.

Latas, 1W
Ljitr i ( 2"f3. See -'.api Kingdom,
iJchclhila-dovi, 238, 27 (T

i.iti^ayat Sect, 144, 25^.

Lokadc, <
S4 n. 3.

Lokaditya, 83, M, 85, 87,

Lukayau, 297.

Lukkundi, 145.

Lunke, 23'?.

Maujir, l.is, 160, i(>0 n. /, k!2;

Raja of, 160.

Ma'bjr, 160 n. 2.

Macharasa, 234.

Machayya, 118.
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Machi-raja, Governor of San-

ialige, 302.

Machiyarasa, 87, 88.

Maduna-tilakx, ^02.

Madhava II, Uanga King. Si-e

T,.dangala Madhava II.

Aiadha'i acharya, 11.

Madhip.\tlharrkhanda, 242.

Madlmkannp.-'-layaka, 239.

Madhukara -\, 236,

Madhukesv; { ra Temple at Ba-

navasi, 5, >78,

Madhusudhi'na. 2 :2 n. 1.

Madliuvirmma, Ki-ig of BaMn-

vasi, f4-67.

Mr.u -panda, 156.

Madras, fe, ,';-:o.

Madi.iHoi!, 17^. Sc: -jiliam-

mad, Gua mercli;mt.

Magadha, 11;\ 321.

M. 4 i-,di, 297.

Magali, 255.

ti'Iwi'ato. 31, 105 n. I, 280,

Maliadeva, 53, .:28

Mal-.adevi, 77, 20J.

Maliadh.tvala, 252,

Mahakuta Inscripliuii >f Man-

;-talesa, 75-

Aiahalakshmi Temple at Kol-

hapur, 176.

Mahalige, 134, 152.

Maharashtra, 325.

Mahasabdas, 201 ii. 3.

Maliavansa, 5, 25 f>.

M.'ihayana School of Buddhism,

256.

Maheudrabhoga, 242.

Mahcndra, N;>!amba King, 167.

Mahcndra Soma Pandita-deva,

Guru of aiva Monastery,
129, 295.

Mahendravarrnma I, Pallava

King, t?5, 306.

Mair: ndravarmma H, F^allava

Kin,;, G5,

Mahe^ vara, 221, 233.

Mahomed Toghluk, 1GO. See

Muhammad bin Tuglak.

Mailala-devi, 107, 117, 193,
198.

Maijalamahadevi, 260.

Maitreya, 63.

Majala-devi, 111,291,294, 296,
381.

Malapas, 191.

Malaprabha River, 151, 310.

Malava, 98,:>Jl; King of, 98,

I!0, 118.

Malavalli, 4, 5.

Malavaru-niari, 20U.

Malavas, 70, 98, 127, 20 J, 383.

M;; lay, 269, 381.

Malaya Country, 182.

Malayaja Pandita Deva, 296.

Malayus, 170.

Malchere, 221,222.

Male Seven, 119, 147.

Malepas, i/9, 227.

Maleya, 97.

Maleyala, 321. ijee Maleyalam

Country.

Alaleyalam Country, 284.

Maikavu, 48, 323.

Malkhed, 80, 89, 98.

Malla, 131.

Mallavalli, 254.

MailVdeva, 148 n. 1, 149, 150,

151, 152, 153, 154,239.
Mallikamoda Santinatha, 120.

Mallikarjuna,Hangal Kadamba,
131, 132-134, 135, 196, 197.
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Mallik Kafur, 158, 159, 160

n. 4, 210, 214.

Malwa, VII, 16, 20.

Malwa, Paramara Kings of, 89,
93.

Mamallapuram Caves, 307.

Mammuri, ilahara King, 175,

176, 180.

Mamunindracharam, 302.

Manar, Gulf of, 160 n. 4, 211

n. 1.

Manavya-gotra, 4, 15, 40, 66.

Mandasa Plates of Dharma

Khedi,241.
Mandasa Zamindari, 241, 242.

Mandhata Raja. See Mandha-
trivarmma.

Mandhatrivarmma,KingofBa~
navasi, 36, 44-46,47, 70,71.

Mandovi River, 213.

Manemane, 82.

Mangale^a, Chalukya Kiny., r>6,

57,61,65 n. 3, 70, 75, 76.

Mangalorc, VII.

Mangundi Incripf ions, 204, 205.

Manika-devi, 206.

Mammarjgaja, 64.

Manjarabad, 220, 224 n. 1
,
323.

Manjarl, 300.

Manneya Ghattiarasa, 232.

Mantravadi Inscription, 273,

Marabbe, 10K

Marade, 52.

Marapa, 160 n. 3, 162, 163.

Marcella Plates of Shashfha-

deva, 167, 170, 171.

Maruti, 313.

Masaija, Kadamba Governor of

Banavasi, 128, 129, 131, 132.

Masanayya, 129, 131. See

Masaija.

Masavadi Hundred and For-

ty, 106.

Mathura Museum, 307.

Matrisarit River, 35.

Matsya Country, 225.

Matur-vaiiisa, 87.

Mattige, 221,222.

Mauli, 104, See Mayuravar-
mma II.

Mauli Tailapa, 137.

Maurya Empire, 4.

Mauryas, 3, 4, 255.

Mayanalla-devi, 184, 184 n. 5,

277.

Mayidevapandita, 151.

Mayidevarasn, 141.

Mayfirasarmma. See Mayvira-
varmmn.

Mayu.a Varmma. See Mayu-
ravarmma.

Mayfiravarrnma (I), Kinj; oi

Banavasi, 7, 8 n. 1,9, id, 15-

16, 17, lS
r 39, 71, 72, 14K,

232, 234, 2;;:>, 249, 322,360.

Mayuravarnnua II, Han al Ka-

damba, lu-i-105, 106, 109.

Mayuravannma 111, Hangal
Kadamba, 131.

Medimayyn, 12f>.

Meenaketu, 242 n. 1.

Mega, 177.

Mclvatte, 123, 124.

Mercara, 57, 297,

Meru Mount 20, 21, 200,321.
Me ruga, 107.

Merutun^a Acharya, 184 n. 5.

MeshanauJibhattaraka, 116.

Millayya, 106.

Mlmamsa, 200, 298.

MImamsakas, 297.

Mindalli mulasthana, 101.

Miragal, 230.

Miraj, 297, 298.
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Mirinje, 296.

Mogala-nad, 134.

Moho la-ch'a, 62 n. 3.

Mojakalmuru, 36 n. 2, 233.

Moraes (Mr. O.) f VII, VIII.

Mrigesa. See Mrigesavarmma.
Mrigesavarmma, King of Ba-

navasi, 28,30-35,36,37,38,

41,42,44,45,47,48,70, 71,

252, 310, 378.

Mudyangeri, 118.

Muhammad, Goa merchant,

172, 185. See Maciumod.
Muhammad bin Tuglak, 159,

160,213,214.
Mulasthana Kerehalli, 120.

Mulgund Insuiption, 285,

Multagi, 48, 323.

Mukkanna Kadamba, 17, S23,

288, 289.

Mukkanti Kaduvetti, 8 n. 1.

Mukkanti Pallava, 8 n. 1.

Munja, 89, 93, 98
L

Aluran Kesava Narasinga, Ka-

jachurya King, 143.

Miiru Country, 116.

Muru Kings, 116.

Muruvanahisa of Bidirur, 128.

.vlushkara, 57.

Muvadi-bidu, 14^.

Mysore, VJI, 3,4, 10 n. 1, 38,

53, 58, 146, 38t>; Rajas of,

380.

Na-adatta, 219 n. 2.

Naga descent, 30, 247.

Naga-deva, 130,373.

Na-akhedi, 241.

Nagarkharjda, 3, 235, 239.

Nagarkhanda District, 76, 70.

Nagarkhanda Kadambas,9,235
-239.

' *

Nat^rkhanda Seventy, 85, 95,

135, 235, 236, 237, 239, 254,
257.

Nagas, 3, 150, 247.

Nagati-nripali, 234.

Nagavarmma, 168.

Nagavarmmacharia, 302.

Naga Worship, 248.

Naiyayikas, 297.

Nakare^vara, God of Banka-

pur, 385,

Nanakkasa, Pallava King, 39,

40,41.

Nanda, King, 9.

Nandagiri, 120.

Nandas, 3, 9.

Nandi, 214, 248, 306, 308, 311,
317.

Nandi Mountain, 321.

Nandikesvara-deva, 100.

Nanduvara Kaliga, 85.

Nangali, 132.

Narakki-arasa, 87.

Naranayya, Ferggade, 118.

Narasiniha, 65, 135.

Narasirhha, god, 381.

Narasimha, Hoysala King, 139.

Narasimlia II, 149.

Narasirhha III, 155, 156.

Narasimha Temple, 260.

N a r a s i in h a b h a 1 1 o p a d h y-

a y a, 290.

Narasimhachar (Rao Bahadur

R.), 313.

Narasirhhavarmma I, Pallava

King, 64, 306.

Narayana, 313, 316.

Narayana-deva Temple of the

Visvamitra gotra, 302.

Narayana Mangaraj, 242 n. 1.

Narayanasarmma, 66.

Narbada River, 65 n. 1, 109 n.

1,215.
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Naregal Inscriptions of Per-

madi I, 196.

Narendra, 193, 194.

Narendra Inscriptions, 174, 175,

176, 181, 193.

Narendrasena, Vakataka King,

26, 27.

Nariyalige Forty, 113.

N&akas, 300.

Nawab DjemaUiddiu (Jamal-

ud-din of Honuvar), /15.

Nopal, 20.

Nepala, 321.

Neriligc village, 293.

Nidagundi, 83.

isidugunda ;e Twelve, J!H.

Nidugundi I-scriptiu.i, '^Sfi.

Nigalaiika-mall i, 15:, 23:).

Nikitin, Russian Traveller, h?3

n. 3.

NTIakaytha, 49.

Niiambur Inscriptions, 47, -is,

49,

Nlralgi inscription, 10 .

Nirgrantha Sect, 35.

Nirili Agrnhara, 2iO.

Niti-maiiaraja, Beiur Kadainba,

225, 226, 273. 380.

Nolambadhipip, 171.

Nojainba Kings, 171. 18;v

Nolambaraditya, SJ.

"-loIamba-Sindavadi, 119,

Noiambavadii 118, U7, 132,

171.

Numismatic-^ Kaclamba, 380-
386.

Numismatics, South IndLt, ,' 80.

Nyaya, 20), 250, 298,

Orlem gotm, 185 n. 1.

Oriim, 316.

Pada-khundika> 250.

Padmalaya Family, 87.

Padmanribha, Vaislmava Brah-

man, 263, 381.

Padmanabha, Zamindar of Ti-

kkali, 242 n. 1.

Padmanabhayya, Dandanaya-
ka, 12'>.

Padmanandi-siddlianti-cha*

kravartti, 111, 112,294.
i-

}

adumala-ilevi, 238.

Paithan (jrant, 155.

Pakuv:di, 227.

PajalgunHc Thirty, l!-2.

Pala i

.igc, 193. See Uals.

Palasi.'je Twelve Th it-saiv.!

i3,>,'l8,', 1-2, 195, !9l>, Dri,

2*1, 2n5.

Masika. 25 n. 1^17,4^, '9.71,

72, 1 ,<. See 'Ktlsi.

.'a la .i O-ins, .77, 382,

, 'aiKiva ia^.riptio;) \ S ... J
,
o \

Jlava Kin s, !:, l'.>, ::>3
f 40

4.\ 57. 47 31. 1, 64, 0. , 7), 32,

171. 171 n. 4.

: Viliava Lion, .78.

i

v

allavas. VII, X, G
;

^ n, 1, hi,

32, 3.: n. 3, JJ9, fi
t hi), 7' ,

171, 183, 1*20. :4;
f 249, 35,

:,"0, .:<)9. 3!.':, 37 /. 3<' l

\ 3SO,

'.'cilia
1

, a Style .f Arcliitectur,-.

;' 4,
r

)07/:r;8, 30? >

P.JI i^-ura v!Magc\ 2?o.

^anc^ala. '3, 118.

iVincha-linga Mati^i, M/.

P<incha-!inga Tempi/, :
H'9

ranciiamahaniva, ChnK'j Gene-
ral 97.

1 'nficha-'. islu'ua. or Panchapii-

tra-Vishaya, 210,241.

! 'anchavishayudhipatis, 240.

Panch'ivishayas, 2iO.

Panda vas, 10:> n. 1, 176, 297.
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Pandiat, 283.

Pandinad or Hadi: ad, 219 n* 2.

Pandu, 185.

Pandya Kings of Madura, 67,

75,76, 80, 89 n. 2, 221,228,
321.

Pandya Kings of Uchhangi,

127, 141, 157, 180, 191, 199,

207
7
2<3 ? 234.

Pandya-Mayaka, 221,

Panini, 299.

Paniniya, 298.

Panjim Mates of ja/akesi I,

171.

Panungal, 195. Sec Hatigal.

Panungal Five Hundred, 105,

109, :?31, 2f>5. See Hang-il
Five Hundred.

* 'ara/fjaji/hi Matainbhojini /?-

jaluithsa, 302.

Panmara Kiii^s of Mjlwa, VII,

nia I
t Palla-

va King, 64.

Para.-ijoti, GM . See Siri-Tcinda.

Parasu Kama, 107,

Pariyaja, 64.

'^aroda, River of, 171.

Paritha, ::2S.

1

"atalipiilra, 5.

: \tafijali, 193, 2^>,

Pathak (Mr. K. B.), 2i9.

Patbdakal, 305, 307.

i'altainaja-devi, 202, 203.

I\i((ikas, 45.

:atti-Pombiirchcha-pura (Hn-

nVcha), 189.

Pavitra Festival, 21)0.

Peitun, 158.

Pelmadi village, 53.

Penarai, 82.

Pere i

ra(SenhorBraganza),172.

Perma. See Permadi.

Permadi, Sinda Chief, 111,119,

133, 134, 196, 197, 198,

Permadi-deva, 181, 198, 199,

200,201.

Perma-Jagadekamalla II, Cha-

lukya Emperor, 134.

Permadi, Santara King, 129.

Permmadi-deva. See Permadi.

I'ernem (Goa), Viscount of,

385.

Persia, 280, 283.

Pettani Satyanka, 65.

Phamrajcivarhsa, 247.

Pindianna, 269, 283.

Pilar Convent, Goa, 213.

PiJlai (Diwan Bahadur L. D.

Swamikannu), 69.

Pingalesvara, 101.

Pliny, 6.

Pogilli Maharaja, 79.

Polalgunde Thirty, 193, 323.

Pombuchcha. See Patti-Pom

burchcha-pura.

Posavolalu, 221, 222, 223.

Pounnata, 219 n. 2. See Pun-

nata.

Poysala, 133, 191, 196. See

Uoysala.
Prabha Bauddha-Bhalara, 256.

Prabhakarasarmma, 79.

Prabhandhacintamani, 184 n. 5,

187.

Prabhavati, Queen of Mrige-

savarmma, 31.

Prabhavati Gupta, Sri, 21, 22,

26,27.

Pradesika, 5.

Prakrit Records, 6.

Pranamesvara Temple at Ta-

lagunda, 250.
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Pravara, 250.

Prehara (Tungabhadra), 322.

Prcmara Country (Malwa), 16.

I'rit'nu, 23.

Prithivisena 1, Vakataka King,

18,26.

Ptolemy, o, 219 n. 2.

Puligere Three Hundred, 8J,

K ;

2, 137. See Lakshinesvar

Three Hundr d.

Pulikesi I. Chalukya King, Vli,

33,51.

Pulikesi !!, CUlukya King, 5.;,

56,57, 58, 60, (>1, 02 n. 3 t 63,

64, 65, 6 i, 69, 7 \ 7, f 76, 77,

78,79, IfiB, 3 ;X\

PuIIeya-ba)al, 1 P,.

Pulleya-Nayaka, 138

Piiiiiud, 219 n.
'

, See .'unii -I,,.

Punnata :vajas, 21'J n. 2. 220
n, 1.

Punnatd Ten Thousand, 220

ii. 1. 322,

I'unnaL Visliay-, -1
" f

n. 2

Parana ^ :, 2o:f
:
25-. '^:/, 21K

2'i-J, .JuO.

Purandara-Raya, Hangal Ka-

dam-a, 162-H),..

I\ ( rigere Tf)r L
- Mun ; reJ, ^'3,

86.

P;i ,lia|)at';i Vizayanrr;irajti, of

Vijayanti ;aram % 4!! n. 1*

Pushpagiri, 38.

P-sta, 185,283.

Q eat, 283.

Qucralh, 185. SccK3r;!a.

Rachamaila, 100.

kadheya, 221.

Ka- hu, King of Hanavasi, :-2,

2::-24, 25/72, 383.

Raghunatha Ja^a-deva 1, Za-

miiidar of 1 ikkaii, 242 n. 1,

Raghunatha Jaga-deva II, Za-

mindar of Tikkali, 242 n. 1.

Raghuparthiva, 23. See Raghu.

Rahu, 107.

Raja of Maabir, 212.

Rajaditya, Chola King, 81, 82,

83, 86.

Rajagunt-deva, 104.

Rajagopala deva, 242 n. 1.

Rajakesaiivaimma (Vira ka-

jendra-deva), Chola Kiifg,

182.

Rajamalla, 99, 101.

Rajaraja Chola, 221.

Rajiisiiiiiiesvara temple, 307.

Rajendra, Chola Prince, 117.

RajSn-lia Cl:oja I, 117, 18?>, 183

n. 1.

K'ajei.'lia Chola II, 183 n, 1.

X'ajesvara temple at Kancin,

Kaiiga, 182, 183. See

ga Chul i-deva and Rajendia
and Raicndra Chola II.

Rajuka, officer of Asoka, 5.

Rakkasa, 227.

Kakkr.ita, Buddhist teacher, ;,\

255.

Rama, 100, 174, 227,

Rama ticvarasa, Hangal Ka-

damba. 153, 154.

f'ama-deva, Yadava King, 15-x

Raina-;;unda, 150.

Kamanada, 156.

Ramanuja, 25j.

Ramakrishna, 212 n. 1.

Ramatiriha Plates, 377.

Ramayana/M, 119, 175,280,

Ramayya, 125.

Kama, Cabo de, 210.

Rameswar, 160 n. 4, 210, 211.

Rarneswar, See Rameswar.
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Ramesvara Temple at Halsi,

311.

Ranaka, title of the Kadambas
of Kalinga, 2*10.

Ranaka Sri Bhama Khedi, 241.

Ranaraja, 33 n, 3, 51.

Ranasagara, 81.

Rasanna, 87.

Rashtrakujas, 78, 80, 81, 84,

85,86,87,88,89,93, 94
1 96,

98, 167, 168, 252, 265.

Rashtravarmma, 219 n. 2.

Raiihalli, 152.

RcitnagYii District, 173n. 4.

Rattaraja, Silahara King, 17'.'.

Rattas, 93, 204, 207, 208. 209.

Rattagiri, 79.

Rattiga, 07.

Ravana, 175.

Ravi, 301, 382.

Ravidntta, I'unmitn Raja, 219
n. 2.

Kavinalla-Deva, 222.

Ravivarnima,Kingof Banavasi,

30, 32, 33, 42, 43, 45, 47-49,

50,70, 71,252,277,322,323.

Ra(vi) Varma Dharma-maha-

laja, 31.

Raviyammarasa, Bayalnad Ka-

damba,219,220,221.
Rnvi-Yamesvara of Kittur, 222.

kaviyanabhartn, 29G.

Kaya, Goa, 181.

Raya Murari-Sovi-deva, 140.

Raybag, 200.

Rayadanda Oopala, 119.

Raya-i^andya, Pandya King of

Uclichangi, 199.'

Rova, 65 n. 1.

Revana, 301.

Rice (Mr. Lewis), 16, 39, 54,

58, 59, 66, 82, 88, 116, 163 n.

3, 232, 248, 265, 278, 282.

Rig- Veda, 249, 250, 290, 293.

Rohiiil, 199.

Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay
Branch, ,32, 383, ^8L

Rudra, 7, 249.

Ru^rase-.iti II, Vakataka King,

21,22,26.
Rudra-Siva, 248. See Rudra
and Siva.

Rupavatara, 250.

Sabdanusuna, 298.

Sabciatastra, 250.

Sadario,Goa minister, 185, 186,

270.

Sahara, 19.

3ai;ar hobli, 157.

Sagar Taluqua, 6i
T 15'*, 157,

159.

Sahadeva, 100.

Sahadeva Rathas, 30^,

Sahajakavi, 302.

Sahalatavl village, -J.

hahani, General. 146.

Sahya mountains, (>6, 193. See

Sahyadri mountains.

Sahyadri mount,iins, 66.

Saint A^artin (Mons.), 62 n. 3.

Saiva Trisulas, 308.

Saivism, 248. 250, 253.

Sukatayana, 298.

Sakas, 248.

Sakhachareiiidra-Dhvaja, 229.

Saklashpur. 224 n. 1.

Sakara, 162.

Saja, 145 n. 3, 378.

Saiipayya, 125.

Saliyur, 100.

Sajuva Tikkama, 154

Saluvoge, 77.

Salsette, near Bombay, 168,

173n. 4, 193.
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Sama-veda, 250, 293.

Samantadurga, 163.

Samhathanad, 227.

Sampagadi, 198.

Sampakarasa, 238.

Samudra Gupta, IX, 6, 16,71.

Sangama Dynasty of Vijaya-

nagara, 163, 163 n. 3,223.

Sangamesvar, 269, 283.

Sangamesvara Temple, 305,

306, 307.

Sangoji Plates, 52, 69.

Sankarna, Kalachurya King,

140, 142, 239.

Sankama-deva. See Sankama.

Sankama-deva, K a cl a m b a

Prince, 142, 103 n. 3.

Sankara, 114,299.

Sankaraganda, 83, 84.

Sankara Nayana, 234.

Sankara Samanta, 297.

Sankhya, 200, 298.

Sankhyas, 297.

Santali^e Thousand, 96, 07,

98, 99, 113, 114, 120, 122,

124, 126, 129, 131, 138, 139,

265.

Santa!e-devi, 136.

Santaras, 83, 86, 97, 139, 147,

150, 189,201,238.

Santayya-deva, 108.

Santinatha, Jaina Poet, 119,

301, 302.

Santivarmma, King of Bnnava-

si, 10, 28-29, 30, 36, 37, 38,

39, 42, 45, 52, 71, 72,250,
264, 314.

Santivarmma, Pallava King, 41.

Santivarmma H, Hangal Ka-

damba, 104, 108-109, 126,

267.

Saptakotlsa, 383, 384.

Saptanatrakas, 214.

^arada, Goddess, 121.

Sarasvatl-mukha-mukura, 1 1 9,

302.

Sarasvatibushatia, 198, 301.

Sareya-Bhairava-Nayaka, 6an-

tara Chief of Karkala, 150.

Stirvadhari, 385.

Sarvesvara Pandita, 299.

Sasati Ui.^trict, /. e. Sal^etie, in

the Konkan, 209.

Sastras, 2^8/289.

Satakarnnis, 50, 249. 270. Ser

^atavalianas.

Satavahanas, 4, 6.

Satara, 3H,!.

Sattenhajli, Kud Taluqua, 14(>.

Satthiga-nripa, 227.

SattigSIa Plain, 101.

Satya-jv.ia
1

a, 238.

Satyasniya, 10 \ 154, 230, !2ol.

Satyasraya-do\a, uiler of San-

ta jige, 99.

Satyas a} a K'-nganiv ;rmma-

1'ermnianadi-Bfiliga, Oanga
Pripce, 8G.

ilauiashtu, :i(\ 118, 176, 209,

. 2c.5
t
321.

Savvaiitwadi Stale, 1/3 n. 4,

Sayar, a tax, 120,

Senapati, 1(5.

Scnavarisa, 84, 85, 13, 247.

Sendrakas, 52, 54, Vi>, 78,7::,

247.

Sendraka-Vishaya, 53.

Sesha, 247.

Seunchandra II, Yadava Pr^ce,

183.

Sewell (Mr), 163 n. 3.

Seylla, 177.

Shadanana, 16, 194.

Shagmukha, 107.
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Shashtha-deva 1, Goa Kadam-

ba, X, 168.

Shashtha-deva II, Goa Kadam-

ba, 114, 173-178, 179, 180,

378.

Shashtha-deva III, Goa Kadam-

ba, 203-209, 210, 3S4.

Slii!:arpur Taluqua, 66, 114.

Siiika'pur Inscription, 302.

Shimoga Plates, 44, 44 n. 5,

45, 46.

Shimoga Taluqua, 161*, 163.

Shivapur, 269, 283.

Hdani in Edcnad, 15.

Siddanwalli, 111

Si.'idh5nta','297,

Siddhesvara Temple, 23i.

.idliapui, 4.

Sihalla, KS5.

Sikkim, 10 n. 1.

Siiauitya, i,5,r5n. 1,66.

ilaharas, 99, 168, 173, 174,

175, 18r, 19<>, 197.

Silahara Countiy, 188; Noi-

thern, h4 176 n. 4, 170, 199;

Southern, 172, 173 i,. 4, 174

Simbualla, 177. See Ceylon.

Simha, 194.

Siiiihala, 175. See Ceylon.

Simhana-deva, 132. See Sin-

ghana 11.

Simha-Nayaka, 152,

Simhavarmma, King of Bana-

vasi, 43, 53.

Sindabur, *215. See Chandra-

pur and Chandor.

Sifrias, 63 n. 3, 133, 134,200,
247.

Singaijadevarasa Mahaman-

dalesvara, 114.

Singaiasa, 193.

Singavarmma, 219 n, 2.

Singhatia II, Yadava King,

151,152,207,209,281.

Singi, 119.

Siriya-devi, Pandya Princess,

109, 126.

Sirsi, 49, 53, 69, 156, 157,

&iru-Tonria, 64.

Siruvan, 228.

Sisna (phallus), 249.

Siva, 6, 7, 8, 9, 106, 198, 225,

227, 229, 233, 235, 248, 249,

252, 25J, 254, 306, 310, 385.

ivachitta, Goa Kadamba, 108,

198-202,260,301, 302, 383,

r

38k

Sjvachitta-Chattaya- deva, 203.

f

See Shashtha deva HI.

SivacUitta-Vira Varja-d e v a,

205.

Sivamara Gaiiga King, 57.

Sivanandavarmma, Kadamba

{
Prince, 39,40.

Sivaratha, 260.

^ivaskanda Na^asiii, 5.

Sivaskandavarmma, t aliava

King, 6.
^

Siyaka Harsa, &>.

Skanda Gupta, 27

Skandavarmma, PuniiataRaja,

219 n. 2.

Skandavarmma I, Pallava

King, 6.

Skandavarmma II, Pallava

King, 32, 40.

Skandlm, 382.

Smith (Mr. Vincent), 26, 281,

377,383.

Smrtte, 200, 298, 300.

Soma, 193.

Soma-Bhupa, 289.

Soma-deva, 156, 236, 237.

Somanatha, god, 129, 176, 236.
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Somanathaiya, 116.

Soma-vamsa, 40, 199.

Somesvara, Hoysala King, 15.

Somegvara I, Chalukya Em-

peror, 105, 116,117,118,119,

121.

Somesvara II, Chalukya Em-

peror, 110, 119, 178, 181, 183.

Somesvara III, Chalukya Emp-
eror, 155, 196.

Somesvara IV, Chalukya Em-

peror, 144, 145.

Somesvara Temple, 171, 176.

Somnath Temple in Saurastra,

171
',- A

Somasekhara Sarma, 242 n, 1.

Sorab Taiuqua, 3, 49, 110, 13;;,

146,315.

Sorab Taiuqua Inscriptions,

273,278,281,290.

Soratur, Honnali Taiuqua, 85.

Sovana, 132.

Solideva, Kalachurya Emper-
or, 139.

Sova-deva, 206.

Soyavamarasa, 138.

Soyi-deva, 235, 237, 238, 280,

384.

Sovi-devarasa, 278.

Soyya, 144 n. 6.

Sphatika, 322.

Sramanas, 52.

Sravana-Bejgola, 3, 275.

Sreshthi, 284.

rl-devi, 236.

Srlmalavaramari, 384.

Sringarapraku&ika, 19.

Wringer! Matha, 163.

^ripala,
228.

Sripallava, F*andya King of

Madura, 228.

&riparvata 15. See risailam.

^ri Permattur, 255.

Sripurusha, Oanga King, 55,

, 57, 68.

Srirangam, 255.

Srisailam, Karnul District, 15.

Snvallabha Senanandaraja,
Sendraka chief, 78, 79.

Srivikrama, Ganga King, 57.

rutaklrtty, 23.

Srytam, 185, 283.

Sthanaka Province (Thana),
197.

Sthaiiukundur, 288. See l^ala-

gunda,

Sthanugudha Agrahara, 17.

See l ala^unda.

Suddikundun, 265.

Sudi, 102,286, 296,298.

Sudraka, UK).

Sukhtanker (Sa ;tri Bhavant-

shankeO. X.

Sukiimaracliurita, 120, ,/Jl.

Suiula, 382.

SOramara, 64.

Surappa-Nay.ika, 239.

Suryavariisa, 199.

Sutnidhari Holja of Jluvina-

bagc, 2 JO.

Sutratiharis uf the Eastern

Cuast,379.
Suvarnesvara Temple, 311.

Svami-Maliasena, 66.

Svamis of Aryyavale, 2H4.

Svayambhu SOmanatha Tem-

i
pie, 295.

Svetapata ascetics, 35, 252.

Swasti, 54.

Tabard (Rev. Ft. A.M.), 304.

Tadangala Madhava II, Ganga
King, 54, 57,58,59,68.

Tadda-vadi Thousand, 141.

Tagarc, 57, 59, 62, 132.
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Taila I, Hangal Kadamba, 103,

104, 106-107, 109.

Taila II, Hangal Kadamba,

126-130, 131, 137, 138 n. 4,

236,295,381.
Taila II, Chaluky?. Emperor,

88,89,93,94,95,98,109,237
n. 5.

Taila III, Chalukya Emperor,

137, 141, 296.

Tailama, Hangal Kadamba,

135-136, 137.

Taila-Naga, 12P.

Tailapa or Taila. See Taila.

Taji, in Arabia, 172.

Taicinehi, 4.

Takkola, 86.

Tala Trees, 63.

Talagunda, 10. 17, 72, 84, 310.

Talagunda Inscription Vli, 6,

10J5, 16, 16 n. 3, 17, U '.'2,

23, 24,25, 26,28,29, 31 52,

90.

Talagund. r 17. See Tal;,-

gunda.

Talaguppe hobli, 157, 159.

Tah.kad, : 2, 48.

Talakadu, I3V, See TV,lakacl.

Tamil Country, :i4, 221.

Tarakesvara Tan ;le at Han-

gal, 145, 14d
Tava;?andi hobli, 146.

Taylor (Rev.), 163 n. 3.

Felurui, 97. See Telugu Couu-

try.

Tclugu Country, 8 n. I.

Teuigu MSS. in Oriental Libra-

ry, Madras, 242 n. 1.

Tolugu Pallavas, 8 n. 1.

Ten Nad, 219 n, 2.

Terumangala, 221, 222.

Thana, 1V3, 175.

Thaneya, 175. See Thana.

Thani, House of, 99. See

Thana.

Tikkama, Yadava General,

152, 155.

Tikkama Deva Raya, 154. See
Tikkama.

Tippoja, architect, 200, 312.

Tipu Sultan, 224 n, 1.

Tirumani Tank, 223.

Tiruttaneivara, Temple at Ti~

ruttani, 307.

Tiruvariyur Monastery, 297.

Todaka Kesavayya, 101.

Torugare Sixty, 106.

Toya-Singeya-Dannayaka, 143.

Toyima-deva, 103, 104, 105,

107, 108. See Taila 1.

Foyimarasa, 104.

Travancore, 384.

Tribhuvanamalla, Goa Kadam-
ba, 203, 205, 206-207, 384.

Tribhuvanamalla Malli-deva-

rasa, 134. See Mallikarjuna,

Hangal Kadamba.
Tribhuvanamalla Paijdya, King

of Uchchangi, 127, 233.

Tribhuvanamalla Permadi, 233.

See Vikramaditya VI.

Trikunda-pura, 87.

Trilochana Kadamba, 8, 8 n. 1,

200.

Trimurti, 249.

Trinayana Pallava, 8 n. 1.

Trinetra Pallava, 8 n. 1, 109,

221.

Triparvata,8 n, 1, 31,37, 38,

69, 220, 225, 264.

Tripura,8, 224, 225, 227.

Tripurantakadevarasa, 296.

Tughlak Dynasty, 159.

Tulu Country, 1 47. See Tuluva.
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Tuluva, 97, 150.

Tunga, 322.

Tungabhadra, 118, 119, 132,

182.

Tangaganga family, 32.

Turushkas, 118,280, 283,321.

Uchchangi, 36, 127, 141, 191-f,

232, 233, 234 n. 1,264.

Uchchangi-Durga, 36 n. 2. See

Uchchangi.

Uchchasringi, 36, 36 n. 2, See

Uchchangi.

Udayaditya Ganga Permacii

deva, Governor of Bairavas;,

120, 121, 122, 124, .'Ml,30_>.

Udhare, 143, 145, :>8:i.

Udri, 322.

Ugrakhedi or Ugiakhediraja,
240.241.

Ujnaka, 24 L

UndavaMi, 308.

Unkai Thirty, 192, :2,,

Uppinakafte, 191.

Uisugrame, 1 92, 193.

Uttaiapurana, 83.

Vadda ur Vardha, 266 n. 8.

Vahadi Mountain pa^s, 134.

Vaijayanti (Bana\'ir,i), 4, 5, 28,

31, 56, 37,42,44,45,47, ::1,

53,54,01,09,70 75, 8,'i, 110.

264.

Vaikunt-!

ta Perumaj Temple at

Kanchlp.iiam, 307.

Vainateya, 148,

Vaiseshika, 2 (j8.

Vaishnavas, 255.

VaishJ?avism, 258.

Vakafaka Kings, 1^21,20.
Vakkalcri grant, 307.

Vaiabhi Dynasty or Valabhi

Kings, 65, 66.

Vailabha, 80.

Vallapatam Sin-uhalla, 283.

Valli, 221.

Valmikl, 299.

Vanavasi (Banavasi), 61, 121,

322.

Vanavasi-mandala, 81, 138,

276.

Vauga, 75, 118, 321.

Vankapura, 84. See Bankapur.
Vafada, 62.

Varaha-Narasiiiiha Tempi, at

Halsi, 3i2.

Varahas South Indian, 38G;

Vijayana-ara, 382, 384.

Varala, 118,3^1; King of, 118,

V.,:dhamanayati, 3i)l.

Vasumitra, 175.

Vatapi, G^i. See B^dami.

Vdtsa Raja, -ii,

Vatsya Gotia, 77.

Vatsyana, 293.

Vedungas, 200, 2i>...

Vedanta. 20U, 250, 2b'7.

Kdas, 15, 7i, 168, -i
.*-, 288,

289, 292, LUi, 29:^.

Veiaiiiiie, 2->9, 28J.

Vvlim, Oca, 181.

Ve!l:tpatam, 209.

V \-jiiapui ,t, Jl. Sc. Velini.

V iu .aniti Seveniy, i;;7. 1^2,

lV3, 2jO, 201, L'04 ( 27.i. See

BeKtgami.

Velugrame Thirty, 32,i,

Ve/igi, 80, 183,321.

Venkatesvara (Prof.), 25 i.

Vkhana,Yadava Dandanayau-iu

2o7//iJ9.

"

**

Vidyanagaia, 1G2 n. 2,

Vidyasanknra or Vijaya-Sau-

ka;a-Bhaiati-gi'ni, 1G2.

Vijuyadhavata, 252.

Vijjyaditya, Chalukya Empcr-
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or, 306, 307.

Vijayaditya, Karad Silahara,

197.

Vijayaditya I, Goa Kadamba,

188, 189, 190,208.

Vijayaditya II, Goa Kadamba,

160, 198, 199,202,203,301.
See Vi:;hi?uchita.

Vijayanagara, IX, 163, 163 n.

3,382,384,386.

Vijaya Pandya Deva, 234

Vijayasiva Mandhatrivarnima,

44. See Mandhatrivarnima.

Vijayaskandavarmma, Pallava

King, 0.

Vil;rama, 104.

Vikramaditya, tith of Cliamu-

nda Raya, 111.

Vikramaditya I, Chalukya Em-

peror, 55, 57, 58, 64, 66, 67,

77, 305, 307.

Vikramaditya Il
s Chalukya L:m-

peior* 79, 306.

Vikramaditya V, Chalukya L!m-

peror, 102, J16.

Vikramadi'ya VI, Chaiukya
EmpiT>r f

'

107, 109, 110,113,

117, 118, 122, 123, 176, 180,

181, 182, 183
V 190, 191, 192

n. 2, 193, 196, 267, 274, 277.

Vikramaditya Permadi-deva
170 See Vikramaditya VI.

Vikramaditya Satiasrnya, 113.

See Vikramaditya VI.

Vikrama Ganga, 119, 120.

VikramaukaJevacharilUi 1 18,

>21, 122, 181, 182,277,

Vilas, 76.

Viaayaditya, Chalu! ya King,

76, 77, 71), 306.

Vinayaditya, Moysala King,
228.

Vindhya Mountains, 66, 169

n.K

Vinhukaddachutu Family, 4.

Viprakulaiamam, 302.

VTra-Bananjudhara, 284.

VIra-Bhadra, 242 n. 1.

Vlra-Ballaja II, Hoysala King,

145, 146* 147, 149, 151, 157,

160.

VIra-Ballala III, Hoysala King,

156, 158," 159, 160 n. 3.

VIra-Ballala IV, Hoysala King,
161.

Vira-Qanga Poysala- Deva,
Title of Vishnuvardhana,

Hoysala King, 127, 132, 105.

See Vishnuvardhana.

Vira-Nolamba-Deva, 119.

Vira-Pandya, King of Uchcha-

ngi, 137.

Viiarajendra-Chola, 228.

Vlra-Saivas, 25
'1, 258. See Lin-

gayat Sect.

Vlra^armma, Guru of Mayura-
varmrna, 15.

Vira-Somanatha, 253.

Vlra-Somesvara, HoysajaKing,
149.

Virata, 105, n. 1.

Virata, King, 105 n. 1.

Vnatakote, 105 n. 1.

Viratanagari, 105 n. 1.

Virupaksha Temple, 305, 306.

Vishnu, 198, 221, 225, 229, 313,
316.

Vshnuchitta, Goa Kadamba,
198-202, 381, 384. See Vijaya.

ditya II.

Vishnugopa, Pallava King, 6,

32, 33, 40.

Vishnugopavarmma, Pallava

King^47n. 1.
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Vishnukadachutu, 4,

Vishnukundins, Dynasty of the,

377.

Vishnukundin Lion, 378, 379.

Vishginardhana, Hoy?ala Em-

peror, 127, 128, 129, 132, U'l

134, 135. l$s 1-'9, 190, 194,

195,196, 233, 231,253, 263,

313, 378. See Bittiga or

Bitti-deva.

Vishnuvardhari'i, 250.

Vibhnuvarmma, Kadamba King

rf Tripar^ta,2, 3',. 33, 3/,

.;s, ;"/, 40, 41,4;-, -13, 4^, -:-,

4h, 47,66,71.

Visvam'->haru, 2-*2 i-.. 1

Vitarayj, 25i:.

Vizj^ai-^ttiin Plato . uf i>von-

dravarmma. 2 1.

Vog.-l (Dr. J. l'h.),3T9.

VratakLunJ,:, \'<} 9

\V:n;i Giant, s\'.

\Varan?;-!, IGo. 214.

Western Clialukya Family of

Badanii, 285.

Wurangoi. See Warangal.
Yadavas 10, 144, 145, 147, 151,

152, 15J, 155, 156, 157, 158,

202, 206, 207, 210, 279.

Yafur-veda, 49, 1>80, 290, 293.

YakshaN 248.

Valavatti, 311.

Yapanls, 252.

Y Jbnrga, Sindas of, 192 n, 2.

Yelandur, 219 n. L',

YewQr, 6J, 295, 295, 2')7, 2L8 f

Yuga, 200.

Y~>xa Sustras, 298,

Yiuihi^thira's f^tlacj, 54.

Yuktas, iHticer-'. of Asoka's

Empire, 5.

Zangaw, 185, L'83.

Ziau-din-Barni, 159 r-. 2, H^
n. 2.

/'uarim Ri.er, 183 n. 1, 213,

215,








